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A - l INV

HIGH SENSITIVITY LASER SPECTROSCOPY WITH A GAS CELL

J. Billowes
Schuster Laboratory, Manchester University M13 9PL, U.K.

Precise measurement of isotope shifts and hyperfine structure by laser
spectroscopy provides high quality information on nuclear shapes and mo-
ments. Recent advances in the use of gas cells using resonance fluorescence
detection methods have achieved sensitivities sufficient' for the study of iso-
topes off the line of nuclear stability where production rates may be only a
few thousand atoms per second.

The development of the method at the Nuclear Structure Laboratory,
Stony Brook will be described where Yb isotopes have been studied using the
1So —* *Pi resonance at 556nm. An impressive result of this work was the
extension of the known isotope shifts out to the N=82 neutron shell closure
at 1S2Yb(2i/2=3.2 s). A comparison will be made with other techniques,
such as laser-induced nuclear orientation and collinear laser spectroscopy, to
illustrate the particular advantages of this method.

The sensitivity of the method depends on the number of photons that
may be resonantly scattered per atom. Problems associated with collisional
transfer of excitation and shelving in metastable atomic states will be illus-
trated with various atomic or ionic systems of Yb, Eu, Ba and Hf. The use
of small concentrations of quenching gases to help re-cycle these atoms will
be described.



A-2 INV

QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF HIGH SPIN ISOMERS STUDIED BY
LEVEL MIXING SPECTROSCOPY

F. Hardeman. G. Scheveneels, G. Neyens, R. Nouwen and R. Coussement
Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-3030 Leuven

In this paper, it will be shown how the combination of an electric
quadrupole and a misaligned magnetic dipole interaction acting as an
intermediate state perturbation permits to determine v§/g. For small
misalignment angles /?, the time integrated angular distribution of radiation
originating from isomers submitted to this combined interaction, shows
resonances as a function of the external magnetic field: the so-called Level
Mixing Resonances (LMR) (l).

These LMR permit to obtain QVZZ with very high accuracy, but for
high spin states, the amplitudes of the LMR are strongly reduced. At higher
angles /? however, an almost spin-independent curve describing the angular
distribution of radiation as a function of the magnetic Geld can be derived,
which still permits to determine QVzz/g. The method using this feature is
called Level Mixing Spectroscopy (LEMS). It will be compared in detail to
TDPAD. The advantages of LEMS are that it remains applicable at very
high spin, and in a lifetime range up to the spin-lattice relaxation time
(several ms). It has been applied to study the quadrupole interaction of
isomers in 202-204-206-20731 in Tl, of 208-209-2io-2iiAt in Bi and recently of six
isomers in 2ii-2i2-2i3pr m a Tl host. A survey of the results will be presented,
and this will illustrate the applicability in a broad lifetime range (70 ns for
the 29/2+-isomer in 2uAt to 13 ms for the 10-state in 204Bi) and up to very
high spin (65/2 for the core excited isomer in 2i3Fr).

The result of these experiments was that the nuclei remain rather
spherical of the N = 126-shell is closed. If neutrons are removed (or core
excited), an increase of the quadrupole moments is observed. The relative
increase corresponds relatively well to the predictions of the Deformed
Independent Particle Model (DIPM); however, the DIPM-overestimates the
absolute values of these quadrupole moments.

(1) R. Coussement, P. Put, G. Scheveneels, F. Hardeman, Hyp. Int. 23
(1985) 273



A-3 INV

NUCLEAR MOMENTS- AN EFFECTIVE PROBE OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

K.Heyde

Institute for Theoretical Physics and Institute for Nuclear

Physics,

Proeftuinstraat 86, B-9000 Gent, Belgium

Magnetic dipole moments for simple states (single-par-

ticle configurations mainly) near closed shells will be dis-

cussed. The importance of particle-vibration coupling and its

dependence on the number of valence nucleons outside closed

shells will be discussed. Application to the Z=82, Z=64 and

Z=40 mass regions will be carried out.

We also address, more in particular, EO moments (radii)

as a probe to nuclear deformation effects. Both the variation

of nuclear radii over large chains of isotopes and the possi-

bility to use EO moments as a tool to study shell-model intru-

der states near single-closed shell nuclei will be discussed.



INV

OMAi NETIC MOMENTS OF THE DOUBLY CLOSED SHELL ± 1 NDCLEON NUCLEI
."*D ON-LINE NUCLEAR POLARIZA' 10:.

Tadanori MINAMISONO

Faculty of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, JAPAN

For extracting mesonic and, possibly, quark effects in nuclear

magnetic moments, precision measurements were made on 41Sc{I;t=7/2 ~)

by means of the asymmetric /8-ray distribution and MC\ detection. Prog-

resses we have made in the experimental technique were in the produc-

tion of the polarized Sc nuclei through nuclear reaction, selection

of implantation media in which the nuclei maintained, and detection of

NMR at room temperature. Owing to a long spin-lattice-relaxation tine

longer than 3 sec at room temperature obtained in CaO crystals used as

catchers, detection equipments uacame very simple. He discuss in this

conference on the hyperfine interactions of Sc in the CaO and Pt

metal. Also for the studies of the electric properties and details of

nuclear structures of the Sc, nuclear electric quadrupole moment

will be discussed using newly determined experimental value.

In combination of the present magnetic moment with the known one of

Ca, precise isoscalar and isovector magnetic moments were extracted.

Of our concern was the effective g-factors of one extra nucleon out-

side an LS doubly closed shell, and for these purposes, those moments

of the mass 17 and 41 systems were reanalyzed for which cases the

nuclear matrix elements were obtained from the theory by Ichii et al.

[1], and also by Towner et al. [2]. Also, the extracted values will

be compared with those of one hole in the closed shell [3].

[1] S. Ichii; Nucl. Phys. fl464 (1987) 575.
[2] I.S. Towner; Phys. Rep. 155 (1987) 264.
[3] T.Minamisono, Y.Nojiri, K.Matsuta, K.Takeyama, A.Kitagawa,

T.Ohtsubc,and A.Ozawa; To be published: ibid. ; A contribution
to this conference.



A -5 INV

NUCLEAR MOMENTS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY

^.Neugart
mstitut fur Physik, Universitat Mainz, 6500 Mainz, FRG



A-6 INV

ON LINE NUCLEAR ORIENTATION

J. Wouters
Instituut voor Kern-en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-3030 Leuven

It has now been for some 8 years that nuclear orientation at ISOL
systems has become possible in Leuven and later also in Daresbury. Since
recently a similar set-up is operational at ISOLDE-CERN. A huge amount
of nuclear and solid state information has been extracted and deduced from
experiments.

The method of on line low temperature NO will be presented and
illustrated with typical examples. Special emphasis will be put on the
improvements since the first set ups and on future developments. Some
unique and unexpected results obtained in different regions of isotopes due
to the general applicability of this technique, will be discussed.
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A-l

CHARGE R A D H A N D S H A P E TRANSITIONS I N
SHORT-LIVED Hg, Au A N D P t ISOTOPES

Th. Hilberath, St. Becker, G. Bollen, M. Gerber. H.-J. Klnge, U. Kronert and
G. Passler
Inst. -1 ' Physik, Uni. Mainz, Postfach 3980, D-6500 Mainz, F.R. Germany
and the ISOLDE Collaboration, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva23, Switzerland

Shape transition, shape coexistence and shape staggering are well known
phenomena which occur in the short-lived Hg isotopes. These nuclei were
investigated at the on-line isotope separator ISOLDE at CERN/Geneva in the
early seventies. Meanwhile a large variety of efficient methods are available for
further investigations. With the help of resonance ionisation mass spectroscopy
and pulsed-laser induced desorption, a shape transition from a slightly oblate
to a strong prolate shape has also been detected in the ground states of the
neutron-deficient Au isotopes [1, 2]. In contrast to the situation in the Hg
isotopic chain the prolate deformation is stabilized by the unpaired he/a proton.

Similar measurements of platinum isotopes led to a surprising result: As
shown in the figure below the radius change and hence the nuclear deforma-
tion varies very smoothly with mass number. At A = 183, a deformation of
|/92| — 0.26 is reached which is a value very similar to those observed in the cor-
responding Hg and Au isotopes [3]. Hence, a shape transition is not observable
in the isotope shift measurements being sensitive to (/9|). Therefore it can be

concluded that i) the sharp
phase transition is restric-
ted to nuclei near Z = 82
and that ii) the minima
in the energy-deformation
curve of Pt are located at
about the same absolute de-
formation (/8J*" (ollate) ~
-02*" (prolate)). More in-
formation on the location
of the shape transition will
be obtained by an analy-
sis of the hyperfine struc-

'• I i i f 11 i 11 i I i i i i i i 11 11 11 i i i 11 i 11 ture (Qs) . This evaluation
•a tm HI im wt tm at \-»-»/

is presently under way.

Hi cz-aoi

Au tZ-791

Pt (Z-7B1

DROPLET MODEL
fmrm vol»» •ifacl at
n m i n l 4*i»nutlaa

MASS

[1] K. Wallmeroth et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58,1516 (1987)
[2] U. Kronert et al., Z. Phys. A331, 521 (1988)
[3] Th. Hilberath et al., Z. Phys. A332, 107 (1989)

Supported by the BMFT under contract number MZ-458-I

Abstract prepared for the
August 1989

"8th Int. Con/, on Hyperfiae Interactions'', Prague,



A-2

THE MAQCTIC MOMENT OF THE 19/2" ISOMER IN 85Rb

L. Kaubler, L, Funke, H. Prade and 6. Winter
Zentral institut f. Kernforschung Rossendorf, DOR-8051 Dresden,GOR

in tne course of our study of nuclei around A=8O a half-life of

Tj/2=12.5(6) ns has been found [i] for the state at 2826 Kev in
85Rb. in contradiction to [2] we assigned to this level spin and

parity ^"=19/2". Bombarding a 50 macm"2 82Se powder target at

room temperature with 35 MeV 7Li particles the magnetic moment

has been determined by means of the TDPAD method. Since the Rft)-

curves show less than half an oscillation period, special atten-

tion was paid to the normalization [3]. Taking into account the

R(t) distributions of the 350 and 1183 Kev transitions and

Bext=2.535 T an averaged Larmor frequency of U ^ = 1 7 ( 4 ) MHz has

been determined providing the g-f actor of g=-»O.14(4) and

U=+1.3(4) nm (field corrections have been neglected). The posi-

tive sign follows from a comparison of the phases of these R(t)

functions with those observed for Known g-factors. Previously an

upper limit of |g| <0.17 was derived [1). Unfortunately, our pre-

liminary result [4] that could not be confirmed in the final

analysis, entered the compilation [5].

The experimental g-f actor is compared to estimated g-f actors

for different three-particle states where the additivity rule of

effective g-factors and values of g{vg9/s]--0.£4, g(nP3/2)=*i.83

and g(irf5/2)=+O.54 were applied [5]. For the most likely configu-

rations [f (gg/aJjjf W(f5/2>) 19/2- ̂  Iv(89/2)5? T<P3/2)]i9/2- the

values g=-0.10 and g=+O.O9, respectively, nave been obtained.

Therefore the wave function of the 19/2~ isomer should be domina-

ted by the latter configuration.

References

[1] G.Winter et al., Z. Phys. A332 (1989) 33
[2] K. O. Zell et al., Phys. Rev. C25 (1982) 1379
[3] G. Winter, annual report 1988, ZfK-667 (1989)
[4] L. Kaubler et al., annual report 1986, ZfK-621 (1987) 29
[5] P. Raghavan, Table of Nuclear Moments, Atomic and Nuclear

Data Tables (1989), in press



A-3

ANGULAR AHISOTROPY OF THE ALPHA EMISSION FROM
NUCLEI ORIENTED BY MAGNETIC HYPERFINE INTERACTION

G.M.Gurevich, S.V.Topalov, D.L.Shishkin
Institute for Nuclear Research, USSR Academy of Sci.

117312 Moscow, USSR

Existing theoretical models of the alpha decay of
deformed nuclei [1] give contradicting predictions
concerning the dependence of the barrier penetrability
on the direction of alpha emission. One can test the-
oretical models through the investigation of angular
anisotropy of the alpha particles from actinide nuclei
oriented by purely magnetic hyperfine interaction.

In this work the results are presented of the
alpha particle angular anisotropy measurements for
*/*tto nuclei oriented in a cubic ferromagnet ZrFe2 • i
Since for Am3* ion the electric field gradient produ- j
ced by atomic electrons is equal zero, **1Am nuclei I
in a cubic matrix experience only magnetic hyperfine '
interaction.

The measurements were performed using NORD (abb-
reviation from Nuclear Orientation Refrigerating

[2J at the temperatux
pie was soldered to the
refrigerator together

nuclear thermometer. Alpha particles were counted by
Si surface barrier detector working at 4 K.

The sign of the alpha anisotropy observed corres-
ponds to preferential alpha emission along the nuclear
symmetry axis. From the measured temperature dependence
of the alpha anisotropy the value of hyperfine magnetic
field for 241Am in ZrFea was obtained equal to 4OO±55
T. This result indicates the appearance of noticeable
induced magnetic moment of Am ion in 2rFeg.

References

..ill, J.A.Wheeler, Ihys. Rev.f 82.(1953)1102?
T.Berggren, Phys. Let. B, 197(1987)1.
A.S.Gribov, G.li.Gurevich, SIs.Dumesh, S.V.Topalov,
HJR preprint, Ho. 454 (1986).



A-4

ANALYTICAL CALCULATION Of THE 1D7OBIC ATOM FOTEHTIAL
FOR BBFOBMED UUCLEAR SHAPES

B.I. Tesevioh
Institute of Physics BSSR Academy of Sciences,
220602 Minsk USSR

In muonic atoms with deformed nuolei the quadra-
pole (ft.) and hezadeoapole (fa) deformation parameters
of nuolear ground state must be included in exact cal-
culations of muonic energy levels. So aolve this prob-
lem it is necessary to know the nuolear eleotrostatic
potential depending on these parameters.

The nuclear charge density distribution for mid-
dle and heavy axLally deformed nuclei is usually re-
presented by a modified Fermi distribution fi!

[(r - c (1 + b o vfc>*20 + #4 T 40 ) ) / a l } 1 ' (1)+ exp
where bo is a volume conservation term. Exact analyti-
cal expressions for muonic atom potential generated by
the monopole term of the Coulomb muon-nucleus interac-
tion are derived in this paper on the basis of charge
distribution (1). These expressions are the following

-3Ze2(71 + V2)/[c3+a%t2c(1+bo)-6a3W^+)(0,0,a)],

The functions Tm~' and *&"' may be derived from [2] .
The potential V?(r) is expanded in power series for
intranuclear region and appropriate coefficients are
calculated. For spherical nuclei all Tm = 1 and Wm is
reduced to the generalized dilogarithm of Euler [3].

The obtained expressions for V(r) can be used for
analytical calculations of hyperfine-splitting energi-
es and nuclear multipole moments in muonic atoms.

References

[1] R.M. Steffen, Hyperfine Interactions £ (1981) 39
[2] B.I. Tesevich et al., Froc. Int. Syap. on Muon and

Fion Interactions with Matter, Dubna (1987) 384
[3] T.H. Schucan, Hucl. Fhys. (h (1965) 417



A-5

Laser Spectroscopy of Radioactive Isotopes

U. Dinger', S. Dutta*. G. Huber1, R. Kirchner2, O. Klepper2, T. Kuhl2,
P. Marx'. R. Menges1, S. Schroder', G. Sprouse3

'U Mainz, *GSI Darmstadt, 3U Stony Brook

In collinear laser spectroscopy nuclear ground state properties of radio-
active nuclei can be studied. Extending our earlier work on tin [1] and indium
[2], the hyperfine structure and isotope shift of neutron deficient isotopes of
silver [3], lead [4,5] and thallium [6] are measured. From these experimental
atomic physics quantities are deduced magnetic dipole moments, electric
auadrupole moments, changes of the mean square nuclear charge radius and
deformation parameters. The elements are selected to explore of the nuclear
chart the areas around the closed proton shells Z = 50 (tin) and Z = 82 (lead):
here seems to be promising the comparison of experimentally determined
nuclear ground state properties of long isotope chains with calculated results
of nuclear models.

At the heavy ion linear accelerator UNILAC at GSI in Darmstadt neutron
deficient isotopes are produced in fusion evaporation reactions like
9rMo(1BO;3p,xn)1i°-xAg and natW(16O;yp,xn)Pb,TI with a beam energy of up to
11.4 Mev/u and a current of up to 0.8 particle-^A. The isotopically enriched
(Mo) or natural (W) target stack of about 30 mg/cms is placed inside the ion
source of the GSI on-line mass separator [7], which is operated in the
bunched mode [8] to reduce the background. The isobarically pure ion beam

, of 54.3 kev is merged collinearly with the laser beam and passes through a
Zeeman detuning longitudinal magnetic field and through a charge exchange
cell. The field free interaction zone is in one focus of an ellipsoidal mirror, the
photomiiltiplier is in the other focus. Laser excitation uses the transitions:
Ag 4d95s2 ' D ^ to 4d'°6p ! P M 547 nm, Pb 6p2 'D to 6p7s 3P, 723 nm.
Tl 6p 'P3/2 to 7s 'Sg^ 535 nm. A small computer (LSI 11/23) registers the
resonance fluorescence spectra, which are calibrated by a Fabry-Perot
interferometer, a lambda meter using the known wavelength of a helium neon
laser and an iodine absorption cell. Additionally stable isotopes of the same
element are measured intermittently inbetween the radioactive isotopes.

Our results Of 101.1M,104,105,105m,106Agf Q f 190,191,192,193,194,195,196.197pD a n d o f

i88,i9o,i92,i94,i9B-p| wj|j ^e discussed in comparison with data of less neutron
deficient isotopes from the literature.

[1] J. Eberz. U. Dinger, G. Huber, H. Lochmann, G. Ulm, R. Kirchner,
: O. Klepper. T. Kuhl. D. Marx, Z. Phys. A 326 (1987) 121

[2] J. Eberz, U. Dinger, G. Huber, H. Lochmann, R. Menges, R. Neugart,
R. Kirchner, O. Klepper, T. Kuhl, D. Marx, G. Ulm, K. Wendt, Nucl.
Phys. A 464 (1987) 9

[3] U. Dinger et al., to be published
[4] U. Dinger, J. Eberz, G. Huber, R. Menges, S. Schroder, R. Kirchner,

: O. Klepper, T. Kuhl, D. Marx, G. Sprouse, Z. Phys. A 328 (1987) 253
' [5] U. Dinger et al., to be published

[6] R. Menges et al., to be published
| [7] C. Bruske, K. Burkard, W. Huller, R. Kirchner, O. Klepper. E. Roeckl,
I Nucl. Instr. Meth. 186 (1981) 61
f [8] R. Kirchner, O. Klepper, D. Marx, G. Rathke, B. Sherrill. Nucl. Instr.
I Meth. A 247 (1986) 265-—



A-6

IMPAD g-FACTOR MEASUREMENTS IN • * * *

K. Bharuth-Ram1-2. J. Billowes3. J.Heese1. CJ. Gross1. K.P. Lieb1. N. Martin1.
S. Skoda* and J. Eberth4

' I I . Phys. Institut, Univ. Gbttingen, D-3400 Gbttingen, F.R.G.
zPhysics Dept., Univ. Durban-Westville. Durban, South Africa
3Schuster Laboratory, The University, Manchester, U.K.
*lnstitut fur Kernphysik, Univ. zu K6ln, D-5000 Koln, F.R.G.

Recently. Lister et al. [1] and Cristancho et al. [ 2 ] established Ihe yrast
sequences of ^ Y and measured their lifetimes, via the recoil distance and OfiA
methods. It was concluded that the positive parity (Iqp) yrant band ir, a partia'W
decoupled [ 422 ]5 /2 + Nilsson band with prolate deformation p?-0.29O. The
rather long lifetimes of the 595 keV 13/2+ and 14b l<eV ' 7/2* siatus,
T(1 '3/2) = 7.8(8) ps and x(7/2) = 17? (42) ps [ 2 ] , permitted >o measure ihe
Larmor precessions of these states in the (static) magnetic hyperfine Held in
iron [33 by means of the IMPAD technique.

We excited the levels in the reactions wFe(3?S.3p) at 107 MeV and 5BIMi
(28Si.3p) at 90 MeV. respectively, by using a 5.6 mg/cm2 rolled 54F<? target
and a 1.2 mg/cm2 S8Ni layer electroplated onto a 4 mg/cm2 na tFe foil. Thp
heavy ion beams were supplied by the Koln tandem accelerator; (he Fe
stopper foil was polarized by a 0.17 T external field. The y-rays w e n ? detec-
ted in four Ge detectors positioned at + 55° and * 125'1 to the Deam. The
analysis was performed as described in [ 4 ] . As the feeding patterns are well
known [1,2] and the rotations of the preceding transitions wero also determined,
the effects of transient field precessions and delayed feedings could be easily
corrected. The precessions found are wtO3/2) = 10(2) mrad and uvt(7/2) =
95(6) mrad, leading to the g-factors g(13/2) = +1.4(4) and g(7/2i - +0.64(19).
respectively. They will be discussed as well as the q-factor of the 2559 kpV
17/2" (3qp) band head which was measured in the same experiment.

"Supported by Deutsches BMFT

References

[1] C.J. Lister, et al., Z. Phys. A329 (1988) 413
[ 2 ] F. Cristancho, et al.. Nucl. Phys. A, in press
[ 3 j A.L. Allsop, et al.. Hyp. Int. 15/16 (1983) 313
[ 4 ] J. Billowes. et al. Phys. Lett. 178B (1986) 145: Phys. Rev. C3J5 (1987) 974
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MAGNETIC MOMENTA OF HIGH SPIN ISOMERS IV HP ISOTOPES

V.M. Be lenky 1 , A.V. Kuznichenko1"1, V.H. Lebedev11,
A.I. Levon111, L.I. llarkova11, G.M. Onischenko11,

O.V. Sevastjuk111, T.G. Solovejkina11

'Institute of Railway Transport Engineers, 700045
,, Tashkent, USSR
"Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077, USSR

iliInstltute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, 252028, USSR
In the paper magnetic momenta of the dominating

configurations of multlpartlole isomerle states in Hf
isotopes have been calculated to define the state
structures. The g factor of single-quaalparticle
neutron and proton states in Hf and Ta odd isotopes
obtained in the framework of nonadiabatio rotor model
are used for calculating. The calculation results and
experimental data for Hf Isotopes are given in table
below.
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The significant differenoe between

for 6 + state in
and

seems to exhibit admixture of
other two-quasiparticle states. However, considering
admixture of th* aqat probable configuration
i (5 /2 + &12J 7/2-g14j Sj falls to explalne the
discrepancy Involved,
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MAGNETIC MOMENTA OP THREE PARTICLE ISOMERIC -STATES

V.M. Belenky1, A.V. Kuanichenko11, V.N. Lebedev11,
A.I. Levon111, G.M. Onisehenko11, O.V. Sevastduk11*
1Institute of Railway Transport Engineers, 700045

Tashkent, USSR
Kharkov State University, Kharkov, 310077* USSRii

i:liInstitute for Nuolear Research, Kiev, 252028, USSR

There are a number of experimental data on high
spin multiparticle states in spherical nuclei near Z •
50 closed shell [1] • The structure of these states is
generally described w&sn assuming particle- or hole-
core coupling. The aim of this paper is to check the
assumptions for the In= 15/2+(i734 kaV, T1/2 =5.1(4) ns)
state in 105Ag, 21/2+(2717 keV, Ty

111 In, and 19/2*(2796 keV, T
Ty2

1/2

1/2

- 14.8(8) ns) one
152(8) ns) one inIn

•*Sb measuring their g factors.
The 27 MeVoC-partiele pulsed beam at the U-120

cyclotron of the Kiev Institute for Nuolear Research
was used to populate and align the isomerlo states by
the (o6,2nv) reactions on isotopically enriched targets
of 103Rh, *09Ag and 113in respectively. ExperiMntal
results and dominating configurations are given in
table below.

Nuclei
1 0 5 Ag

l 1 1 In

1 15Sb

i5/2+

21/2+

19/2"

corr
*exp

0.497(1?)

0.502(18)

0.266(3)

Configurationa

•"«9/2.v>(«7/2d5/2V / +
 +

20*l"«9/2.3«7/2^ J+ " "
84%

16% -«^2,N>(h21/2)g+\ ' 2 ^ 2

A Q Cl^ RTW * ^ / ^ J \ v̂

iio#57& I ^7/2* 11 /2 3 /2 7 / —

References
1. Tables of Isotopes, 7th Ed. Eds. C.H. Lederer and
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ELECTRICAL AND INERTIAL PARAMETERS FOR
Th. U, Pu ISOTOPES

R.A. Naumann
Princeton University, Department of Physics,
Princeton, New Jersey 08544 U.S.A.

Recently we reported1 *' precision charge
distributions for eight isotopes representing the
larger deformed nuclear systems by use of muonic x-ray
hyperfine spectroscopy. The K, L, M and N spectra for
each isotope were all simultaneously fitted using a
particular deformed Fermi charge density of general
form: p(r) = p,, {l+exp(r-R)/aJ- » ; R = c[l+B,Y,0+B.Y,o ].
The corresponding root mean square charge radii
<r2>i/a (fit), positive intrinsic electric quadrupole
Qo(eb) and positive intrinsic electric hexadecapole Bo
(eb1) moments could then be found. These are: 2 3 2Th !
5.8024 (43); 9.645 (53), 2.48 (19); * " V 5.8158 (66), |
10.294 (59); 2.55 (30); " * U 5.8289 (31), 10.610 (57),
2.49 (14); 2 3 5 U 5.8343 (28). 10.630 (59), 2.64 (10);
2 3 SU 5.8604 (23), 11.188 (58). 2.28 (11); 23<sPu 5.8765
(22), 11.563 (61), 2.84 (6); 2*°Pu 5.8867 (30), 11.860
(65), 2.47 (13); a " P u 5.8973 (25), 11.901 (63), 2.08
(12).

The odd A data can help determine particular
solid state electric field gradients. The data also
provide valuable nuclear insights. Seven independent
E2 moments (2 diagonal) have been determined for the
low-lying nuclear states of the odd-A uranium
isotopes. These fit the adiabatic nuclear rotational
model at the 3% level providing one of the most
stringent tests available. The central nuclear charge
density appears constant with the equivalent sharp
cut-off nuclear radius parameter r| =1.2211 (12) fm.
The extended ground state rotational bands for these
heavier nuclei have been fit using a polynomial
expression up to cubic in J(J+1). The nuclear moment
of inertia (I/A) varies approximately as the square
root of Q«,; the correction terms B and C for Isobarlc
even rotors generally increase with decreasing nuclear
binding energy.

References
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PARTIAL LIFETIMES AND g-FACTORS OF THE FIRST EXCITED
5/2" STATES IN 7 5' 7 7As MEASURED BY MEANS OF DPAC

M. Mohsen* and F. Pleiter
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science
Centre, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
*Dept. of Physics, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

Half-life and magnetic moment of the first excited 5/2"
states in 7 S # 7 7As have been accurately measured in a time-
differential PAC experiment using iron foils implanted
with 7 5 / 7 7 A s . The foils were magnetized in an external
field of 0.215(20) T oriented perpendicular to the plane
of the detectors. The effective field at the nucleus was
taken to be +34.11(11) T at room temperature.
For a correct analysis of the g-factor measurements, it is
essential that the anisotropy of the used 7-ray cascade is
accurately known. To determine this anisotropy, we used
samples consisting of an aqueous solution of the radio-
active material in order to eliminate the effects of
extra-nuclear perturbations as much as possible. As an
additional result, the multipole mixing ratios S(M2/E1)
for the ground state transitions were obtained. The final
results are collected in the following table.

isotope T 1 / 2 (Ps) 8(M2/E1)

75AS
77AS

273(3) -0.431(10) -0.48(4) +0.918(18)
304(3) -0.201(9) -0.8(3) +0.736(22)

• 0.4

R(t)

-04

• 0.2

-0.2

A: ^ A s

B: "AS

~ • "

^ ||t II

.llii, .,:_
MTV

1 , 1

delay (ns)

Fig.l. Nuclear spin precession for (A) the 280 keV, 5/2'
state in 75As and (B) the 264 kev, 5/2" state in " A s .
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ON THE QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OP THE FIRST EXCITED 5/2 " STATES
IN 75'™As

M. Mohsen* and F. Pleiter
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science
Centre, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
*Dept. of Physics, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

The lower-energy part of the level scheme of 7 5 / 7 7As has
been interpreted in terms of the weak-couplinq model and
the Nilsson model. Therefore, a small as well as a large
quadrupole moment may be expected for the first excited,
300 ps, 5/2" states in these isotopes. We have investigat-
ed the applicability of these states for quadrupole
interaction studies. A good host material for such an
investigation is a-Ga, because the EFG experienced by As
impurities is large and well known [1].
Samples were prepared by implantation of 75Se and 77Ge,
respectively, into polycrystalline ot-Ga. PAC measurements
were carried out using a setup of 4 BaFt 7-ray detectors.
In either case, the effective anisotropy was found to be
nearly constant over the observed time range (fig.l).
The results of the analysis are collected in the following
table. Values of |Q| were derived assuming a quadrupole
moment of 0.7 b [1] for the 9/2* state in 73As.

isotope eQV2z/h (MHz) ref.

7 3

7 5

7 7

AS
As
AS

9/2 +

5/2"
5/2"

84.6(6)
36(13)

<90

0.7
0.3(1)
CO.75

this work
this work

0

R(t)

-0.4

• • • - . . .

" " " • • " . .

1 1

A: 75As

B: 77As

, t

-0.2

• < • • • • • • • i • 11« t ) t j

1
delay (ns)

Fig.l. PAC spectra for (A) 7SAs and (B) 77As in a-Ga.

[1] M. Menningen et al., Phys. Rev. B35 (1987) 8385.
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g-FACTOR OP THE FIRST EXCITED 4 + STATES IN l S 6 G d AND
1 5 8 G d

D. Bazzacco, F. Brandolini, K. Lowenich, P. Pavan, C. Rosai
Alvarez,
Dipartimento di Fisi-J, Universita di Padova and I.N.F.N., Sezione
di Padova, Padova fitaly)
M. De Poli, A.M.I. Haque
I.N.F.N., Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro (Italy)

ancj 158Qd are generally considered as typical examples
of rotational nuclei. The recent result by Alzner et a l . [ l ] that
in 156Qd g(4+)/g(2+)=0.80(5) is therefore surprising. On the
other hand, in the same work, the normal behaviour has been found
for 158Qd, namely g(4+)=g(2+). Such a strong deviation of 156Gd
with respect to the rotat ional model predictions, cannot be
explained in a convincing way. Therefore we considered i t
worthwhile to measure again the (relative) values of these g-
factors. For this purpose we used the transient field technique,
which may be considered almost free from systematic errors in the
present experimental conditions.

156Gd and 158Gd were Coulomb excited by a 117 MeV 58Ni beam.
Two targets have been used. The f irst one consisted of 0.5 mg/cm2

of Gd2O3 (50% 156Gd, 50% 158Gd) evaporated on 4.4 mg/cm2 of
annealed metallic 1G0Gd (acting as the ferromagnetic host). The
second one consisted of 1.3 mg/cm2 of metallic 156Gd, attached, by
means of a 0.3 mg/cm2 indium layer, to a 3.4 mg/cm2 of 160Gd. Both
targets were backed with 6 mg/cm2 of Ag. Four Ge—detectors were
positioned at ±65 and ±115 degrees with respect to beam axis.

Y-rays were taken in coincidence with backscattered
projectiles detected by means of an annular PPAC, covering a solid
angle of 1 sr . Due to the low energies of the observed Y-rays, Y"
absorption effects were carefully minimized. From a preliminary
analysis the following ra t ios for g-factors are deduced;.
g(4+,156Gd)/g(2+,156Gd)=1.16(9) and g<4\ 156Gd) /g \4 + , 158Gd)= 1.25
(16). The f ir3t ratio i s consistent with unity, but not with the
value of 0.80(5), quoted by Alzner et a l . [1 ] . Additionals evidence
of normal behaviour i s given by the second r a t io , which i s
consistent with the experimental ratio 1.07(2), reported for the
2+ states.
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g-FACTOR MEASUREMENT 111 STABLE Hg ISOTOPES

D. Bazzacco, F. Brandol in i , K. Lowenich, p . Pavan, C. Rossi
Alvarez
Dipar t imento di F i s i o a . U n i v e r s i t a d i Padova, and I .N.F .N. ,
Sezione d i Padp--a, Padova ( I ta ly )
M. De P o l i , A.M.I. Haque
I.N.F.N., Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro (Italy)

The g-factor of the first 2+ state in 200Hg has been recently
found [1] to be much lower than those in 19SHg and 202Hg, i.e.:
gI2 + ,198Hg]/g[2t,2°°Hg]=1.79(12), g[2+,202Hgl/g[2+, z°°Hg]=1.52 (12) .
This fact could not be theoretically explained and therefore the
experimental results should be further checked. Furthermore a
precise calibration is needed for a meaningful comparison with
theoretical predictions.

With this aim we performed a Transient Field (TF) measurement
of the g-factor of the first 2 + state in i98.200.202Hg b y u s i n g t h e

5/2" state at 158 keV in 199Hg [g=0.352 (13) , t-3.53 ns] as
calibration point. The measuring sensitivity was better than in
previous measurements. This was achieved by using gadolinium as
ferromagnetic host, instead of iron, and a heavy projectile like
5sNi, in order to have a higher recoil velocity.

Two targets, both having thicknesses of 2.5 mg/cm2, were used
during the experiment. The first consisted of equal parts of
i3eHgS,

 200HgS and 202HgS, whereas the other one of 70% :99HgS and
30% S00HgS. The targets were deposited on a 4.3 (and 5.6) nsg/cm-'
Gd-toil, which was backed with a layer of 6(and 4) rag/cm'
evaporated Ag. A 217 MeV 53Ni beam of 3-4 pnA was provided by the
XTU Tandem of the LNL. Four germanium detectors with 20*
efficiency were positioned at ±68 and ±112 degrees with respect -o
the beam axis and at about 8 cm frcm the target. Backscatterert
nickel ions were detected with a 4cm*8cm FPAC counter, covering a
solid angle cf 2 srad.

From the measurement with the first target, the relative g-
factor3 for the Z~ states obtained were as following;
g[2 + ,198Hg]/g[2 + ,20°Hg]=1.10(8) and g[2\ 2c2Hg/g [2*. 2ooHg}=l. C9 (8) .
Our values are consistent with unity, and do net confirm the
anomalies reported in ref.l.

The measurement with the second target allows absolute
calibrations of the three reported Hg-isotopes, giving;
g[2V98Hg]=0.35(4),g[2+,200Hg]=0.32<3) and g[2+,2O2Hg]=O .35 (4) .The
experimental values are similar to those found in stable Pt
isotopes, as predicted for example by IBA-model. As byproduct we
obtained the g-factors for two excited states in 199Hg, namely:
g(3/2-,208 keV)=-0.371(13) and g(5/2',414 keV>=0-311(35), which
agree with the predictions of strong coupling model.
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TRANSIENT FIELD g-FACTOR MEASUREMENT OF THE FIRST 3 ~
STATE IN 14*Sm

D. Bazjaoco, F. Brandolini , K. Lowenich, P. Pavan, C. Rossi
Alvarez,
Dipartimento d i F i s i c a . Univers i t a di Padova and I .N.F.N. ,
Sezione d i Padova, Padova ( I ta ly)
M. De Po l i , A.M.I. Haque
I.N.F.N., Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro (Italy)

In the even N=82 nuclei close to 146Gd the lowest 3" state
has a vibrational character with a B(E3) stength of about 30 WU
RPA calculations [1] predict that the main contribution to their
wave function is given by the proton particle-hole configuration
p(lhn/2 -» 2d5/2~1) • This fact can be checked by a g-factor
measurement.

We have measured the g-factor of the 3" state in the stable
11!4Sm nucleus, using the transient field technique, following
Coulomb excitation induced by a 217 MeV 58Ni beam. The 1880 kev 3~
state decays for 96.5% to the 2 + state at 1660 kev and its
lifetime is of the order of 36 ps. The 150 kev El transition can
not be used directly because of its small anisotropy. However in
the Ge-detector lineshape of the 1660 keV transition the
contribution of the delayed feeding from 3" state at 1810 keV
appears as a well separated doppler-unshifted peak,beside the part
corresponding to the direct population of the short lived 2"1"
state. This fact allows to observe the precession of the 3" state
in the 1660 keV E2 transition.

The target consisted of a rolled foil of 2 mg/cm2 metallic Sm
(85% 14'!sm a nd 15% 1183m), which was attached to a 5.6 mg/cm

2

annealed Gd-foil by means of a 0.3 mg/cm2 indium layer. On the
backside of Gado]inium, a 5 mg/cm2 Ag layer was evaporated, which
served both as perturbation free stopper for the recoiled nuclei
and as thermal linkage.

Due to the very small cross-section (tf=0.5 mb) of the
investigated state, the experimental conditions had to be
optimized. Gadolinium was prefered to iron as ferromagnetic
medium in order to get a larger effect. The g-factor of the 2 +

state in *48Sm, for which we recently measured a value of
0.261(17), has been used as internal calibration. The final
result obtained is g(3",144Sm)=0.76(9). This value can be
explained by assuming [1] in the wave function a 50% contribution
of pdhii/2 —> 2ds/2"1) configuration and that the remaining part,
which is due to many minor contributions, may be described
crudely with gvibr=0.4.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OP THE VARIATIONS OP AUGER TRANSI-
TION WITHIN HTEERFINE DOUBLET OP HESIC ATOMS IN MATTER.

V.N.Gorelkin, L.P.Kotova

Physicotechnical Institute, Moscow

It has teen shown in our papery that the rate of
conversion Auger transitions between the components of
the hyperfine structure of the mesic atom strongly de-
pends on the state of the outer electron shells. The
development of >Jif -technique and electron spectrosco-
py (E3CA) has induced us to attract attention to possi-
bilities existing when these methods are used simulta-
neously.

After a -*~ -meson has been captured by an atom in
matter with charge £ of the nucleus, an impurity is
formed, it is a -*f -nucleon atom or an ion with mesic
atom nucleus with charge £-/ . The = " nucleus" of
the nucleon atom is a mesic atom in whose ground state
the total spin 1 is made up of the spin •« - ''L of the
>nuon and the spin ^ of the target nucleus. If '<- /̂ O,
then the nucleus of the mesic atom may be in one of
two states of a hyperfine doublet. For 2 4fO, the ener-
gy difference in the hyperfine doublet is 1-10 eV.
2he conversion KI Auger transition is possible from
the upper state. The conversion transition rate ft de-
pends on the wave functions of the electrons of the en-
viroment. Different populations of the electron spin
states and the selection rules associated with angular
Momentum conservation in the KI Auger transition lead
to a dependence of the transition rate on the polariza-
tion of the electron shells from which the Auger elec-
tron is stripped.

In •** -nucleon atoms of li^ht elements, Auger
elecbrons can be stripped from comparatively "crumbly" _*.
shells, whose polarization may be of order (? =1C " -J 10

Thus one can get a unique information concerning
exchange interactions in atomic shells inaccessible by
other methods.

The life time of ^ ""-meson bound in a nucleus, de-
pends on the state of the electron shells. This effect
can be used for measuring of the spin constants of the
weak interaction for light nuclei.
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CALCULATION OF THE P- AND P.T-ODD SPIN-ROTATIONAL

HAMILTONIAN OF THE PbF MOLECULE

Yu.Yu.Dmitriev, M.G.Kozlov, L.N.Labsovsky, A.V.Titov,

V.I.Fomichev

L N P I, 188350, Gatchina, Leningrad district, U S S R

Measurements of the frequency shift of the magnetic

resonance in parallel and antiparallel electric and

magnetic fields gave an important information on

interactions, which breake the inversion symmetry P

and time reversal invariance T. In particular, the upper

bounds on the electric dipole moments ( EDM ) of the

proton and electron were obtained. The even more

stringent bound on the electron EDM can be set up in the

experiment with a heavy diatomic radicals, such as PbF.

We used the semirelativistic method and calculated

constants of the effective spin-rotational hamiltonian

for the ground state of the PbF molecule. It's ground
2

state is ni/2' This hamiltonian includes rotation,

Coriolis and HF interactions, Zeeman and Stark

splitting. It also includes terms, caused by P- and

P,T-odd interactions: Wp [ n,s ] I and Wp „ sn , where

s - effective electron spin, I and n -spin of the lead

nucleus and the unit vector of the molecular axis. These

terms mix states of different parity, but only the

second of them is responsible for the EDM of the

molecule.

The most interesting contribution to the W_ _ is

that of the electron EDM dg . If dg =10"28e cm, then

Wp T=-1.4 10"
3 Hz. It means, that in the electric field

4
10 V/cm, the magnetic resonance frequency shift Ai>

—3
~10 Hz. The sensitivity of previous experiments was few

orders of magnitude less."*
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INTERNAL CONVERSION COEFiCIENTS (ICC) FOR LOV ENERGY TRANSITIONS
IN DIRAC-FOCK FIELD

I.M. Band. MA. Listengarten and M.B. Trzhaskovsfcaja
Leningrad University . Leninigrad 198904, St.Petergof, USSR

ICC fc-. low energy nuclear transitions are most sensitive to the
variation o! a;Gink and molecular field in different chemical compounds and
perhaps under transition to superconductivity state. That's why our Dirac-Fock
(DF) computer program for calculations with exchange terms taken into
accounl without any approximations both for vave functions of bound and
free electrons [1] vas applied to ICC calculations in near-threshold region.
For example the ICC for " T c . E3. Ey-212 keV transition is given in the table
(power of ten is in parentheses):
Shell ICC(DF) A|.% A?.% A ) - i s the difference in per cent

with the previous calculations in
Dirac-Fock-Slater (DFS) field with the
exchange terms assumed in
approximate form.
A2- is the difference in per cent
with the ICC found from the ICC
(DFS) by the renormalization with the
aid of ratios of DF and DFS electron
densities near origin for discrete
spectrum VF The model of nuclear
surface transition current is used.
Hie vacancy in electronic shell
where conversion has happened is
taken into account.

The coefficient in exchange term of DFS field is 0 3 / 3 . For O l the values of
A1.A2 increase. The conclusion is made that the method of renormalization
is not quiet satisfactory for low energy transitions. Comparison of ratio M3:
M2 M^+5:N2*3 with experiment (the ratios varying in the different
chemical compounds) is given in the table:

Mi
M2
M3
M4
Ms
N|
N2
N3

N4

N5

0|

229(6)
3.91(9)
6.94(9)
1.30(9)
1.96(9)
528(5)
572(8)
102(9)
1.08(8)
1.56(8)
372(4)

12
2
2
4
4

29
16
13
8
8

23

13
2
2
2
2

17
3
3
2
2

20

Experim.[2]
Theor. DF
Theor. DFS

100
100
100

: (56.0-572) :
: 56.4 :
: 56.6 :

(46.6-472) :
47.0 :
48.6 :

(23.6-24.7)
22.9
259
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TOROIDAL AND ANAPOLE MOMENTS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI

M A listengarten, APFeresin and A.V.Unzhakova
Leningrad University, Leningrad 198904. StPetergof, USSR

Besides electric and magnetic moments atomic nuclei can possess the
third electromagnetic moment-toroidal or anapole - transitiond^trans)) and
under P-parity nonconservation - static(t|(stat)) one. Toroidal transition
moment t ((trsns) manifests itself when ordinary El transition moment is
strongly forbidden by the model selection rules, while toroidal one with
different selection rules, is allowed. Toroidal moment interacts with external
current only in case of current penetration inside the nucleus. Under this
condition internal conversion coefficients (ICC) are anomalous, (penetration,
effect)

Theory of connection between the internal conversion coefficients and
transition toroidal moment is given. For 20 nuclei ti(trans) are obtained
from known anomalous ICC. Some t | (trans) in units (nuclear magnetonMm
can be seen in the table. We have obtained D -the percent of El radiation
related with t](trans). Connection between nuclear penetration parameter of
Ml-transitions and yet undiscovered t](stat)-(or anapole) moments has been
found and for 13 nuclei its calculated values are given. Needed structural
parameter of weak interaction is obtained from analysis of circular
polarization of f-rays and El-transition anomalies. Some calculated t((stat)
values are shown in the table (units are the same).

nucleus
177Lu

>77Ta
"5L«
177Hf
«75Lu

E£(keV)
150.4
30.7

396.3
321.3
282.6

t£ (trans)
4.0*1.0
3.1*1.5
3.0±0.4
2.1*0.3
1.5*03

D.%
10*3

1.1*0.1
-17*2
-18*2

51*06

nucleus
175Lu
I858e

2«Am
23'Np
«53Eu

I K /Nn 2A/
7/27/2/404/
5/2 5/2 /402/
5/25/2/523/
5/25/2/642/
5/2 5/2 /413/

12.7
-10 8
-9.3
-7.3
7.1

With P-parity nonconservation the account of penetration effect in ICC
is shown to change greatly the expected results of conversion electron
longitude polarization and asymmetry measurements. Both effect of nuclear
states parity mixing, neutral currents and anapole nuclear moment influence
are considered. For referes see [121
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P-ODD HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF HEAVY ATOM LEVELS

A .P. Feresin and M.A. Listengarten
Leningrad University, Leninigrad 198904. St Petergof. USSR

The atomic electron interaction (Hi) with the nuclear anapole moment
leads to P-odd hyperfine structure of atomic levels. Direct contact interaction
between electrons and nucleus (Hw) appears, as attendant effect due to
neutral currents and depends on the nuclear spin

where 62m«10~5, J-nuclear spin. a-Dirac matrix, ka-anapole-electron
constant, easy related with nuclear anapole moment ti(sUtic) [11:
k8-3.1"10-4(,H)t|(static). Axial constant kff-eea(J^lKff>. where sea-weak axial
charge.12].

In this work the constants ka and ko for some deformed nuclei are
calculated. Here the results of ref i l l and nuclear matrix elements from
ref.[3.4] were used. Some results are presented in the table. It is seen that
for Z-odd nuclei ka > ka what was noted in ref.(2) for Z-odd spherical nuclei.
But for neutron-odd nuclei as it is also seen from the table the situation is
quite different. Then we come to the conclusion that in analyzing the P-odd
effects in transitions between hyperfine structure components in heavy
atoms with the aim of looking for anapole moment tj (static) in some case we
are to take into account contribution connected with ka

Z-odd nuclei ka
J53Eu 0.67
•5*Tb -0.28
<MHO -0.95
175Lu 1.6

ko/ka

0.15
0 23
015
0.10

N-odd nuclei
»55Gd
l6lDy
173yb
177Hf

ka
0.015
0054
0.065

-0.14

ka/ka
23
1.4
1.4
09
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WEAK NN INTERACTION WITH POLARIZED NUCLEONS

AND NUCLEI

G.A.Lobov

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics,
117259 Moscow 1.1-259, USSR

Experimental and theoretical developments in

nuclear parity-nonconservation during the last few

years are reviewed. Recent as well as earlier

experimental results are compared with models of

parity-nonconserving nuclear forces proposed a few

years ago.

Weak interaction potentials of nucleons due to

vector meson exchange in the Weinberg-Salam model

of electroweak interaction are considered using the

vector-meson dominance. Contributions from the

hadronic neutral currents to the weak OT interaction

potential due to the charged pion exchange are

discussed. The isotopic structure of the potentials,

that is unambiguous in the Weinberg-Salam model,

is investigated. Enhancement of the nucleon weak

interaction in the nuclei is discussed. A nuclear

single-particle weak interaction potential is

presented that is a result of averaging of the two-

particle potential of the nuclear core states. An

approach to the nuoleon weak interaction based on

the quark model is discussed.

Effects of the nucleon weak interaction in the

interactions polarized nucleons and nuclei are

considered. Some future experiments are discussed.
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P-VIOLATION IN NEUTRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTION

Y. Masuda
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, 305
Japan

Recently, enormous enhancement of parity-violating effects
has been found in neutron-nucleus interactions. The largest observed
effect is for an asymmetry in the cross section for a p-wave resonance
of 139L.a at the neutron energy E n =0.734 eV. The value of the
asymmetry is almost 10 %}?• The large enhancement was explained by
several theorists. Sushkov et al. used the perturbation theory for a
parity mixing between s- and p-wave compound nucleus states and
predicted large enhancement only in the p-wave resonance.3
Bunakov et al. obtained the same prediction by using the DWBA for the
parity mixing.4 Yamaguchi put forward the theoretical explanation
with the S-matrix formalism.5 He obtained different predictions for
the asymmetry in the cross section. The s- and p-wave mixing in the
eigenstate of the S-matrix predicts large asymmetry in the non-
resonant s-wave radiative capture and the s-wave elastic scattering, as
well as in the p-wave resonance. The p- and d-wave mixing predicts
that large asymmetry exists only in the p-wave resonance.

As it is mentioned above, a decisive conclusion has not obtained
yet for the enormous enhancement in the parity-violating effect. In
the recent experiment at KEK, a longitudinal asymmetry in the cross
section for the radiative capture reactions and the clastic scattering
was measured by a simultaneous measurement of the capture y-ray and
the neutron transmission for a lanthanum target.6 The asymmetry was
examined in a wide energy region including the p-wave resonance. In
the vicinity of the p-wave resonance, the energy dependence of the
asymmetry was examined in detail. The experimental result showed
that sizable asymmetry exists only in the p-wave resonance for the
both capture y-ray and transmission spectra. Except the resonance, no
sizable asymmetry was found in the energy region, En=0.3 to 10 eV.
The asymmetry in the p-wave resonance was roughly explained by a
constant asymmetry in the cross section for the p-wave resonance.
However, a small structure was observed in the asymmetry.
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THEORY OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN LITHIUM ATOM
AND ISOELECTRONIC IONS

S.N. Panlgrahy, R.W. Dougherty and T.P. Dae
Department of Physics, State University of New
York, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.
J. Andrlesssen
Technische Natuurkunde, Technlsche Hogeschool
Delft, 2628 CJ Delft, Netherlands

Using relatlvistic many-body perturbation
theory, we have investigated the valence, exchange
core polarization and correlation contributions to
the magnetic hyperflne constants In the ground
states of the lithium-like Ions Be+1, B + z, C ,
N+4, O + 5, F+6, Ne+7 and Bl + a 0. Radiative
corrections have also been investigated. Both the
exchange core polarization and the correlation
contributions as fractions of the valence electron
contribution decrease rapidly as one goes to more
highly charged ions, the decrease being more
drastic for the correlation effect. The radiative
effect, on the other hand, increases very rapidly
with increasing charge, becoming of the same order
of magnitude as the correlation effect in 0 + 5, F+6

and Ne + 7. For Bi + 8 0 the radiative effect is larger
than the correlation contribution, being about 0.3
per cent of the hyperflne field from the valence 2s
electron. The significance of these results and
trends will be discussed and comparisons will be
made between the net hyperflne fields obtained in
the present work and available experimental results
as well as with the results of earlier calculations
[1].
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EVALUATION7 OF MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF RADIUM ISOTOPES.

R. N e u g a r t , E. U. Gtten and K. Uendt
I n s t l t u t fur Phys ik , U n i v e r s i t a t Mainz, D-6500 Mainz,
Federa l Republ ic of Germany.
S. Ahmad, Surya N. Panigrahy , R. W. Dougherty , K. C.
Mishra+ and T. P. Das
Department of P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y of New York a t
Albany, Albany, New York 12222.
J . A n d r i e s s e n
Techni sche Natuurkunde, Technische Hogeschool D e l f t ,
2628CJ D e l f t , The N e t h e r l a n d s .

The hyperf ine f i e l d a t the nuc leus of Ra+ with
Sl /2 s ta te , involving contributions from the valance

e l e c t r o n , exchange core polarization(ECP), consistency,
phase space and corre la t ion mechanisms, has been
obtained by the r e l a t l v i s t i c many-body perturbation
theoret ic procedure. The distributed nature of nuclear
charge was used in determining the e l ec t ron ic wave-
functions for the many-body ca lcu lat ion . The re lat ive
importance of ECP, consistency, phase space and
corre lat ion contributions as compared to the valance
contribution were respect ive ly 12, 1, 2 and 21 per cent
respec t ive ly . On including a l l these contributions and
allowing for 4 per cent reduction expected from the
distr ibuted magnetization associated with the nucleus,
the net magnetic f i e ld at the nucleus comes out as
1321.2 t e s la . On combining this calculated f ie ld with
the observed hyperfine constant [1] of Ra , a
magnetic moment of 0.60(1)^1* results a s , compared to
the d irec t ly measured experimental value [2] of
0.5133(18)m,. Detai l s w i l l be presented and
comparisons wi l l be made with the r e s u l t s of ear l ier
theoret ica l inves t igat ions [3 ] .

+ Present address: GTE Electrical Products
Div i s ion , Danvers, Mass., 01923, U.S.A.
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MAu'HTIC MOMENT OF_TXXBLY_CLOSED SHELL +' NUCLEON NUCLEUS

.'•v:ii •;.i'.arc S H I F T "IN rs .METAL

T. M1NAMTSONO, Y. NOJIRI, K. MATSLTA, K. TAKEVAMA, A. KITAGAWA, T. OHTSUBO,
-I A. OZAWA
• irtment of Physics, Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, JAPAN

In the isoscaUir magnetic moments of the LS doubly closed shell ±1
:iii teon nuclei around 4= L6 and 40, Largf quenching of expectation values
.if spin1"3' were disclosed that, provided best evidence for the tensor
correlation. ALso the enhancement of th« isovector orbital gi-factor
disclosed the role of meson exchange currents. Regarding the magnetic
moments of the mass number A= 41 pair, however, the previous value^' of
41 So was less precise than that of 4lCa(7/2~). That poor precision pre-
vented us from extracting detailed physical quantities to be discussed. In
the systematic analyses of those magnetic moments, they'll have neglected
'hi' Hxperimental error of ^Sc. If the error was considered properly, how-
ever, the agreement between the theory and the experiment they gave then
wax not conclusive for i.hls A- -II system. In the present experimental
-studies, the magnetic moment, of ^Sc: was determined with better precision
hy means of the asymmetric ff-r -• distribution and NMR detection. The diffi-
culty to evaluate the crysta1 . ie internal fields, that we met with in the
previous works. in the cat'..: in which the polarized ^*Sc were held with
ine polarization maintained i.as solved by selecting an ionic crystal, CaO,
instead of a Ft metal. From the present measurements the majority of the
implanted nuclei in Lhe crystal \»erp disclosed to be located in the substi-
•uJitjfial sites of Ca at<ims, and the magnetic moment was determined to be
| u : '* * Si ?: I ̂ =l/2~) | - if). l:ior>± 0.0018) nni. From the comparison of
Vif previous vaJu° ii! 'vith ":e present, tiie Knight, shift of So in Pt was

From the nei« isoscaUir magnetic momenL, the expectation value of spin
was t:\\ meted with V.et.(.er pieeision. In terms of the spin matrix element
di-ri\»*d from the new isi-scalai- moment, t.hn deviation of the experimental
oti«= frnm the singU: riart icle \'alue was -( 11.64± 0.48) % of the single par-
tii'li" \alue, while the configuration mixing correct ion (cm.) was -27.5" X.
This large c-.m. thaL was moif than twice of the experimental deviation may
suggi-st thai, a large correction due to the meson and other causes than
cm. is riecessarj. This deviation may Ix. included into the effective g-
tiw'.irs uf the nuclei in the nucleus. Such a kind of treatment was done by
adopting the nwluar mat.rii.-eK with e.m.3' given theoretically for A= 41 and
K= 39 pairs. As a result, for proton the deviations of the g-factors, <Sg i
= 0.1(1:". ;vn<1 <y gs= (0.91 ± C.014), and for neutron S g\= -0.107 and dg s=
-(0.71 + 0.0014) were obtained. These tfgl's were about 40 % smaller than
ihofc. given previously by Yamazaki t;l al.°'. Considering that the theoret-
ical ratir.k', <Jgs!p)/ <Jtj5;ln) is -l.:> for the free deconfined nucleon
s.vsi i>m inside nucleus, while that frum the meson.ic contribution only
reduces to -1, the present (?gj;(p)/ tfgc;(n)= -(1.26±0.04) may indicate a
slight deconfinemerit of th" nucleons in the A= 40 region.

I! K. Sugimoto, Phys. Rev. 182 (1969) 1051.
'_. r.. Ichii, W. Sent?., and A. Arima, Nucl. Phys. A464 (1987) 575: A. Arima,
IK[x^rfine Interactions Kl • i')88) 17.

• I.S. To'-rî r and F.'". Khanim, Phy.-,. Rep. 155 (1987) 264.
4) k\ Siigimotti, \. >!;v'i)buchi , 7. Vinamis.uni.. -̂.r:d Y. N'ojiri, J. Phys. Soc.

•ij.;j<in ::i Sup:!. (197") ir>f..

'•. '. '' iimizak i, +-soms im Nuclei. \"L.l, JJGOI '!973), North Hoi I .
Ihys. 'ett. 160B (1985) Z'c~.
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1A:AL>HUH.)LE MOMENT OF DOUBLY CLOSED SHELL ± 1 NUCLEON NUCLEUS

. Minamisono, Y. Yasui, T. Ohtsubo, A. Kitagawa, Y. Matsuo, Y. Nojiri and
K. Matsuta
Fai-iilty of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, Japan

Effecti\e electric charges of a single valence nucleon in an averaged
nuclear potential formed b;, the residual nucleons are efficient probes to
investigate electric properties and the nuclear structures of nucleus.
Among cithers, of specific interest are the static quadrupole moments of the
LS doubly closed shell ±1 nucleon nuclei, because of their simple nuclear
structures to deduce the charges.

Nuclear quadrupole effects in the NMR spectra of ^lsc in TiO2 crystals
were studied by use of the yff-NMR detection. The method and technique em-
ployed in the measurements were essentially similar to those used in the
previous studies [1] on the quadrupole moment of *7F(5/2+). The techniques
of the production of the "^Sc nuclei, creation of the spin polarization,
and the following recoil implantation of 4*Sc in the TiO2 were those used
in the studies of the magnetic moment of ^^Sc [2].

Electric field gradients, q's, for the present studies were obtained
in the tetragonal TiO2 crystal (r'tile). In the crystal, as the 41Sc ions
were located in the substitute .ail site of the Ti atoms following the
implantation, two kinds of q's 'hat were directed to <110> or <1IO> were
obtained with the same strength. Both of them, as are seen in the indices,
wer" perpendicular to the c-axis. In the 41Sc measurements, the c-axis was
set. iiarallel to a strong external magnetic field in order to make the
energy splitting in the magnetic substates for both groups of nuclei in the
two subKtLLutional situs equivalent. The direction of the magnetic field
was applied parallel to tho initial direction of the spin polarization. As
the first step of thp NMR, m MMK spectrum '--oh defected as a function of
magnetic field and a frequency modulated rf (F>i= 2 MHz), the center fre-
quency (7.000 MHz) of which was fixed constant. Knowing the | eqQ/h | is
about fi.5 MHz, two transitions ±7/2 — -5/li in the magnetic substates
upi-f -eparately detected in which case other transitions were constantly
saturated simultaneously by a wile modulatwl rf added to the rf for the
mapping in order to enhance the de'ectable NMR effect. The electric quadru-
pole coupling conslanl for the ^ 'So in TiOo was determined to be
I e-qQ(4lSc:7/2-) | = (6.51±().O8) MH;-.

The field gradients effective to the Sc atoms at the substitutional
site of Ti atoms in the crystal were measured in the present experiment,
i^., a high field (47 kOt) NMR detection was performed on stable isotope
4DSc in a TiO2. The '-'Sc 0.5 % in atom-number were mixed at the synthesis
of the crystal [3]. Two NMR transitions, i.e., ±1/2 — -1/2 transitions,
were detected as a function of rotation angle around one of the two field
gradients that was set perpendicular to th«» high magnetic field. The coupl-
ing constant. | eqQ(4^S<-:7/2~) | = (11.99±0.12) MH?, and the asymmetry
Iwi-uni'M.̂ r TI - (O.o4±0.02) were determined. By \v*> of the known quadrupole
moment (x>(

 !;)Sc: 7/2")= -(U.22±0.01) b, we obtain | Q( 4 1Sc: 7/2") | =
(0.120+0.006) b. Rather larger enhancement in the effective charge for
neutron than that for proton may be concluded from the systematic data on
*he LS doubly closed shell ±1 nucleoti nuclei, although data for 3^ Ca
are
reqi i i red .

'I T. Mi riamisono, Y. Mo.iiri , and K. Sugimoto, Nucl. Phys. A2.16( 1974)416.
î t . °-.iiiimoto, A. M;zobuchi, T. Minamisono, and Y. Nojiri, J. Phys. Soc.

Japan 34 Suppl. (1973) 158.
!^| Synthesized %iy Nakaznmi Karth Prj'stal, (Jsaka 563, Japan.
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HYPERFINE MAGNETIC OCTUPOLB MOMENT OF THE HYDROGEN-
LIKE ATOM

S•A.Kuten, V.la Rapoport
Institute of Nuclear Problems, Byelorussian State
University, Minsk, 220080, USSR

In the paper of V.G.Baryshevsky «t al.[i "] it was
shown that hydrogen-like atoms whose nuclear spin
1^-1 have in their 1S1 /« and 2P 1 / 2 states with the
total angular momentum ' F»3/2 magnetic ootupole
moments H resulting from the hyperfine interaction
(HPI) between the nucleus and the electron. Unfortu-
nately, in ref. £1 3 a correct account was taken of
the contribution made to the quantity S2. by the
magnetic dipole HFI only.

In this paper, the solution of the perturbed Di-
rac equation yields the first and second order cor-
rections in the HFI to the atomic wave functions
which are used to obtain analytical expressions for
SL allowing for the contributions of both the mag-
netic dipole and the electric quadrupole HFI* Below
the nonrelativistic limits of the derived expressions
for a particular case I = 1, F = 3/2 are given (the
influence of relativistic effects on the value of XI
proved negligible): *,

where J4ltr and /*« are the magnetic moments of the nu-
cleus and the electron, respectively; 2 and Q a a r e
the charge and the electric quadrupole moment of the
nucleus, Q, is the Bohr radius, Ji is the fine-
structure constant.

The magnetic octupole moments of hydrogen-like
atoms in the 1S 1 / ? and 2Pj/9 states may considerably
exceed the nuclear octupole moments -fin. ~'JV&n. in
value which permits one to anticipate their experi-
mental detection.
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SUB-DOPPLER RESOLUTION LASER-INDUCED
NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 85mRb (t1 / 2 = IOJIS)

J. Mackin, J. T. Hutton, M. Otteson, M. S. Feld, and R. R. Dasari
Spectroscopy Laboratory, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02172, USA

C. H. Holbrow
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Colgate University, Hamilton, NY 13346, USA

D. E. Mumick
Physics Department, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ 07102, USA

W. W. Quivers, Jr.
Department of Physics, Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA 02131, USA

We report the first observation of sub-Doppler resolution y-ray anisotropy signals I
produced by the laser-induced nuclear orientation (LINO) of the 1.0|xs isomer 85mRb, as j
well as progress towards measuring the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q, of this '
nucleus. In the LINO technique, laser light is used to optically pump atoms which have very
short-lived unstable nuclei. This aligns the nuclear spins and produces anisotropy in the
angular distribution of y-rays emitted in their subsequent decay. This technique can yield
precise measurements of nuclear structure parameters, such as magnetic dipole moments and
isomer shifts, as demonstrated by our recent successful work on this nucleus. [1] In a
related experiment, vie. are attempting to use this technique to measure the angular correlation
between the p" and v emitted in the decay 85Kr —> 85mRb + pV + v.

Thus far, all LINO measurements have been done in a regime where the rate of
velocity changing collisions (vcc's) with buffer gas atoms is so high that, in effect, the lasers
interact with the entire Doppler profile and the resolution of the technique is thus limited. We
have now extended this technique to a new region where the buffer gas pressure is low
enough that only one or two vcc's occur in a nuclear lifetime. The physics of optical
pumping in this regime is very different from that in the high vcc limit. At a buffer gas
pressure of 300mTorr, we have observed a sub-Doppler anisotropy signal of 90MHz
fullwidth, on top of a Doppler width (1078MHz fullwidth at 1/e) pedestal.

Our magnetic dipole measurements were made utilizing the well resolved 2Si/2—»2Pi/2
Dl transitions fo 85mRb. The positions of these lines, however, are unaffected by the
nuclear quadrupole moment, since both the ground and excited states have electronic angular
.momentum j = 1/2. To determine Q it is necessary to measure the positions of the four^P3/2
levels, by optically pumping the 2Si/2-»2P3/2 D2 lines, to a resolution of better than 25MHz.
The spacing of these levels is well within the Doppler width, so that our ability to perform > .

sub-Doppler resolution LINO measurements will be crucial to the success of this experiment. t
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NUCLEAR MOMENTS OF STRONGLY DEFORMED STRONTIUM
ISOTOPES

P. Lievens l, R.E. Silverans l, L. Vermeeren ', E. Arnold 2, W. Borchers 2,
W. Neu 2, R. Neugart 2, K. Wendt 2, F. Buchinger 3, E.B. Ramsey 3 and
G. Ulm *
1 Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, B-3030 Leuven,

Belgium
2 Institut fur Physik, Universitat Mainz, D-6500 Mainz, F.R.G.
3 Foster Radiation Laboratory, McGill University, H3A2B2 Montreal,

Canada
4 ISOLDE collaboration, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland

Nuclear moments and mean square charge radii of strontium isotopes
(78 < A < 100) are studied by collinear laser spectroscopy. The experiments
are performed at the on-line mass separator ISOLDE/CERN. A 600 MeV
proton beam is used to produce neutron deficient and neutron rich isotopes
via spallation (Nb—powder tarret) and fission (uranium carbide target).

The fast ions are made to interact collinearly with the light of a CW
dye laser tuned to the doppler-hhifted SrII 5s 2Si/2 - 5p 2Pi/2 and 5s 2S|/2 -
5p 2P3/2 transitions. For the isotopes 78"98Sr the resonant laser interaction is
detected by counting fluorescence photons. The measurements are extended
to the strongly deformed isotopes ss-iooSr by using a recently developed
non-optical detection scheme, consisting of ground-state depopulation by
optical pumping from the 5s ground state to the metastable 4d states, state
selective neutralisation and charge-state separated atom counting. To
cancel hyperfine pumping, a two—step optical pumping sequence is used for
the odd-N isotope "Sr.

The nuclear charge radii extracted from the isotope shift
measurements are generally well described by the droplet model including
empirical deformations obtained from B(E2) values [1]. From the measured
hyperfine splittings nuclear spins, magnetic and spectroscopic quadrupole
moments are derived. For the recently studied deformed N = 61 isotope
"Sr, a nuclear spin I = 3/2 is deduced. The nuclear moments (/i =
-0.26 n.m. and Qs = 0.84 barn) confirm the v[411]3/2 Nilsson assignment
for the ground state band.

The experimental moments and the low energy nuclear level schemes
of "Sr and other deformed isotopes are compared with calculations using
the LUND particle—plus—rotor model.
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WE MAGNETIC DIPOLE ABD ELECTRIC QUADHUPOLE MOMENTS

OP THE ISOKia 6 + IN 1 1 0 S n .

A.I. Levon, O.P. Nemets, O.V. Sevastjuk, D.A. Volkov
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, USSR

The IFAD and DPAD measurements / I / of the g-fac-
tor of the state 6+ in 112Sn give result ge+O.O92(5).
The g-factor of the state 6+ in 1 Sn obtained by the
t i l ted fo i l method / 2 / i s negative: g=-O.O4(2). To
investigate interesting changes in structure of this
state at different number of neutrons i t i s useful to
measure the g-factor of the state 6+in Sn. The IPAD
neasurement giveB g=-C.038(8) / 3 / . Such sharp change of
the g-factor seemed to be doubtful. Therefore the DPAD
measurements were carried out in spite of the small va-
lues of the g-factor and l i fe time of this state. Three

10R

different targets were used in the reaction CdfoC,
Sn : (1) metallic cadmium, (2) oxide of cadmium

ft
1Oft ?

and (3) the many layer Bandwich of Cd (190 mg/cra )
and Fe (500 mg/cm ) . The external magnetic field was
used in the first two cases and the hyperfine magnetic
field was used in the last case. The averaged value of
g-factor i s g(6+,11OSn)*+O.O12(3).

The false result in the IPAD measurement isaccoun-
ted for the higher lying state 8~ with the l i fe time
near 1 ns and the negative g-factor. The estimated va-
lue of the g-factor i s g(8~,11OSn)«-0.30(10).

The quadrupole moment of the state 6+ i s measured
also by the DPAD method :Q(6+,1l0Sn) » 0.34(4) b.
/ 1 / B.I. Gorbachev et a l . , Izv. AN USSR, ser. f i z . ,

4£ (1981) 2116
/ 2 / H.Haas et a l . , Proc. VI Conf. on Hyp. Int. ,

Groningen, 1983, Abstract, HP 12
/ 3 / D.A. Volkov et a l . , Nat.Conf. on HPI, Moscow,

1985, Abstract, p.72
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-MAGNETIC MOMENTS AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATES 7 + IN

NUCLEI 102'10*Ag

A.I.Levon, O.V.Sevastjuk, D.A.Volkov

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, USSR

The unpaired proton and neutron in odd-odd nuclei

can form two different kinds of the configurations. The

conflicting configuration manifestes itself by the en-

hancement of the magnetic transition between the states

of the collective band built on this state jjl]. The pe-

aceful configuration results in damping heandrance of

magnetic transitions [2] and in magnetic moments of the

bandhead equal to sum of the magnetic moments of the un-

paired particles.

Magnetic moments of the states 7 + in 1 0 2 > l 0 4Ag with

the assumed configuration (V d5/2«1Tg9/2 ) were measured

by the IPAD method in external magnetic field 2,93 T

using the reactions 1O2'iO4Pd(d,2n)1O2''IO4Ag at Ed= 13,6

MeV. Y - spectra were recorded by two Ge(Li) - detec-
u o

tors at angles 135 relative to the beam deraction and

at two opposite deractions of the magnetic field. The

coefficient Ag of the angular distribution were measured

in the independent experiment. Results are:

]X (7+,102Ag) « +4,05(72) JA (7+,1°4Ag) = +4,64(61)

The calculated magnetic moment is M~^G +4,41(45).

The effective g - factors of the g9/2 - proton and d5/2

neutron were used. The measured values confirmed peace-

ful situation in the structure of the state 7+.

[i] D.A.Volkov et al, Izv. AN USSR, ser. fiz. , 54 (1989)923

[2] D.A.Volkov et al, Proc. Nat. Conf. on Nucl, Struct,

1989* Leningrad, Nauka, p. 68
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G-FACTORS OF SHORT LIVED STATES IN 2i6Ra

M. Schramm, D. Alber. R. Alfier, H. Kluge, A. Kuhnert, K.-H. Maier,
L. Wood, (Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin GmbH, Germany)

In 2i6Ra 6 isomers with half lives between 0.5 ns and 10 ns and spins
from 6 + to 23' are known [1]. The g-factors of the 19' and 23' levels have
been measured [2]. But the structure of the 6+ , 8+ , 10+ and 13" isomers
is not known, particularly it is not clear if these are neutron- or proton-
states or mixed. Therefore we measured the g-factors by DP AD in the 8
T field of a superconducting magnet with the 208Pb (12Q, 4n) 2i6Ra
reaction and planar Ge-detectors. The DPAD-pattern of the 19' level
(Ti/2 = 7.6 ns) has been observed and the g-factors of the lower isomers
have been evaluated from the phase shifts that they produce. This
involves to fit the perturbed angular distribution of 5 successive iso-
mers convoluted by the time resolution of the detector. The results
show that the 10* and 13' levels are neutron states and reveal a signi-
ficant proton contribution to the main neutron configuration of the 8T

state.

[1] F. Riessetal., JahresberichtdesBeschleunigerlaborsder
UniversitatMunchen (1987)

[2] M. Adachi et al., Nucl. Phys. A442 (1985) 361

<
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SPATIAL PARITY VIOLATION IN MOSSBAUER'TRANSITION
OF Np-237 NUCLEUS

L.V.Inzhechik, A.S.Khlebnicov, V.G.Tsinoev
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

An important aspect of the study of a weak nucle-
on-nucleon (NN) interaction is the problem of a deter-
mination of a weak NN-potential in nuclear sisterns
which allows to obtain data on the properties of a
weak interaction as well as on the structure of the
nuclear state.

The possibility for the direct determination of
the matrix element <v> of the weak NN-potential from
the measurements of the rate of the P-parity violation
is given by the nuclear gamma-transitions which accur
between the states with identical spins and opposite
pariries, i.e. El-transitions.

The measurements of a. circular polarisation rate
Pc of a gamma-radiation of Np-237 unpolarized nuclei

in the 5/2 •* 5/2 transition occurihg between the
first escited level with the energy 59.6 keV and the
ground nucleus nucleus state have been performed. It
was found that spatial parity violation in this tran-
sition is characterized by the value P = (-1.23 ±

± 0.25)-10 . The value of the matrix elements of the

weak NN-interaction <v.» = (0.92 ± 0.25) - 1 0 1 eV was
obtained iron this experimental data.

This resalt needs theoretical comprehension. It
coincides with the single-particle evaluation of weak
NN-potencial which is however inapplicable to the in-
vestigated transition of Np-237 nucleus, since it is
well-known that this gamma-transition is performed
between two multi-particle configurations of the nu-
cleus.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC NUCLEAR TRANSITIONS "AND ELECTRONIC
BRIDGES

V.M.Kolomietz, V.N.Kondratyev
In.'f itute for Nuclear Reseach, 252028 Kiev 028, USSR

Nuclear 7-transitions via electronic-bridge (EB)
mechanism [1] are discussed in the framework of the
coupling channels method. The relative probabilities
for the elastic and inelastic EB deexcitation effect,
as compared to direct 7-decay of nuclei, are calculated
for the different atomic models. The results are
compared with the experimental data for the lowest
isomeric levels 93Nb, 193Ir and 1Z4Sb [ 2 - 4 1 .

Different processes contributing in 0*—»0*
7-trasitions with unshifted and shifted photon's
frecuencies are studied. The 0*—»0* 7-decay relative
probabilities evaluations are compared with the
experimental data for '"Zr [41.

It is the 7-quantum multipolarity that may be
changed because of the transitions via an EB mechanism.
This fact must be taken into account at investigations
of the hyperfine interactions by the nuclear
orientation method.

References

[1] V.A.Krutov and V.N.Fomenko, Ann.der Phys. (Leipzig)
21 (1968) 291

[2] D.Kekez, K.Pisk, A.LJubicic and B.A.Logan,
Phys.Rev.Lett. 55 (1985) 1366

[3] V.A.Zheltonozhsky, P.N.Muzalev, A.F.Novgorodov and
M.A.Ukhln, ZhETF (USSR) 94 (1988) 32

[41 V.A.Zheltonoznsky, V.M.Kolomietz, V.N.Kondratyev
and V.B.Kharlanov, Preprint KINR-89-13, Kiev
(USSR): 1989
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NUCLEAR EXCITATION BY MEANS OP BOUND-BOUND
AND FREE-BOUND ELECTRON TRANSITIONS

M.D.Bondarkow, V.M.Kolomietz
Instltut Tor Nuclear Research, 252028, Kiev 28, USSR

Mechanism for nuclear excitation by electron
transition is studied theoretically both after capture
of electron by positive ion (inverse internal
conversion - IIC [1]) and after deexcltation of
electronic states of atom (NEET [2]). Expressions for
NEET probability and IIC cross section are obtained in
the case arbitrary multipolarities of transitions. It
is shown, that the difference in the experimental
values of NEET probability for 1B90s obtained by
ionization with electrons [3] and with 7-rays [4]
can not be explained by the fact, that only NEET was in
[31 and NEET+IIC were in [41. Theoretical estimates of
the probabilities are smaller than experimental values
for the both cases.

It is interesting, that NEET probability may be
the same order as the probability of the direct
population of the level in s-capture, if p-transition
in this state is forbidden. However, this process may
be distinguished from direct population of the nuciea"r
•state in e-capture only by nuclear orientation method
because of the deorlentation of the nucleus,
and consequently aniso+ropy of 7-rays, will be depend
upon the way of level population.

Referenses
[I] V.I.Goldanskii and V.A.Namlot. Phys.Lett. 62B

(19T6) 393
[2] M.Morlta, Progr.Teor.Phys. 49 (1973) 1574
[3] K.Otozai, R.Arakawa and T.Saito, Nucl.Phys. A297

(1978) 97
[4] A.Shinohara e t . a l . Nucl.Phys.. A472 (1987) 151
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THE STUDY OF THE HIGHER ORDER EFFECTS IN THE INTERNAL

CONVERSION PROCESSES

V. A. Zheltonozhsky, I.N.Vlshnevsky, V.B.Kharlanov,

M.A.Ukhln

Institute for Nuclear Research, 252028, Kiev 028, USSR

The study of the higher order effects in the

nuclear 7-processes (elastic and Inelastic electronic

bridges (EB) [1,21) was continued. 7- and Kx-spectra

after decay of the isomerlc states of 1Z4Sb (Ti,.2 = 1,6

and 20 m) was measured. These states decay through the

10.9 keV M2-transltion and 26.0 keV E3-transition. We

obtained that ratios of 7-ray Intensities to full

activity of the samples were equal IT(6.6 keV} =

(1.0±0.6)-10-4, IT(10.9 keV) = (8±3)-10"B and

I (21.7 keV) = (0.9±0.2)-10-*.

The 7-transitions with the energies 6.6 keV and

21.7 keV correspond to the Inelastic EB. The 10.9 keV

7-transition coincides with the M2-transition of 1Z4Sb.

However, the relative intensity of the direct

M2-transition Is I (M2) = 3-1CT5. The 10.9 keV

transition may be Identified therefore as elastic EB.

The 0+-»0* 7-transition In the decay ^Sr-* ""Y—*
90Zr was investigated too. We determined that relative

probability of the 0*—*CT 7-decay, as compared to

internal conversion, was I7(E0) = (5±2)-1CT
7. Different

processes contributing In the decay are discussed [31.

References

[1] V.A.Krutov and V.N.Fomenko, Ann. der Phys. (Leipzig)

2J[ (1968) 291

[2] V.A.Zheltonozhsky, P.N.Muzalev, A.F.Novgorodov and

M.A.Ukhln, ZhETF (USSR) 94 (1988) 32

[3] V.M.Kolomietz and V.N.Kondratyev, The present book

of abstracts
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.i-.ii: NEW O,:-LINE NUCLEAR iRIENTATIGN FACILITY at ISOLDE/CERN

S. Edrt ', I. Berkesb, D.E Brownc, I.S. Grantd, E. Hagne,
8.. Hassanib, P. Herzogf, tt. KasteleinS, M. Massaqb, H. PostmaS,
J. Prinzf, C. Richard-Serreh, J. Rikovskac,_I. Romanskif ,
N.J. Stonec, L. Vanneste1, W. Vanderpoorten1, J. Vanhaverbeke1,
1. W61flee, E. Zeche, and the ISOLDE Collaboration*1

a CERN Division EP, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.
b Inst. de Phys. Nucleaire, Univ. Claude Bernard, Lyon-1, France.
c Clarendon Lab., Oxford Univ., Parks Road, Oxford 0X1 3PU, UK.
^ Schuster Laboratory, Univ. of Manchester, UK.
e Physik-Department, Techn. Univ. Munchen, D-8046 Garching, FRG.
f Inst. f. Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Univ. Bonn, D-5300 Bonn, FRG.
8 Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands.
h IN2P3, France, c/o CERN Division EP, CH-1211 Geneva 23.
1 Inst. v. Kern- en Stralingsfisika., KU, B-3O3O Leuven, Belgium.

A new facility for on-line nuclear orientation (NICOLE) has
been installed at the new on-line mass separator ISQLDE-3, CERN.
With the ability to cool radioactive isotopes implanted into metal
host lattices down to temperatures of M6 mK, it opens the possibi-
lity to study exotic (short-live^ ) nuclei in new regions far from
stability, especially electr'- and magnetic moments of ground and
isomeric states as well as detailed level- and decay scheme apec-
troscopy.

First studies focused on isotope chains of neutron-deficient
Pt, Ir and Au. Some results are:

Pt: The magnetic moments of I85.l87pt w e r e m e a s u r ed by NMR
on oriented nuclei in iron. The signs and the magnitudes of the
ground state spectroscogic quadrupole moments of 185,187pt w e r e
measured relative to •'•"Pt with nuclear orientation in zinc. The
observed change of sign of the spectroscopic quadrupole moment of
185Pt with respect to the heavier 187,189pt i 8 O t o p e a implies a
change in shape between the ground states of odd-A Pt isotopes.

Ir: With NMR-ON the magnetic moment of l86mlr was determined
with high precision. Additional nuclear orientation measurements
support the assignment of I = 2 for ^ Ir.

Au: Going far away from the valley of stability, the half-
lives of the nuclei become comparable to or even shorter than the
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time, making "normal" nuclear ori-
entation experiments difficult. Therefore a new measurement tech-
nique is under development: Time-differential measurements of the
y-anisotroples after pulsed implantation Into the cold host latti-
ce. The first experiments were successful and showed that, in ad-
dition to the static hyperfine parameters, the dynamical nuclear
spin-lattice coupling can be determined simultaneously. It is ex-
pected that the combination of static and dynamic results will al-
low the determination of ground state spins and spins of isomeric
states far from stability.
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QUADRUPOLE MOMBHT OP THE 7 350.8 keV SIATE Iff XlL In

M. Ionescu-Bujor, A.Iordacbescu, E.A.Ivanov,
G.Pascovici and D.Plostinaru
Ins t i tu te of Physics and Nuclear Engineering,
Bucharest, Rooania

The electric quadrupole moment of the 7+ 0.93 us
350.8 keV state in 112m / I / has been measured by the
TDPAD method. The s ta te has been populated via the
reaction Il2Cd(d,2n)112ln at Bd=13.5 MeV and i t s QI
has been investigated in the EFG of the iaotopically
enriched polycrystalline metallic target heated at
49O°K. The experimental modulation function i s i l l u s -
trated in the figure together with the least-squares
f i t performed using a two-level QI formula applied to
the particular decay scheme of the 1 1 2In short-lived
isoneric s ta tes .

R(t)

0.05
TI2Cd(d,2n)112ln

- Q 0 5 -

05 10 TIMElpsi5

jling cons
» Doaent ratio isobtaiaed relative to .
in 117ln as |Q(ll2In,7+)/Q(II7ln,3/2+)| •

king in a noaent of |Q|(H2lnt7'i')-lll(7)

9
Proa the quadrupole coupling constant (e Qq/h)«

218(2) MHB, toe D o t t i i b t i d l t i t
the 3/2+ s ta te
1.74(3), resulting | ,
fa2 . Ibis result supports the less precise value
IQ|-89(18) fa2 , deterained in our previous studies by
the combined interaction method using an external mag-
netic field and the EFG created by the radiation dama-
ge in the cubic l a t t i ce of Ag / 2 / .
/ I / M.Ioneecu-Bujor, A.Iordachescu, E.A.Ivanov,
G.Bascovici, D.Plostinaru and V.Sabaiduc, to be publi-
shed.
/ 2 / M.Ioneacu-Bujor, A.Iordachescu, E.A.Ivanov and
D.Plostinaru, Hyperfine Interactions 11 (1981) 71.
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LOW TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 238NpGd

E.SimeCkova, M.Finger, J.John, I.Novotny, V.N.Pavlov, J.Slovak
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

The decay of oriented 238Np (I* = 2 +, T1/2 = 2.117d) nuclei
was investigated on JINR nuclear orientation facility SPIN /I/.
The 238fjp radioisotope was produced by irradiation of 14 /ug of
23?Np at IBR-2 reactor in JINR Dubna. The 25BNpGd sample was pre-
pared by melting with gadolinium metal in vacuum furnace.

The anisotropies of nine gamma-transitions in 238pu were
measured. In the analysis of our experimental data the decay
scheme of 2 3 8 ^ presented in Ref. HI was used. The orientation
parameter B2 = 0.85(5) was calculated from two El-transitions
962.7 keV (1" -* 0+) and 918.6 keV Q " -• 2+) depopulating the
level at 962.7 keV. The multipole mixing ratios S for some
transitions in 238pu w e re calculated.

The comparison of the experimental angular distribution
coeficients with their theoretical values and the implications
for the nuclear level scheme is discussed.

References
/I/ M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int. 22(1985)461
/2/ E.M.Shurshikov, Nuclear Data Sheets 53(1988)618
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LOW TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 239Np IN GADOLINIUM HOST

E. Simeckova, P.Cizek, M.Finger, J.John, V.N.Pavlov
Joint Institute for Nuclear research, Oubna, USSR

P.Malinsky
Technical University, CS-U1 l'; Prague 1, Czechoslovakia

The decay of oriented 2 3 9Np (I' = 5/2+, Tj/2 = 2.355d) nuclei
was studied using the nuclear orientation facility SPIN III. The
239f.jp radioisotope was produced by milking 243/\m _ 239fjp generator.
Trie 239[Vjp̂ j sample was prepared by melting the chemically sepira-
led neptunium with gadolinium metal in vacuum furnace. Gamma-rav
spectra were detected using two Ge(li) detectors placed at angles
0° and 90° relatively to the direction of the external magnetic
field (1.3 T).

The gamma-ray anisotropies were measured for twelve transitions
in 239pu_ xn the analysis of experimental data the decay scheme
published in Ref. Ill was used. The orientation parameter
B2 = 0.97(69) was obtained from observed anisotropy of the 434.7 keV
El-transition Oil'—- 5/2+) depopulating the level at 492.2 keV.
For the 2 3 9Pu isomeric state at 391.5 keV (I* = 7/2", T]_/2 = 193 ns)
attenuation factor G2 = 0.30(22) could be determined using the
315.9 keV El-transition (7/2 —* 7/2 ). Multipole mixing ratios <T
for seven gamma-transitions in 239pu derived from our data are in
reasonable agreement with those given in Ref 12/.

References
III M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int. 22(1985)461
111 M.R.Schmorak, Nucl. Data Sheets 40(1983)95
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9
NUCLEAR ORIENTATION STUDY OF THE DECAY OF

E.Simeckova, M.Finger, D.Nosek, V.N.Pavlov, T.Tethal, M.Vobecky
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

P.Malinsky"
Technical University, CS-115 19 Prague 1, Czechoslovakia

The decay of oriented 205Bi (I* = 9/2", T^/2 = 15.31d) was
investigated on JINR nuclear orientation facility SPIN /I/. The
205gi radioisotope was produced by bombarding natural lead with
17 MeV deuterons at the U-120M cyclotron at Institute of Nuclear
Physics at ftez near Prague. The 205gigd_ sample was prepared by
melting the chemically separated bismuth with gadolinium metal in
He atmosphere.

The anisotropies of seventeen gamma-transitions were measu-
red at si 15 mK sample temperature. The decay scheme of 205gi p r e_
sented in Ref. /2/ was used for the analysis of our experimental
data. The orientation parameter B2 = 0.66(5) was obtained from
the observed anisotropies of the 1903^4 keV, 1861.7 keV and
549.8 keV El-transitionb "~'2 —*l/2 ). The angular distribution
coefficients A2 and the multipole mixing ratios f were calcula-
ted for ten M1+E2 transitions in 105Pb.

The observed anisotropy of El-transition of 1208.7 keV
uniquely implies spin 9/2 for the positive-parity level at
2252.3 keV. The experimental attenuation factor Go for the iso-
metric level at 1013.8 keV (T1/2 = 5.5ms, I* = 13/2 ) was found
to be equal to 1 [G2 = 1.1(1)].

References
/I/ M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int. 22(1985)461
121 M.R.Schmorak, Nuclear Data Sheets 45(1985)160
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LuW 1EMPERATURE NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 1 6 0 m +3Ho IN Gd HOST

S.Davaa, M.Finger Jr., J.John, T.I.Kracikova, I.Novotny, D.Nosek
Joint Institute for Nunlear Research, Dubna, USSR

M.Eia:irash, H.FTiTii. ia, W.U.Hamilton
Physics Divisiun, University of Sussex, Brighton, UK
Z.Janout
Technical University, Prague, Czechoslovakia

The decay of oriented 1 6 Q mHo, J = 2", T]_/2 = 5.02 h and
1 6°9HO, J" = 5+, T1/2 = 25.6 m in equillibrium was studied using
the nuclear orientation facility SPIN /I/ at the 3INR, Dubna.
The 160ffl+gHo source was produced by milking from erbium 24 h after
a chemical separation of erbium isotopes from the spallatin reac-
tion products of irradiation of metallic tantalum target by 660 MeV
proton beam was completed. The 16um+SHoGd_ sample was prepared by
melting the holmium source with metallic gadolinium in vacuum
furnace. Gamma-rays em''ted ^y the source were counted by two
Ge(Li)-detectors at 0° and 30° with respect to the external mag-
netic field 1.3 T. The data were taken at source temperatures 13 mK
and 4 K.

The anisotropies of 34 gamma transitions were measured. In the
analysis of experimental data the decay scheme publisched in Ref.
HI was used. Orientation parameters B2 = 0.77(9) and B2 = 1.18(6)
were obtained for 16n(nHoGd_ anc| leOgnoQd respectively from observed
anisotropies of 2674.8 keV El, 1" - 0^7 transition depopulating
the 2674.9 keV level and 753.1 keV E2,5+ - 3 +, transition depopula-
ting the level at 1802.2 keV. Unique spin assignments were made to
the 26 levels in l6uDy up to 3 MeV.

References
/I/ M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int. ,22(1985)461
HI M.A.Lee et al., Nuclear Data Sheets 46(1985)187
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15?
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDY OF i3ZGd

H.Tagziria, M.Elahrash, W.D.Hamilton
Physics Division, University of Sussex, Brighton, UK

M.Finger, O.John, P.Malinsky, V.N.Pavlov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

An extensive nuclear orientation study of ^-^Gti following the
beta-decay of 152Tb, J* = 2 , T^/2 = 17.5 h, was carried out at
the JINR SPIN facility /I/. Neutron deficient terbium isotopes
were produced when a metallic Ta target was bombarded by 660 MeV
proton beam. The 152ft, was selected by a chemical and mass separa-
tion and ion-implanted into a Gd host. The 152yt)Gd_ sample was pre-
pared by melting in a wacuum furnace. Gamma-rays emitted by the
source were counted by two Ge(Li)-detectors at 0° and 90° with
respect to the external magnetic field 1.3 T. The data were taken
at source temperatures 13 mK and 4 K.

The anisotropies of over 80 transitions were measured and
spin assignments in the range up to J = 3 were made to levels up
to 3 MeV. Multipole mixing ratios of more than 50 transitions
were obtained, 26 of which are new values. The experimental re-
sults were treated within the n-p Interacting Boson Model. The
effects of the various IBM-2 parameters on the dipole magnetic
properties of 152gd were investigated. It was found, in parti-
cular, that the cj and C? parameters HI play a more important
role than usually given to them.

References

111 M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int.,22(1985)461
111 O.Scholten, Thesis, University of Groningen, 1980
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THE NUCLEAR ORIENTATION STUDY OF THE DECAY OF 153DyGd

P.Simecek, P.Cizek, V.N.Pavlov, J.Slovak, E.Simeckova
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

To provide both the missing unambigous data on nuclear spin
and new information on the multipole character of gamma-rays in the
rather unclean scheme of the l^Tb n u c i e u 3 j we studied the decay of
parent 153Q V polarized at low temperatures in the gadolinium host.
Radioactive l"n,y isotope (T]/2 = 6.4 h) was produced using the
spallation reaction on the JINR synchrocyclotron. The 153n,y was
separated by mass-separator and implanted into a gadolinium foil.
Afterwards, the thermal and mechanical treatment of the l-^OyGd
sample has been performed /I/ and cooled to the temperature of about
16 mK by using a top-loading ^Hei^He dilution refrigerator of the
SPIN facility /I/. Gamma-ray spectra were measured by means of two
coaxial Ge(Li)detectors placed at angles 0° and 90D to the external
magnetic field (1.3 T).

The normalized intensities were determined for 52 gamma-
transitions in 153j[D_ T n e analysis was carried out using 153n,y (jscay
scheme of Ref. Ill'. The value of the orientation coefficient
B2 = 0.96(14), deduced from our experimental data, shows on the
sufficient level of the orientation of the mother 153n.y ^n -the gado-
linium host. This allowed us to obtain the new experimental infor-
mation on the mixing ratios S for 18 gamma-transitions and propose
the spin assignments for some levels in i53yb nucleus.

References
III M.Finger et al., Hyp.Int. 22(1985)461
111 M.A.Lee, Nuclear Data Sheets 37(1982)508



SEARCH OF THE MONOPOLE EXCITATION IN NUCLEAR AT BOUND MUON DECAY

V.M.Abazov, S.A.Kutuzov, H.-G.Ortlepp, B.M.Sabirov
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR, H.P.O. Box 79. Moscow, USSR
V.A.Gordeev, I.A.Hitropolsky, G.E.Solyakin, N.A.Voinova-El iseeva
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Leningrad, USSR

This work provides physical grounds for experiment on the search
for monopole excitation of a nucleus at the decay of a bound muon.
The processes of moderation, atomic captures, cascade transition and
nuclear capture or decay of muons are described. Mesoatomic phenomena,
leading to nuclear excitation at a p-decay, are considered in detail.
A model-independent estimation and results of microscopic calcula-
tions of excitation probability for the lowest 0* states of even-even
nuclei with allowance for their structure are given. General require-
ments to the experimental set-up for investigation of this process are
formulated. The first results of the experimental investigation of
the probability (upper limit, w<5*10"3) of the 685 keV 0 + level excita-
tion in the '->2sm nucleus are reported. The investigation was carried
out in the muon beam of the LINP synchrocyclotron.
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LASER FLUORESCENCE ON
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

PRODUCED IN VERY LOW YIELD

M.P. Dancy, J. Billowes, I.S. Grant
Manchester University

D.E. Evans, J.A.R. Griffiths, S.A. Wells
Birmingham University

D.A. Eastham, J. Groves, J.R.H. Smith, D.W.L. Tolfcee
Daresbury Laboratory

P.M. Walker
Surrey University

Fast particle-photon coincidence techniques, developed at Dares-
bury with strontium isotopes, allow ultra-sensitive laser fluorescence
spectroscopy of beams of radioactive isotopes which can only be pro-
duced in very low yields. The technique has now been applied to
neutron-deficient barium atoms down to l20Ba. From measured hy-
perfine splittings and isotope shifts, nuclear moments and changes in
mean square radii have been determined. The work has revealed an
abrupt increase in the mean square radius for 121Ba large enough to
disrupt the systematic staggering of nuclear size seen for the series. In
a recent experiment 127Ba, in an isomeric state with a half life of about
2 seconds, has been produced in very low yield of about 0.2 counts/sec;
nevertheless we have succeeded in obtaining a fluorescence spectrum.
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I S O T O P E SHIFT M E A S U R E M E N T S A N D C H A R G E R A D I I
OF 1 H - 1 M Y b

G.D. Sprouse, J. Das, T. Lauritsen, J. Schecker,
A. Berger, J. Billowesf, C. H. HolbrowJ, and F. Xu

Physics Department
State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York

Isotope shifts and hyperfine structure have been measured for the neutron
deficient Yb isotopes up to the neutron shell closure at N=82. The isotope
shifts were measured using the 556-nm atomic resonance transition from the
lSo ground state to the aPx level. The heavier isotopes of Yb have been
investigated by Buchinger et al.[l]

Heavy-ion fusion reactions were used to produce the Yb nuclei under
study. The isotopes between masses 156 —»158 were produced via the reac-
tions 144Sm(16'18O,4n). For the lighter isotopes the reactions 98Ru(58-6ONi,2p,2n)
were used to get sufficient yield. The nuclei were slowed down and stopped
in a cell containing 10 Torr of argon cooled to 100 K. Resonance fluores-
cence was then observed for these cooled atoms before they diffused to the
walls of the cell. A high detection efficiency of 10~2 count/particle allowed
measurements to be made with production of only 1000 particles/second.

The overall trend of the radii seems to depend mainly on deformation
effects apart from a regular increase with increasing neutron number. In
Yb the transition from the spherical N=82 nucleus to the strongly deformed
isotopes is rather smooth unlike in Dy where there is a large increase in (r2)
from N=88 to N=90. This sudden "jump" is also observed in Gd, Sm, Eu,
and Nd [2] but the effect gets less pronounced as one moves away from the
Z=64 region.

The measurement of the isotope shift of 1 HYb now extends the N=82
isotone chain to Z=70. The N=82 chain is one of the longest isotone chains
now measured and it is of interest because it crosses the Z=64 shell. Extrac-
tion of (T2) for these isotones by coupling the accurate /i-mesic data with
the optical data[2] requires that the systematic errors in both methods be
understood.

f Manchester University, Manchester, England.
X Colgate University, Hamilton, New York.
[1] F. Buchinger, A. C. Mueller, B. Schinzler, K. Wendt, C. Ekstrom, W.
Klempt and R. Neugart, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. 202, (1982), 159.
[2] R. Neugart, in Lasers in Nuclear Physics, Ed. C.E. Bemis, Jr, and H.K.
Garter, Harwood Academic Publishers(1982).



SECTION B
Applications of Hyperfine Interactions

to Physics of Condensed Matter

This Section includes the following five pairs of Plenary
and Poster Sessions:

Bl General aspects of hyperfine interactions in solids
Bulk non-magnetic solids
Relaxation phenomena

B2 Thin films
Surfaces
Small particles

B3 High-Tc superconductors
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Studies of impurity-impurity interactions
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Beta polarization measurements in solids
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Bl-61 ORAL H. Jaeger, H. T. Su, J. A. Gardner,
I-Wei Chen, J. C. Haygarth,
J. A. Sommers, R. L. Rasera
Aftereffects following p~ decay of 181Hf
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NSW TRENDS IN CONVERSION ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

V.M.Kulakov
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

The method for studying the electronic structure
of chemical compounds and solids by means of high-re-
solution measurement of spectra of Internal conversion
electrons of low-energy isomeric transitions is de-
scribed.

The characteristic features of the conversion me-
thod: rigid localization of the conversion process
close to the nucleus-irradiator; separability of the
contribution of electronic states with definite momenta
to the conversion spectrum; high relative and absolute
sensitivity of the method; insensitivity to impurities
contaminating the surface of samples; restrictions of
the method - are discussed.

The advantages of the method have been illustrated
by using the investigations of the electronic struc-
ture of uranium (the U-235m isomer with the 76.8-eV
excitation energy) and technetium (the Tc-99m one with
the 2.17-keV excitation energy) compounds as examples.
The experimental data are compared with the theoretic-
al calculations. A direct experimental verification
of the strong delocallzatiozi of atomic orbits and pro-
duction of relatively deep-seated (E >*» 30 eV) mole-
cular orbits with a noticeable fraction of the 6p-or-
blt of the uranium atom or of the 4d-one of techne-
tium in chemical compounds has been obtained.

Possible ways of extending the scope of the me-
thod by using a sufficiently large set of isomeric nu-
clei are discussed.



Bl-1 INV

POSITRONS IN SOLIDS

S.Berko
Brandeis University, Physics Department, Waltham MA 02254



Bl-2 INV

CALCULATION OF HYPERFINE INTERACTION PARAMETERS IN METALS

P.H. Dederichs

Institut fur Festkorperforschung der Kernforschungsaxilage

Jiilich, D 5170 Julich, Fed. Rep. Germany

In recent years, there has been considerable progress in our

ability to calculate hyperfine interaction parameters in solids

from first principles. In this paper, we will review some recent

calculations on this subject. All calculations are based on

density functional theory in the local density approximation. We

will restrict ourselves to hyperfine fields, isomer shifts and

electric field gradients in metallic alloys. Most of the calcu-

lations are performed using Green's function methods based on

multiple scattering. At some representative examples, we will show

the success and limitation of the present theory. Especially we

will discuss, which valence properties determine the hyperfine

interaction parameters and what information about the electronic

structure is obtained from their measurements.
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PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN COLD AND WARM IMPLANTATION STUDIED BY NUCLEAR
ORIENTATION

P . Herzog
I n s t i t u t fiir Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat, Nussallee
14-16, D-5300 Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany

For samples prepared by ion implantation the dependence of
the hyperfine interaction on parameters as implantation tempera-
ture, implantation dose and enthalpy of solution of the impurity-
host system i s discussed. Results from s t a t i c low temperature
nuclear orientation (NO) and nuclear magnetic resonance of orien-
ted nuclei experiments (NMR/ON) are presented and compared with
recent systematic channeling studies.

Exemplary impurity-host systems which are treated are i s o -
topes of bismuth, cesium, gold, bromine and iodine in the ferro-
magnets iron, cobalt and nickel. I t i s demonstrated that conclu-
sions drawn from hyperfine interaction data on the local environ-
ment of implanted impurities can be different from those derived
from channeling experiments. By careful combination of information
obtained with channeling and hyperfine interaction experiments i t
i s possible to get more detailed insight in to the real s i t e and
interaction distribution of the system.
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STUDIES OF IMPURITY-IMPURITY INTERACTIONS IN DILUTE ALLOYS

K. Krolas

Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland

Short range order in dilute solid solutions is a field of research in which

significant progress has recently been achieved as a result of application of

hyperfine interaction techniques. Suitable radioactive atoms which fulfill the

requirements of the perturbed angular correlation or MSssbauer technique are

introduced into dilute binary alloys, where they are used as microscopic probes to

investigate their immediate surroundings.

The probe atoms interact with the impurity atoms and the nearest neighbour

probe-impurity pairs are formed either more, or less, frequently than expected for

a random constituent distribution. Both attractive and repulsive interactions were

observed and the binding energy of the probe-impurity pair was determined for

impurities of several elements dissolved in Cu, Ag, Fe and Pd matrices.

A review of the data will be presented together with a brief discussion of die

theoretical approaches to the problem. Although a complete description is still

lacking, the models used account for the overall features of observed impurity-

impurity interaction in dilute alloys.
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BETA-POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS in SOLIDS
Y. Nojirl

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science. Osaka University,
Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

The NMR technique applicable to short-lived beta-emitters has been well
developed at Osaka[1] and applied for various fields of experimental studies on the
nuclear structures measured by nuclear moments^], the weak Interactions
studied through beta-decays[3], the hyperflne Interactions probed by radioactive
Impurities In materlals[3], and polarization phenomena In nuclear and atomic
processes observed with radioactive atomic nuclei[4).

In the NMR measurements, the preparation of polarized beta-emitters is the
first but crucial step to be performed. Among a variety of techniques to produce
polarized beta-emitters, polarization phenomena In nuclear reactions were utilized
In the earlier stage of the NMR studles[1 ]. Polarized beta-emitters were adequately
selected with respect to reaction parameters In the reactions employed. The
technique was extended at Stanford to the polarization transfer process of
polarized fast beams In nuclear reactk>ns[S]. A part of the beam polarization was
transferred to recoil nuclei produced In the reactions. On the other hand, the
Overhauser effect was applied to polarization creations of beta-emitters by means
of the Knight shift interaction with polarized electrons in a Li metal[6].

In the recent NMR experiments, asymmetric atom-collisions in the beam-tilted
foil Interactions have been utilized for nuclear polarization productions (the tilted
foil technlque)|7J. The atomic polarization Induced In the collisions was transferred
to nuclei through hyperflne Interactions. Because of the universality and the
simplicity in this technique, this was found very suitable to the NMR measurements
on short-lived beta-emitters recently done at Osaka[8], Rochester{9], Marburg[io],
andLBL[ii].
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VACANCY TRAPPING BY 5sp SERIES IMPURITIES IN ROLLED AND
IMPLANTED NICKEL FOILS

H.de Waard, G.L.Zhang* and R.H.Huizenga*
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde and Materials
Science Center, University of Groningen, Netherlands.

Nickel foils containing 1 1 9Sb, 1 2 1Sb and 1 2 5Sb
impurities were deformed by rolling at room temperature
and subsequently subjected to an isochronal annealing
treatment. After each annealing step, a Mossbauer
spectrum was measured. Spectra for rolled 1:1-9SbNi
samples were compared with those obtained for implanted
119SbNi samples. In the annealing temperature range
from 3 50 to 800 K, besides the component for substitu-
tional impurities, components ascribed to impurity
atoms associated with one or more vacancies were
observed in all cas- . After annealing at 850 K and
higher, only the s -.• •-.utional component remains.

Additional exj. . iiaents were performed on implan-
ted sources of l^Te and 129Te ^ n nickel. Here,
substantial vacancy trapping is already present in
undeformed and unannealed foils. Rolling of the 129TeNi
sources leads to a considerable increase of trapping
after subsequent annealing at intermediate tempera-
tures. For the insoluble Te impurities a purely
substitutional solution can not be recovered by
annealing at higher temperatures.

The evolution of vacancy configurations trapped
at the impurities that serve as probes and the depen-
dence of the hyperfine field and the isomer shift of
the impurities on the trapped vacancy configurations
are discussed.

•Permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Research,
Academia Sinica, Shanghai, China.

#Now at: Hoogovens, Ymuiden, Netherlands.
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KNIGHT SHIFT IN PbTe AND Pt>^^ Snx Te

C M . Mlsra and G.S. Tr ipathi
Department of Physics
Berhampur University
Berhampur-760007, Orissa, India.

The importandeof various contributing mechanisms to the
light shi f t in PbTe and Pb Sn Te is analyzed using a
J perturbation theory, considering a general expression for

the Knight shif t [1]
fl

K = K + K + K ,s o so
derived In the presence of many-body and spin-orbit interactions.
Here K , K and K are Lhe spin, orbital and spin-orbit contri-
butions3 to ^he Knigfit shi f t . I t is found that K is the dominant
contribution. However, with increase in carrier concentration,
the strength of K increases, and is of the same order as
K -• high density of carr iers. K is found to be smali-about
tnVee orders less than K . We also consider the effect of electron
-electron interaction on K . I t is seen that electron-electron
exchange enhancement increases with carrier concentration, as
i t should. However, the Knight shift in these systems remains
virtually unchanged by electron-electron interaction for the
range of carr ier density considered. This is expected in the
sense that the maximum carr ier density considered is about
four orders less than the metallic density where, the enhancement
is expected to be most effective. With al loying, i .e . with
increase in t i n concentration, the strength of the Knight shif t
decreases as a function of carr ier concentration with reference
to the corresponding values in pure PbTe. This and other fea-
tures considered are in overall agreement wi th the experimental
results [21.
References!
[1] G.S. Tripathi, L.K. Das, P.K. Mlsra and S.D. Mohanty,

Phys. Rev. B » , 3091 (1982).
[2] C.R. Hewes, M.S. Adler and S.D. Senturia, Phys.Rev. B7,
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EFFECT OF ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION ON THE KNIGHT-SHIFT

G.S. Tripathi, CM. Misra and P. Tripathi
Department of Physics, Berhampur University, Berhampur-760007
Orissa, India.
and
P.K. Misra
Department of Physics, Mesa Siate College,
Grand Junction, Colorado 81502, USA.

We derive a theory of the Knight shift (K) in solids
ii. rhe presence of a periodic potenrial, spin-orbir and electron-
phonon interactions. We solve an integral equation for the electron
self-energy in the presence of an external magnetic field and
the eiecfron-phonon interaction. The modifications brought about
to the spin contribution to tl.e Knight shift (Kgl by the magnetic
field dependence of the electron self energy is cancelled by
rhe trass enhancement, suggesting that apparently rhere is no
effect of plectron-phonon interaction on the Knight shifr. However,
by considering both the electron-electron and electron-phonon
interactions, the electronic exchange enhancement parameter
a changes to a (1 +Y ) , where y is the eleciron-phonor. mass
enhancement parameter. The theory also considers electron-phonon
interaction effects on the orbital and spin-orbit contributions
to the Knight shift. This is indeed for the first time that
a systematic and careful analysis has been made on the effect
of electron-phonon interaction on the various contributions to
the Knight shift.
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FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS OF ELECTRIC FIELD
GRADIENTS OF Sn COMPOUNDS.

Joice Terra and Diana Guenzburger
Centro Brasileiro de Pesguisas Flsicas (CNPq)
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil.

The electronic structure of the compounds SnF2, SnS
and SnSe, of othorhombic structure, and of the compounds
SnF4, SnO and SnO2, of tetragonal structure, was inves-
tigated with the Discrete Variational method(1), within
the framework of density functional theory. The crystals
were represented by clusters of various sizes, and the
exterior atoms in the> solid were also taken into account,
using Swald summations of point charges. Values of the
electric field gradients at th- Sn nncl^vs were derived
and combined to experimental ivies of quadrupole split
tings obtained by Mossbaue, Lroscopy, to obtain the
quadrupole moment of 119£n. ,.u.ues of the electron den-
sities at the nucleus were also obtained and correlated
to previously published results for Sn halides(2) and to
isomer shifts. The results also lead to an understanding
of the observed rough relationship between quadrupole
splittings and isomer shifts.

REFERENCES:

[1] D.E.Ellis, Int.J.Quantum Chem. S2 (1968) 35;
A.Rosen, D.E.Ellis, H.Adachi and F.W.Averill.
J.Chem.Phys. 85 (1976) 3629.

[2] J.Terra and D.Guenzburger, Phys.Rev, 39 (1989) 50.
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCDLATZONS OF ELECTRIC FIELD
GRADIENTS IN DIVALENT PARAMAGNETIC I T COMPLEXES.

S.R.Nogueira, N.V.Vugman and Diana Guenzburger
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro and Centro
Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas (CNPq), Rio de Janeiro,
RJ, Brasil.

Semi-empirical Molecular Orbital calculations were
•performed for the paramagnetic complex ions [Ir(CN)5]3~,
[Ir(CN)5CX.]4~ and [Ir (CN) 4CH2] 4~, containing divalent
Ir. The distribution of the unpaired electron over the
atoms was obtained, through a Mulliken population ana-
lysis. Electric field gradients (efg) at the Ir nucleus
were claculated, and compared to experimental values,
obtained by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectra of
the above species(2) inserted in alkali halide host lat-
tices. The results indicate that the efg is negative in
all three cases and is produced mainly by the unpaired
electron localized partly on the 5dz

a orbital of Ir
and partly on the axial ligands. Effects of the geometry
of the complexes, like bond angles and metal-ligand
distances, are also explored.

References

[1] D.Guenzburger, A.Gamier and J.Danon, Inorg.Chim.
Acta, 21. (1977) 119.

[2] N.V.Vugman and N.M.Pinhal, Mol.Phys. i£ (1983) 1315;
N.M.Pinhal and N.V.Vugman, J.Phys. C lj[ (1985) 6273.
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OP THE ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT
OF Fe IMPURITY IN Be.

Diana Guenzburger
Centro Brasileiro de Pesguisas Fisicas (CNPq),
Rio de Janeiro, RJ - Brasil

D.E.Ellis
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, USA

The Discrete Variational Method ' * ' and local den-
sity theory were employed to investigate the origin of
the electric field gradient (Vzz) in HCP Be metal and in
Fe impurity in Be. The calculations were done for clus-
ters with 27 atoms, embedded in the potential of the
first shells of neighbors in the solid. All electrons
were taken into account and a multipolar expansion of the
potential was considered, to approach the full potential
of the clusters. Densities of states were also obtained
with the calculations. For Fe in Be, the effect of
pressure on V z z was investigated, by introducing in the
calculations changes in the interatomic distances between
Fe and the Be neighbors, and in the c/a ratio. The effect
of a possible local distortion around the Fe impurity
was also explored.

References

[1] D.E.Ellis, Int.J.Quant.Chem. J32 (1968) 35; D.E.Ellis
and G.S.Painter, Phys.Rev. B2 (1970) 2887.

[2] D.Guenzburger and D.E.Ellis, Phys.Rev. B 36 (1987)
6971.
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THE INVESTIGATION OP STRUCTURAL AND RADIATIVE COLOUR
CENTRES IN OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS

N.Kulagin, G.Troyan-Golovian, V.Sandulenko
Zaporozhye State University, 330600, Zaporozhye, USSP

The investigation of defects structure of oxide
single crystals, exposed to radiation, is a complex
task.

The problem of investigation of impurity and ra-
diative colour centres (CC) is complicated greatly
because of the presence of unoontrolable impurities
and defects of structure. We have decided the problems
of identification of CC in wide-zone crystals in prin-
ciple.

The crystals of«£-Al20,, Y-Al,-012, SrTiO,, both
pure and doped with ions of Ti, V, cr, Mn, Pe, Nd, Eu, I
Dy have been investigated with the methods of ESR, j
DENR, optic absorption in all the transparence range '
under T 10-800K.

The structure of paramagnetic clusters is defined
on the basis of analysis of superfine structure of ESR-
spectra of Mn and FeJ . The calculation of parame-
ters of effective spin-hamiltonian and Steinharmer•s
screening and the values <r*"J> with the other data let
us prove the validity of our assumption about the me-
chanism of formation of radiative colour centres in
wide zone oxide single crystals [ 1, 21.

References

[1] N.Kulagin, D.Sviridov. Methods of Electronic
Structure Calculation for Free and Impurity Ions.
M. (1986)

[2] N.Kulagin, V.Sandulenko. Sol.Stat.Phys. 3J. (1989)
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INVESTIGATIONS OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF BETADIKETONATS
OF METAL BY POSITRON ANNIGILATION.

RAZOV V..SHAPKIN N.,ZHIL'TSOV A.

FAR-EASTERN STATE UNIVERSITY,VLADIVOSTOK.

Influensce of substituent and nature of metal's atom on
electronic structure ehelating-ring have been
investigated by positron life time measurements in
tris(3x-2,4 pentanedionates) aluminium(III), ohromium(III)
iron(III), cobalt(III), where X-is hydrogen, chlorine,
bromine, iodine.

Longest-lived component'Ca is different for d- and p~
netalocompiexes. Decreasing longest-lived component and
increasing I2 in the case of aluminium chelates in order of
substituents H>CbBr>J is associated wiht incrising of
aubstitutientes volume. This fact, from one hand, is
agriment with results of life time measurements in
halogen-sustituent benzene!1) and, from the other hand,
with alteration of basicity metal-ring, which is donor to
positron and decreasing in the case of halogen-substituent
of benzene in same order(2).

Similar correlation t a , Ij, was absent in the case of
d-metal complexes. This is connectet with redistrebution
of electronics density in metal-ring due Jf-interaction as
of substituent as like as metals atom wiht chelating-ring.

References
(i). Hedvig P. , Experimental quantum chemistry.
Akadem.Kidao, Budapest. -1975,p 595.
(2). Gold V. , Advances in physical organic chemistry.
Academic press: London,New-York. -1966.-Vol.4, p288.
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SYSTEMATICS OF ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENTS IN COPPER ALLOYS

M.J. Ponnambalam
University of the West Indies, Kingston 7, Jamaica

When an impurity is placed (at the origin) ^n a
cubic host metal, it induces a perturbation £n(r) in
the ambient electron density and a relaxation of the
neighbouring host ions. Both cause an electric field
gradient (EFG) at the site of the host near neighbours
(nn's), the former giving the valence effect qv and the
latter the size effect qs.

Sagalyn and Alexander fl] evaluated q in Cu by
integration, using a special geometry, »nd q8 through
the point-i<jn model, taking the nn displacement to be
given by u(r) = constant r/r3. Schmidt 'et 'al. £2]
have evaluated qs for a muon in Cu using available
lattice displacements.

We have used the following expression of
Ponnambalam and Jena £3] to evaluate qv.£] q

f 6n(p) +"'-2— [ 6n(?') d̂ r- ,

where ^(k_) is the Bloch enhancement factor. The valuos
of 6n(r) are obtained from scattering theory. qe is
evaluated using the point-ion model and an oscillatory
form for the nn displacements £3]. Using a single
value of -3 for the strain^coupling parameter X £l,3]
and ab-initio values of cx(k_) [2], good agreement is
obtained with experiments [A] for the total EFG q
and the asymmetry parameter n in eight Cu alloys.

Moreover, by analyzing the number of electrons
inside the Wigner-Seitz sphere around the impurity
atom, as well as the difference in the crystal ionic
radii between the impurity and host atoms, interesting
information is obtained on the relaxation of the first
nn' s.
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ASYMMETRIC VALENCE ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT IN ALUMINUM

M.J. Fonnambalam
University of the West Indies, Kingston 7, Jamaica

In a cubic host metal, an impurity perturbs the
ambient electron density by 6n(r), causing the valence
electric field gradient (EFG) q . The relaxation of the
host near neighbors+(nn's) leads to the size effect q .
Conventionally, 6n(r) is assumed to have a spherical
symmetry £l,2j. This leads to an axially symmetric q .

However, when 6n(r) is taken to have the more real
istic cubic symmetry [3], along the [110] direction,

where eZ „ is the effective difference in charge bet-
ween the6 impurity and host ions and R - D /(D - Dxx)
while Dj.'s are integrals involving 6n(r). These
equations give an asymmetric q for all non-zero values
of the 'cubicity factor1 (R + 1).

Xhe above theory is applied to Al alloys, treating
(R + 1) as a parameter. qs is evaluated' using the point-
ion model and an oscillatory form for the nn displace-
ment t2]. The total EFG q = qv + qs.

Contrary to earlier observations t^]^ under certain
circumstances, even a small change in <$n(r) (due to the
cubic nature) leads to substantial changes in qV and the
asymmetry parameter n. Indeed, adding even a small 'cub-
icity1 to 6n(r) through (R + 1) improves the agreement
of both q and n with the experiments. Also, the value
of (R + 1) shows a correlation with the difference in
valency between the impurity and the host.
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENTS AT THE NUCLEUS FOR A
CLUSTER OF AMORPHOUS Zr

Helena M. Petrilli and Sonia Frota-Pess6a
Instituto de Fisica da Universidade de SSo Paulo,

CP 20156, 0U98 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil

We have recently developed a real space scheme to obtain
the electronic contribution to the electric field gradient (EFG)
at the nucleus in systems which can be represented by a tight-
binding Hamiltonian. The scheme, based on the recursion method [ 13,
can be used to study the EFG of very complex systems or systems
without symmetry, where £ space methods cannot be applied.

In this work we use the real space scheme and a LMTO-ASA
tight-binding Hamitlonian [2], valid for close-packed systems to
obtain the distribution of EFG associated with an amorphous
cluster of Zr atoms.

The Zr cluster was obtained by random packing of spheres ,
relaxed through Lennard Jones potentials, with periodic boundary
conditions.

We find that the distribution of EFG is spread through
positive and negative values and has a gap around zero.

References
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SELF-CONSISTFNT -|- DEPENDENCE OF THE EFG IN hep Zr

Helena M. Petrilli and Sonia Frota-Pess&a
Institute de Fisica da Universidade de S3o Paulo,

C.r-. 20516, OM98 SSo Paulo, SP, Brazil
and

Michael Methfessel
Max-Planck Institut fur Festkorperforschung,

Heisenbergstrasse 1,D-7O00 Stuttgart 80,
Fed. Rep. Germany

We hav# used the self-consistent LMTO-ASA . method with
combined corrections to study the behavior of the electronic
contribution of the electtic field gradient at the nucleus as a
functinn of the c/a ratio at constant volume in hep Zr. At the
equilibrium value our results agree well with those of Blaha et
al K1], obtained using full potential LAPW and experimental
results.

We find that the electronic contribution is positive and
decreases as the c/a ratio increases. This is because as we pull
the atoms apart along the c-axis, the occupation number n of
electrons with p character increases relative to those with p

and p character. Therefore the dominant p-contribution roughly
1proportional to -y (nx + n ) - n z gets smaller, decreasing the value

of the electronic contribution to the EFG. But in contrast with
the lattice contribution as given by the Das and Pomerantz
formula, the electronic contribution of hep Zr does not go to
.zero, remaining large and positive near the ideal c/a ratio. As
we continue to increase the c/a ratio the electronic contribution
to the EFG for hep Zr will eventually go to zero at a larger c/a.

References
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CAGE MOTION OF A PROBE ATOM IN A VACANCY COMPLEX

Gary S. Collins, Steven L. Shropshire and Hwa-Jae Jang [1]
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA

Using PAC[2], we have detected a cubic-symmetric complex in Pt by
hydrogen-decoration which otherwise would be indistinguishable from
defect-free substitutional probe atoms. It has high thermal stability, and
forms on -20% of the probe atoms between 390 K and 490 K after
deformation at 77 K. The decorated complex has an axially symmetric
quadrupole interaction, with coupling frequency u = 256.7(2) Mrad/s and a
small frequency distribution, when measured at 77 K (see figure). Measured
at 294 K, !)„= 245.6(7) Mrad/s, and the signal is much more damped. The
damping islitted well assuming a dynamical nuclear relaxation of form exp{-
Xt} multiplying the static perturbation function, with A= 37 Mrad/s. This fit
is much better than when a static distribution of interactions was assumed.

0 100 200 t (ns)

As a structural model, we proposed[2] that the undecorated complex
is a tetrahedron of vacant lattice sites with the In probe atom relaxed to the
center. This "relaxed trivacancy trap" is well known from measurements on
Ni.[3] For Pt, we suggested that the complex restructures when a H atom is
trapped. The magnitude of uQ is large and is attributed to the surrounding
host atoms, not to the H guest atom. Accepting this structural model, the
relaxation is attributed to cage-like motion of the probe atom, with jumps
between the four corners of the tetrahedron at 294 K (see figure). A detailed
analysis will be presented.
[1] Supported in part by NSF grant DMR 86-19688.
[2] G. S. Collins, S. L. Shropshire and H.-J. Jang, Proceedings of the Int'l

Conf. on Diffusion in Metals and Alloys, BaTatonfured, Hungary,
September 1988; and to be published.

[3] G. S. Collins and R. B. Schuhmann, Phys. Rev. B24 (1986) 502.
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POINT DEFECTS IN NiAI NEAR THE EQUIATOMIC COMPOSITION

Jiawen Fan and Gary S. Collins [1]
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA

NiAI is a highly-ordered CsCl-structure alloy of interest because of its
strength at high temperatures. Lattice parameter and density measurements
have indicated the presence of constitutional vacancies on the Ni sublattice,
VNi, on the Ni-poor side of stoichiometry, and Ni antisite atoms, Ni^y, on the
Ni-rich side.[2] We have carried out perturbed 7-7 angular correlations
measurements to test these conclusions microscopically. For this, Ni, Al,
and J l ' In probe activity were melted to make compositions near 50 at.% of
Ni. We expect In to be located on the Al sublattice because of its large
atomic size and valence. PAC spectra measured after annealing at 1473 K
anu slow cooling to room temperature arc shown in the figure, and
tentatively interpreted as follows:

• A signal with u ) ( = 128 Mrad/s,
r)j = O visible in all spectra is
attributed to a single VNi in the
first neighbor shell of the In prube
atoms. It is observed clearly and
undamped for the 50% alloy.
• Two signals are visible only in
Ni-poor alloys, with u -, = 136
Mrad/'s, rj-,= 0.65 anew , - 136,
r j J = 0.89. These are attributed to
distinct configurations of two Y'Nj
in the first neighbor siieli.
• A low frequency signal
dominates speara of the Ni-rich
alloys, with u o 4 = 19 Mrad/s ,
?74~O. It is attributed to Ni AJ
antisite atoms in the seconiT
neighbor shell.
• A large unperturbed fraction,
u c= 0, in spectra of the 50 and 51
at.% alloys is attributed to InA1
probes without neighboring

100 20c tens) defects.

V "
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The small damping for the 50% alloy indicates that the global defect
concentration is very low. However, the local defect concentration is high,
with 36% of the probe atoms sitting next to V ,̂-. We conclude that in the
50% alloy, the formation enthalpy of the In^-V^j complex is so small that
during cooling significant quantities of Vxg complexes are quenched-in at the
temperature TQ at which V^- begin to diffuse appreciably. Our annealing
studies indicate that TQ~ 770 K, from which it can be shown that the
formation enthalpy is unusually low, EF= 0.16(2) eV.
[1] Supported in part by NSF grant DMR 86-19688.
[2] see, e.g., T.B. Massalski, in Physical Metallurgy, eds. R.W. Cahn and

P. Haasen (North-Holland, Amsterdam 1983) p. 153.
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STACKING FAULT DEFECTS IN HCP COBALT

Gregeory McGhee and Gary S. Collins [1j
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA

We report a study of lattice defects in hep Co by perturbed 7-7
angular correlations, using * * aIn as an atomic probe. Since hep-Co is both
magnetic and noncubic, defect-free substitutional probes experience
combined magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine interactions.
Interaction axes are collinear with the c-axis below -520 K,[2] and the spin
1=5/2 PAC perturbation function can be expressed in terms of the nuclear
Larmor and quadrupole coupling frequencies, uL and UQ, as for Gd.[3]

Samples were doped with 1 x *In and annealed to increase grain size.
PAC spectra were measured at 77 K after preparation, after heavy plastic
deformation at -100 K, and after subsequent isochronal annealing at
temperatures up to 770 K, above Thc t̂ .. Two sites with small frequency
distributions were detected. Site 1, witn wL= 437.5(3) Mrad/s and uQ= 7(1)
Mrad/s, is attributed to defect-free, substitutional In probes since it is the
only site detected prior to deformation. Site 2 is a defect-associated site
observed only after deformation, and also has collinear interactions, with
u, = 418.3(5) Mrad/s and uo= 12(2) Mrad/s. During annealing between
150-670 K, the site 1 fraction increased gradually back to its predeformation
value of —70%, while the site 2 fraction of 10% was unchanged. There was
no evidence of defect trapping during annealing.

We attribute site 2 to an In probe adjacent to a stacking fault (SF):
The persistence of site 2 indicates very high thermal stability. The electric-
field gradient (efg) disturbance caused by the defect is aligned along the c-
axis. The defect site is prominent in heavily deformed hep-Co. Finally, Co
has a very low SF energy, y~ 10 mJ/rn2, favoring production of SFs.

Analysis of annealing behavior demonstrates that no other highly
stable defect is produced by deformation. Therefore, site 2 must be
attributed to an adjacent SF (discounting the idea that an adjacent SF might
cause less of a disturbance than a SF farther away.) Assuming that the In
probes and SF's are randomly located, a SF density of —8% of the basal
planes is indicated.

It is of interest to compare the quadrupole interaction due to a SF in
Co to that attributed to SFs in fee metals. In Co, the change of the
quadrupole coupling frequency induced by the SF is either - 5 Mrad/s or
~ 19 Mrad/s, depending on the relative sign of the lattice and defect-induced
efg's. In fee metals, a class of extended-defect complexes has been attributed
to an J l JIn probe sitting at the side of a < 111 > faulted vacancy loop.[4]
The change in coupling frequency (from wo=0) in that case is -38-53
Mrad/s, much larger than observed in Co. The implications of this
difference will be discussed.
[ 1 ] Supported in part by NSF grant DMR 86-19688.
[2] B. Lindgren, E. Karlsson, T. Bute and S. Bedi, Annual Report,

University of Uppsala, 1976.
[3] A.R. Chowdhury, G.S. Collins and C. Hohenemser, Phys. Rev. B3J3

(1986) 6231.
[4] M. Deicher, O. Echt, E. Recknagel and Th. Wichert, Hyperfine

Interactions IQ (1981) 667; F. Pleiter and C. Hohenemser, Phys. Rev.
B25 (1982) 106.
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ELECTROLYTIC LOADING OF HYDROGEN IN METALS STUDIED BY
PAC

Gary S. Collins, Gregeory McGhee, Steven L. Shropshire and Hwa-Jae Jang
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA [1], and

Reinhardt B. Schuhmann
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA

Recent reports[2] of deuterium fusion in metals are stimulating great
interest in hydrogen interactions in metals. We have reported investigations
of hydrogen (H) interactions with vacancies in the fee metals Ni and Pt using
perturbed y-y angular correlations of 1 1 xIn.[3,4] Our approach has been to
trap diffusing H atoms in pre-existing x 1 'In-vacancy complexes. H is
introduced by electrolytic charging and trapping is d'etected by changes in the
hyperfine interactions. In this paper, we summarize our experiences with
i l i h i f Ni P C d A ith h d
yp p p p

oiettrolytic charging of Ni. Pt, Cu :tnd Au with hydrogen.
i and Pt. Foi Ni[3] and Pt[4], charging was carried o

l hk
[] [], gg out ai ?V4 K

ce all vacancy complexes arc st'ihk: at room temperature. Using -0.1 i:im
ihick foils, all complexes were readily decorated vith II a toms after sever;:l
:::'i'.i;tes of clu«rgin« at - 20 mA/cm'-.

AiLdatUZil- Au ""d Cu have complexes of1 * Mn atoms with ^maSi
VL:>;.tncy clusters (e.g., IV o r 2V) wh'ch arc stable only below room
'.cn'.pfinti.'u, so thai charyina had to bo carried out in cooled hati-' Sever.ii
nv.'i;-:! '.'icctru!yii?s '.verc icsled firs; on N'i a:.J 5';. '•». i'.h best results .••ht.iii:r-ii
\:>>\)i :VS:7J H.-.SO,,-!-?5r"i H , O . For A•;, no evideiict; of H tr.i|'p;nc; ••..is
i.icU'cU'1.! :r. tKe 1V or faniioil loop ;nrr;p!e^es. For Cu, no evidcnci. •".•!' H
"rapiriT'v «;is detected a\ iV or 2'V i.omp'exes. Ho^vever, in ( \ i the, . •.v:"-:.
••i:-v>; with :; broad dis'.rib rJini t,,f q t ndrupole fieqiier.cics whose i-v.-,:!-
iicquenoy changed on clu'nvng. Since our sample? 'vere defonnsd. '.hi:;
sui.:gc->ts that they arc dislocation siies, and thai a limited quantity of H ••.v.i-;
ab'e to penetrate into tne Cu samples along dislocations.

Ni hydride, in an early attempt to charge Ni with H 'oy electroiysi;-. vo
used a high current density, 200 mA/cm", and obtained a result never
reproducible at lower densities. Following charging at 200 mA/cm". no
desorption was detected until the sample was annealed at 400 K. In other
experiments, desorption was always complete at 350 K (see, e.g., ref. [3].)
There was also an anomalous reduced defect-free l x 'In site fraction. These
phenomena are explained by the assumption that metastable, nonmagnetic
NiH was formed and that desorption of H was blocked until NiH
decomposed at 400 K. NiH forms under gas loading conditions at 298 K only
at 6 kbar pressure,[5J demonstrating that high equivalent gas pressures are
readily achieved by electrolytic charging.
[ 1] Supported in part by NSF grant DMR 86-19688.
[2] B.S. Pons and M. Fleischmann, J. Electroanalytic Chem. (in press);

S.E. Jones et al., unpublished.
[3] G.S. Collins and R.B. Schuhmann, Phys. Rev. B2A (198u) 502.
[4] G.S. Collins, S.L. Shropshire and H.-J. Jang, proceedings' of the

DIMETA-88 conference, Hungary, 1988; and to be published.
[5] B. Baranowski, in Hydrogen in Metals II. eds. G. Alefeld and J.

Voelkl, Topics in Applied Physics, vol. 29 (Springer, Berlin 1978) 157.
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PRODUCTION AND MIGRATION OF INTERSTITIALS DURING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION

Steven L. Shropshire and Gary S. Collins [1]
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA

Measurements by perturbed 7-7 angular correlations and Mossbauer
effect have provoked controversy as to whether or not self interstitials are
produced during plastic deformation. While interstitial-probe complexes
have been observed to form after low temperature irradiation, none has been
detected after low temperature deformation.[2] The question arises: Where
are the interstitials? Sassa et al. conclude that self-interstitials may simply
not be produced at all.[3] On the other hand, Seeger presents evidence that
interstitials must be produced, and that therefore only the Stage I interstitial
is not produced.[4] To clarify the issue, it should be noted that previous
experiments: [2,3] rule out thermally activated interstitials, but do not address
the issues of interstitial production or athermal migration.
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Using PAC, we have observed vacancy annihilation by mobile
interstitials during deformation at 77 K. This is demonstrated by conversion
of divacancy (2V) complexes into monovacancy complexes (IV) in Au with
increasing strain at 77 K. Au wires doped with 1 x xIn were deformed and
annealed at 193 K to maximize the fractions of two distinct 2V complexes:
2Va, withuo= 93 Mrad/s, »?= 0; 2V,,, with«0= 96Mrad/s, tl= 0.45.[5] The
figure shows that the number of 2V complexes decreases with additional
strain, while the number of IV complexes, with a = 85 Mrad/s, JJ= 0,
increases from zero. We conclude that interstitials are indeed produced, but
have a strong elastic coupling to dynamic strain fields and consequently are
eliminated during deformation by stress-induced migration.

Supported in part by NSF grant DMR 86-19688.
W. Petry et al., Hyperfine Interactions 15/16 (1983) 371.
K. Sassa, W. Petry and G. Vogl, Phil. Mag. A4£ (1983) 41.
A. Seeger, Phys. Lett 89A (1982) 241.
G. S. Collins et al., Phys. Rev. B28 (1983) 2940 {and ref s therein).
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SHORT-RANGE ORDER IN INTERSTITIAL-SUBSTITUTIONAL ALLOY

' 7.N. Bugaev and V.A. Tatarenko
Institute for Metal Physics, 252680 Kiev 142, Ukr.SSR

Correlation of atoms in substitution of intersti-
ces and sites is a natural result of interatomic inte-
ractions in an alloy. Let us consider the A-M-X-alloy
with fee lattice of sites being occupied by the A- and
M-atoms (symbol X is conventional sign of the inter-
stitial impurity), which is in a macroscopically homo-
geneous state without the long-range order under ther-
modynamic equilibrium. We shall characterize the cor-
relation of atoms in the alloy by a two-particle occu-
pation probabilities P.. (i,j=A,MfX) which are the a
posteriori probabilities that an atom of the type 3
occupies the nearest-neighbor octahedral (o) intersti-
ce (if j=X) or site (if j=A,M) in the neighbourhood of
a central atom of the type i under the condition that
an atom of the type i definitely occupies the chosen
site (if i=A,M) or o-interstice (if i=X). As can easi-
ly be shown, the difference ^A-PAY-Q' characterises
the relative concentration of Attorns surrounded by
two X-atoms (q. is the concentration of i-atoma; Q1 is
the relative concentration of A-atoms with X-ones in
the nearest-neighbor surroundings, which may be measu-
red experimentally by the MBssbauer spectroscopy me-
thod, for example, if A designates Fe and so on). The
numerical values of probability P.y may be determined
in the framework of the configuration theory of an at-
omic distribution by means of the corresponding system
of three thermal equilibrium equations (see, e.g., Til)
in which the interchange energies of atoms lor so-cal-
led energies of their mixing), " i . ! 3 1 ^ ^ ^ - ^ (i^d)»
and "iiir=lUMjr""uinr~u^+uA/ a r e the "'main parameters; u« .
is pafrmsf^inTeraWion*energy of i-j pair of atoms a

placed at a distance equal to the radius of a perti-
nent first coordination sphere (i,;JaA,M,X,4; here i is
conventional sign of the unfilled o-interstice). At
very high temperatures ^tvfQ.vi* ^xx^X' ^AX~^X* ^e* u s

consider, e.g., the case w.UY>0.'T:here are two possib-
le situations at sufficiently low temperatures. (1) If

Vq^^O, then PAX~qX'q*» *AM~°
 o r

or P^~1. (2) TOien
2W&Myqu/qy)>0 simultaneously,

if O^rJSq,, or P,,,~O if

; References
I H I V.N, Bugaev and V.A. Tatarenko, Interaction and
; Arrangement of the Atoms in Interstitial Solid

Solutions Based on Metals (Haukova Dumka,Kiev,1989).
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ELECTRON 1HHAD1AT1ON EFFECT ON THE LOCAL ATOMIC
ARRANGEMENT OF AMORPHOUS Cu57Hf43 ALLOY

Y.Sakurai, Y.Watanabe, B.Nanao
Institute of industrial Science, University of
Tokyo, 7-22-i Roppongi Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

i.Kanazawa, and T.ltjashita
Tokyo Uakugei University, 4-1-1 Nukuikita-machi
Koganei-shi, Tokyo 187, Japan

irradiation effects on the local atomic-
structures of amorphous alloys remained to be an
unresolved problem. In this study, TDPAC
measurement is applied to the electron irradiation
effect on the local atomic arrangements of the
C'U5 7Hf4 3 amorphous alloy.

The Cus7Hfu amorphous alloy was prepared by
melt-spinning in a helium atmosphere. The
Cu57Hfj] amorphous alloy was irradiated in the
liquid Nitrogen by 2.5 MeV electron. The fluence
was 1x1018 e-/cm!. After the electron
irradiation, radioactive 161Hf probe atoms were
produced in the aaraple by thermal neutron capture.

Previous investigation about the local atomic
structure of the Cus7Hf43 amorphous alloy showed
that there are Hf atoms surrounded by a
crystalline-like atomic arrangement as well as
atoms in a state of disorder[l]. TUPAC spectrum
of electron irradiated sample was significantly
different from the non-irradiated sample. This
result indicated that local atomic arrangements
around the Hf atoms were changed by the electron
irradiation.

Reference

[1] Y.Sakurai, I.Kanazawa, Y.Watanabe, S.N'anao and
T.iwashita , J. Phys. F 16(1986)L265.
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THE TDPAC STUDY OF QUASICRYSTALLINE AND T - PHASES

T.Iwashita, I.Kanazawa, Y.Yamazaki, Y.Sakurai*,
and S.Nanao*

Tokyo Gakugei University, 4-1-1 Nukuikitamachi,
Koganeishi, Tokyo 187, Japan

* Institute of Industrial Science, University of
Tokyo, 7-22-1 Roppongi Minatoku, Tokyo 106, Japan

Time differential perturbed angular correlation
(TDPAC) spectra of crystalline phase A16Mn, (X-phase,
T-Phase, and quasicrystalline phases (Al-Mn-Si Alloys)
were measured by using the 181Hf probe.
It is shown that there are three Al sites (one "glue" Al
site and two Al sites in Mackay icosahedron) in
quasicrystalline phases. It is also deduced that the
locations of Al sites in Mackay icosahedra depend
somewhat on the concentration of Si. It seems that
chp distortion in Mackay icosahedra in quasicrystalline
phases is small in comparison with that in ct -phase.
Comparing TDPAC spactra of quasicrystalline phases
(Al-Mn-Si Alloys) with these of crystalline phase
A16Mn, o(-phase, and T-phase, the structures of
quasicrystalline phase and T-phase will be discussed
from a microscopic point of view.
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COMMENSURATE TURN ANGLE EFFECTS, HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS
AND ELECTRON STRUCTURES OF RARE EARTH METALS

L.A.Boyarsky
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, 630090, Novosibirsk, USSR

Analisis of temperature dependence of the magnetic structure
wave vector q(T) in heavy rare earth metals measured using synch-
rotron radiation [1,2] suggests that in most cases of commensura-
bility the capture of the commensurate phase takes place accompa-
nied by the onset of ferromagnetism due to the spin-slip effect.
However, the spin-slip model disagrees with the observations by
the Mossbauer spectroscopy, based on the investigation of the hy—
perfine interactions [3], of large regions of magnetic hysteresis
in Holmium and Erbium metals. More consistent seems to be the mo-
del of additional domain structure arising near the points of com-
mensurability due to the competition of exchange interaction with
crystal anisotropy. Bloch's electrons undergo diffraction on the
nonlinear spin-density wave which results in the appearance of mi-
crcgaps in the energy spectrum [4]. The most significant change in
the topology of the Fermi surface of heavy rare earth metals occurs
near the horisontal parts of the quasicylindrical "sleeves" respon-
sible for the peak in magnetic susceptibility and creation of the
main harmonic of magnetic structure. Near the commensurability
point the microgap merges with the main gap of the crystal, peculi-
arities in behaviour of q(T) and electrical resistance R(T) are
mutually proportional, and the increase in the effective area of the
parallel parts on the Fermi surface leads to increased magnetic sus-
ceptibility and to the anomaly of the hyperfine field on the nucleus°
The same conclusions can be derived from the analysis of the experi-
mental results on magnetization and electrical resistance of Erbium
metal [5].

References

[ij. D.Gibbs et al., Phys. Rev. B 55_ (1986) 8182
[2].D.Gibbs et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 55 (1985) 234
[3]. C.K.roAOBMKOB, *M3.TBepfl.Tena 27~Ti985) 1291
I1*]. n.A.BoupcKHM, lOr.rieMcaxosMM, HeoflHopoflHbie aneKTpoHHue COCTORHMH,

HOBOCM6MPCK (1987) 48
15]. A.r.BxiMHOB, JI.A.BOHPCKMM, H.B.KojibMyrMHa M flp., HeoflHopoflHbie

3/ieKTpoHHbie cmcTOJiHMfl, HOBOCM6MPCK (1981*) 50
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THE LATTICE DYH11CC3, ELECTHOH A5D CRYSTALLINE
STRUCTURES BEPOHE SHE MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATIOHS
B2-R AKD R-B19'IN

S.V. Anokhin, V.E. Egorushkin, A.I. Lotkov
Siberian Physico-Technical Institute, Tomsk State
University, Revolution-Square 1, Tomsk, 634050, USSR

The investigation was carried out by the methods
of the Kossbauer spectroscopy and the X-ray structural
analysis in the temperature range 673 K - 77 K, inclu-
des martensitle transformations (MX) B2-»R-*B19' and
the region'of the premartensitic effects in the B2 pha-
se. It was established that long before the MT B2-»R
(To = 273 K) the change of the structure state of the
alloy took place. At this all the parameters of the
Mossbauer speotra (IE) behave anomalously: a minimum
is observed at S(T), and a maximum - at /*(T); the iso-
mer shift alters, and Sr changes its slope. Below 430
K an additional line corresponding to the R phase ap-
pears in the MS. At Tg (the X-ray data) the isomer
shift does not change, since the local rhombohedral
distortions in the B2 phase took place at 413 K. The
anomalous change of the isomer shift before the MT R-*-
B19' begins at the very early stage of this MT, and it
is over when, according to the X-ray data, the main
volume of the material Including the regions surroun-
ding Pe atoms begins to transform into the B19' struc-
ture. The curve S(T) shows a minimum as was the case
before the MT B2-*R. These results show that the alter-
ations in the electron structure as well as in the lat-
tice dynamics forerun the MT in R- and B19'-phases.
The theoretical studies indicate that this kind of de-
pendence of S(T) occurs if the coordinates of the re-
sonance atom are taken to be: u s uo + UJ. + f , where
Uo is the equilibrium position of the atom, u^ is the
uo change as a result of atomic dispacements,£is the
short-range order parameter on whose sing depends the
behaviour of S(T). The parameters change of the MS at
the reverse MX (B19*-»R-»B2) is somewhat different from
their behaviour at the direct MT, but also possess so-
me peculiarities in the vicinity and in the points of
phase transformations.
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THE KNIGHT SHIFT OF FRANCIUM IN MERCURY

H.Haas', Ch.Stenzel, H.-E.Mahnke, B.Spellmeyer, W.-D.Zeitz

Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin GmbH and Freie Universitat Berlin,

D-1000 Berlin 39

The extremely large Knight shift observed for the heaviest system of
an alkali solute in an alkali metal, Fr in Cs, is consistently understood in
terms of the convential scheme of polarization of s-type conduction electrons
[l]. It should therefore be a suitable quantity to investigate changes of the s-
electron density at the alkali atom as an isolated probe in different metals.

In addition to Tl metal already known from the original calibration
experiment we have now determined the Knight shift of Fr in liquid mercury
using the PAD technique with the 15" isomer of 212Fr (T,/2=609ns). Mercury
has one of the highest work function, and charge transfer from the alkali
atom to the Hg is highly favored. Accordingly, a very small Knight shift of
K=0.2(1)% (T=293K) is observed. Compared to the large value for FrCs, it
indicates the formation of a local ionic state in this dilute alloy.

b,: Knight shift at Fr in Cs, Tl, and Hg

Host TJK] K [%1
Cs

Tl

Hg

273

590 (liq)

560 (bcc)

470 (hep)

293 (liq)

5.0(1)

0.9(1)

0.9(1)

0.9(1)

0-2(1)

•presently on leave to ISOLDE, CERN

[1] H.Haas, H.-E.Mahnke, W.G.Shen, Ch.Stenzel, Hyp.Int. 34 (1987) 543
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TDPAC EXPERIMENTS IN luIn-IMPLANTED NIOBIUM OXIDES

M. Renteria", D. Wiarda, A. G. Bibiloni" and K. P. Lieb
II. Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Gottingen, D-3400
Gottingen, Fed. Rep. Germany

As an extension of our PAC studies on the hyperfine interaction
of m C d in metallic oxides semiconductors, we performed experiments
on several niobium oxides with different cation valences and crystal
structure. We implanted m I n + ions at about 400 keV and doses of about
3 »1012 ions into oc-Nb2Os and NbO2 using the IONAS ion implanter.
Either sintered or pressed powder samples were used.

TDPAC measurements were carried out with BaF2 and Nal
detectors at room temperature, after isochronal annealings in 100 K
steps up to 1270 K in 200mbar oxygen resp. up to 1070 K in 10~5 mbar.
Nb2O s and NbO2 TDPAC spectra and their Fourier transforms, obtained
after annealings at 1170K and 670K respectively, are shown below.

The observed hyperfine interactions are compared to point charge
model calculations which predicts 15 and 2 inequivalent cation sites in
a-Nb2Os and NbO2 respectively. The data in both systems can be repro-
duced with one common antishielding factor p = V^*P/V§£ for all sites,
i.e. p(Nb2Os) = 4.6 and P(NbO2) = 18.8. At p(O2) * 10~smbar and
Taa 870 K the phase transition NbO2 -» ct-Nb2Os is visible in the PAC
spectra.
1} On leave from the Departamento de Fisica, U.N.L.P., La Plata,
Argentina. Supported by Stiftung Volkswagenwerk and C.O.N.C.E.T.
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STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITION OF Rh2O3 STUDIED VIA PAC

J. Kesten, W. Boise, K. P. Lieb and M. Uhrmacher
II. Physikallsches Instltut, Universitat GOttingen and SFB 126,
D-3400 Gdttingen, Federal Republic of Germany

The time differential perturbed angular correlation (PAC) of the
Y—(--cascade of u lCd was used to investigate the properties of Rh2O3.
The mIn-lons were implanted with an energy of 400 keV into a poly-
crystalline a-Rh-,O3 pressed powder target by means of the Gottlngen
heavy ion Iraplantator IONAS. To prevent disintegration, the doped
sample was annealed isochronaily in a SO mb oxygen atmosphere be-
tween 475 K and 1223 K for 30 min. After each annealing step, PAC
perturbation functions were taken wil.h a four Nal-detector set-up.

The a modification
; " 5 1 - " Icrystallizes in a

dral lattice
structure) and
into the stable.

rhombohe-
{corundum
transforms
orthorhom-

bic &-Rh2O3 structure a-
round 1180 K. Accordingly,
the phase transformation
results in a drastical change
of the electric field gradient
from axial to non-axial
symmetry (oc v = !34(3)
MHz, r\ * 0; 0: J = 118(1)
MHz, n = 0.90(1)). The phase
transformation was con-
firmed by x-ray diffraction
measurements.

The Vjz-value of the
efg in the a-phase found in
this experiment is compared
with the one, predicted by
the point charge model. The
resulting antishlelding fac-
tor, P = V«P/VPf = 112(2),

100 4- —

50

25
CuO

Cu20

111°

Ag20

Corundum

| 1 V2O3

Tenorite

1.75 2.00 2.25
Bond length (A)

2.50

is compared with those found for oxides having the corundum (A12O3,
Cr2O3) and other structures (see fig.). A systematic dependence of the
p-value on the oxygen coordination Is found.
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QUADRBKJLE INTERACTIONS IN METALS AND ALLOYS

N.G. Fazleyev
Kazan State University, Kazan 420008, USSR

The aim of the present work is to investigate
quadrupole interactions in metals and alloys in nor-
mal and superconducting mixed state and their influ-
ence on the NMR lines' shape, width and shift.

The contributions of the induced charge density
of conduction electrons due to quadrupole moments of
impurity paramagnetic ions and nuclei to the electric
field gradient at the nuclei are calculated 3elfcon-
sistently having taken into account the exchange and
correlation effects in the system of conduction elec-
trons and the appropriate contributions to the anti-
shielding factors C O . The NMR lineshift and line-
width are calculated for disordered alloys.

The indirect multipolar interactions of nuclei
in metals and alloys via the mediation of conduction
electrons is investigated. The hamiltonian of the in-
direct quadrupole-quadrupole interactions of nuclei
is obtained selfconsistently by the dielectric func-
tion method £ 2"]. The influence of these indirect
interactions on shape and width of the NMR lines is
investigated. The experimental data is compared with
the theory.

The spin lattice relaxation time due to interac-
tion between nuclear quadrupole moments and conducti-
on electrons is calculated by taking into account in-
teractions and correlations in the system of conduc-
tion electrons as well as the contributions to the
antishielding factors. The temperature dependence of
the nuclear quadrupole spin lattice relaxation time
is investigated for alloys in superconducting mixed
state. The experimental data is discussed £ 3 3*
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE ON PARAMAGNETIC ION - NUCLEI
IN METALS AND SUPERCONDUCTORS

N.G. Fazleyev
Kazan State University, Kazan 420008, USSR

During recent years NMR technique has become in-
creasingly useful in studies of fundamental properti-
es of magnetic alloys and type II superconductors,
containing magnetic impurities L O .

The aim of the present work is to investigate
magnetic resonance lineshape and relaxation of para -
magnetic ion-nuclei in metals and type II supercondu-
ctors.The temperature Green functions method and Fey-
nman-diagram technique are used in calculations.

The obtained expressions for NMR lineshape are
complex and are analysed for limiting cases of fast
and slow spin lattice relaxation of localized moments
'{2~\ . The experimental data is discussed.

The influence of the Kondo anomalies and the in-
•-"ireci; long-range impurity-impurity interactions on
r.uclear spin lattice relaxation rates are studied. It
is shown that observation of the Kondo anomalies in
rhe NMR parameters is facilitated by either high tem-
peratures or low temperatures combined with high mag-
netic field strengths.At intermediate temperatures
observation of the Kondo anomalies in the NMR parame-
ters is inhibited by large nuclear relaxation rates

The spin lattice relaxation rate3 for paramagne-
tic ion-nuclei in type II superconductors due to hy -
perfine coupling with local moments are calculated [4].
The influence of fluctuation coupling of the electr-
ons on nuclear relaxation rates in "dirty" type II
superconductors is investigated at T slightly above
T . It is shown that in the limits of fast (alow)
agin lattice relaxation of localized momenta approa-
ching critical parameters of superconducting transi-
tion leads to decrease (increase) of nuclear relaxa-
tion rates due to thermodynamic fluctuation of order
parameter. The NMR experiments are discussed.
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NUCLEAR SPIN KINETICS IN CRYSTALS WITH PARAMAGNETIC
IMPURITIES AT LOW TEMPERATURES

D,A. Tayurskii
Kazan State University, Kazan 420008, USSR

In the recently carried out theoretical investi-
gations of electron spin kinetics in paramagnets at
low temperatures L1-3J it was established the essenti-
al chances of low temperature kinetic properties of
spin-system in comparison with a high temperature ki-
netics (here low temperatures denote the temperatures
at which the Zeeman energy is more than heat). The main
feature of low temperature kinetics is the appearence
of strong thermodynamic coupling between Zeeman subsys-
tem (ZS) and dipole-dipole reservoir (DDR). In the re-
sult an electronic spin-lattice relaxation can not be
considered as the relaxation of two independent subsys-
tems like the case of high temperatures. At low tempe-
ratures in the first step of relaxation an equilibrium
inside the spin-system is established during time T,, ,
and then during time T.% the spin-system slowly relaxes
into the lattice.

Such essential changes of electronic spin kinetics
must effect on a nuclear spin kinetics. Due to the appe-
arence of the coupling between electronic ZS and DDR nu-
clear spin-system in crystals with paramagnetic impuri-
ties relaxes into whole electronic spin-system unlike
the case of high temperatures where nuclear spins rela-
xes into DDR. Since the energy of the electronic spin-
system is larger than one of the nuclear spin-system
we can expect a change of picture of nuclear spin-lat-
tice relaxation via DDR of paramagnetic impurities. In
this paper there are calculated the times of correspon-
ding relaxation processes and there is investigated the
influence of phonon bottleneck on the. relaxation times
in such crystals.

Besides the appearence of the strong thermodynamic
coupling between electronic ZS and DDR causes the expo-
nential increasing of the coefficient of nuclear pola-
rization enhancement at low temperatures in the method
of dynamic cooling of nucleis.
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M&SSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY AND ADDITIONAL STUDY OF NEUTRON
IRRADIATED Cr-DOPPED METALLIC GLASSES

M. M i g l i e r i n i 1 , J . S i t e k 1 , L.Macko 2 . M.Miha l ik 3 and
A. Zentko
O Department ef Nuclear Physics and Technology, Slovak
Technical University, Mlynska doiina, CS - 81S 19
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia
zj Department of Physics,Hilitary Technical University;
CS - 031 Ol Liptovsky MikulAs, Czechoslovakia
3j In s t i t u t e of Experimental Physics. S lcak Academy ui
Sciences, Solovjevova 47, CS - 043 53 Kosice,
Czechoslcvaks.1

Fully amorphous ^eqO
 N ^ * «Cr ^° ^ s " ^ w e i e

studied both in as-recei ved" and pcsl. -ir radiated s ta te
for a wide range of the Cr-content Cx = C, 2. 4, d. 8.
10 ar.d 1B~J . Ribbon-shaped samples were i r radia ted in ^
nuclear .igillS t o t h e f--otaJ. fluences of 5. 1O ' , S. 1O
and lfĉ .O neutrons, per cm'.

Fe Mo-ssDauer effect measurements of the as-
r&cf=3 ve<i metallic glasses revealed a gr aduaj. decrease
c*. '.:•-• 7e-Fe <-nd Fe-IJi exchange interact ions, giving
: : « !.••_ a maanetic long-range ord^er collapse into 2
pure paramagnetic behaviour for x = 1O. tfhe;i
i. ^ d : s . e d , however : the disappearence of
fsTi GPaqnetism occureo at a iover x-value Cx oc S'!) . Sorri'..-.
t racK of par^Tneqnetisrr were observed even for x = O,
probably due to the presence of Mo which i s in the same
column of the periodic liable as Cr .

Mossbauer and s lec t r on-posi tron armih.il at ion
spectroscopy were used to study fluctuations in a
short-range order (SP.C3 as a function of concentration
and a neutron fluence. The FWHM of a hyperfine field
dis t r ibut ion, F , increased as the Cr-contert was
rising. After the i r radia t ion an additional increase of
F was observed.Both these effects point out a tendency
of the system towards disordering. Positron lifetime
data showed an increase of a free volume after the
irradiation. This can be assigned to radiation-induced
defects in a structure resulting in greater topological
disorder. It i s noteworthy -that fluctuations in a
chemical SRO cannot b^ completly excluded because of
the nuclear reaction BCn.oO Li which takes place in
materials containing boron.

The Curie temperature, T , derived from
susceptibility and Mossbauer effect measurements, was
found to b* both concentration and fluence dependent.
Changes in T are supposed to be a consequence of
fluci.uat.ions In chemical and/or topological SRO.
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E I P i n B URBACSIOHS OF Bu151 MPURIOT NUCLEI IN
aUgS^CSfl̂ ) DEIECf CHTSTALS
I.M.Aekerov, GJE.Aslanov, A.O.Mekhrabov, H.P.Hajiev
Azerbaijan CiTil Engineering Inst i tute , Baku 73 USSR
Ins t i tu te of Physics (Azerbaijan SSR Academy of Scien-
ces , Baku 143 USSR

TTT S^2S3 a n d <J*2Se3 crystals are representatives of
*i °\ Semiconductors with defect structure and crys-
t a l l i s a t i o n of aincoblende type. Their peculiar featu-
re i s weak, dependence of physical properties on impuri-
ty concentrations. Hossbauer studies on impurities in
_ have been interpreted as the evidence of nor-
afil valent state impurities occurence i n crystal l a t -
t i c e s and hyperfine interaction formation resulting in
"non-doping".

The work deals with Bu impurity hyperfine interac-
t ions in defect GagSxCSe^) crystals studied by Itoss-
bauer technique in 4-29OTE range. Nuclear gamma-reso-
nance (HGB) spectra were recorded at the MS-700 U spec-
trometer with SB£0Z as a source. Q&2&3 and- Ga2Se3
crys ta l s were studied by atomic absorption spectrosco-
py and Bq concentration varied from 0.30 to 2 at.JS.
The NGR spectra obtained demonstrated a s ingle Lorenz-
shaped band which weakly depended on measurement tem-
perature and Bu concentration. The parameters obtained
at 77 X were computer processed and are tabulated
here.

Compound

Isomer sh i f t , r e la -
t i v e to EuFz

Bandwidth, wm/c

Observed effect
value £ i %

aa2,

-14

3

53<

.0

. 4

0 .

+

+

5

i 2 at.ft

0 . 6

0.7

>Ga2Se

-13

3.

3<

. 4

4

0

Bu 2

i o

- 0.

.6

at.%>

•5

5

Therefore, we conclude that Eu imparities gene-
rate similar low-symmetry centres in sp i te of dissimi-
lar crystal structure of 0ao8z (monodinic) and
Qa2Sex (sphalerite-type) . Basing on isomer shift valu-
es <f(-14 an/c) Bu i n Oa^Sx and Qa28e3 i s found to i n -
teract hyperf inely with a vacancy f o is ing double cent-
re of (la2+ - 7 ^ ) ° type.
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OF Al AID Si DI3TEIBDTIO3J UT HAPXDLI

QUEHCHUKJ ffuwĥ sw

A. S.Kuchma,1«A« Safroncva,V.T.Odintsov

Far-8aartern State University, Vladivostok, USSR

The samples of sendast (Fe^cAl^QSi^J ribbons pie-

pared by melt qaenehing have been investigated by Jffiss-

bauex- and X-ray difraction methods0 The samples prepared

at two (1,11) rates of quenching diee showed crystalline

structure of DO, type, ?e atoms occupy two nonequivalBnt

sites in this lattices Pe(B) and Pe(AsC). Sample I was

annealed on air at 500°G for 6,5h and sample II was

annealed at 270, 400, 500, 700°G for 4h.

The line widths and their relative intensity in the

Mt'ssbauer spectra depend upon a quenching rate and the

annealing temperatures. The MBssbauer spectra bath ori-

ginal and annealed samples could not be fitted by a sum

of two sextets. As a resmlt the dependence of hyperfine

fields at Pe(B) nuclei on the type of the next to nea-

rest neighbours and the fields at Fe(A,C) nuclei as a

function of atomic composition of their nearest neigh-

bours were taken into account. Using the binomial dist-

ributions the most probable disposition of Al and Si

atoms by crystallographic sites has been determined.

According to calculations, two variant of disposi-

tion of nonmagnetic atoms by D Bites of lattice have

the sum pxobebility equal to 0.7. In consequence experi-

mental spectrum vas interpreted as a sum of four sextets,

which give a good fitting with •easurementa. Values of

fields on the Pe nuclei were estimated as H.(B) a

-(30,2 + P,I)T, HjU.0) « (20,0 + 0,I)T, H^B) -

-(29,8 + 0,1)1, H ^ C ) - (21,2 + 0,I)T. Moreover the

dependence of the angle 1w.it—•• the •agwtlsa&l.on vector

and the plane «f ths ribbon upon tte

ring t«HpsTstans have been.ateerved.
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Influence of 7 -irradiation on Properties of Amor-
phous Fe B Si Alloy Studied by Mossbauer Spec-

ie 15 V
troscopy and Positron Annihilation Technique

Zhang Guilin Liu Wenhong and Zhang Hui
Shanghai Institute of Nuclear Research,Academia Sinica

Chang Ruqin Jin Huijuan Xu Quiqin and Yang Yi
Shanghai Iron and Steel Research Institute

Amorphous ferromagnetic material Fe-B-Si has been developed
rapidly in recent years due to its high ductility and good magnetic
properties. But those quatities depend on the quench rale sensiti-
vely. As well known, to control the quench rate is not so easy as
you want. Therefore sometime its good qualities are not able to be
reproducible, in particular for the ductility. Many studies to reduce
the brittlement of amorphous alloy have been done by neutron irra-
diation/1,2/. The vacancy free volume theory is suggested to
explain its mechanism.

In this paper we report a study of the influence of 7 -irradia-
60

tion of Co on the properties of amorphous Fe B Si alloy. The

result of bending test after irradiation showed that the relative
strain for the as-quenched ribbons increased tremendously, the
ribbons which were brittle became completely ductile. Meantime the

180 wall of magnetic domain expanded, but the direction of magnetic
moment did not show any change observed by Mossbauc1' Spectroscopy.
For the specimens pre-annealed at 375°C the relative strain did not
change significantly, but the direction of magnetic moment changed
apparently, it degenerated to random from original lying on surface.
The Doppler-broadening parameter of the positron annihilation line
shape decreased with the increase of doses for pre-annealed speci-
mens.

From the results we can find that 7-irradiation is a very useful
method for modification of amorphous alloys. The vacancy free volume
theory for the embrittlement is not valid in this case, bacause the
doses used here are equivalent to ~ 10"^ dpa, it only brings about
lattice relaxation.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of K.C.Wong
Education Foundation, Hong Kong.
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PAC INVESTIGATION OF IMPLANTED SEMICONDUCTORS

S. Unterricker
Forschungsinstitut fur Aufbereitung Freiberg, DDR 9200 Freiberg

PAC investigations of implanted semiconductors have provided
valuable statements to the structure of microscopic environments
of implanted atoms. An increasing importance of such investiga-
tions may be expected for the future. Of special interest are
the questions (i) structure of as-implanted probe environments,
(ii) nnnealing behaviour of probe surroundings, (iii) possibi-
lity of probe (impurity) substitution in a widely unperturbed
host lattice, and (iv) the role of electronic after-effects,
prerequisits fur uuuh investigations are large implantation
energies (if possible in situ production and implantation of
radioactive probes anri small probe Btu<n concentrations.

It will be shown that in the ca'a; of tetrahedrally r.ooriii-
nti'.tui compound •jwicoruJncturs ^ontaini^r; 1.1! In (111 0 0 pro-
bes, in some cases also ll!i Sb '..i.18 !-.n';. pjiieral statements tn
the. questions (i)..Ov) are possiblt. fhei'e SK- rbsrarte; isi ir,
;:rn; ei'".ic:. i;f 'h-: :jifteir:nt ;.;•.;hr>1 j;v.;t qroiiL1:-: uiiich jrc '.;onric:f.!•'-•"

. . . . anri
mo;i'.Ti.;ri'[1

••. II. E l L

u t:f. !.rfr.s.j n i o j - ' i'- t i c c a s t o l c u b i r •: •.••••: ;ounuLi a n d a t ? ^ > 0 io;:
•l O i i c u t h : s e m i c o p o i - t o r s .

As a i«jss.:rc for exfer:t ariG unnuaJing behaviour oi radia-
tion damage we use the part p^ of probes which are posi tioned
in defect clusters after Rl implantation and the temperature 1 A
of complete annealing. The bond properties of the substances are
reflected by the spectroscopic ionicity f-, . If f-, increases, p d
and T A decrease like other material properties, which charac-
terize the bond strength.
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HYPJSEFIHE MUOHIUH INPERACTION IS o l -QUARTZ

SoG.Barsov, V.A.Gordeev,
Leningrad Huclear Physics I n s t i t u t e , Academy of
Sciences of the USSR;
V.G.Baryshevskii, S.A.Kuten1, V.I.Rapojiort
Huclear Problems Research Ins t i tu te a t Byelorussian
S ta te University, Minsk

'Hie muonium atom (ft"iu) i s s-iov.'n \ 13 to posses in

the ground s ta te a i 'nirly lar^a e l ec t r i c quaarupole co-

ment Q. 'line existence of ^ ^ 0 r e su l t s in a quadrupole

sp l i t c in^ of the hyperfine stx-uccure of Liu in iruiou.Ob'&-

neous electr ic f i e lds w^xich aixecta consiaerably the yu+

"spin procession ana relaxation pa t t e rn . 'Hie preaer.t â5E

acudy performed in zero, weak and intermediate aa^:iet;ic

f i e ld s (Ii< lOOGs) has yielded the cuadrupoie in terac-

t i on constants and she orientation of the princip^x azes

of the generalized e lec t r i c f ield gradient tensor for

s ing le crystal oi. -quartz over ^he temperature ran^e 75-

-pOOK. 'jEae spin precession frequency and relaxation

r a t e measurements carr ied out for '£ > 120K ar^ue for che

diffusion of Hu over the oL -quartz l a t t i c e an these

temperatures.

'Jlie yuSR method i s presently widely used in s tudies

of in ternal magnetic f ie lds and of yu+ meson diffusion

i n the sample l a t t i c e . 2he nonzero quadrupole moment

of the ground s t a t e Mu atom broadens substant ial ly the

po ten t i a l of the #uSR method as a tool to study the

c rys t a l l i ne e l ec t r i c f ie lds and diffusion of hydrogen-

- l i k e neutral systems.
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.-*:'!} S'M'EBS OS" MUONIUM AND IMPLANTED HYDROGEN INiiQjJivAX.-*:'!} S'M'EBS OS"
SILICON ( E x p e r i m e n t )

Gor&eev V.A., Konopleva E.I1.
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Academy of
Sciences of the USSE;
Eirsov V.G., Obukhov Yu.V.
Institute of '.Theoretical and Experimental Physics,
Moscow;
G o r e l k i n s k i i Yu.V., Nevinnyi N.N.
HitjQ Energy Physics I n s t i t u t e , Academy of Sciences of

S3E. Alma Ata

experimental data are presented on studies of
hydrogen-like states with anisotropic hyperfine struc-
ture formed in Si single crystals in the implantation
•i Li^h-energy muons, protons and deuterous. JJhe niuon
c^ericents were carried out on the Lr.TI synchrocyclo-
-:.'oc ("Luonium" setup) t-y th& nuon spin rotation QuS2)
. Kchoc = 'line "anomalous" niuoniuin frequencies (Mu* '

t;±le'} are reliably observed at T = 5QK, decay v.itxi in-
•reuai^:-; uemperaturs £_nd disappear irreversibly froa
. e .uSirt spectrum in the range T = 18O-21OK, thus inci-

-vtin,'- ^ structural change in the l£u* state (Lu* - L̂I+

s i'ausi '"ion). hydrogen was implanted by irradiating s i -
licon samples with 4 IJeV/nucl protons and deuterons on
iiie cyclotron 01 LTI, Academy of Sciences of Kaz. SiiE
at tht; ionic current ** O.O5 ûA/cm2. AfGer the hydro-
gen implantation, the samples -were transferred to the
cryostat of a Q-range ESR spectrometer at 77K. !i!he hy-
drogen-containing center S1-AA9 with anisotropic hyper-
fine structure was revealed by illuminating the sample
with l ight from a tungsten lamp through a light guide
and silicon IE f i l t e r . Ihe Si-AA9 center is totally
annealed in samples heated up to T 2t 200K. '.Che hyper-
fine structure parameters of the Mu* and S1-AA9 centers
are compared. It is shown that, with due allowance for
the isotopic effect, their characteristics are similar,
thus implying the existence in Si of two equivalent
structures, Mu» and Si-AA9» differing only in the mass
of the hydrogen center. A combined analysis of the juSR
and ESR data yields the eonfigurational structure of
the Mu* and Si-AA9 centers (the hydrogen (aaionium) l ies
on tine [ 111] axis Jt the center of the Si-Si bond).
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HYPEKFIHE MJONIUM AHD HIDKOGJSN IK'MiAGTIOlf III SEMI-
CONDUCTORS! QUAtTTOM-CHHfllCAL CALCULATION

Gordeev V.A.
Leningrad ITuclear Phys ics I n s t i t u t e , Acadecy of
Sc iences of the USSR
Gel ' f and R.B. , Mudryi A.V., Ulyashin A.G.
Ins t i tu te for Solid State and Semiconductor Physics,
Academy of Sciences of Bel. SSR, Minsk;

Gorelkinskii Yu.V«, Nevinnyi N.N.
High ISnergy Physics Ins t i tu te , Academy of Sciences of
Kaz. SSR, Alma Ata:
Kuten1 S.A., Pushkarchuk A.L., Hapopon; V.I.
Nuclear Problems Research Institute at Byelorussian
State University, Minsk

Quantum-chemical calculations were carried out of
the structure of atonic hydrogen (muoriiun) placed at
various interstitial sites in the Si and diauiong host
lattice. 'line sites were chosen basing on the avail-
able models of muoniura centers in semiconductors. The
C1ID0/2 (complete neglect of differential overlap) and
IilDO (intermediate neglect of differential overlap)
' calculations made use of a Spin-Hamiltonian code per-
mitting one to obtain within the corresponding assump-
tions not only the hyperfine interaction tensor para-
meters but the electron g-tensor of the impurity atom
as well.

The results obtained are compared with experimen-
tal data on the "normal'1 (Mu) and "anomalous" (Mil*)
muoniums, as well as on-the hydrogen-containing BSR
center S1-AA9 revealed in Si and representing a hydro-
gen analog of the Mu* center. Ihe most probable loca-
lization sites of hydrogen (muonium) atoms in Si and
diamong crystals are specified. Cluster calculations
performed for the Mu* XSi-AA9) centers in Si and dia-
mond suggest as the most probable a model of bound mu-
onium (hydrogen) with the Ku(E) located at the BC
point. Free Mu(H) in Si is described by a dynamic mo-
del by which Mu(HJ diffuses rapidly over either the
M (via the C points) or AB points. In diamond, free
Mu(H) diffuses over the 1 points.
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PAC STUDIES OF HYDROGEN DIFFUSION IN AMORPHOUS HYDRIDES OF BINARY
METALLIC ALLOYS

P. Bover. A. Baudry and A. Chikdene
C.E.N. Grenoble, DRF/SPh/MDIH, 85X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France.

Binary intermetallic alloys formed between
early transition (Ti.Zr) and late transition (Co,Ni,Cu,Rh,Pd)
metals are known to be able to absorb large quantities of hydrogen
in both crystalline and amorphous phases. They are then good
candidates for observing the influence of chemical and topological
disorder on the dynamics of hydrogen. Recent works on various
metallic hydrides have convincingly demonstrated that PAC can be a
valuable tool to investigate this problem(l,2). The results of
181 Ta PAC experiments on amorphous Zr2Ni hydrides are presented.
The temperature dependence of the quadrupolar relaxation rate of
the Ta spins does not indicate the existence of a broad
distribution of activation energies for hydrogen jumps, in
contrast to what is reasonnably expected in highly disordered
systems. Moreover, no significant difference in the jump rates of
hydrogen atoms is observed between the two concentrations H/M =
0.83 and H/M =1.5 .In contrast to the observations made in
crystalline Zr2Ni hydrides of near compositions, these results
strongly suggest that all the hydrogen atoms are accomodated in
4Zr tetrahedral holes. Such a situation is possible only if local
segregation phenomena involving Zr-Ni permutations occur in the
amorphous phase under hydrogen loading. This kind of a phase
microsegregation was already found to occur in amorphous CuTi
hydrides (3).

(1) A. Chikdene, A. Baudry and P. Boyer, J. Phys. F: Met Phys. 18,
L187-93 (1988).
(2) A. Chikdene, A. Baudry and P. Boyer, Proceedings of the
International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen Systems, Stuttgart,
sept. 1988, in press.
(3) B. Rodmacq, L. Billard, M. Maret and A. Chamberod, ibid.



PAC STUDIES OF ZrHn^ ALLOYS AND THEIR HYDRIDES

L.P. Ferreira, J.C. Gil, P.J. Hendes, N. Ayres de Campos,
Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal.

L. Pontonnier, D. Fruchart, S. Niraglia,
Laboratoire de Cristallographie, C.N.R.S., 166X, 38042 Grenoble

Cedex, France.

A. Baudry, P. Bover.
C.E.N. Grenoble, DRF/SPh/MDIH, 85X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France.

The stoichiometric and hyperstoichiometric
alloys of compositions ZrMn2+x with x < 0.6 exhibit large capacity
for hydrogen storage /I/. The structural properties of these
alloys and their hydrides have been recently investigated using
X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction /2/. These C14- type Laves
phases appear as quite interesting systems for studying the
influence of metal ordering on both the static and dynamical
properties of hydrogen in intermetallic hydrides.

Preliminary 181 Ta PAC experiments on ZrHn2Hj
containing ~ 2 at% Hf in substitution for Zr are reported. Four
quadrupolar sites can be distinguished for the Ta probe in ZrMn2
at room temperature, in agreement with the most recent electron
diffraction patterns which reveal the existence of a C36-type
distorsion of the expected C14 phase. The PAC spectra recorded on
ZrMnzHj between 50K and 550K indicate the occurence of a
structural change below 150K, and also the existence of relaxation
effects related to diffusive motions of hydrogen. The results
obtained from PAC data analysis are discussed in the light of the
structure data presently available.

/I/ V.K. Sinha, G.Y. Yu, W.E. Wallace, J. Less Common Met., 106,6
(1985)
111 G. Triantafi l idis, L. Pontonnier, D. Fruchart, O.L.
Soubeyroux, R. Fruchart, A. Rouault, Proceedings of the
International Symposium on Hetal-Hydrogen Systems, Stuttgart
(1988) in press.
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PAC STUDIES OF NEUTRON IRRADIATED Li 2
H'f03

A.6eorgiev , N.Misheva , G.Tounbev
• Institute of Nuclear Research St Energy, Sofia 1784, Lenin 72
•• Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia, Sofia 1126,
A.Ivanov 5, Bulgaria

7 o 3
The influence of defects, created in the reaction Li(n ,a ) H

on the perturbed angular correlation (PAC) of 133-482 keV cascade
i pi

of Ta in Li,HfO3 has been studied.

Samples of Li_HfO, have been irradiated in the reactor
*" ° 181

lRT-2aBB to obtain radioactive Hf, which after p-decay gives
181

Ta. A conventional four-detector system of fast-fast type,
providing a tine resolution of 1.6 ns (FWHM) has been used for the
measurements.

Li_HfQ, has a aonoclinic unit cell of C type and the angular
° mi

correlation of the 133-482 keV cascade of Ta in it will he
perturbed even if no defects exist in the sample.

The values of the electric quadrupole interaction frequency
&> , its Lorentzian distribution 6, the electric field gradient

V _ and its asyanetry paraneter 77 obtained for a well annealed

sanple are:
to = t 67.5 + B.3 )HHz V = ( B.7BB + B.BB5).ialfl V/c«/
a zz

6 = ( 8.12 + 0.01 )X 7) = ( B.23 + 0.02)

During the thermal neutron irradiation of Li.HfO, the reaction

6Li(n°,a )3H + 4.78 HeV take place.
Due to their considerable kinetic energy, JH and He create

in Li.HfO- a lot of defects. Fro* the PAC of the 133-482 keV
181

cascade of Ta in a saaple of Li.HfO- after themal neutron

irradiation without any further treatment two distinct type of
defect configurations were identified by their characteristic

parameters u 1, 61, r)1 and V1 .

During the isochronal annealing of the saaple for IB Bin at

rising temperatures froa SB0 up to 5B0°C (by 50°C step) the

concentration of defects reaain unchanged up to 3BB°C. Annealing at

35B leads to coaplet disappearing of the defects. This
comparatively high annealing teaperature is an evidence for
vacanc-' nature of the defects.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN RADIATION-INDUCED POINT DEFECTS
AND IJuPURITY 57FB IN MOLYBDENUM

A.K.Shokanov
Kazakh Pedagogical I n s t i t u t e , 30 Sovetskaya S t r e e t ,

480100 Alma-Ata, USSR

Mossbauer spectroscopy technique was used to
determine the o r i e n t a t i o n of "Mossbauer impurity
a t o s - r a d i a t i o n defect" complexes i n molybdenum i r r a d i -
ated with particles of different nature.

,-,.-,The specimens were prepared by thermodiffusion
of -"Co (-*?Fe) from the surface of polycrystalline
molybdenum foil (99,98% purity) annealed in 10"* Pa
vacuum at 1̂ 00 K. Implanted Co content in molybde-
num was about 5»10~J at.%.

Mo Co specimens were isochronous cyclotron
irradiated in vacuum by 10 MeV protons and 29, 35,
4-0 aad 50 MeV afc-particles, the doses being up
to 5'IC*1* m~2 o The specimens cooled with liquid
nitrogen had the average temperature of 190 K at
the "beam current density of 0,008 A/m2. Fusion
fragments irradiation was carried out in the reactor
channel, the doses being in the range from 1»iOai

to 5-10" m'2 c
Standard spectrometer operating inconstant—

acceleration aode was used to measure Mossbauer
o'-iiocion spectra..Conversion-electron detector
served as a monitoring instrument for gamma radiation,
•i'he temperature of the specimens placed in helium
cryostat varied from 10 to 300 K.

Unirradiattjd iSo '̂Co spectra have but a single
symmetric Lorentzian line with isomeric shift of
-0,22 mms with respect to Cr-̂ Co standard source.

Irradiation of the specimens causes the following
changes in Mossbauer spectra: alongside with the
"substitutional impurity" line, a new broadened
"defect" line is seen v/hicfa is considered to be a
superposition of quadrupole dublets assigned to the
different "J"''Co-radiation defect" bound energy
states . „

:?hc most probable orientations of "Mossbauer
impurity ifZo- radiation defect" complexes and their
annealing stages are presented in the paper.
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DPAC MEASUREMENTS ON THE KONDO SYSTEM: 1 4 0Ce IN YTTRIUM

K. Krolas and K. Tomala
Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University, Krakow,
Poland

F. Pleiter
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science
Centre, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

The dilute Y(Ce) alloy is one of the first and most
extensively studied lantanide sytems in which the Kondo
effect has been observed. In this paper we report on a DPAC
experiment on yttrium samples that had been implanted with
radioactive ''"La (decaying to 1 4 0 C e ) . The measurements
were carried out at temperatures ranging from 5 K to 295 K.
Four DPAC spectra taken simultaneously were combined to
form the conventional ratio R(t) (see fig.l) . The expres-
sion A|ffexp(-Xt) was fitted to the data, yielding the
following results.

(1) The parameter X does not vary with temperature; its
average value equals X = 6.4(6)-106 s"1.

(2) The parameter A| f f decreases gradually with
decreasing temperature; at 5 K, it amounts to approximate-
ly 70% of the room temperature value.
The first result is surprising in view of the strong
temperature dependence of the 4f-electron fluctuation
rate which should give rise to nuclear spin relaxation
and, thus, to a perturbation of the angular correlation
through time dependent magnetic as well as electric
hyperfine interactions. The second result indicates that
part of the anisotropy is wiped out within 600 ps due to
extremely strong hyperfine interactions. This effect may
be attributed to an assumed fraction of about 30% of
implanted J 40La ions landing in the thin oxide layer on the
surface of the yttrium samples.

tins]

Fig.l. PAC spectrum for 140Ce in yttrium, measured at 5 K.
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INJECTION OF SELF-INTERSTITIALS INTO A SINGLE CRYSTAL OF
NICKEL: ONE-INTERSTITIAL VS. TWO-INTERSTITIAL MODEL

J.R. Fransens, F. Pleiter and J. Meinders
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science
Centre, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

"In case the reader is not aware of it, it should be
pointed out that there is, and has been, a long-standing
controversy on the interpretation of the recovery stages
in fee metals. I suspect that after this conference there
will still be a controversy!"
Twenty years after these prophetic words were spoken by
J.W. Corbett [1], Frank and Seeger [2] addressed the
configuration of a cubic lattice defect in Ni that was
discovered in a PAC (perturbed angular correlation)
measurement on 11 *In [3]. They argue that the defect must
be a mixed interstitial, contrary to the original inter-
pretation [2] according to which the defect consists of an
^ l lIn atom at the centre of a tetrahedron of 4 nearest-
neighbour vacancies. They further argue that, since the
defect is formed in recovery stage III, its structure is a
sensitive test of the existing defect models: the one-
interstitial model according to which recovery stage III
is associated with vacancy migration, and the two-
interstitial model which denies any vacancy mobility in
recovery stage III.
We prepared a single crystal of Ni so that about 30% of the
implanted 111In atoms were associated with the cubic
defect, and bombarded it subsequently with 100 eV Xe ions
to stepwise increasing doses ranging from l-1015-l«1017

cm" 2. The Xe ions transfer at most 3.7 times the displace-
ment energy to the host lattice atoms, and eventually
initiate a displacement collision sequence. The self-
interstitials injected in this way into the Ni lattice
will move on a random walk until they get trapped at the
surface, lattice vacancies, impurity atoms or other
traps.
The number of cubic defects was monitored by means of PAC
measurements after each Xe bombardment. It decreased from
30% to 15%, while the number of substitutional '"in atoms
did not noticeably change. These observations prove that
the defects are destroyed by defect-antidefect reactions
and, thus, that they consist of vacancies. Consequently,
recovery stage III in Ni has to be associated with vacancy
migration, in contradiction with the two-interstitial
model but in agreement with the one-interstitial model.

[1] J.W. Corbett, in: Vacancies and Interstitials in
Metals (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1970), p.977.

[2] W. Frank and A. Seeger, Sol. State Coma. 68(1988)495.
[3] C. Hohenemser et al.. Hyp. Int. 3(1977)297.
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CUBIC DEFECT CLUSTERS IN FCC METALS

J.R. Fransens, F. Pleiter and B. Schlatmann
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science
Centre, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Light gas atoms are known to be trapped at vacancies in
metals. If * *1In-vacancy complexes act as trapping
centres, we can study these vacancy complexes by means of
Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC) measurements on the
probe 111In. For this, we implanted He ions in nickel and
copper in such a way that the energy transfer to the host
atoms was less than the displacement energy.
In an fee metal, the tetrahedral interstitial site
possesses cubic symmetry. Hence, an impurity at that site
will not experience an electric field gradient. In
ferromagnetic nickel, however, such an impurity will
experience a magnetic hyperfine interaction, even in the
absence of an electric field gradient. The strength of the
magnetic interaction depends on the position of the
radioactive probe atom. This property enables PAC to "see"
a tetravacancy in nickel (fig.l), as shown by Pleiter and
Hohenemser [1].
In copper, however, there is no magnetic interaction which
means that the cubic defect, seen by means of other
techniques (Mossbauer spectroscopy [2] and channeling
[3]), is invisible with the PAC method. We have utilized
helium trapping to break the cubic symmetry of the
tetrahedral vacancy complex in order to make it "visible"
to PAC.

Fig.l. InV4 defect con-
figuration. The In probe
atom has moved to the
centre of a tetrahedral
vacancy cluster. This
results in a zero field
gradient.

References:

[1] C. Hohenemser, A.R. Arends, H. de Waard. H.G. Devare,
F. Pleiter and S.A. Drentje, Hyp. Int. 3 (1977) 297.

[2] H. Andreasen, s. Damgaard, J.w. Petersen, G.Weyer and
ISOLDE collaboration, Phys. Lett. 90A (1982) 89.

[3] M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe, A.F. Quenneville, Th.
Wichert and M. Deicher, J. Phys. F14 (1984) 1603.
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MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY STUDY OF DONOR-HYDROGEN COMPLEXES
IN SILICON

Z.N. Liang and L. Niesen, Lab. voor Alg. Natuurkunde, HSC,
Hestersingel 34, 9718 CM GRONINGEN, The Netherlands

Hydrogen passivation of shallow acceptors in single
crystal silicon has been extensively studied both experi-
mentally and theoretically l'2. Recently, however, it was
found that also donor impurities can be passivated by
hydrogen 3. In this work Mossbauer Spectroscopy (MS) has
been applied to study the Sb-H complex in silicon, using
the 23.9 keV transition of 119Sn populated in the 119Sb
-»M*Sn decay.

Sb was implanted in p-type silicon (6 x in15 B/cm31 to
doses up to 1014 cm"2. Part of the Sb dose was radioactive
119Sb (TJ.J = 38h). After a recovery anneal at 900°C in a
N2 flow all

 119Sb atoms populate substitutional sites, as
shown by the single line in the Mossbauer spectrum with S
= 1.80 mm/s. Hydrogen was introduced into silicon without
lattice damage using H| implantation with an energy of
only 200 eV and a dose varying between 1014 cm"2 and 10"l6

cm"^. After this treatment a second component with t - 2.3
mm/s is observed. The relatively small increase in isomer
shift suggests that the hydrogen is not bound directly to
the donor atom. This is in agreement with the current model
of donor-hydrogen complexes 3.

— H-JEIS -*-H-iEis The relative intensity of
the H-associated line is
shown for various H doses.
The dissociation tempera-
ture of the complexes,
150°c, is equal to that of
complexes formed after ex-
posure to a Hj-plasma3. No
Sb-H complexes were observ-
ed in material that remain-
ed p-type after Sb implant-
ation. We also did not ob-
serve hydrogen trapping
after boiling Si(Sb) samp-
les in H2O. The implicat-
ions of these results will
be discussed.

(K)

1.

2.

S.J. Pearton, M. Stavola and J.H. Corbett, Materi.
Sci. Forum 38-41 (1989) 25.
K.J. Chang and D.J. Chadi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 60 (1988)
1422.

3. K. Bergman, M. Stavola, S.J. Pearton and J. Lopata,
Phys. Rev. B37 (1988) 2770.
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Observation of the C-defect in Nickel by means of /3-NMR on
Oriented 114In Nuclei.

A. Metz and L. Niesen

Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Westersingel 34,
9718 CM Groningen, The Netherlands.

A r-nbic vacancy defect in Nickel, is well known to be trapped at implanted
In atonic after annealing at 400 K. From PAC and MSssbauer-spectroscopy, the
respective hyperfine fields Bg( and Bgf for the substitutional and defect-
associated daughter nuclei Cd and Sn are known to be:

B|,(CdNi) = -7.10(3) T Bg((CdND = -2.80(3) T

B|r(SnNi) = +2.06(2) T Bgf(SnNj) = +16.5(2) T

From the known value Bjjj(InNi) = -3.30(6) T, one would therefore expect that In
associated with the cubic vacancy defect has a hyperfine field of about +7 T.

NMR-ON measurements were carried out at 10 inK on Ni single crystals, after
annealing at 400 K, with an external field along <100>, <110> and <I11>
crystallographic directions. The emitted /̂ -radiation was detected in the
180°-direction. In all three cases two single resonance lines were observed at
widely different frequencies. The variation of the substitutional resonance
frequency with the applied magnetic field was found to be -21.4(4) MHz/T. From
the observed resonance frequencies we deduce the following hyperfine fields:

= +5.14(10) T

64 66 68 70

Frequency (MHz)

113 115 117

Frequency (MHz)

119

Fig. 1. Substitutional resonance Fig. 2. Defect associated resonance
v = 67.62(9) MHz v = 113.09(8) MHz

In both cases a field of 0.175 T is applied along a <110> crystallographic
axis. In the case of fi- detection the sign of the resonance reflects the
sign of the hyperfine field.

The absence of a marked quadrupole splitting allows one to deduce an upper
limit for the EFG caused by the defect. The quadrupole moment of 1MIn is
unknown, but estimated to be 0.09 barn, by comparison with spin 1 states in
""in and U6In. A possible EFG is therefore limited to 1017 V/cm2. This fact,
and the agreement with the observed hyperfine fields for the neighbours Cd and
Sn, support the conclusion that the defect is indeed a cubic vacancy cluster.
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MiSCHAHISM 0? THE TWO-ELECTRON SXCHEHGE BETWEEN TIN IMPURITY

CENTERS IN LED CHALCOGiSNIDES AND THEIR SOLID SOLUTIONS

Nisc i r jok P.V., Agzaraov A.A., Nasredinov P . S . , Nist ir juk: 3.V.,

Seregin P .P .

S.Lazo Kishinev Poly technica l I n s t i t u t e , USSR

A.P.Ioffe Leningrad Physico-Technical I n s t i t u t e , USSR

The Btates of the ?Sn impuryty atoms in led su lph ide ,

se l en ide and t e l l u r i d e as well as in ihe PbST_xSex snc!

PbS, /Tey so l id s o l u t i o n s were investi&a.zed oy means of trie

Mossbauer spectroscopy. E l e c t r i c a l p r o p e r t i e s of the sr.r.,e ma-

t e r i a l s were a l so s t u d i e d . Tin was shown to c rea te two-

electron donor centers with the negative correlation energy ir

these materials. The energy position of the t ir. level bec'rr.s

lower at the transition from PbS to Pb3e anj further to iTTc.

For samples doped additionally witn Ha and Tl accepters, ».:.

electron exchange between neutral IZr: *) unC icn^ztd iSr.

t in centers was investigated at T > 301."" K. The sxchange rat?

is Einiinal for PbSe CTexoh~?0 nsec), Eaxiadl for T-ci:

fT , >20 noec) aiic increar.-tc. ronotonici.11,7 ir. the

oe^ and Pb3^_xrey solid sclurions with ^cresir.*: "7.''

Mechanisms respt)nsible for ".'.vo-electr.-r. excher.j-re =.!•••

considered. A trsLnsoort &r" electror.p between tn .̂ ^r.c* and
d+

Sn centers through valence bar.r. 3tates seems to br the

moat likely mechanisir..

The emission "os^bauer spectroacopy was used for tne

electron exchange investigatioii in Pbo iini PbSe ur.'.er a stron-

gly nonequilibrium t in stKtes pcpulntion after tnp convtrtso

isomer tranaitior. Ir. Sn. A fast process cf ir.-:- r.-s^crat ic-r

of charge statea preceedir.g the • r.vt;;i.- iacr-ir : : : . . . . i : :

was found. A charget?rist;.; ;-.: •.;* :...= -v.: ••••>• i •: <?G ... ••

even at 8J K.
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MOSSBAUER EFFECT STUDY OF THE HYPERFINE FIELDS AN©
ISOMER SHIFT OF ORDERED Fe-Co ALLOYS

J.E. Fraekowiak
Institute of Physics and Chemistry of Metals,
Silesian University* Katowice* Poland

Following many works, the iron-57 hyper fine mag-
netic field (HF) in alloys of iron with 3d transition
metal solutes arises mainly from the polarization of
the core electrons Hcr- and a contribution from the spin
polarization of conduction electrons* HCEp-.

The H C C P contribution can be considered to be
produced by two terms: the self polarization of
conduction electrons by the Fe atom itself* H_* and a
contribution transfered from the host-lattice atoms*
H N L . With a simple model based on the assumption that
each nearest neighbor configuration produces a HF
perturbation* the HNi_ can be expressed as C13:

HNI_=£ n.AH, +AHCEF- (1)

where AH, is transfered field contributed by one of n,
neighbors in the i — th neighbor shell and AH^er-
originates from the conduction-electron polarization
taking place in the iron matrix upon alloying.

In the another model described in C23* the HNt_ is
related to the difference beetwen the magnetic moment of
solute atom and magnetic moment of Fe atom in neighbo-
ring shels. This model give a possibility tc investiga-
te the relation between the magnetic moments and the
iron hyper fine field. However* the application of this
model to the calculation of the hyperfine fields in
ordered Fe-Co alloys leads to the difference in HF
between the calculated and experimental data 131.

In this work the influence of Co concentration on
the S 7 F e hyperfine magnetic field and isomer shift in
ordered and disordered Fe-Co alloys in the composition
range (34—70) at .7. Co was studied. It is shown that the
simple model (1) with the set of parameters -f AH i =7.25
kOe/Fe atom, AH a=6.5 kOe/Fe atom> very well describes
the concentration dependence of the average HF and
variance D M of hyperfine field distribution, both in
ordered and disordered alloys. The changes in the 3 7 F e
hyperfine fields distribution and isomer shift as a
result of atomic ordering are presented and disscused.

References

C13 S.M. Dubiel and W. Zinn, Phys. Rev. B2& (1982) 1574
[23 B.Fultz and J.W. Morris,Jr> Phys.Rev.B34(1986) 4480
C33 H.H.Hamdeh, " "-.'If: and D .H.Pearsoi.. to be published
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NMR AND CROSS RELAXATION OF SUBSTITUTIONAL AND
INTERSTITIAL «B IN VANADIUM

B. Ittermann, K. Burkmann, E. Diehl, R. Dippel, B. Fischer, H.-P. Frank,
E. Jager, W. Seelinger, G. Sulzer, H. Ackermann and H.-J. Stockmaun
Fachbereich Physik der Philipps-Universitat Marburg, D-3550 Marburg, FRG

NMR measurements using fi active 12B nuclei implanted in sc Vanadium
show that both substitutional and interstitial sites are occupied by the probes
[1].

Cross-relaxation (CR) meaourements in which we were able to study the
substitutional and interstitial 12B nuclei separately lurned out to be a powerful
tool to obtain detailed information about the interaction of the probes with
their surroundings. An example for a CR spectrum is given in fig. 1, where the
probe polarization was measured as a function of the magnetic induction B. At
certain B values significant dips occur arising from a resonant transfer of polari-
zation from the probes to neighbouring V nuclei. The dependence of the CR
dips on B and crystal orientation yields a precise determination of the efg in-
duced by the implanted probes at the sites of the nearest and next nearest V
neighbours. The orientation of the efg at the neighbouring host nuclei identifies
the location of the interstitial probes unambiguously as an octahedral site. This
is in contradiction to the tetrahedral interstitial site proposed in [1] from the
evaluation of NMR line width.

Additionally we find by application of a special rf technique that at room
temperature 12B performs about one jump between octahedral interstitial sites
during its lifetime rp = 29.4 ms.

[1] T. Minamisono, Y. Nojiri, K. Asahi and K. Ise,
Hyperfine Interactions 15/16 (1983) 547
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Fig 1: Polariiation of substitutions! ^B in V vs. magnetic induction B. All observed dips
are reproduced by the calculations.
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CROSS-RELAXATION OF (5-ACTIVE NUCLEI: PRINCIPLES AND
APPLICATIONS TO 12B IN fcc-METALS

H.-J. Stockmann, E. Jager, G. Sulzer, B. Ittermann, K.Biirkmann,
H. Ackermann, E. Diehl, R. Dippel, B. Fischer, H.-P. Frank,
W. F 'inger
Fachi 2veich Physik der Philipps-universitat Marburg,
D-3550 Marburg /Lahn, FRG

If the polarization of polarized (i-active nuclei, implanted
into a crystal, is measured as a function of magnetic
induction B, resonance-like dips may occur [1]. They are
caused by cross-relaxation (CR) processes, i.e. by
simultaneous energy conserving spin-flips of the probe
and a neighbouring host nucleus, by which polarization
is transfered from the probe nucleus to the host. Measured
spectra are reproduced quantitatively by calculations
taking into account (i) the Zeeman interaction of probe and
host nuclei with B, (ii) the quadrupolar interaction of the
host nuclei with electric field gradients (efg) produced by
the probe, and (iii) the dipole-dipole interaction coupling
probe and host nuclei. The analysis of CR as a function of
crystal orientation relative to B yields an unambiguous
identification of the implantation site, and the efgs
produced by the probe at nearest and -in favourable cases -
at next-nearest neighbour sites. From the temperature
dependence of the CR resonances jump rates of the probe of
the order of the reciprocal li-lifetime (12B: T B = 29.4ms)
are accessible. Measurements for 1 2 B in different metallic
stoppers are presented.

References

l\l E. Jager, B. Ittermann, H.-J. Stockmann, K. Burkmann,
B. Fischer, H.-P. Frank, G. Sulzer, H. Ackermann,
P. Heitjans, Phys.Lett.123A{ 1987)39
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FERMI-LEVEL CONTROLLED IMPLANTATION SITE OF BORON IN
SILICON: A B-NMt STUDY

H. Hetzner*. G. Sulzer, W. Seelinger, B. Ittemnn,
H.-P. Frank, B. Fischer, K.-H. Ergezinger, R. Dippel,
E. Diehl, H.-J. St&ckmann, H. Ackernann
Fachbereich Physik der Philipps-Universitat,
0-3550 Marburg, FR6

Using B-MR with 12B as nuclear probe we were able
to study the tenperature dependence of the lattice-site
occupation of boron implanted into p-type and n-type
silicon at various doping levels. The '2B concentration
never exceeded lO'/cm1 so that the Fermi-levels of the
samples were exclusively determined by the initial doping.
Polarized radioactive 12B probes ( TQ = 29.4 ms, 1 = 1 )
were produced via the reaction "B(d,p) at the Max-Planck-
Institut fOr Kernphysik in Heidelberg and inplanted
(Ein-,<450 keV) into commercially available silicon wafers
at temperatures between 300 and 950 K. The nuclear-spin
polarization of the probes could be destroyed by NNR at the
Larmor frequency to a certain degree. The depth of the Larmor
resonance is a direct measure for the fraction of probes, f^,
in diamagnetic environments at cubic charge symmetry. We
conclude that f|_ equals the fraction of 1ZB probes on unperturbed
substitutional sites. We find substitutional fraction of 20 - 30 %
sat 300 K which continuously increase up to saturation values
of 80 - 100 % at high temperatures.

The temperatures at which the substitutional
fractions increase depend strongly and systematically on the
doping level. We propose Fermi-level controlled charge-state
effects as an explanation of this unexpected behavior.

* on leave from: Institut fur Kernphysik der FU
D-1000 Berlin 39, FRG
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ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE AT

TANTALUM IN DIFFERENT BERYLLIUM ENVIRONMENTS

J.G. Correia, A.A. Meto and J.C. Soares

Centra de Fi'sica Nuclear da Universidade de Lisboa

Av. Gama Pinto 2, 1699 Lisboa Codex - PORTUGAL

K. Freitag and R. Vianden

Institut fiir Strahlen und Kernphysik

Nussallee 14 -16, D-53 Bonn - FRG

Tantalum in beryllium is a unique system where the temperature

dependence of the electric field gradient (EFG) in two different well

characterized environments can be measured simultaneously. The system can

be prepared by annealing a hafnium implanted beryllium foil at

temperatures higher than 540 K. Two different fractions of tantalum nuclei,

one in the tetrahcdral interstitial position and the other in the same lattice

site but forming a dumbbell with one oxygen atom trapped in a related

tctrahedral site are obtained. Using the superior time resolution of BaF2

crystal scintillators, it is possible to measure with high accuracy the

frequencies corresponding to the respective EFGs and their temperature

dependences.

In the present work, for the first time, results are presented for the

temperature dependence of both EFGs in the temperature range between 10 K

and 700 K. The high accuracy reached in the temperature measurement and

stabilization enabled us to show a clear deviation from the T 3 / 2 law in the EFG

temperature dependence of the non oxidated state. On the contrary the EFG

temperature dependence of the internally oxidated state follows a normal

behaviour showing only a 5% variation in the frequency for the total

temperature range. The precision of the experimental data stresses the need

for calculations to identify the real mechanisms responsable for these electric

field gradients.
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CALCULATION OF THE PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE EFG IN BCT In.
HCP Tl AND Zn FROM ENERGY BAND STRUCTURES

P.Blahm
Teehnlsehe Unlverolt&t Men, A-1OBO Vienna, Austria

The energy band structures of bet In, hep Ti and Zn have
been calculated at various lattice parameters using the full
potential linearized augmented plane wave Method. It was
demonstrated for several hep Metals [1] that the EFG at the
atomic sites can be obtained from the total self-consistent
charge densities without further approximations.

The calculated EFGs for the systems studied here are in
good agreement with experiment. The EFGs originate mainly from
the ani sot ropy of the valence states, while contributions from
the core states and the lattice are small as found in the
previous study of the hep metals [1]. From calculations for
different c/a ratios and volumes we can deduce the pressure
derivative S(ln EFG)/8p, but also 3(ln EFG)/SV and d(ln
EFG)/8Cc/a), quantities, which are not easily accessible by
experiment. *

References

[1] P.Blaha. K.Schwarz and P.H.Dederichs,
Phvs.Bev.B37. (1988) 2792
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MUONIC KNIGHT SHIFT IN INDIUM SINGLE CRYSTAL

F.N. Gygax, P. Birrer, B. Hitti, E. Lippelt, A. Schenck and M. Weber
Institute for Intermediate Energy Physics, ETH Zurich, CH-52G2 Villigen PSI,
Sw: -rland

measurements have been performed in a single crystal indium
sample between 10 K and 300 K with a strobrfcopic pSR spectro.ntter. The
muonic Knight shift K^ and the muonic lepolarization rste a wore obtained
for the tetragonal c-axis parallel and perpendicular to the applied magnetic:
field of 0.747 T.

The isotropic par of ''M. about -f 100 ppm, is only weakly leiiiperu'.urt:
dependent. It is consistent with the estimated I'auli spin susceptibility value.
The anisotropy of KM is about 20% at low temperature and close to zevo at
300 K, The temperature dependence of a shows strong motional averaging
above 60 K due to fast muon diffusion.

The data are discussed and compared to the known and deduced sus-
ceptibility values, as well as to NMR Knight shift data.
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CRYSTALLIZATION OP SOME AMORPHOUS METALLIC ALLOYS
STUDIED BY MttSSRAUER SPECTROSCOPY

Sltek J. . Migl ierlni M. . Lipka J . . Valko P. , Toth I .
Elektrotechnical Faculty. CS - 812 18 Bratislava

It i s known that crystallization of amporphous
metallic alloys run in various ways. The present work
provides a analysis of crystallization process of
amorphous metallic alloys Fe Si Cr B and

•O 4 ft »6 &4

Ft^Co^ B a . The crystallization process of the

first sample started at the temperature 648 K. By this

temperature the MBssbauer intensity line rapidly

increased. Spectra of this sample measured by room

temperature showed only decreas of second and fifth

lines. Fully crystalline state was observed after 748

K. We identify four sextets. One corresponded to

crystalline Fe B and three others to FeSi solid

solution with 1O at !iof Si.

Crystallization of Fe
af
Co
t.m

B
±^

SL
t, started by

temperature 623 K. We identify two crystalline phases.

The flrts may have origin as CFe Co i B the second
O , 8 O , 5 3

may correspond to Fe-Co solid solution with different

Co content. This sample was also isothermal heated in

the air. The crystallization process started after 2

hours under the temperature 623 K. It means that this

sample can be used for practical reason only short time

by temperature lower than SS3 K.
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TDPAC STUDIES OF LITHIUM-INTERCALATED, HIGHLY CRYSTALLINE
LI0.75MoS2

S. El-Kateb
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Dharan,
Saudi Arabia
and
P.K. Martin, P.J. Mulhern, Department of Physics, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T 2A6

Studies of lithium-intercalated MoS_, have proven to be highly
prc-du':- ivy, both lor theoretical and practical considerations. In
_•?,"', py and Haering elucidated the structure of B-phase MoS; [1],
.-.i; lining the conversion from the normal ii-phase, or 2Hb-
pol.-rype, with an AbABaB arrangement, to a somewhat disordered IT-
pr.lyryp.e with probable AbC stacking. This discovery led to the
jevclopmenc of a new type of battery, now commercially
available [2j.

Until fairly recently attempts to intercalate lithium into
crystalline M0S2 were unsuccessful: ammonia solvents
co-intercalated with lithium and damaged the host material;
lithltra Intercalation using n-butyllithium or electrochemical
techniques showed that MoS2 could only intercalate a small amount
of lithium before the structure became unstable and decomposed to
Li2S and Mo.

In 1986 Mulhern [3] discovered a crystalline form of lithium-
intercalated p-phase with a definite IT structure. We have
performed TDPAC measurements on this material using neutron
activation to produce the isotope 99Mo, :*hich decays by p~
emission to 99Tc with a half-life of 66h. The angular correlation
measurements were performed on the 740-(44)141 keV y~T cascade In
Tc proceeding through the 1 8 1 keV level (I = 5/2+) with
Tl/2 = 3-6 ns.

The results indicate the presence of two static electric
field gradient interactions with the following quadrupole
parameters:

= 114 MHz -n, = 0.57 6, - 0.48

'12 '
v_ > 130 MHz n2 - 0.45 62 - 0.11

[1] M.A. Py and R.R. Haering, Can. J. Phys. 61̂  (1983) 76

[2] MOLI-ENERGY LTD., 3958 Myrtle Rd., Burnaby, B.C. Canada

[3] P.J. Mulhern, Ph.D. Thesis, University of British Columbia,
1986
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STUDY OF RRhln (R=RARE. EARTH) COMPOUNDS WITH 140Ce PROBE

* +

M.N. Nyayate , S.H. .Devare, D.T. Adroja , S.K. Malik
and H.G. Devare.
Tata I n s t i t u t e of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005,
INDIA.
* B.N. Bandodkar College of Science, Thane 400601.
+ Indian Institute of Technology, Powai, Bombay 400076.

Ce ions in equiatomic compound CeRhln which cryst-
allizes in Fe_P type structure are found to be in
a mixed valent state from considerations of lattice
volume, magnetic susceptibility and electrical resisti-
vity. The magnetic susceptibility shows a broad maximum
around 150 K and temperature independent behaviour at
lower temperatures [1] which is typical of mixed valent
compounds.

We have measured the local Q susceptibility (p-1)
using the TDPAC technique with Ce as a dilute probe
in RRhln compounds with R=La, Ce and Gd. This method
thus allows the study of Ce behaviour not only in
CeRhln but also in other isostructural compounds in
this rare earth series. Our measurements as a function
of temperature indicate that ^ =1.4 and 1.32 for Ce
in La and Ce based compounds respectively at;+300 K and
it does not follow the expected trend for Ce . Further
in the case of GdRhln the trend of {* is more towards
nonmagnetic-like Ce behaviour with ^ =1.16 at 300 K
and P = 1.11 at 80 K. This result seems to indicate
that the volume reduction due to the Lanthanide contra-
ction leads to increased hybridization of the 4f level
with the surrounding electrons resulting in the non-
magnetic type behaviour of the Ce 4f electron. These
and other measurements of (i as a function of tempera-
ture in some other rare earth compounds in this series
would be reported.

References.

[1] D.T. Adroja, S.K. Malik, B.D. Padalia and R.Vijaya-
raghavan, Phys. Rev. B39 (1989)4831
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TDPAC STUDIES OF AMORPHOUS ALLOYS PdQ 8SiQ 2 AND PdQ 75"Si0 2O
AgO.O5

Zhu Shengyun and Zuo tao

Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O.Box 275, Beijing, China

The electric quadrupole interactions in the amorphous alloys

Pd0.8Si0.2 " J "ojJJ^O^O^.OS haVB bee" measured b" the TDPAC
method. The In- Cd probe nuclei produced via the reaction

Ag(il,2n) In were used in the measurements. A 0.1 mm thick piece

of Pd covered with a lOiHAg foil was bombarded by 26 MeV4 particles

from the IAE cyclotron. The In recoil-implanted Pd was alloyed

with Si to form the Pd -Si _ (at.%) alloy. The active Ag was

alloyed with inactive Pd and Si to form the Pd -.-Si --Ag- n,(at.%)

alloy. The specimens of the binary and ternary amorphous alloys were

prepared by a quench—single roller procedure. Before and after

crystallization by annealing at 753 K the quadrupole interactions of

the Cd nuclei in the specimens were measured by a 4-detector PAC

spectrometer. The quadrupole interaction frequency distributions for

the two specimens show broad bell-shaped distributions in the

amorphous state. The discrete frequency lines were observed for the

both specimens in the crystalline state. The observed bell-shaped

distribution of the quadrupole interaction frequency implies that

the crystal structure of the amorphous alloys is characterized by

the short range order and long range disorder which is in accord

with the continueous random structure model.

• \ •
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ANALYSIS OF "FE HOSSBAUER-EFFECT SPECTRA OF ICOSAHEDRAL
AlwTM,,_xFex (TM - V.O) QUASICRYSTALS

D. H. Lawther and R. A. Dunlap
Department of Physics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada B3H 3J5
D. J. Lloyd
Kingston Research and Development Centre, Alcan Internat ional
Limited, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 4Z4
S. Jha
Physics Department, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
45221, USA

The inherent disorder associated with quasicrystal l ine phases
in paramagnetic Al-TM-Fe al loys leads to broadened quadrupole
sp l i t "Fe Mossbauer absorption l i n e s . A survey of recent l i t e r a -
ture reveals the predominant use of f i t t i ng procedures involving
the assumption of a discrete number (e .g. two symmetric doublets
(TSD)) or a continuous distr ibution, P(A), with pre-defined shape
(e.g. gaussian or she l l ) of quadrupole sp l i t t i ngs . Neither of
these techniques i s expected to appropriately address the underly-
ing s t ruc tu re ; the resu l t being unphyaically broad component
linewidths and the introduction of empirical parameters, respec-
t ive ly . From a systematic study of as-quenched Al,»TH,»_xFex (TM -
V, Cr) a l l o y s , t rends in the mean values for the isomer s h i f t , 5,
and quadrupole sp l i t t i ng , 3, a re observed (Table I) which a r e in-
sensit ive to the f i t t ing procedure used. Subsequent comparison
with a f i t t i ng procedure not r e s t r i c t e d to a specific P(A) shape
indicates tha t as x increases a t r ans i t ion from a gaussian-like
P(A) to a d i s t i nc t l y bi-modal P(A) occurs . This is deemed respon-
s ible for the observed behaviour of 5 and S.

X

3
6
9

12
14

3

0.22
0.23
0.23
0.21
0.19

TSD

X

0.47
0.49
0.46
0.42
0.37

Gaussian

5

0.22
0.23
0.23
0.20
0.19

Z

0.46
0.49
0.46
0.42
0.38

Shell

S

0.22
0.23
0.23
0.20
0.19

S

0.43
0.45
0.43
0.37
0.32

Table I : Mean isomer sh i f t s , S, and quadrupole s p l i t t i n g s , 2, for
"Fe Hossbauer spect ra of AlMV,»_xFex obtained from three f i t t i ng
procedures with constrained P(A). All veloci t ies are am/a and are
±0.01 mm/s.
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HOSSBAUER EFFECT STUDIES OF QUADRUPOLE SPLITTING
DISTRIBUTIONS IN PARAHAGNETIC QUASICRYSTALS

R.A. Dunlap and V. Srinivas. Department of Physics,
Dalhousie University, Halifax. N.S. Canada B3H 3J5
D.J. Lloyd, Kingston Research and Development Centre,
Alcan International Limited. Kingston, Ontario,
Canada K7L 4Z4
S. Jha, Department of Physics, University of
Cincinnati. Cincinnati. Ohio 45221 U.S.A.

Fe-57 Hossbauer effect spectra
of paramagnetio quasicrystals exhibit
either a singlet, as in the case cf
Ti-Nl-Si based alloys 111 or a
doublet as in the case of AI-based
alloys (21. In some cases these
spectra are very similar to those of
analogous amorphous alloys C3]
indicating certain similarities
between the looal Fe environments in
thsse two different phases. In other
cases, however, there are distinct
differences between the spectra of
icosahedral and amorphous phases Cll
indicating significantly different
microstruetures. Room temperature
Fe-57 Hossbauer effect spectra of
typical single phase icosahedral
alloys are illustrated in the figure
for (a) Ti-Ni-Fe-Si, (b) Al-Cr-Fe-Ge v

and (c> Al-Ta-Fe. The details of the distribution of
the Fe environments in these alloys has been the
subject of controversy in recent years. Certainly
differences between the spectra shown in the figure
(i.e. number of spectral peaks, asymmetry etc.) suggest
that the distribution of Fe environments in these
different alloys can be quite different. In the
present work we report on the Fe-57 Hossbauer effect
spectra of a variety of different single phase
paramagnetio icosahedral quasicrystals and discuss the
applicability of various models for the quadrupols
splitting distribution which have been used in
quasicrystalline materials as well as crystalline and
amorphous paramagnets.

References

1. R.A. Dunlap et al. Phys. Rev. B 39 (1909) 1942.
2. L.J. Swartzendtuber et al Phys. Rev. B

32(1965)1383.
3. H. Eibsohutz et al. Phys. Rev. B 50 (1980) 109.
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PREFERENTIAL SITE OCCUPATION OF INDIUM IN ft -

A. F.Pasquevich
Depaxtanento de Flsica-UNLP-c.c.67-1900LaPlata- Argentina

The hyperfine interactions of illOd in gallium oxide doped
with In have been studied as a function of temperature (300 -
1323 K) by neans of the tine differantiaal perturbed angular
correlation technique. The observed hyperf ine interactions are
assigned to the the S - font of gallium oxide . X - ray
difraction analysis support this conclusion.

Due to the existence of a unique quadrupole interaction
frequency we conclude that indiun replace gallium at only one site
of both possible sites in the nonoclinic B - structure. The site
preferently occupied is probably the sixfold coordinated one.

On the other hand, a tine dependent interaction is detected
at temperatures below 800 K. This fact is analyzed and discussed
in connection with a similar effect found in indium sesquioxide
doped with cadniun which has been explained as produced by a hole
bound to the impurity [1,2].

References

[1] A.6. Bibiloni, J. Desimoni, C.P. Massolo, L.A. Hendoza Zelis,
A.F. Pasquevich, F.H. S&nchez and A.R. L6pez Garcia. Phys. Rev.
B29(1984)1109.
[2] A.6. Bibiloni, C.P. Massolo, J. Desiaoni, L.A. Mendoza Zelis,
F.H. Sanchez, A.F. Pasquevich and A.R. L6pez Garcia. Phys. Rev.
B32(1985)2393.
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AFTEREFFECTS FOLLOWING P~ DECAY OF 181Hf*

H. Jaeger*, H. T. Su, and John A. Gardner
Department of Physics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-6507,
U.S.A.

I-Wei Chen
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2136, U.S.A.

J. C. Haygarth and J. A. Sommers
Teledyne Wah Chang Albany, Albany, OR 97321, U.S.A.

R. L. Rasera
Department of Physics, University of Maryland Baltimore County, Catonsville,
MD 21228, U.S.A.

Time differential perturbed angular correlation (PAC) spectra of 131Ta
produced by beta decay of ^ H f in monoclinic Z1O2 have been measured over a
temperature range 10K to 1300K. Samples included high purity powder, powders
lightly doped with Nb or Y, and both natural and synthetic single crystals. If
times near t = 0 are excluded, G2W is well fitted by a standard single site
model for nuclei subject to an interaction with a static electric field gradient
(EFG). Frequencies are sample independent and depend very weakly on
temperature. The linewidth is small for synthetic single crystals and is of order a
few percent for other samples, reflecting EFG variations due to impurities and
stacking faults. For most samples, the effective anisotropy A2 is approximately
equal to its expected value above 200°C but decreases abruptly by
approximately a factor of two for lower temperatures. This unusual decrease,
which does not occur in the natural crystals or in Nb-doped powders, is
attributed to an aftereffect of the beta emission that precedes the gamma-ray
cascade. We suggest that the beta decay has an approximately 50% probability
of populating an electron trap located about one eV below the conduction band.
At low temperatures, this electron causes the Ta nucleus to relax rapidly and
contributes to G2(t) only near t=0.. At high temperature, or in samples doped
with enough donors to form a donor band, the electron escapes quickly enough to
have negligible effect on G2(t).

•Supported in part by USDOE contract DE-FG06-85ER45191
+Now with Max-Planck-Institut fur Metallforschung, 7000 Stuttgart 5,

West Germany
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TDPAD STUDIES OF GRAPHITE - AsFg INTERCALATION COMPOUND

P.W. Martin and J.W. Bichard
Physics Department, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
B.C. Canada V6T 2A6
and
C. Budtz-Jorgenaen
Danish Space Research Institute, Lundtoftevej 7, DK-2800, Lyngby,
Denmark

The graphite intercalation compound (6IC) formed with arsenic
pentafluoride has been the subject of intense investigation in
recent years. The discovery of highly anisotropic conductivity
for this GIC, with in-plane conductivity afl comparable with that

of copper and c-axis conductivity a < 10~6oa, has stimulated
great interest in commercial applications of this material,
particularly in view of its low density.

Despite the large number of studies of this system by a wide
variety of experimental techniques, the mechanism of its formation
still lacks explanation. In particular, controversy remains as to
whether secondary fluorides are produced in the intercalation
process.

Utilizing the 19F(p,p'Y)19F reaction to produce recoiling 19F
nuclei in the isomeric state (t = 123 ns, I = 5/2+) at 198 keV
excitation energy, we have performed TDPAD measurements on the 198
keV y-ray with a view to identifying fluorine binding sites in the
GIC through the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with
the local electric field gradient. The 19F recoil nuclei can be
expected to form C-F bonds In the graphite lattice, or recomblne
with As atoms following disruption of the molecular species within
the intercalant layer. As expected, the time spectra are
dominated by the quadrupole frequency corresponding to the
formation of C-F bonds. The Fourier transform spectra also
indicate the presence of other low intensity peaks, but reliable
identification is difficult.

It does appear, however, that the TDPAD method may afford a
useful way In which to characterize GIC's. The wide variation in
texture exhibited by different samples has been analyzed in terms
of the angular dependence of the ef g axis relative to the beam
axis and sample orientation. This aspect may confer a unique
advantage on TDPAD over other techniques.
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PAC STUDY OF KONDO EFFECT AND VALENCE FLUCTUATIONS IN (La-CejNi*
and (La-Ce)Ni

M.Mekata, H.Yokoyaaa, E.Sakaguchi, V.Kawase* and J.Sakurai**
Faculty of Engineering, Fukui University, Fukui 910, Japan

* Res. Reactor Inst., Kyoto University, Kuaatori 940-04, Japan
**Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 730, Japan

Both of (La-Ce)Ni2 and (La-Ce)Ni have been proved froa
the aeasureaents of electric resistivity to be Kodo systeas in
the La rich region and valence fluctuation systeas in the Ce
rich region. To study their electronic states froa aicroscopic
and dynaaical point of view, TDPAC aeasureaents were carried out
on the 329 and 487keV rays froa 140Ce. The probe isotope vas
introduced into the specimens by the neutron irradiation at KUR.
A conventional fast-slow coincidence systea with four 1.5"BaF2
scintillation detectors was used for the aeasureaents. Owing to
the excellent fciae resolution (<1 s), the proapt signal
perturbed by the 1600keV rays coicident with 487keV rays
could be reaoved without aabiguity.

The angular correlations of (La-Ce)Niz in all composition
range are found to be alaost unperturbed fron ZK to 300K indi-
cating proainent fluctuations of 4f electron spins. This fact
shows definitely that the fluctuations are caused by the strong
interaction of 4f electrons with conduction electrons by either
Kodo effect or valence fluctuations. But we can say only the
lowest values of Kondo teaperature, 15K and fluctuation
frequency, 3nl012Hz, since no information is afforded froa the
unperturbed spectra.

In the (La-Ce)Niz systea, the observed spectra of the
angular correlations have an exponential tine dependence
corresponding to the fast relaxation by the 4f electron spin
fluctuations. The relaxation rate becoaes Bore teaperature
dependent as the Ce concentration is increased. But in the Ce
rich region, the teaperature dependence becoaes less conspicuous
again and the autocorrelation tiae of 4f electron spin deduced
froa the relaxation rate shows different feature froa that in
the La rich region. The data were analyzed by taking into
account of three aechanisas; resonating level type, Kondo
resonance type and Korringa type relaxations. The results
indicate clearly that (La0.asCeo. 7s)Ni is in valence fluctu-
ation state with 8x10**Hz of fluctuation frequency. The Kondo
teaperature evaluated froa the teaperature dependence of the
autocorrelation tiae increases froa 0.5K to 5K as the Ce
concentration is increased.
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PAC-Study of the Martensitic Transition in AuCd

K.P. Gopinathan*. H. HaBlein, M. Menningen, W. Miekeley, R. Sielemann
Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Glienicker Str. 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, FRG

Perturbed angular correlation of min has been measured across the
martensitic transition in AuCd. Near-stoichiometric polycrystalline alloys
of AuCd.characterized by x-ray and resistivity measurements have been
u o X J S e m * r t e n s i t i c start (Ms) and finish (Mr) temperatures are found to
be 307 K and 301K and the inverse transition showed a hysteresis of 10 K.
PAC measurements have been made in three different ways: First, m i n
was produced by the (3He, p xn) reaction in the sample and measurements
made after annealing out irradiation-induced defects. In the second
method n i ln nuclei were recoil-implanted into the AuCd sample. In the
third method niln source was diffused into the AuCd sample at 623 K in
Ar atmosphere. Measurements made with all the three methods gave
consistent results, indicating that the min/mCd probes occupy regular
lattice sites in the alloy. PAC measurements were made at different tem-
peratures from 543 K to 4.2 K. The anisotropy, R(t) vs time curves in the
cubic p phase showed no modulation but a slight damping due to a
distribution of electric field gradients (Fig. A), while in the martensitic
phase modulations due to well-defined quadrupole interaction frequencies
(Fig. B) are observed. Fourier transforms of the R(t) vs t curves in the P
phase indicated a low frequency component and its frequency increased as
the martensitic transition temperature is approached. It was confirmed by
least-squares fitting. Below the transition temperature two frequencies
vi =41.0 MHz (45%) and V2 = 20.0 MHz (45%) with strong temperature
dependence, along with a small component of zero frequency are observed.
Electrical resistivity vs temperature curve above 180 K is entirely
reproducible on cycling through the transition, but it showed a change of
slope between 180 K and 77 K probably indicating another phase tran-
sition. The results will be discussed in the light of present models of mar-
tensitic transformations.
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* Permanent address: Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,
Kalpakkam-603102, Tamilnadu, India
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Development of Solar Cell Material by PAC:
Probes in Citing and Related Phases

M. Briifiler and H. Metzner
Bereich Kern- und Strahlenphysik
K.-D. Husemann, H.J. Lewerenz, and M.L. Fearheiley
Bereich Strahlenchemie
Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Glienicker Str. 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, FRG

With a direct energy gap (Eg =1.5 eV) in the optimum of the
theoretical conversion efficiency CuInS2 is a promising material for the
application in thin-film solar cells. Recently, considerable improvement of
the material could be achieved with C11I11S2 containing In precipitates,
which was used in a photoelectrochemical solar cell of 9.7% efficiency [1].
Encouraged by these results we have started a systematic PAC
investigation of the ternary Cu-In-S system with particular emphasis on
the In-rich regions in the phase triangle [2].' The experiments aim at the
PAC-controlled material development of CuInS2. We make use of the
specific sensitivity of min/niCd-Probes to non-cubic phases, phase
transitions, and local electronic and structural perturbations. Using min
doped metallic indium as starting material for crystal growth we make
sure that the PAC spectra produce a true reflection of all phases that
contain In.

Single-phase samples of CuInS2i CuInsSfli In6S7, 8-CuIn, q-CuIn, and
$-CuIn were prepared and used for phase identification by PAC. Based on
the now complete set of PAC data the room-temperature phase relations of
the Cu-In-S system were determined by means of PAC of mixed-phase
samples. The interplay of kinetics and thermal equilibrium in phase
formation was studied in PAC-controlled thermal treatments (quenching,
annealing). The now available body of PAC data for the Cu-In-S system
offers interesting prospects for the PAC-controlled material development
of CuInS2. particularly with regard to thin film samples.

[1] H.J. Lewerenz, H. Goslowsky, K.-D. Husemann, and S, Fiechter;
Nature 321 (1986) 687

[2] M.JJrufller, H.Metzner, K.-D. Husemann, and H.J. Lewerenz,
Phys. Rev. B 38 (1988) 9268
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PAC-Study of Intrinaie Defects in Germanium

M.Brufller, H. Metzner, R. Sielemann
Hahn-Meitner-Iostitut, Bereich Kern- undStrahlenphysik, and
Freie Universitat Berlin, Institut fur Kernphysik
Glienicker Str. 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, FRG

The combination of perturbed angular correlations (PAC) of y-rays and
probe production and implantation at the Berlin heavy-ion accelerator
VICKSI offers two unique advantages for the investigation of intrinsic
defects in semiconductors. First, low probe concentrations (min:
~ 1014/ cm3) in the implanted volume allow experiments without a Fermi-
level shift by the probes. Second, full advantage of the local nature of the
PAC method can be taken by combining it with the neutrino-recoil
technique in which both defects production and observation occur
spatially correlated to the probe.

We performed experiments with niln/lliCd in p-type, n-type and
intrinsic germanium. Defects were introduced into the otherwise un-
damaged materials, either by neutrino recoil or electron irradiation.
Three types of intrinsic defects were identified: VQI = e2qQ/h = 54(1)
MHz, qi = O, VQ2 = 44(1) MHz, n.2 = 0.6 and VQ3 = 423(2), 113 = O. Their
appearance depends on temperature, doping level and production process.
The specific features of these defects are combined in a microscopic defect
model.
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CALCULATION CF G-FDNCI1ON for 1=5/2 SPIN IN AN ASYWETHIC EFG.

R.Hanada(a) and H.Watanabe(b)

(a) IiBtitute for Materials Research,Sendai .Japan
(b) ELectrotechnical Laboratory,Tsukuba,Japan

For application of time differential perturbed angular
correlation (PAC) technique to problems of point defects or
impurities in metals,the case where the probe atom is in an
asymmetric electric field gradient (EFG) takes place quite often-
. Theoretical TDPAC spectrum has been worked out already in a
general form and the formula are given in [1]. However the
numerical values of them for practical application have not been
tabulated yet in particular for the probe atom defect complex
with an asymmetric EFG in a single crystal. To the knowledge of
the present authors.only Wegner [2] has performed such a calcul-
ation. However he has averaged over the result for the probe atom
defect complex in a cubic crystal system and hence his result can
not be applied to problems in other crystal system as ,for
instance ,hcp crystal.

Here we have calculated the G-funetion (eq.l)[l] for 1=5/2
spin ('''inC^'Cd)) for r\ between 0 and 1. Such a numerical table
of G-function for T& 0 can be used to analyse the experimental
reults in single crystal with any lattice system and hence should
have more general use with proper averaging procedure using

()[]
Such an example of the application for a defect probe complex

in hep crystal will be given at the conference.

v It) - I (-1) n>[(2k1+l)C2k,+l)J
1/zexp[-(i/n)(En-Bn,)t).

n n'

I I k I I k f 1 \

S.N, , ,, H. N,
±z(t)l(2k1+l)(2k2+l)]"

l"lf)t (e1*1)*k'(82

(2)

1 H.Frauenfelder and R.M.Steffen in "a B y -ray spectroscopy"
ed by K.Siegbahn North-Holland (1965)

2 E.Wegnsr Hyp.Int.23(1985)179
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ESR MEASUREMENTS ON HYDROGENATED Zr2Ni

F. Aubertin*, T. Heck+, S.J. Campbell**, J. Huttermann+

U. Gonser*

*Universitat des Saarlandes, Werkstoffwissenschaften,
D-6600 Saarbrucken, F.R. Germany

•Universitat des Saarlandes, Biophysik, D-665C Homburg
"Alexander von Humboldt Fellow, on leave from University College,
Dept. of Physics, University of New South Wales, ADFA,
Campbell ACT 2600, Australia

hydrogenated Zr_(Ni. Fe ) intermetallic compounds (x = 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75) between liquid nitrogen and room temperature. All sam-
ples have been charged to H. _ with the Zr_Ni samples charged to
H_. Interest is centred botn'on the influence of the Fe substit-
ution for Ni in the CuAl_ type matrix of Zr,,Ni on the hydrogenat-
ion process and the response of the ESR signal to increasing hy-
drogen content. The present work is concerned primarily with the
Zr2NiH_,

 H
3i

 H4 5 a
nd H

5 series for which the single absorption
line for tne fC"Sample at room temperature with g - 2.5 develops
through double peak features for H» and H. , t o a single peak
signal with g - 5.5 for H_. Complementary Hossbauer and X-ray
diffraction measurements will also be presented.
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RELAXATION RATES AND DIFFUSION IN HYDRIDES OF Zr2Ni

F. Aubertin*, S.J. Campbell**, J.H. Pope* and U. Gonser*

*Universitat des Saarlandes, Werkstoffwissenschaften,
D-6S00 Saarbrucken, F.R. Germany
-•-Alexander von Humboldt Fellow, on leave from University College,
Dept. of Physics, University of New South Wales ADFA,
Campbell ACT 2600, Australia
"School of Physics, University of New South Wales,
Kensington NSW 2033, Australia

Conventional pulsed proton nuclear magnetic resonance ex-
periments have been carried out on single phase Zr^NiH (x - 3,
4.5). Values of the spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating frame
(T. ) and the spin-spin relaxation (Tp) have been obtained over
thiptemperature range 77 - 450 K. *

In the Zr_NiH,. _ sample for example, the T. data show their
pronounced thermally activated diffusion minimunTat T ™ - 260 K.
The Tp values show the expected rigid lattice behaviour below
this temperature with the nuclei experiencing the full spread of
local dipolar fields due to the neighbouring nuclear spins. The
activation energies for hydrogen diffusion have been determined
from the T. data and good agreement is found with the E. values
reported recently both in our complementrary study [1] or spin-
lattice relaxation in the laboratory frame (T.,) and the perturbed
angular correlation study of Chikdene et JJI 12]. Full details of
these results and their analysis will be presented along with
comparison of the main experimental parameters with those obtained
from theories for hydrogen diffusion.
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A HYDROGEN-VACANCY COMPLEX AT SUBSimiTIONAL
INDIUM IN NIOBIUM*

R.-D. Roitzheim* and R. Vianden
Institut fur Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn

D-S3OO Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany

Recently the time differential perturbed angular correlation
(TDPAC) method was applied to study the trapping of hydrogen in
vacancies at substitutional hafnium in niobium. There reversible
changes in the environment of the probe nuclei have been observed, if
the sample temperature is varied between 16 K and 293 K . Based on
these results, we expected a similiar effect, when 111In is used instead
of 181Hf as a probe nucleus.

Thus we implanted m I n with an energy of 140 keV into a high
purity niobium foil. At 293 K the angular correlation was dominated by
two quadrupole interaction frequencies, VQ1 = 90(1) MHZ and vQ2= 177(2)
MHz with a fraction of fj =15% and f2 = 16% respectively. Both
frequencies are related to an axial ly symmetric electric field gradient
(T] = 0) , which in case of vQ 1 is due to a monovacancy in the first
nearest neighbor shell of the In impurity [1,23.

Cooling down the sample to 24 K showed that vQ 1 is replaced by
a new interaction frequency v Q 3 =122(1) MHZ, (T)=0), with a fraction of
f3 =15%. A closer investigation of the temperature dependence of ft and
f3 turned out that these fractions are correlated. While f3 decreases
continuously when warming up the sample from 75 K to 135 K, fs

increases to the initial value of 15%. Raising the temperature again to
293 K shows that the observed changes in the spectra and therefore
the changes in the environment of the probe nuclei were completely
reversible. The interaction frequency VQ2 and its fraction f2 remain
constant between 24 K and 293 K.

As a probable explanation for the observed effect at low
temperatures we suggest the trapping of a hydrogen atom in or nearby
the monovacancy. If the sample temperature is raised, the hydrogen is
released from the In-vacancy complex, which leads to the increase of
the fraction ft .A model for the localization of the hydrogen atom and
its temperature dependance will be discussed.
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CAVITY FOBMATION AT INDIUM IMPURITIES IN BCC METALS *

R. Schumacher and R. Vianden
Institut f. Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn, S3 Bonn, FRG

The rr-TDPAC- technique was applied to the 171-245 keV Y~ray
cascade in u lCd to study the defect formation at the parent isotope
u lIn in the bcc metals Mo and W above annealing stage HI.

The l uln probe atoms were implanted into foils or single crystals
with an energy of 80 keV at 293 K. After additional irradiation with rare
gas atoms ( Neon and Argon ) isochronal annealing programs were
carried out in the temperature range between 300 K and 1100 K.

In stage HI the characteristic quadrupole interaction (QI) frequencies,
assigned to trapping of mono- and divacancies at the In impurities [1],
[2] were observed. At higher temperatures a third defect builds up in
both metals at high fractions of probe atoms, characterized by the QI
frequencies vQ = 263 MHz, i) = 0 and v Q = 220 MHz, TI = 0.1 - 0.2 for W
and Mo, respectively. In single crystal experiments the orientation of the
symmetry axes of the corresponding electric field gradients (EFG) were
determined. Here a <100> orientation was derived. Furthermore the
temperature dependence of the EFG was measured between 16 K and
293 K.In both cases only a weak temperature dependence was observed.

Recent TDPAC investigations of the fee metal Cu revealed, that in
the corresponding temperature range migrating vacancies agglomerate at
indium and that in the presence of rare gases or even nitrogen large
threedimensional vacancy clusters (cavities) are formed at the probe
atoms [3]. The measured QI frequency is then due to indium atoms in
the inner surface of these cavities.

Similar to the well known Cu case we attribute the above mentioned
QI frequencies in W and Mo to indium atoms situated at the inner
surface of cavities, thus experiencing the corresponding surface EFG.
The properties of the measured EFGs are compared with the known
properties of surface EFGs. The influence of implanted as well as dissolved
gaseous impurities on the cavity formation is discussed.
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DEFECT - ACCEPTOR PAIRS IN GERMANIUM*

U. Feuser und R. Vianden
Institut f. Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn, S3 Bonn, FRG

A.F. Pasquevich*
Universidad de La Plata, La Plata, Argentine

The Y—y PAC technique was employed to study the interaction of
defects in the semiconductor Germanium with In acceptor atoms. To this
end high purity (res. imp. cone, s 1010 B/cm3) Germanium was implanted
with the PAC probe nuclei m I n and subsequently annealed in vacuum.
After this treatment all In atoms occupied substitutional lattice sites as
indicated by the undisturbed anisotropy of the y-y cascade. Irradiation
of the sample with heavy ions ( typical dose 1013at/cm2 ) or 3 MeV
electrons ( D ~ 1018 e/cm2 ) at room temperature destroyed the cubic
surrounding of the probe atoms.

During an isochronal annealing program two well defined quadrupole
interaction frequencies \JQ 1 = 52(1) MHz and V Q 2 = 415(1) MHz appeared
in the PAC spectra. This indicates the formation of unique noncubic
lattice environments around the In probes, most probably caused by the
trapping of defects. The corresponding EFGs were axially symmetric (n =
0 ) and showed a <111> orientation of the largest EFG component Vz z .
Cooling the samples to 15 K led only to very weak changes in both
frequencies. Both Probe atom - defect complexes were stable up to ~
430 K.

In order to determine the onset of the mobility of the trapped
defect a well annealed sample was irradiated at 4.2 K with 3 MeV
electrons. After a cold transfer to the PAC apparatus and isochronal
annealing of the sample V Q 2 appeared only after annealing at above 200 K.

This and the other properties of the defect causing v Q 2 suggest,
that the corresponding defect is a Germanium vacancy, trapped at the
nearest neighbour position of the substitutional In probe.

It is interesting to note the fact, that vQ 1 is a factor of eight
lower than v Q 2 . This might indicate that it is caused by a defect of the
same charge but at the double distance. A possible configuration for
this complex is an In probe atom on a tetrahedral interstitial site with
a single vacancy in the second nearest neighbour position.

Supported by the BMFT under contract No: 03-B02BON

Supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
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TEMPEKATUK DEPENDENCE OF THE BLECTMC QUADKUPOLE
INTERACTION AT SCANDIUM IMPURITIES

M ZIRCONIUM AND HAFNIUM"

ALira-Cacho** and R. Vlanden
Institut f. Strahlen- u. Kernphysik d. Universitat Bonn, 5300 Bonn 1, FRG

Due to a lack of suitable probe nuclei the perturbed angular correla-
tion method (PAC) could hitherto only in few cases be applied for the
investigation of the electric field gradient (EFG) at the nuclear sites of
transition metals. The probe 44Sc is in principle suitable for PAC measu-
rements, however regarding the difficult preparation of the parent isotope
4*Ti (t1 / 2 = 47 a) it was used only very seldom [1].

In order to study the magnitude and the temperature dependence of
the EFG in the hexagonal host lattices Zr and Hf, approximately 1 jiCi
44Ti was placed upon foils of these metals which were then annealed for
1 h at 1073 K in vacuo. Thus 44Ti diffused into the host lattice and
subsequent PAC measurements indicated that in the case of Zr almost
100% of the probe nuclei were situated at regular lattice sites. At room
temperature, an interaction frequency VQ = 7.8(1) MHz (T| = 0) was measu-
red. For the Hf host lattice the fraction of the probe nuclei observed at
regular lattice sites was smaller and a damping of the interaction pattern
(VQ = 5.9<1) MHz at room temperature) could not be excluded. Additiona-
lly an asymmetry parameter (JI = 0.4) was measured. Similarly for the
probe 181Ta in Hf an axially asymetric EFG was observed and could there
be attributed to small contaminations of the metal Zr [2]. The temperatu-
re dependence of the EFG in both host lattices was found to be weak.

[1] R. Vianden, Hyp. Int. 35 (1987) 1079.
[2] R. L. Rasera et al., J. Phys. F: Metal Phys., vol 8, N 7, GB (1978)
1579-1S89.

• Supported by tin BMFT undar contract No.: 03-B02BON.

• • Supported by tha Dautachar Akadcmischcr Auatauachdianat.
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TDPAC STUDIES OF THE KINETICS OF DIFFUSION-LIMITED
REACTION IN DILUTE SILVER ALLOY

M. Marszaiek, B. Wodniecka, P. Wodniecki
Institute of Nuclear Physics> 31-342 Cracow, Poland

The mathematical treatment of the diffusion
limited bimolecular reaction leads to the differential
equations describing the time evolution of the reactant
particles concentrations [1]. The parameters
controlling the kinetics of such reactions are the
diffusion coefficients, capture radius for the
association of reactant particles and the binding
energy of the created complex.

In the present paper the reaction In+Pt InPt
in dilute AgPt alloy in nonequilibrium state was
studied by TDPAC. The probe 1 1 1In activity was
introduced into the previously melted Ag 999^ 0 0 1

alloy by a-irradrr*:ion. In earlier experiments [2] the
binding energy o: nPt complex was measured.

The following differential rate equation is
considered:

dcInPt K „ „ K „
at = KlcIncPt " K2cInPt

Here the c's are the atomic fractions of In, Pt and
In-Pt. The reaction rate constants are defined [1] as:

4wr
Kl=-Q- D [l+ro/VffK~] , K2=K1exp(-EB/kBT)/ <i ,

where rQ is the capture radius, 0 is the atomic volume
of the target, R = 12.8(1) and Efi = 0.171(9) eV {2],
D«Djn+Dp£ are the diffusion coefficients [3,4].

The solution of this equation leads to the
expression describing the concentration of In-Pt pairs
as the function of annealing temperature and time and
the capture radius. The TDPAC experiments performed
after annealings at 200 C for different times allow to
measure the dependence of In-Pt complexes concentration
on the annealing time. The experimental results are
compared with the theoretical predictions. The deduced
values of capture radius for the association of In-Pt
pairs and the diffusion coefficients are discussed.
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THE AG-IN INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS FORMATION FROM AG AND
IN ELECTRODEPOSITED LAYERS OBSERVED BY TDPAC

P.Wodniecki.B.VfGdniecka,M.Marszatek.Z.Mazgaj.B.Kubica
Institute of Nuclear Physics,31-342 Cracow,Poland

The low temperature formation of Ag-In compounds
in thin evaporated films was investigated with
different methods [1,2]. In this work the
electrodeposition was used to obtain Ag-In layers.After
annealings at 300-700 K the interdiffusion and the
production of different Ag-In compounds were studied by
TDPAC technique.

The In layers of different thickness were
electroplated on lOmg/cm Ag foils from InClo solution.

illThe A A XIn activity was introduced into the sample
either by electrodeposition from InClj doped with " i n
or created in Ag foil by a-irradiation preceding
electrolysis.The PAC patterns for not annealed samples
exhibit the known hyperfine interaction of X11Cd in In
[3J or the unperturbed angular correlation of llxCd in
Ag. After each annealing step PAC spectra were recorded
at room temperature. PAC signals corresponding to
different probe environments were measured in Ag-In
samples with the amplitudes depending on the Ag:ln
atomic ratios and the annealing temperature. Beside the
formation of Aglr>2 compound [2] the significant
fraction of probes interacting with the new unique
quadrupole frequency (VQ=109(1) MHZ and n=0.4(l))
related probably to Ag2ln creation was observed. After
annealings above 550 K enother new fraction of u l C d
exposed to electric field gradient distribution
(i>0=25-30 MHz) appeared.
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IMPURITY INTERACTIONS IN MRhln AND RhNiln DILUTE ALLOYS

P. Decoster, G. de Doncker, A. Z. Hrynkiewiczx and M.
Rots

Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysica, Katholieke
Universiteit, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

Impurity interactions in dilute ternary alloys have
been studied by the TDPAC method Bince 1977 [1,2].
TDPAC measurements, performed in a broad range of
temperatures, make possible to determine the binding
energy of nearest neighbour impurity pairs and to draw
conclusions concerning the entropy term in the Arrhenius
law describing the interaction [3] . For the first time
the repulsive interaction between impurities «twa6
determined in the PdAg(In) alloy, using the x l IIn
nuclear probe [4].

In the present work another case of repulsion
between impurities is studied. In the nickel host Hh and
In atoms repel each other. Their binding energy
determined as the average from 4 sets of measurements is

§ositive and equals +59.7(5.7) meV. Thus for a
isordered RhNi(In) alloy an attractive interaction

between Ni and In impurities should be expected. In
fact the TDPAC measurements give negative value of
their binding energy equal -38.1(6.9) meV. The deduced
values of the entropy term are discussed.
x^0n leave from the Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Cracow, Poland.
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THEORY OF 63Cu NUCLEAR QDADRUPOLE INTERACTION IN
CUPRITE

Jiirgen Stein*, S.B. Sulalman, N. Sahoo and T.P. Daa
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.

The nuclear quadrupole Interaction of 63Cu In
Cuprite (Cu2O) has been Investigated by the Hartree-
Fock Cluster procedure. We have used a linear
configuration for our cluster O-Cu-0- Involving a Cu+

Ion with Its two nearest neighbor 0~2 Ions In keeping
with the environment of the copper site In the crystal.
The Influence of the rest of the lattice was simulated
by explicitly Including In the Hartree-Fock Hamlltonlan
the potential due to point charges on the ions outside
the cluster. The basis set for 0~2 Ions was obtained
using the Watson sphere procedure [1]. The convergence
of our results with respect to cluster size was tested
using a larger cluster Cu7O2, Including the three
nearest Cu neighbors of each of the oxygens in O-Cu-0.
The field-gradient at the copper Bite has been
determined from the present calculation to be V = -
1.46 eaQ~ , as compared to | Vzz | -1.26 ea0 obtained
from the experimental coupling constant [2] of 26.02
MHz and the quadrupole moment [3] of Cu of 0.176
barns. A comparison with the prediction of a pure
Ionic model which leads to a strong overestimate of V z z

Indicates very significant covalent bonding between
copper and its oxygen neighbors as also suggested by
the nature of the electronic wave-functions for the
system. Comparison will also be made with the results
of an earlier investigation [4] by a different
procedure.

Present Address: Physikallsche Instltut der
Universltat Wurzburg, Am Hubland, D-S700 Wurzburg,
Federal Republic of Germany.
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THEORY OF ORIGIN OF 67Zn AMD l9F* QDADRUPOLE
INTERACTIONS IN ZnFj

H.H. KlauBS+, N. Sahoo, P.C. Kellres++, T.F. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.
V. Potzel and H. Kalvius
Physlk Department, Technlsche Unlversltat Hunehen,
D-8046 Garchlng, Federal Republic of Germany
M. Frank and W. Kreische
Fhyslkalisches Ins t l tut , Untversitat Erlangen-Nurnberg,
D-8520 Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany

He have carried out a f irs t -pr inciple Hartree-Fock
cluster invest igat ion of the nuclear quadrupole
interaction in ZnFo. Two different c lusters , namely
(ZnFg)~* and (Z113F) surrounded by a large number of
ions in the l a t t i c e to reproduce the Hadelung potential
experienced by a l l the c luster atoms in the so l id were
used to calculate the e l e c t r i c f ie ld gradient
parameters q and at the 67Zn and 19F* s i t e s
respect ively . Very extensive basis sets including
polarization functions were used for both Zn and F.
The calculated values of (q,T]) at 67Zn and 1 9F* are
(0.229 a . u . , 0.16) and (-0.839 a .u . , 0.59) which agree
very well with the experimental values of (0.215 a .u . ,
0.24) [1] and (+1.C30 a . u . , 0.43) [2] respectively.

+ Present Address: Inst i tut fur Netallphysik and
Nukleare Festkorperphyslk, Technlsche Universltat,
D-3300, Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany

+ + Present Address: IBM T. J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, NY, 10598, U.S.A.
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THEORY OF NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION IN CORUNDUM.

P. C. K e l l r e s , K. C. Mlshra+ and T. P. Das
Department of P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y of New York a t
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, 0 . S. A.

We have s t u d i e d the nuclear quadrupole
I n t e r a c t i o n s (NQI) of 2 7At and 1 7 0 n u c l e i In corundum
(AtjOq) by the Hartree-Fock Cluster procedure . For
studying the 2 7At NQI two d i f f e r e n t c l u s t e r s AtO6 and
A 2O9 c e n t e r e d around an aluminum Ion were used to
examine convergence with respect to cluster s ize . For
the I 7 0 NQI, two clusters OAl4 and O5AI4 centered about
an oxygen Ion were used". For the basis set of the
oxygen Ion In our Hartree-Fock Cluster Investigation,
we aade use of wave-functions from Watson sphere
calculations. The Influence of the Ions outside the
cluster on the electron distribution within the
cluster was Included by Incorporating Into the
Hamlltonlan the potential due to the charges on these
Ions. Our result for the electric field-gradient (EFG)
at the Z7AC site was V z z- 0.087 atonic units (unit of
ea0 ) la reasonable agreement with the experimental
value HJ of VJZ- 0.062ea0~3. For 0 the calculated
EFG and asymmetry parameter f were -0.397 eag"' and
0.56 In satisfactory agreement with the experimental
values [2] of 0.358 ea0 and 0.517. Good agreement was
also obtained between theory and experiment for the
orientations of the principal axes. Comparison will be
made with results of earlier Investigations and with
the nature of the results found for FC2O3 which has the
same crystal structure.

+ Present address: GTE Electrical Products Division,
Danvers, Mass., 01923, U.S.A.
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TBIORY OF 1 9 F* NUCLEAR QOADRUPOLE INTERACTION IN SOLID
ftYBftOCH FLUORIDE

IWafSaalrin Hohaaed, N. Sahoo, K. C. Mlahra+ , P. C.
Ca&traa and T. P. Dae
Depactpent of Phys i c s , Stata Univers i ty of New York a t
ftllny, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.
H. Frask, Ch. Ott , B. Roaelar, G. Ueeake and W.

Ffcyalaallaches I n a t l t u t der Unlversit'at Erlangen-
Piirafcerg, D 8520 Erlangan, Federal Republic of Garaany

Roaaua, IMEC, B-3030 Lanvan, Ba lg lna .
|
! To understand the experimental results frca TDPAD
'•• - aaaenreaents [1] on 19F nuclei In the aolecnlar solid,
f bydrogan fluoride, we have carried out a Hartrae-Pock
, clnater investigation on this ayatea. Clusters
: Involving upto elavan aoleeules to Include both lntra-
* chain and interchain lnteractiona aaong the HP
L aolecules have been eaployed. It was found that with
\ the eleven-atom cluster, the F nuclear quadrupole
i coupling constant (NQCC) was reduced to 38.2 NHs froa
, the value of 49.6 MHz in free HP aolecule. The
' asyaaetry paraaeter was found to be 0.14. Both
• intrachaln and interchain coupling effects were found
I to Influence the NQCC, the foraer having a auch aore
| Important effect . On the basis of our resul t s ,

explanations will be proposed for the two NQCC of 40.13
' and 34.04 NHs observed experimentally [ 1 ] .

: + GTE Electrical Products Division, Danvers, Mass.,
t 01923, O.S.A.
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THEORY.OF LOCATION AND NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
OF 19F IN SILICON"1"
S. B. Sulaiman, N. Sahoo, K. C Mlshra++ and T. P. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.
K. Bonde Nielsen
Institute of Physics, University of Aarbus, Aarhus,
Denmark.

Using the Unrestricted Hartree-Foek (UHF) Cluster
procedure, we have analyzed the locations and nuclear
quadrupole Interactions for F in s i l i c o n by
Investigating three suggested models, namely lntrabond
(IB), antlbondlng (AB) and substitutional (S) [ 1 ] . For
a l l three s i t e s , l a t t i c e relaxation e f f e c t s were
Included through energy minimization by an approximate
cluster procedure and UHF Cluster calculat ions were
carried out using the displaced atomic posi t ions . For
the IB and AB s i t e s , ax ia l ly symmetric (about <111>
axis) f ie ld gradient tensors were obtained, leading to
nuclear quadrupole coupling constants (NQCC) of 25.3
and 35.9 MHz respectively using [2] Q(I9F ) =* 0.072
barns. These values are In excel lent agreement with the
observed experimental values [1] of 23.1 and 34.9 MHz,
Indicating that they can be associated with the AB and
IB s i t e s . For the S model, when the fluorine atom i s
allowed to move off-center along the <111> axis , the
highest occupied l eve l s are found to be degenerate,
suggesting that there would be Jahn-Teller distortion
off th is axis and thus a non-axial f ie ld-gradient
tensor, ruling this model out as a candidate.
Additionally, It wi l l be shown that the lower observed
coupling constant could also be assigned to a fluorine
atom adsorbed in an atop position on the <111> s i l i con
surface. Comments wi l l be made on the nature of the
fluorine center In amorphous systems.

+ Supported by Office of V.P. for Research, SUNY
Albany.
Present Address: GTE Electrical Products, Danvers,
Mass., 01923, U.S.A.
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ORIGIN OF 111Cd* QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION ASSOCIATED WITH
In-H COMPLEX IN SILICON"1"

S. B. Sulalman, N. Saboo and T.P. Das
State University of New York at Albany, Albany, New
York, 12222

As part of our Investigations to understand the
origin of the observed l l: lCd quadrupole interactions
associated with In-H complexes in s i l icon, we have
carried out Hartree-Fock cluster calculations on the
intra-bond (IB) and anti-bonding (AB) models proposed
[1] for H In the neighborhood of Impurity involving a
third group atom. In the IB model, the H atom l ies
between the substltutlonal Indium and Its near-est
neighbor sil icon atom. In the AB model, the H atom l i e s
between the substltutlonal indium and the tetrahedral
in ters t i t ia l s i te . The relaxed positions of the atoms in
the clusters used were determined by energy minimization
calculations using the approximate AMI procedure [2].
Using a flexible basis set referred to as the 3-21G
choice In the literature for our Hartree-Fock
calculations based on the relaxed geometry, we have
obtained quadrupole coupling constants of 785.8MHz and
348.4MHz respectively for the IB and AB models which are
to be compared with the two experimentally observed [3]
coupling constants of 4S0HHz and 360HHz from perturbed
angular correlation measurements. It thus appears that
the two observed coupling constants could be associated
with the IB and AB models respectively, the latter
assignment appearing to be somewhat more definitive.
Possible sources that could improve the agreement with
experiment for the IB model will be discussed.

+ Work supported by Office of Vice President of
Research, SUNYA
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THEORY OF MUONIUM CENTER IN <C-QUARTZ

S.M. M o h a p a t r a , N. S a h o o , K .C. Mlshra and T . F . Das
D e p a r t m e n t o f P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y o f New York a t
A l b a n y , A l b a n y , New Y o r k , 1 2 2 2 2 , U . S . A .

We are Invest igat ing the e l ec tron ic structure and
hyperflne properties of muonlum In oC-Quartz using the
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock c lus ter procedure. Our
preliminary r e s u l t s using a nine teen-atorn c l u s t e r
Indicate a potent ia l energy minimum for the muon near
the center of the l i n e jo in ing the s i l i c o n atoms of the
two SIO^ groups on the c - a x l s channel [1] . The hyperflne
constant for the muon Is found to be nearly l so trop lc
and c l o s e to that for free muonlum. The r e s u l t s of our
Inves t iga t ions with larger c l u s t e r s Including the
contact and dipolar contr ibut ions to the hyperflne
constant , after applying v lbrat lonal averag lng l2 ] , w i l l
be presented and compared with experiment[3] .
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POSSIBLE LOCATION OF HUONIUH IN I I I - V COMPOUND
SEMICONDUCTORS

S.M. Mohapatra, N. Sahoo, K.C. Mishra and T.P. Das
Department of P h y s i c s , S ta te U n i v e r s i t y of New York a t
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.

The p o t e n t i a l energy curve for a rauonlua atom a long
the <111> d i r e c t i o n has been s tud ied In A ( P , us ing the
Hartre«-Fock c l u s t e r procedure, encompasing the
tetrahedral in ters t i t ia l s i tes surrounded by aluminium
and phosphorous and the hexagonal s i te in between. Two
minima are found at the two tetrabedral s i t e s , the one
surrounded by aluminium atoms being deeper by about
0.25eV. The hexagonal site is found to have a maximum
about 0.6eV above the deeper minimum. These results
suggest that the muonium signal observed[1] in III-V
compounds Is associated at low temperatures with the
tetrahedral site surrounded by the third group atoms.
Vlbratlonally averaged muon hyperfine f ie lds will be
presented and discussed for AtP.
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THEORY OF NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION IN INDIUM
METAL*

Rlcarda Lleberich, P.C. Schmidt
Physlkalische Chemle, T.H. Darmstadt, D-6100 Darmstadt,
Federal Republic of Germany,
N. Sahoo and T.P. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.

A full potential Augmented Plane Wave Procedure Is
applied to study the nuclear quadrupole Interaction in
Indium metal. The electronic contribution arises
primarily from the first and second bands with a small
contribution of opposite sign from the third band.
Combining the electronic and ionic contributions, the
net field gradient at the 115In nucleus comes out as
83xlO13 esu/cm , as compared to the experimental values
of 53.8 and 74.8xlO13 esu/cm3 that one obtains by
combining the measured quadrupole coupling constant[l]
in the metal with the two different available values[2]
for the In quadrupole moment.

Partially supported by a grant from NATO.
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HYPERFINE INTHIACHONS OF fl-mTITING12 B AND12 N IN Mj CRYSTAL
i

I A. Kitagaua, K. Matsuta, Y. Nojiri, and T. Minamisono
' Faculty of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, Japan

Hyperfine interactions of the short-lived 0 emitting nuclei
12B(I=l,Ti/2=20nlB> an* 12N(I=l,Ti/2=llms) implanted in a single crystal of
metallic Mg (crystal structure; hep) were studied. The purposes of the

; present studies were to make clear the locations of those ions in the
crystal as well as to disclose the lattice rennrmaiization due to the
interstitial and/or substitutional dilute impurities. Also the other one
was to improve the technique necessary for the spin orientation handling,
i.e., artificial spin reversal, conversion of a spin alignment into a spin
polarization and vice versa.

The experimental technique and the procedures were essentially .similar
to those studies on the light ions in Ta and V crystals [11. The polarized
nuclei produced through nuclear reactions were implanted in the Ms crystal.
and the NMR effects in the spin polarization were detectixl in the resultan1

asymmetry changes. The rather weak quadrupole interact.ion, | eqQ| /h~-50 kHz,
was superimposed to the strong magnetic interaction with the external
magnetic- field of about 1 kOe. NMR detections on the single quantum ;.ran-
sitions and double quantum transitions were performed as a function oT" th<-
orientation angle of the magnetic field from the crystalline c-axii typi-
cally rotated in (100) plane. Those quadrupnle splits were determined to
know the symmetry of the surrounding 'iistributiori. The line wjdU. of the
double quantum transition, that was almost independent of the line broade-
ning due to the small crystal distortions, '-as detenu.: w-d us u *''mr:t i-n
of the intensity of the if magnetic field Hj, temper..'.ure <_-f < i:« Mg
crystal, and the value as the weak H] and low temperature limit 'as
extracted at the each oriental.ion angle. The values were ..-umfiariHi i iih '>.••
van Vleck value in which the nff's.-tK In the Lattice • aused h> ihf in-planted
impurity itself were included, and the final location was determined <"- r
the majorities of the both I2B and 12N to be were interstitial sites..
the both cases the sui-roundins -'iKtribut im\s, it. Ir-ast the ?••••:, »>̂ ( u>
bours, of the host Mg were Un-gely reuirang«i. i.e., exrwniiea about .5 -•
= (15±O.O5) X for the both oases. It was also ntuif- . leiir In Uie- .-.r.. >-.» -.•
measurements that a small fraction of about. 1/10 of each 12B -it ^ - sai
an other different site than the presently determiner! -.lie i-i •!••• :a :• .
ity. However, the magnitude of the the coupling constant", eqy/h. mt, »h •
same with one for each majority.

fl] T. Minamisono, Y. Nojiri, K. Ise, and K. Asahi, H>!»»rlir.n Interact \.i
17 (1984) 35; ibid. J. Phvs. SOD. Japan 55 .1986! ">ipv:I - I'-U.
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PAC Studies of n lIn-H Pairs in the Space-Charge-Region of a
Silicon Schottky Diode

M. Deicher, R. Keller, W. Pfeiffer, H. Skudlik, D. Steiner and Th. Wichert

FakultdtfurPhysik, Universtitat Konstanz, D-7750 Konslanz, FRG

The recent success of the Perturbed y y Angular Correlation technique (PAC) in study-

ing defects at the acceptor l n I n in Si and Ge mainly arises from the potentiality of the nu-

clear electric quadrupole interaction in identifying the chemical nature and in pursuing the

formation conditions of defects [1]. In addition, the electrical carrier concentration of a

semiconductor can easily be varied over a wide range, a feature not available in metals.

Usually, the concentration is varied by altering the temperature or dopant concentration of

the sample. The same result, however, is obtained in a more elegant way by performing the

PAC experiment at m I n probes which are placed in the space-charge-region of a Schottky

diode; in this case, the other parameters remain unaltered.

We have used this technique to investigate the population of two different states of l u In -

H pairs in Si [1], In-Hl and In-H2, which are distinguished by their coupling constants of

349 MHz and 463 MHz, respectively, measured at the isomeric state of m C d . It was shown

[1], that the populations of both In-H sites depend on the temperature of the sample in a re-

versible way (figure (a)). If the In-H pairs are formed in the space-charge-region of a Ti/Si-

Schottky contact the populations of In-Hl and In-H2 can be controlled at a constant temper-

ature of 295 K just by varying the bias voltage between -S and +11 volts, i.e. by changing the

position of the Fermi level (figure (b)). These new results, which have emerged from a com-

bination of a classical capacitance-voltage technique with a nuclear hyperfine technique, will

be discussed in the light of a possible multistability of

actual carrier concentration of the Si sample.

I l l In-H pairs which depends on the

200 300
TM(KJ

- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
bias voltage (V)

[1] Th. Wichert, M. Deicher, G. Grubel, R. Keller, N. Semite, and H. Skudlik,
AppLPhys.A48(1989)59
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Electronic States of m\n/mCd-H Pate in Si

M. Deicher, R. Keller, W. Pfeiffer, H. Skudlik, D. Stcincr and Th. Wichert

FakultafiirPhysik, UruveatitMKonsOmz, D-77S0 Konstanz, FRG

In. semiconductors, Perturbed y y Angular Correlation (PAC) experiments at the probe
atom m I n / m C d reveal that a single probe atom-defect complex - in contrast to metals - can
be characterized by three different electric field gradients (EFG). This is the case for the
pairing of l n In acceptors with interstitial donors in Si, like H, Li, and the X-defect [1]. The
different EFG can originate from the differing structure of the pairs or from differing elec-
tronic states of the n l Cd probe formed after the decay of m I n . In the hitter case, a dynamic
relaxation process should become visible in the PAC time spectra.

For In-H pairs, the experimental results show that the population of the In-Hl (n_ =
349 MHz) and In-H2 pairs (463 MHz) is controlled through the concentration of the positive
charge carriers [1]; In-H2 is converted into In-Hl if this concentration decreases. The mag-
nitude of the EFG or frequency u_, characterizing In-Hl, strongly depends on the position of
the Fermi level in the Si gap. If this level moves towards the valence band edge, the frequency
decreases. Finally, a transition to a new, well defined frequency of 271 MHz (In-H3) is ob-
served. Varying the Fermi level through the sample temperature, the figure (left) shows that
this transition is accompanied by a dynamic relaxation in the PAC spectrum around 190 K.
The figure (right) also shows the frequency uQ and the relaxation rate X as a function of tem-
perature. Because of the observed dynamic relaxation, which depends on temperature and
dopant concentration, the transition In-Hl to In-H3 corresponds to the transition (Cd-H)~ to
(Cd-H)°, taking place at the m C d probe atom.

3 5 QO MO 200 300

50 100 ttO 200 250 100 200
TH(K)

[1] Th. Wichert, M. Deicher, G.Grubel,R. Keller, N.Schulz, and H.Skudnk,
AppLPhys.A48(1989)59
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DEFECT RECOVERY IN ION IMPLANTED GaAs STUDIED BY MOSSBAOER AND

CHANNELING/BLOCKING TECHNIQUES

S. Winter , G. Weyer , E. Recknagel , J.W. Petersen , G. Lindner ,

G.G. Jahn , H. Hofsass , S. Blasser , and H. Andreasen

1 Fakult'at fur Physik, Universitat Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz, FRG
2 EP Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
3 Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C,
Denmark

The nature of the damage in collision cascades in ion implan-
ted n- and p-type GaAs and it's recovery have been studied by the
implantation of radioactive In isotopes, which serve as probes for
investigations by means of 119Sn Mossbauer spectroscopy and channe-
ling and blocking effects of emitted electrons and positrons. For
low implantation temperature (< 200 K) or high fluences ( > 10̂ -3
ions/cm2) highly disordered (amorphous) cascade volumes are formed.
For low fluences (:£5-1012 ions/cm2), where individual collision
cascades hardly overlap, a broad recovery stage is found at 200-
350 K. The lattice recovery results in high substitutionality (•£.
70%) of the implanted In probes as inferred concordantly from the
results of both techniques. From the Mossbauer results a 50% "sub-
stitutional" fraction in a highly distorted and disordered surrou-
nding is indicated at implantation temperatures below the recove-
ry stage, where no channeling or blocking effects are observed.
This surrounding is characterized by changes in the mean square
vibrational amplitude and the contact electron density of the
probe atoms as compared to a crystalline lattice. The lattice re-
covery is strongly fluence dependent. Two well-defined complex
defect structures of, respectively, vacancy and interstitial types
are identified by their Mossbauer parameters. Their annealing at
350 and 280 K, respectively, appears not to depend on fluence.
Hence the temperature and fluence dependence of the recovery is
reflected predominantly in the changes of the substitutional line
in the Mossbauer spectra, which are correlated to the occurance
of channeling and blocking effects. An annealing model based on
the mobility of Ga vacancies is proposed, which can account for
the present results and is in accordance with other experimental
•results for ion implanted or irradiated GaAs.
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IMPURITY INDUCED EFG AT l n Cd IN fee LATTICE OF SILVER

M. Stemik, K. Krolas and B. Lindgren

Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland
Department of Physics, University of Uppsala, Sweden

The TDPAC technique was applied to study die electric field gradient at
m C d in dilute alloys of silver with Cu, Zn and Ga impurities. A unique
quadrupole interaction, observed for a small fraction of the probe atoms,
was attributed to Cu, Zn and Ga impurities occupying the lattice sites next to
the m C d probe. The quadrupole interaction parameters are listed in the
table.

The observed nearest neighbour EFG is temperature independent
within experimental errors. Its magnitude is significantly smaller than the
EFG found for some d-shell impurities in silver. A striking result was a
large deviation of the EFG from the axial symmetry.

A nonaxial impurity-induced EFG, which was found in fee lattices was
explained as an effect of a lattice distortion around an oversized impurity
atom neighbouring to the probe. Using the same approach, the EFG due to
undersized Zn and Ga impurities in Ag is expected to be axially symmetric,
contrary to our findings.

First principles calculations of the EFG were performed using the
molecular cluster method with a cluster consisting of 41 silver host atoms,
one impurity atom and the Cd probe at the centre of the cluster next to the
impurity atom. Although the large value of the T) parameter could not be
reproduced the magnitude of the EFG agrees with experiments.

Table. Quadrupole interaction parameters for n l Cd neighbouring to Cu, Zn
and Ga impurity atoms in silver. - .

Impurity
Cu
Zn
Ga

vQ(MHz)
5.3(5)
16.5(9)

14.4(7)

0.0
0.8(2)
1.0(4)
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Complexing of Donor Atoms with the Acceptors
l l l mCd and n i I n in Si and Ge

M. Deicher, R. Keller, W. Pfeiffer, H. Skudlik, D. Steiner and Th. Wichert

FakuttStfUrPhysik, Universital Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz, FRG

and

ISOLDE Collaboration, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Utilizing the Perturbed yy Angular Correlation technique (PAC), the dynamics and

structure of pairs consisting of group V donor and group HI acceptor atoms in Si has been

extensively studied in the case of the radioactive acceptor m I n [1]. In these experiments, the
l u l n atoms occupy substitutional lattice sites and these sites are preserved after the decay to
n l C d where the PAC measurement takes place. Using l l l m Cd itself as the probe atom, the

complering between doaor atoms and a group II element can be investigated. Differences in

the formation of complexes between donor atoms and the In or Cd acceptor atoms can easily

be recognized, because in both cases the PAC is observed at the identical isomeric nuclear
11 JCd state.

Either l l ' In or " l m Cd has been implanted into n-type Si or Ge doped with P, As or Sb in

the range 10 to 10 atoms/cm . The PAC spectra along with their Fourier transforms in the

figure compare pairs formed between As and In (top) and mCd (bottom). Since the ob-

served quadrupole interactions are different and the As atoms are incorporated substitution-

ally, the lattice sites of the probe atoms In and Cd have to be different. The experiments in Si

yield: Cd atoms, unlike In atoms, mainly occupy non-substitutional lattice sites in the neigh-

bourhood of donor atoms; this observation is in accordance with their much lower solubility

as compared with In. Trapping of two donor atoms by Cd is much stronger than by In atoms.

This behaviour is caused by the fact that Cd" as a doubly charged acceptor can more easily

attract two positively charged donor atoms than In" as a singly charged acceptor. - In Ge sim-

ilar results have been obtained which will be discussed in context with the results for Si.
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[1] MX. Swanson, Th. Wichert and A.T. Quenneville, Appl. Phys. Lett. 49 (1986) 265
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THE MO&SBkVm INVESTIGATION OF THE IRRADIATION

IifFLUENCE ON Ni Mn

N.I, Akulov, T.M. Zhantikin, A.K. Zhetbaev

Institute of Nuclear Physics, 480082, Alma-Ata, USSR

Using Mossbauer spectroscopy the influence of

irradiation on Ni^Mn intermetallide in three states

(cold rolled, thermally disordered and thermally or-

dered) was studied. The irradiation with the 29, ̂ °

and 50 MeV alpha-particles' light ions and 30 MeV pro-

tons was held at the isochronous cyclotron in vacuum.

The Mossbauer probe was 0.5 at.# -̂ J?e.

The fast neutron irradiation for the dose depen-

ces was done at VVR-K reactor at the Institute of

Nuclear Physics of the Kazakh Academy of Sciences.

The obtained results are: i). The irradiated to

the dose 10 ' cm" Wi,Mn showed no changes in its mat-

rix. The single peak emission spectra of the primary

knocked-on atoms (PKA) of the disordered samples demon-

strate the absence of the ordering processes in the

primary radiation damage zone of the alloy. The pre-

sence of the sextets with the large hyperfine field

distribution in the PKA spectra of the ordered samples

is a witness of stoichometry matrix break along with

the disordering at the PKA. stoppage z°ne. ii).

fast neutron irradiation to the dose 10 n/cm of the

disordered sample leads to its partial ordering what

is confirmed by the appearance of the ferromagnetic

phase in it.
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IMPLANTED 12B AS A PROBE OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE IN
FCC-METALS

R.Pirlot,L.Grenacs,J.Lehmann,K.Tonpa
University Catholique de Louvain.Institut de Physique,
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve.Belgium

The Knight shift (K) and the Korringa contribution
to the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation tine (T^) are

the well-known NMR parameters which inform us about the
electronic structure of the metals.The^ polari^gd
beta-active B nuclei produced in the B (d,p) T3
reaction can also probe the local electronic properties
trough K and T quantities,in fcc-metals especially at

octahedral interstitial lattice positions.In our
appearing papers [1,2] the possibilities of the method
have been demonstrated on simple,noble and transition
metals using mostly literary K and T^data.

In this work the spin-lattice relaxation times
were reneasured for B in Rh.Pd and Pt metals,and s-,
and d-contributions to the hyperfine field at the boron
position were evaluated using a simple two-band model
of the transition metals.

In Cu.Ag and Au noble metals the K and Tlw data

and the K2TioT Korringa product in particular can give

a chance to estimate the enhancement factor of the
electron-spin susceptibility [2]. The Knight shifts of
muon(+) can be interpreted on the same base in these
metals.

References
[1] K. Tompa et al.,Phys.Status Solidi.to be published
[2] R. Pirlot et al., Phys. Letters, to be published
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ALL-OR-NOTHING MODEL AND THE LOW FIELD " B
POLARIZATION IN Rh METAL

K.Tompa ,L.Srenacs,J.Lehmann,R.Pirlot
University Catholique de Louvain,Intitut de Physique,
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve,Belgium

The beta-radioactive * B ,polarized recoil
product of the reaction " B (d,p) tJ was implanted
into pure Rh metal in the presence of a holding field
B ,and the "decoupling-curve" was measured in the

low-field region. Me supposed that in Rh metal one can
investigate the lattice defects,which are inherently
present or are created by the implantation.without any
of the usual perturbations,because:

-The Korringa-type spin-lattice relaxation
mechanism is alone existing at room temperature;

-The dipole—dipole cross relaxation is effective
only within the 0-0.0005 mT range of B ;

-A priori,there is no field gradient in the
face-centered cubic crystal neither at the lattice
points nor at any interstitial (octahedral or
tetrhedral) positions.

As a consequence,the only possible explanation
for the boron depolarization is based on the lattice
defects existing in the neighbourhood of implanted
12B.

A magnetic field dependent version of the
all-or—nothing model of Bloembergen and Rowland is
proposed as a working hypothesis for the
interpretation of the "decoupling-curve". Further
experiments are proposed to check up the validity of
the hypothesis.

• Vi.aiti.ng prof»«»or,pr»»«nladre»s:
Central Rmuarch Institute for Physics
Budap«Bt,H-1523,Pob 40. Hungary
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HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN PARAMAGNETIC CENTRES
IH BERYLLIUM OXIDE CRYSTALS

I. H. Antsigin, S. V. Gorbunov, A. V. Kruzhalov, B. V. Shu 1 gin
Ural Polytechnical Institute, 62OOO2, Sverdlovsk, USSR

Hew data on defects - paramagnetic centres with
hyperfine interactions (HPI) - in BeO single crystals
are presented. Investigations of the HFI were a main
arguments to these centres identification.

The ESR signals from a new paramagnetic centre in
Zn-doped BeO crystals exposed by x-radiation at 77 X
have been observed at 77 k. The ESR spectrum consists
of the intensive isotropic single line with g = 2.OOO8
and the six non-equidistant lines. The sextet intensity
is equal to 4. 1/. in term of the single line. These sig-
nals were attributed to Zn centre (Zn substituting
Be and capturing an electron). The sextet has been
interpreted as hyperfine structure (HPS) from Zn iso-
tope (1 = 5/2, the abundance is 4. H Z ) . HFI constant (A)
has been obtained from the contribution of spin-
Hamiltonian term hA{S I • S I )/2 into energy levels
at the second order of the perturbation theory. It is
equal to 901 HHz.

It is known, that paramagnetic centres F (an
electron trapped at an anion vacancy) and V ,V centres
(one or two holes trapped at a cation vacancy, respec-
tively) are formed at neutron irradiation (10 cm ).
The ESR spectrum from the F centre consists of 13 com-
ponents of HFS because of electron density localization
on four almost equalent Be nuclei (1=3/2, the abundance
is 1OOX) surrounding the anion vacancy. The HFS con-
stant (a) is equal to 4 G. We have obtained that a new
paramagnetic centre appears as the V centres dissap-
pear at annealing of the sample at the temperature near
65O K. This signal has the clear HFS (10 components,
a=9 G, the intensity ratios are 1:3:6:10:12:12:10 . . . ) .
Analisis of this result allowed to identify the signal
as resulting from P centre (an electron trapped at a
cation-anion divacancy). This centre differs from the
F by absence of one of the Be ion surrounding the
anion vacancy. This is the reason that the number of
the components decreases from 13 to 1O, the value of
HFS constant increases (because of Colomb displacement
of the electron density to the three other Be ions).
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QUADSUPOLB HXTJSRPINB INTERACTIONS OH IRON
NUCLEUS IN MICAS

Boulatov F.M., Manapov R.A.X

All-Union Geological Institute of Industrial Materials,
Kazan;420097,USSR. *Kazan Physical-Technical Institute

In this work there are presented the results of
complex Mossbauex research of certain natural micas
(phlogopite, tetraferriphlogopite, muscovite, vermicu-
lite) with the study of angle dependence of relative
line intensities in iron ion doublets.There are deter-
mined the sign of quadrupole hyperfine Interaction
(QBI) constant and direction of q(zz)-component of ele-
ctric field gradient tensor. Experimental dependences
are correlated with model calculations.

Analysis of obtained data shows, that (JHI consta-
nt for FeQII) ions is negative and q(zz) makes with
the normal to crystall surface an angle o£=I5°(tetra-
f erriphlogopite)} oC =25° (phlogopite) j dL =20*(position
III) and oC =30° (position M2) - for muskovite.

QjHI constant for Fe(III) ions in tetrabedral co-
ordination of tetraferriphlogopite has negative sign
and angle «(. =35° •

QJII parameters for Fe(III) ions in two different
octahedral positions (PI and P2) of phlogopite and
vermiculite structures appeared to be more informative.
When QEH constant is positive for both positions, an-
5le oC appeared to be for them considerably different.
In P2 position q(zz) is more inclined to layer plane
(eC=4O for phlogopite and vermiculite) than in PI po-
sition (o£=20"for phlogopite, dC =30°for vermiculite;.
It is found that in P2 position compensation of an
excess positive charge is fulfilled by vacancies, lo-
cated in octahedral layer plane, and in PI position -
by formation of Pe(III;v4 - 0(11) - Me(III)lv complexes
in adjacent octa- and tetrapositions with the bond be-
ing directed along the normal to layer plane. Subse-
quently, different character of chemical bond aniso-
tropy at the compensation of an excess positive charge
in this Fe(III) ion positions leads to the observed
difference in directions of electric field gradient
tensor component. At the transition of phlogopite to
vermiculite the first mechanism prevails and this fact
apparently explaines the increase of q(zz) inclination
towards the layer plane in PI position for vermiculite
in comparison to phlogopite.
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PAC DETECTION OF OXIDE FORMATION IN HF AND ZR HYDRIDES*

M. Forker , W. Herz and D. Simon
Institut fur Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn
Nussallee 14-16 , D-53OO Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany

The formation of oxides in Hafnium and Zirconium hydrides has
been detected in a 181Ta PAC study initially aiming at information on
the hydrogen mobility in these compounds and has subsequently been
investigated as a function of time and temperature .

Hafnium and Zirconium hydrides containing the nuclear probe
181Ta were produced by hydrogenation of Hf and Zr metals , which had
previously been doped with radioactive 181HF by electron gun melting.

When the e-phase Zr hydride ZrH t „ kept in a H2 atmosphere of
600 mbar was heated to 900 K in steps of SO K/2 days , a new com-
ponent appeared in the PAC spectra at about T ~ 7S0 K which from
its quadrupole frequency and asymmetry parameter could be identified
as ZrO2 . The relative intensity of the oxide component increased with
increasing temperature to about 20% at 900 K . The oxide formation is
partially reversible : When cooled from 900 K to 290 K , the oxide
fraction of the sample decreases to 10 % .

The growth of the oxide component with time at constant tem-
peratures was studied . In S-phase Hf hydrides at 900 K and 600 mbar
H2 the HfO2-component was as found to grow by about 12% per day
to reach a saturation value of 35 % after 3 days . The saturation value
apparently depends on the hydrogen content of the sample : When the
hydrogen concentration is reduced by desorption , the magnitude of the
HfO2— component in the PAC spectra decreases and a new component
characterized by a large frequency distribution appears.

These observations are discussed in terms of the solid solution
equilibria of the Hf-O-H and Zr-O-H ternary systems.

• This work was supported by the "Minister fiir Wissenschaft und
Forschung des Landes NRW" and by the BMFT under contract No
33-B02BON
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THE HYPERFINE FIELDS OF LIGHT IMPURITIES IN IRON.

N. Severijns, J. Wouters, J Vanhaverbeke, W. Vanderpoorten, L. Vanneste.

Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, Lcuven University, B-3030 Leuven,
Belgium.

Whereas most hyperfine fields in iron for impurities with Z > 20 have
been measured, large gaps in the systematics for the light elements still exist
[1]. The reason for this scarcity of data is mainly the lack of suitable probe
nuclei.

Although for most 2sp impurities (Be to Ne) one or more
measurements were already reported, the systematics for these elements is
still far from clear due to the fact that they can be found at substitutional as
well as at interstitial lattice sites. In recent on line nuclear orientation
measurements (using /3-detection) on ISO and 17F cold implanted into iron,
we confirmed the hyperfine field of 10.0 T for fluorine from [2], and
determined the field of oxygen to be 12.4(16) T. The last value is a factor of
3 higher than the static field for oxygen in iron which was observed in several
transient field measurements [3].

Combining all existing data for the 2sp elements and comparing with
the recent theoretical calculations of Altai et al. [4], the calculations turn out
to reproduce the experimentally observed systematic trend for both the
substitutional and the interstitial hyperfine fields of these elements
reasonably well. The strongly differing values for oxygen are most probably
due to different lattice sites, as will be shown. If the effects of lattice
relaxation can be taken into account in the theoretical calculations, an
improved quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is
expected.

For the 3sp elements in iron only the fields of Al and P were known up
to now. We determined the hyperfine field of Ar in Fe from the anisotropy of
the internal bremsstrahhing in the decay of oriented 37Ar, as +7(2) T. This
result will be discussed, together with the experimental fields of Al and P, in
view of the theoretical calculations of Akai et al. [4].

References

G.N. Rao, Hyp. Int. 24/26 (1985) 1119
C. Fahlander et al., Hyp. Int. 7 (1979) 299
A. Becker et al., Hyp. Int. 11 (1981) 279
M. Akai et al., J. Phys. Soc Jap. 56 (1987) 1064
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RELAXATION TIME OF KRYPTON IN IRON.

N. Severijns, J. Wouters, J. Vanhaverbeke, W. Vanderpoorten, L. Vanneste.

Instituut voor Kern-en Stralingsfysika, Leuven University, B-3030 Leuven,
Belgium.

We measured the relaxation time of krypton in iron using nuclear
orientation. For this, 85Kr was implanted at room temperature and to a dose
of 1 x 10u at/cm2 into an iron foil. The sample was soldered onto the cold
finger of a dilution refrigerator and cooled down to 6 mK. The anisotropy of
the 9/2* -• 5/2" first—forbidden-unique /J-transition of 85Kr was measured
with two Ge particle detectors operating at 4 K. At temperatures of
approximately 10 mK, we observed a relaxation time of the order of 900
seconds in an external magnetic field of 0.093 T, after disturbance of the
thermal equilibrium by RF-heating. The lattice temperature was
continuously monitored with a calibrated "CoFe source. Adopting the
relaxation formalism of E. Klein [1] and taking into account the field
dependence of the relaxation constant Ck, the hyperfine field value for Kr in
Fe 'vhich can be deduced from the measured relaxation time by using the
empirical rule for impurities in iron [1], is in good agreement with the
experimental hyperfine field which was derived from the temperature
dependence of the anisotropy of this /J—transition [2].

•References

[1] E. Klein, in: 'Low Temperature Nuclear Orientation', eds. N.J. Stone
and H. Postma (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1986), chap.12.

[2] N. Severijns, J. Wouters, J. Vanhaverbcke, W. Vanderpoorlen and
L. Vanneste, in: 'Proc. Int. Conf. on Nwl. Meth. in Magnetism1

(Munchen,1988), to be published in Hyp. Int.
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NOBLE GAS INCLUSIONS IN Mo S T U D I E D X B Y MOSSBAUER
SPECTROSCOPY ON THE ™Xe NOBLE GAS ISOTOPE

H. Pattyn*, P. Hendrickx*, J. Odeurs' and S. Bukshpan*

* Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan
200 D, B-3030 Leuven

* University de Bujumbura, Burundi
' Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne 70600, Israel

Although the interest in He bubbles in metals has been vivid for
decades, it is only since 1984, where two research groups showed that
heavier noble gases implanted in metals are solid ana epitaxial, that the
scientific community's interest in these systems has been growing at a fast
rate.
The vast majority of these studies have used TEM and diffraction
techniques while only a few have used the microscopic capabilities of
hyperfine interaction methods. We have previously studied the compression
exerted on the metal by the highly pressurized Kr inclusions. In the present
research we are looking more closely to the 'bubble' itself by (co)implanting
133Xe together with the high dose stable noble gas ions.

We have studied this way Xe, Kr, Ar, Ne and even He precipitates,
where - apart from a small fraction of substitutional Xe (5 to 10 %) - the
133Xe activity is taking part in the bubble formation. This allows us to
determine the mean size of the inclusions and its grcwth upon annealing.
Also the Debye temperatures of the 133Xe atom inside the inclusion and at
the interface between noble gas crystal and metal are deduced. The
observation of the behaviour of the former one upon growth of the inclusion
promises to be a very interesting information.

The study of other systems and with other MOssbauer isotopes is in
progress.
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IMPURITY INTERACTION IN MX (X = Al, V, Cr, Rh, Pd,...) DILUTE
ALLOYS

P. Decoster, G. De Doncker, J. Van Cauteren and M. Rots
[nstituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-3030 Leuven

We present a PAC study of satellite hyperfine fields in ferromagnetic
illoys and their relation to atomic short range order. Two contrasting types
rf hyperfine field distributions were observed in nickel depending on whether
lear—neighbour InX interaction is attractive (X = Rh, Pd, Mn) or repulsive
X = AI, V, Ga, Cr). In the latter category well-resolved and almost
Kjuidistant hff—shifts, reducing the absolute value of the hyperfine field
mresponding to the pure Ni-matrix, could be identified and associated
vith impurity singlets, pairs or triplets in the third neighbour shell around
he Cd probe. The impurity trapping volume extents upto five shells. When
he impurity-impurity interaction is attractive, on the contrary,
veil-defined neighbour configurations within two shells are revealed in
nagnetic as well as in quadrupole hyperfine interaction spectra.
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION OF u l I n (EC) i n C d AND
181Hf (/J-) l a i Ta IN InzTaS2) Ga.TaSj AND (In.iTGa.gs^TS

W. Olberding, A. Lerf, JT. Butz
Walther-MeiBner-Institut, Walther-Meiflner-Str. 8, 8046 Garching, FRG
1) Physik Department, Technische Universitat Munchen, James-Franck-Str.,

8046 Garching, FRG

We investigated the thermal intercalation of the post transition met-
als In, Ga and the eutectic In.x7Ga.g3 into 2H-TaS2 monitoring the nuclear
quadrupole interaction by time differential perturbed angular correlation
(TDPAC).

From a comparision of the observed NQI of 181Ta for various uptakes
x with that of other intercalation compounds we obtain the charge transfer
from which the mean valance state of the guest atoms is derived. The hop-
ping rates and the activation enthalpies were derived from the temperature
dependent linewidth.

By measuring the guest NQI ( m In ) we observed static spectra with
a single line at temperatures above 625 K, where the intercalate diffuses
rapidly. This is due to motional averaging for 2d-diffusion. For x = .33 we
observed a splitting into several frequencies upon cooling, indicating short
range ordering. A rapid quench to 300 K impedes clustering of the In-Atoms.

While In and Ga react with 2H-TaS2 at temperatures above 673 K and
843 K, respectively, the liquid eutectic In.x7Ga.g3 reacts already at 300 K. We
propose the development of an intercalate conduction band because in this
compound no linebroardering is observed for the 181Ta NQI down to 10 K.
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SUPPRESSION OF THE CHARGE DENSITY WAVES IN lT-TaS2 BY
70 MeV O9 + BOMBARDMENT

P. Ganal, T. Butz, W. Karle, K.-H. Speidel, *A. Lerf
Physik Department, Technische Universitat Munchen, James-Franck-Str.,
8046 Garching, FRG

1) Walther-MeiBner-Institut, Walther-Meifiner-Str. 8, 8046 Garching, FRG

The quasi two-dimensional conductor lT-TaS2 exhibits several phase
transitions attributed to charge density wave (CDW)/periodic lattice distor-
tion (PLD) instabilities. The CDW is incommensurate above 353 K, nearly
commensurate between about 200 K and 353 K and commensurate below
about 200 K forming a perfect \/l3ao x %/l3ao superstructure [1]. The long
range ordering especially in the commensurate state as well as the electronic
nature of the CDW-PLD-instabilities ("fermi surface driven instabilities") [2]
suggests that the CDW-phases should be very susceptible to lattice distorti-
ons.

Using a high resolution time differential perturbed angular correlation
(TDPAC) setup the 181Ta nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) was obser-
ved in situ during room temperature bombardment of a thin lT-TaS2 single
crystal by a 70 MeV O'+ beam. After irradiation measurements were per-
formed at several temperatures between 13 K and 300 K.

A comparatively small irradiation dose of less than 5*1014 cm"2 stabi-
lizes the incommensurate charge density wave state at least down to room
temperature. No further changes were detected at higher irradiation doses.
Instead of the sharp CDW phue transitions observed in perfect lT-TaS2 the
irradiated sample exhibited a gradual broadening of the NQI signal upon coo-
ling only, indicating that local clustering of Ta-atoms is still present whereas
the long range order is destroyed.

The experimental results are in good agreement with the structural
investigations and resistivity measurements of Mutka et al. [3], [4], [5].
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION IN THE LOW DIMENSIO-
NAL Hf-TRICHALCOGENIDES

S. Saibene, T. Butz, *A. Lerf, " F . Levy
Physik-Department, Technische Universitat Munchen. 8046 Garching, FRG
"Walther-Meiflner-Institut fur Tieftemperaturforschung der BayeriEchen Aka-
demie der Wissenschaften, 8046 Garching, FRG
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The three hafniumtrichalcogenides HISj, HfSe, and HfTcj belong to
the group of compounds with a layer structure [1] which often show peculiar
effects due to their low dimensionality. We report here on NQI investigations
on these materials by means of time differential perturbed angular correla-
tions (TDPAC) with the probe 181Hf(/3-)181Ta. HfSs and HfSe3 crystals
were neutron-irradiated in order to produce the probe atoms and annealed
prior to the measurement. HfTej samples could only be prepared by thermal
decomposition of HfTes (prepared from radioactice Hf-metal) and were in
direct contact with the excess Te.

The room temperature value of the NQI increases from V Q = 1 6 6 ( 3 ) M H Z
for HfS3 to I /Q=177(3)MHZ for HfSes and finally to I / Q = 2 2 5 ( 2 ) M H Z for
HfTe3; the asymmetry of the electric field gradient (EFG) increases in the
same way from 77=0.26(2) to ij=0.39(2) and finally to T /=0 .74 (1 ) . This be-
haviour may be correlated with the increasing covalency of the chemical
bonding in the sequence S, Se, Te.

The temperature dependence of the NQI in HfSj is a slowly decreasing
function with negative curvature (VQ W 182MHZ at 10K, uq w 130MHz at
700K); the asymmetry of the EFG is practically temperature independent.
Vzz lies in the crystal plane.

The temperature dependence of the NQI in HfTes shows a correlation
between the precession frequency and the asymmetry parameter, resulting in
a temperature independence of the quadrupole frequency between 10K and
600K ( VQ W 2 2 5 M H Z ) and a linear increase at higher temperatures. This
correlated V l r - t) - variation depends on one control parameter only.

The temperature dependence of the NQI in HfSe3 shows a very pecu-
liar behaviour: while its value varies from VQ ~ 150MHz to VQ « 180MHz
between 10K and 300K with a slow increase of the asymmetry, above room
temperature the frequency decreases steeply to VQ » 45MHz at 400K and
the asymmetry parameter increases at the same time to»/ = 1; at higher tem-
peratures the NQI is practically temperature independent. This behaviour
near room temperature indicates a structural phase transition.

References
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MOSSBAUER STUDY OF THE DEFECT STRUCTURES AROUND Te
IMPLANTED IN AUGa^As

H. Bemelmanst, G. Borghsi and G. Langouchet
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mTe atoms were implanted in AlxGai-xAs—samples (with x varying
•in n

between 0 and 1) with a dose of 2 « 10 atoms/cm . After rapid thermal
to 900° C, a variation in the Mossbauer spectrum as a function of x

was observed. For x between 0.2 and 0.7, a component with a large electric
field gradient dominates the spectra, while for lower and higher values of x a
single line dominates. This behavior is similar [1] to what is observed for
119

Sn in AlxGai-xAs absorbers.
Previous [2] Mossbauer data on Te implanted in GaAs already

demonstrated a strong implantation dose and annealing temperature
dependence of the electronic and atomic configuration around implanted Te
atoms in GaAs.

The Mossbauer data on Te atoms implanted in GaAs and AlxGai-xAs
will be discussed in the framework of the so-called "DX-center". This is a
defect center which is known to affect the optoelectronic behavior of donor
atoms in GaAs and AlxGai-jcAs. From these hyperfine interactions studies
structural information might be obtained on the DX center.

[1] P. Gibart, D.L. Williamson, B. El Jani and P. Basmaji, Phys. Rev. B
38 (1988) 1885

[2] G. Langouche, H. Bemelmans, J. Odeurs, G. Borghs, M. de Potter, W.

Deraedt and M. Van Rossum, Mat. Sc. Forum 38-41 (1989) 1245
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LOCAL NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 125I IN TIN AND GRAPHITE

USING DEFECT INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENTS
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Defect-induced electric field gradients, generated by ion implantation
125of I in a— and 0—Sn, were used to obtain local nuclear orientation at low

125
temperatures. The resulting nuclear orientation of the parent I state was

125detected by Te Mossbauer speclroscopy, through the observation of the
asymmetry in the slightly quadrupole split ' Te Mossbauer spectrum. " I

implanted into semiconducting a-Sn cooled down slowly with respect to the

support, and at 6 mK support base temperature, the "' I nuclei were 3d mK

wanner, while prompt cooling and no measurable temperature difference was

observed in the case of metallic ft—Sn.

In a—Sn, Si, Ge and diamond, all having the same cubic crystal
125structure, the quadrupole splitting on the Te Mossbauer nucleus was

found not to depend upon the chemical element of the mother—nucleus, i.e.
125mTe o r 125L F o r l h e m e t a u i ( . £_Sl) h o s t o n t h e o t n e r n a n d j a distinct

difference was measured in the " Te quadrupole splitting, depending on the
125implanted parent element. The observed broadening in the ' Te Mossbauer

125
spectrum is about twice as large for the case of the I parent than for the
1 2 5 m Te parent.

inr

I was also imp1 anted into poly crystalline graphite. A large electric

field gradient was observed due to the hexagonal site symmetry in this

lattice, to ion implantation induced defects in the immediate surrounding, or

to a combination of both. Although part of the low temperature thermal

conductivity in graphite is reported to be electronic in nature, only

incomplete cooling was observed in the. nuclear orientation—Mossbauer

experiments, as in ot-Sn.
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HIT I I TEE ISVBSTIG1TI0H Of HAXU&AL SILICATES
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Kaaan University, Lenin u l . 18, 420008 Kazan, USSR

The main method in the studing of genetic prob-
lems in the geology 1B X-ray analysis solving the
orystalloehemical aspects. But the information on l o -
cal electronic structure of studed objects i s not ta-
ke into account. This information may be received
from hyperfine interact ions, for instance from Mosa-
bauer experiments. The importance of t h i s information
i s shown on the example of comperative studing of s i -
l icateB of deep l e v e l s of earth's crust (SSL) and
their surfase analogs (garnets, o l i v ines , pyroxenes).

X-ray analysis reveal the complex character of
SSL difraction maxima that i s allowed to make the
conclusion on the heterogeneous clustered structure
this s i l i c a t e s . The conclusion i s confirmed from the
analysis of hyperfine interaction in SSL.

In SSL Mossbauer e f fec t probability i s greater
nearly on 10-15$. This i s caused by more regular con-
struction of each c luster .

The temperature dependence of J 'Fe quadrupole
sp l i t t inng in SSL have a smaller gradient.

At low temperature, when the magnetically orde-
ring i s observed, the SSL l ine width i s greater com-
pered with surfase s i l i c a t e s . This i s connected with
the scattering of the values H l o c , *3 and 6 for dif-
ferent c lusters .

In the SSL Mossbauer spectra the compound i s fo-
und, which i t i s necessary atribute to Pe^* in tetra-
hedral coordination. Suoh substitution Ee^+ - • Si
s tab i l i ze the structure in extremal condition and
confirm the clustered character of SSL.
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.1 DISTRIBUTION OF HYPERFINE INTERACTION PARAMETERS
:N Fe-DOPED CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES OBTAINED BY THERMAL
SYNTHESIS. ION IMPLANTATION AND rf CO-SPUTTERIKG
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Measurements of microhardness and isomer shift of high purity Cri_x Fex a

solid solutions (0.0S < x < 0.323) are presented. Measurements were made to verify

if the anomalous behaviour of the hardness in this concentration range detected by

H.E.N. Stone [1] was intrinsic to those solutions, and due to electronic effects, or if

that anomaly was promoted by impurities.

The evolution of the hardness of the samples used in this work, as a function of

the iron content, is similar to that found by Stone. Nevertheless, the absolute values

of the hardness and the amplitude of the anomaly, intervening for x=0.17 are inferior

to those presented by Stone.

The isomer shift at room temperature varies linearly with the iron content. The

equation IS = 0.1 X - 0.142 is the best fit to the experimental data.

This shows that impurities play a major role in determining the anomalous

behaviour of the hardness of a Cr-Fe solid solutions as observed by Stone and that

electron transfer varies smoothly in this concentration range.
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HYDROGEN AND DEUTERIUM TRAPPING AT NITROGEN IN

TANTALUM STUDIED BYPAC

P.J. Mendes, J.M. Gil, N. Ayres de Campos

Departamento de Fi'sica, Universidade de Coimbra, P-3000 Coimbra, Portugal

A. Weidinger

Hanh Meitner Institut, Bereich Physik, Postfach 390128, D-1000 Berlin 39, FRG

PAC experiments using 181Hf as probe atoms were performed in Ta samples

containing l.lat% of N and loaded with 0.2 at% of fl or 1.6 at% of D.

At room temperature only the known frequency due to nitrogen is present [1].

Below 80K or 110K, for H and D respectively, the amplitude of this interaction

decreases and two new interaction frequencies appear characterized by: VQ=240MHZ,

T|=0.80 and VQ=250MHZ, T|=0.40. These frequencies are attributed to trapping of

H P ) by the N interstitials.

Trapping models were used to interpret the temperature dependence of the fraction

of trapped H and D atoms and activation energies as well as mean time of stay of

the hydrogen isotopes are derived.

Three different models are discussed leading to the conclusion that the radioactive

probe (!8!Hf) plays an important role in lowering the binding energy of H(D) to the

trapped nitrogen and increasing the mean time of stay relative to the expected values

extrapolated from the available diffusion data.

The present results are compared with previous experiments [1,2] with O in Ta

andNb.
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REORIENT ATION IN THE O.3S ISOMER OF 136Ba

C.J.Ashworth, P.Back, N.I.Stone and J.P.White, Clarendon Laboraiory,
OXFORD 0X1 3PU and the ISOLDE Collaboration.

As part of our study of nuclear orientation of Cs isotopes in Fe,
room temperature implanted sources of ^3 6Cs in Fe prepared at
ISOLDE-2 CERN have been cooled to below 6 mlcH). The decay of 1 3 6 C s
feeds, in part, the 0.308(2)s 7' isomeric state in 13<>Ba which de-excites
by the emission of a 164 keV E3 transition. Other decay sequences
involving transitions at 67, 86,153, 177, 274, 340, and 1235 keV do not
involve this long lived state. The 164 kev transition feeds the level at
1867 keV which decays by a 1048, 818 keV cascade. The 1867 keV level
has other feeding.

Analysis of several of the above transitions allows
unambiguous extraction of the orientation parameters of the Cs
parent activity and ihe anisotropy of the 164 keV transition can be
predicted using the well established decay scheme. The observed
anisotropies of this transition show attenuation of approximately
0.53(3) with only weak dependence upon the s i n g l e
crystal/polycrystalline nature of the Fe sample used. The anisotropies
of the subsequent transitions at 1048 and 818 keV also show
attenuation proportionate to their feeding via the isomeric state.

The lifetime of the state is too short to allow explanation of the
attenuation in terms of relaxation. However, the magnetic hyperfine
field of BaF_e_ is small (-8.5T), and although the magnetic moment of the
0.3s isomer is not measured, it should be similar to that of the 0.09 ms
state at 2215 keV in l 3 2 Xe which is -0.06(3) U.N. Such a weak magnetic
interaction (which will be collinear with the interaction at the Cs
parent) will mean that the presence of electric q u a d r u p o l e
interactions at the Ba nuclei, which will not necessarily be along the
magnetic orientation axis, may be the cause of the observed
reorientation in the short lived isomer. This observation is thus
similar to previous intermediate state reorientation reported in short
lived isomers of bismuth in Fe and Ni(2.3)
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NUCLEAR SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION AND THE SPIN TEMPERATURE
QUESTION.

P.J. Back,
Clarendon Laboratory, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PU, and
G.A. Stewart,
Australian Defence Force Academy, Campbell, ACT 2600, Australia.

The concept of a spin temperature Ts is used in conventional NMR as
a means of characterizing non-equilibrium spin populations p m

following rf excitation. On the other hand, in the analysis of spin-
lattice relaxation (SLR) of very dilute impurity nuclei in
ferromagnetic hosts, encountered in NMR on oriented nuclei
(NMRON), it is assumed that spin-spin relaxation is too weak to allow a
common spin temperature to be reached during SLR. However, the
regime of impurity systems for which this assumption is valid has not
been established. In general the relaxation can be analysed either
with or without the spin temperature constraint, leading to different
evolutions pm(0- Thus in principle it should be possible to distinguish

between the two models, using a suitably prepared initial population
pm(0) [1,2], via 7-ray anisotropy measurements. In practice it is

necessary to start with populations which arc far from Bolizmann-
like. This can be achieved in quadrupolar-split systems, using
adiabatic fast passage 13]. For this case the Pm(0)' an(^ hence the

subsequent relaxation, differ markedly, depending on the direction
of frequency sweep [3]. In this study the SLR following single
passage has been measured in both 56CoFe <100> (AVQ = 11.6(20)kHz),
and <>°CoFe <110> (Av Q = 3.8(10)kHz). In the case of SOcoFe

measurements were made in low (high) rf power, so that the
quadrupole splitting had maximum (minimum) effect on pm(0). The

results are compared with calculations based on the two relaxation
models. We show that the spin-temperature concept Ts is

inappropriate in the NMRON context.
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PAC-SPECTROSCOPY IN SEMICONDUCTORS

A. Baurichter, S. Deubler, D. Forkel, H. Plank, M. Puachmann, H.Wolf and W.Witthuhn

Physikalisches Institut der Unlvereitat Erlangen-Nurnberg, D-8520 Erlangen, and

ISOLDE COLLABORATION, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

During the last years the PAC spectroscopy has been applied successfully to

studies of structural and electronic properties of defect-complexes and Impurities in

semiconductors. The Coulomb-force driven formation of probe-atom-defect

complexes requires an electrically active impurity (i.e. donor or acceptor) in the host

lattice. Since all experiments reported sc far were based on the standard parent

activity 111ln ( - > 111Cd) they were restricted to Si, Ge or II-VI compounds, no

Information on the important class of Ill-V semiconductors are obtainable. Here the

PAC probe-E'om 1 1 1 m Cd (-> 111Cd) offers an excellent alternative access; in the

technologically important system GaAs the impurity Cd represents a standard

dopant.

In the present experiments GaAs and Ge were doped with 1 1 1 m Cd by ion

Implantation (E= 60 keV) at the ISOLDE facility (CERN), which provides the unique

possibility of an isotopically clean 111Cd beam.

In GaAs close pairs were formed between the acceptor 1 1 1 m Cd and the

substitutional donors S and Te. After the exposure of GaAs to hydrogen- as well as

argon-plasma two different Cd-defect complexes are observed. An interpretation in

terms of hydrogen-related or intrinsic defects will be given.

100 200 TIME/IW 100 200 300 400 500 600
FREOUENCY/MKl

In Ge distinct Cd-As and Cd-P complexes are formed due to the Coulomb

interaction between the double acceptor 1 1 1 m Cd and the substitutional donors P

and As. Stability, structure and electronic properties of these configurations will be

discussed and compared to the analogous complexes In-As and In-P formed after

the implantation of the parent activity 1 1 ^n under identical conditions.
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MAGNATIC REBINANCE OF BETA-AKTIVE NUCLEI AT DOUBLE
LARMOR FREQUENCY IN LiF POLYCRVSTAL WITH DISLOCATIONS.

M.I.Bulgakov, F.B.Dzheoarov, A.D.Gul'ko, V.E.Shestcnai,
S-V.Stepanov, S.S.Trostin.
ITEP, Moscow, 1172S9

The experimental and theoretical investigations o-f
the resonance depolarization process -for impuritive
beta—active nuclei 8 Li (beta-nuclei) at the presence
of oscillating magnatic -field with the frequence « _
=2tO8 (double Larmor -frequency* are carried out -for LiF
pnlycrystals with dislocations.

The connection o-f the electric -field gradient <FFP>
tensor with the strain one in cubic ionic crystals is
calculated using the ooint—charge madel.

The e-f-fective hamiltonian o-f the resonance *.t dou-
ble Larmor -frequency is obtained taking into account the
quadrupole interaction between beta—nucleus and E^B oro-
duced by dislocations o-f cubic LiF crvstal.

Depolariaation kinetics o-f beta-nuclei in 3owder»n
LiF sample at the double Larmor frequency resonance is
calculated -for soatially disordered straight-line erine
dislocations, havinq identical directions and Burners
vectors. The resonance depolarization >~at= -fer thr€°
dimensional chaotic distribution o-f the dislocation1? is
also estimated.

Time—integral (versus scaninq -freauencv; and
time-diff erent-.i.U e Li bwta-decay -*••...-i- »try in LiF ••'•/•
crystals are m e a s u r e d . E>pe-r ; merit £«i dst ̂  •»' '• 1 r> •.•• '• < '•
agreement with the theory, .tnd disloraticm--. d-̂ n-sî i:-•
•for used samples are estimated.

It is shown that che investigation o-f the
Larmor -frequency resonance is more sensitive +r.>
tion of small EFG-s than the conventional I armor
nr.e line shape broadeninq nipswirrapnt rr̂-if-r- th--
candi tions.
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND HTPBRPIHE INTERACTIONS IK
THE NARROW GAP SEMICONDUCTORS Sn-,._xGexTe

Sh.Sli. Bashk i rov , I . A . Dobryakov
Kazan S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y , Kazan, USSR

TTQ

The Kossbauer spectroscopy on the 6n y resonan-
se nuclei and the X-ray spectroscopy were used for
the investigation of the narrow gap semiconductors
3nI xGexTe i n w i l i c n ' t h e ferroelectric type structural
phase transition occurs. The transition temperature
increases with the increase of the germanium content.
The phase transition take plase not only with the tem-
perature and pressure changing but also for the com-
position variation. The cubic rodr-salt structure for
the compounds with x£0,32 was observed, as the 'J-e con-
tent increases the rhomfcohedral lattice distortion
occurs.

The Kossbauer spectra of Sn-r Ge..Te are the SIH-
gle lines. As the Ge content and raomfcohedral anjle
increase (x>0,32) the spectrum broadens because of
the quadrupole splitting appearance, connected wiuli
the electron density asymmetrical distribution of the
5p-electrons participating in the Jn-Te coupling. Tiic
chemical shift ($ ) is also dependent from the compo-
sition. The small decrease of 5 in 3nj_ Ge Te hav
the cubic structure, when the Ce atoms"substitute
3n atoms, deals with the coupling lengthes Jn-Te de-
crease and increase of the ^-electron density shiel-
ding on the 3n nuclei by the valence 5p-electrons.
The appearance of the rhombohedral tliatortior. when
x>0,32 leads to the slope changing of the cheirictil
shift dependence from tha composition. This is con-
nected with the j-elGctrcn cloud polarization because
of the asymmetrical 5p-electrons charge distribution,
which s t i l l more decreases the chemical shift.
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HYPERFIME-FIELB PECULIARITIES FOR TRANSITION METAL
IMPURITIES

Yu.P. Irkhin
Institute of Metal Physics, GSP-17O Sverdlovsk, USSR

In the last decade, hyperfine-field calculations
have been published for impurities in ferromagnetic
matrix [1,2]. The comparison with experimental data
reveals a good agreement for s,p-impurities and esse-
ntial discrepancies for d-impurity atoms. Whole situ-
ation and reasons of the disagreement are analyzed
in this report.

First, it is shown that the numerical results of
the papers £i,2lifor d»impurities are well described
by the linear relations between hyperfine field Hhf.
and local (M1) and host (M^) magnetic moments

Hhf = Hhf + H h f Hhf = B° Ml'

c b t
where B , B and B correspond to core, band and tra-
nsferred contributions and have the same values for
all 3d-impurities in iron and nickel matrices.

The relations (1) have been established earlier
for seme cases on the ground of experimental data. It
turns out that these relations are valid for calcula-
ted Hvf values which ere essentially different from
experimental ones. From theoretical point of view,
the relations (1) correspond to the H h f dependence on
electronic structure through the magnetic moments M,
and Mh only. The calculation of M, moments was made
by several authors with slightly different results
for all d-metals except for Mn. Thus, it can be sum-
marized that the inconsistency between the theory and
experiment can be caused by following factors: 1. in-
correct calculation of M,-moments, 2. large differe-
nce in HU-values for nearest neighbours of impurity
atom and for host atoms, 3* significiant dependence
of B-coefficient in (1) on electronic structure.

In this report, all the factors are analyzed
from the point of view of validity of the basic app-
roximations in the theory. In particular, local and
spherical approximations in 1SDA ASA method are dis-
cussed and accuracy of polarization and contact-wave
function values for inner s-electron shells are con-
sidered.
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PERTURBED ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION SPECTROSCOPY IN DIAMOND
WITH RECOIL IMPLANTED « F AS PROBE

S.H. ConnelD. J.P.F.Sellsehop*), M.C.Stemmet*), H.Appel") and
K.Bharuth-Ram+)

")Wits-CSIR Schonland Research Centre for Nuclear Sciences
PO Wits 2050 Johannesburg, South Africa

°)lnstitut fur Experimented Kernphysik, Universitat Karlsruhe
POB 3640, D 7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

-OPhysics Department, University of Durban-Westville
POB X54001 Durban 4000, South Africa

The electric quadrupole interaction at the residence sites of recoil
implanted 1 9 F nuclei has been investigated in various types of diamond
by TDPAD measurements. The data clearly indicate the occupation of
two different sites by the fluorine ions. Cluster calculations [1,2] allow
one to attribute a stable C-F bond as the first site. The fluorine bonds
covalently to only one of the C-atoms, the lattice distortion and the
fluorine position are thus slightly asymmetric in this 'bond centered'
< ite. The second site displays a distribution of lower electric field
gradients with a strong temperature dependence. Theoretically this
second site can be attributed to either a tetrahedral interstitial or a
substitutional position. The occupation of these two possible sites is
dependent on the ballistics at the end of the fluorine implantation tra-
jectory and electron transfer. The observed strong temperature depend-
ence during the short TDPAD time window favours a model involving
occupation of the substitutional site, followed rapidly by a charge
transfer which allows diffusion of the fluorine via interstitial sites.

It was also attempted to observe interactions of the fluorine ion with
other characteristic defects, naturally present in the diamond lattice.
Specimens from different types of diamond with differing amounts of
natural nitrogen or boron impurities and lattice defects were studied.
For two types of diamonds it was possible to identify a 'third fraction'
in the spectra with a frequency close to double the quadrupole
frequency of the principal site. The occupation of a third site seems
improbable. Alternatively this frequency has to be interpreted as the
second harmonic of the principal one: for the geometry used we
calculate that the relative size of the second harmonic is nearly at a
minimum for single crystals where it is at a maximum for the
polycrystalline case. It has thus to be concluded that for the iwo
diamond types mentioned there is qualitative indication of a deviation
from a perfect single crystal behaviour. This interpretation implies a
local but significant distortion of the electric field gradient
orientation in the lattice, sensitive to the diamond type. Physical
models to account for this new phenomenon are under discussion.

[1] S.Connell, K.Bharuth-Ram, J.P.F.Sellschop, M.Stemmet, H.Appel and
J.E.Lowther, Nucl.lnstr.Meth. B35 (1988) 423

[2] W.S.Verwoerd, Nucl.lnstr.Meth. B35 (1988) 509
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INVESTIGATION OF SPIN RELAXATION PROCESSES
IN THE SYSTEM "ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN PARA-H2 CRYSTAL

11.

A.V. Frolov, V.A. Shevtsov, I.I. Lukashevich
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
123182, Moscow, USSR

Atomic hydrogen in para-H2 crystal (CJJ- 10"*; c0-
10~^-10~^) is an example of system with essentially
quantum properties. We have shown the spin relaxation
rate for H atoms and in same cases for ortho molecules
to be determined by under-barrier diffusion of
hydrogen atoms.

It is found that the longitudinal electron
relaxation time (Te) of impurity H atoms in para-H2
crystal is determined by the concentration of ortho
molecules and does not depend on the atomic hydrogen
concentration. Moreover the value of T e is found to be
temperature independent in the range I.5K<T<4.5K [1].
With these results in mind we may conclude that the
electron relaxation process seems to occur during
phononless transition of H atom to the neighbouring
position near the orthomolecule [2].

Saturation of allowed ESR transition of H atoms
by means of pumping of forbidden electron-nuclear
'flip-flop' or 'flip-flip' transitions for H atom and
ortho molecule was investigated. Saturation rate
appears to be restricted by the nuclear relaxation of
ortho molecule wich is adjacent to H atom. Typical
relaxation time T n is found to be 2*10~^s and does not
depend on the sample temperature in the range
1.5K<T<4.2K. A rapid diffusion of hydrogen atoms near
the ortho molecule is needed to explain this result.
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QUADRUPOLE SPLITTING US 57Pe EUCLEI AKD LOCAL
STRUCTURE OP AMORPHOUS ALLOYS Bi-Zr, Ki-Ta

V.A.Makarov, 0.S.Kozlova, A.P.Edneral, V.V.?edorov
Central Research Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy,
107005 Moscow, USSR

The investigation of the hyperfine quadrupole
interaction in amorphous alloys is of great interest
because it's connected with the local structure, the
latter influencing the physical properties of the
material. The quadrupole splittings on •''Fe nuclei
in the amorphous Ni-based alloys with 36 at.& Zr and
33-50 at.9S Ta with 0,5 &t.% ^'Pe addition were
studied by Mossbauer spectroscopy. These alloys have
high levels of thermal" stability, corrosion resistance
and microhardness. Amorphous ribbons 25 _̂ a thick
were produced by melt spinning and used as absorbers
ir. the LTcsE'hauer Tneasurements. Amorphous structure cf
specimens was controlled by the X-Ray. The KoEsbeuer
spectra had the forn of doublets influenced by
fluctuations of the quadrupole splittings and isomer
shifts. The spectra of crystalline phases formed by
thermal annealing of amorphous alloys at 600° C were
also studied. The structure of these phaseE was
identified by the X-Rey difraction. It appears from
the form of the spectra that there is slight correla-
tion between the isomer shift and the quadrupole
splitting. Kence the splitting distribution was
computed based on proposal that the isomer shift is
constant. The distribution of splittings in Ei-Zr
amorphous and crystallized alloy waB found to have
the similar fora. Then it was supposed that the
topological short range order in this anorphous allo;-
is sir-ilar to its crystalline counterpart. On the
contrary, in the case of Ei-Ta alloys quadrupole
splitting distributions and isomer shifts differ
prestly for anorphous and cristalline state. The
observed concentration dependence of the level of
average quadrupole splitting and isoser shift
indicates that the chemical short range order in
these amorphous alloys is connected with the presence
of extra number of ITi atoms among Pe etoas neighbors.
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QUADRUPOLAR EFFECTS IK INTERSTITIAL SOLID SOLUTIONS

OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN IN VANADIUM.

V.O.Vol'nov , A.F.Shevakin

Central Scientific Research Institute of Ferrous

Metallurgy, Moscow B-5, U.S.S.R.

The ' V EKR in dilute solid solutions of 0 and N
in V was used to study quadrupolar effects due to
alloying.

The foilB with the strong texture {i00i<110>
shov/ed the discernible structure in the wingB of the
observed NKR spectra. The metallic sites neighbour
positions were selectively identified. Electric field
gradiets and Knight shifts on these sites were measured.

A line-shape simulation based on r~2 radial depen-
dence of field gradients produced a good agreement with
the observed absorption spectra. The simulations based
on the r~3 lav/ were unsuccessful.

The origin of field gradiets and Knight shifts is
discussed. It was found that field gradients due to
size effects were ^0% in magnitude to those obtaned
experimentally. The interpretation of results in tennB
of the pseudopotential theory was attempted more suc-
cessfully. It was suggested that field gradients around
interstitial atoms in vanadium arised mainly in response
to the shielding of the excess charge of the solute
rather than to local lattice distortin.

The valueB of the field gradients v/ere used to con-
struct the impurity ptentiale. The energy of 0-0 bonds
in vanadium was estimated.

The magnetic inequivalence of atomic sites was found.
The increased charge differentiation was observed in the
^ - and ^-phases V-0.
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UHF calculations of hyperfine coupling constants of anomalous
muonium in C, Si and Ge

G.L. Bendazzolif and 0 . Donzelli}
fDipartimento di Chimica Fisica ed Inorganica, Universita' di Bologna, viale
Risorgimento 4,1-40136 Bologna, Italy
JDipartimento di Fisica, Universita' di Ferrara, via Paradiso 12,1-44100 Fer-
rara, Italy

We have used the UHF-GTO cluster method to calculate the hyper-
fine coupling constants A^ and A± of anomalous muohium in G, Si and Ge
according to the molecular radical model [1]. Results for anomalous muo-
nium in the bond-centered site are in good agreement with those obtained
using the same method or semiempirical methods in larger cluster of G and
Si. New results for Ge successfully explain sign and strengt of A||, A± and
A\\/A±; however the calculated contact and dipolar terms follow a monotonic
behaviour in contrast with experimental results.
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MOSSBAUER EFFECT IN SMALL PARTICLES.

Steen M0rup
Laboratory of Applied Physics
Technical University of Denmark
DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Small particles with dimensions below 1000 nm are very important consti-
tuents in many types of materials, such as catalysts, magnetic tapes and ferro-
fluids. Such small particles are also commonly found in nature, for example in
soils, rapidly cooled lavas and in living organisms.

MSssbauer spectroscopy is a very powerful technique for the study of the
properties of very small particles. In particular, the technique is very sensitive to
the changes in magnetic properties that occur when the particle size decreases,
such as, for example, superparamagnetism. Studies of particles in the superpara-
magnetic state allow determination of the particle size and the magnetic aniso-
tropy energy constant. A strong magnetic interaction between the particles may
result in ordering of the magnetic moments of particles which would be super-
paramagnetic if they were non-interacting. This so-called superferromagnetic
state can also be characterized by Mossbauer spectroscopy measurement;:.
Furthermore, because a large fraction of the atoms in very small particles are in
the surface layer, Mossbauer spectroscopy can be applied for studies of surface
magnetism in small particles.

The various effects will be illustrated by examples of Mossbauer spectro-
scopy studies of ultrafine particles of different crystalline and amorphous mate-
rials.
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Hyperfine Interaction Studies of Surfaces *

G. Schatz

Universitdt Konstanz, Fakultat fur Physik, 7750 Konsianz, FRG

Recent applications of hyperfine interaction techniques like NMR, Mossbauer
spectroscopy and PAC to surfaces have revealed numerous interesting
phenomena. The microscopic sensitivity of the hyperfine techniques offers the
unique feature to study local surface properties. For instance, the local
electron density at the Fermi level for adsorbed alkali-NMR-probes has been
determined [1], the magnetic hyperfine field has been measured through
Mossbauer spectroscopy as a function of depth from the surface [2] and finally,
the diffusion of PAC-probes from adatomic sites via step sites to substitutional
terrace sites has been observed [3].
In this paper a review of the observed hyperfine fields will be given and their
relation to surface effects will be discussed.
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COMVBBSIOH KLICTHOH HOSSBAOBR SPKCTKOSCOPIC STODT 0 *
ALOMIHIOH-IBOM LAYERS PRODUCED BY ION IMPLANTATION

H. Reuther
Central Institute of Nuclear Research Roesendorf
of the Academy of Sciences of the GLR
Post Box 19, Dresden, 8051, GDR

Aluminium-iron layers are of some interest both
from the scientific and the practical point of view,
and there is a great deal of investigations of such
layers produced by ion beam mixing. However, the easier
way to produce such layers by direct implantation is
less studied. In the present work aluminium implanted
iron layers are studied by conversion electron
MSssbauer spectroscopy.

Iron samples were implanted with aluminium ions at
50, 100, and 200 keV, respectively, with doses between
5x1018 and 5x1017 cm-z. Independent on energy, at doses
up to 2x1017 cm-2 besides alpha iron further magnetic
fractions with a disordered FesAl-like structure are
formed while at a dose of 5x10*7 cm-2 amorphous
non-magnetic components aie formed. These portions
begin to transform into magnetic components by
annealing at 500 °C and the transformation is finished
after annealing at 600 °C.
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KMR a BISEMBLES OF SMALL METAL HARTICEE8

L.K.GrigorJeva. E.L.Nagaev. S.P.Chisnik
HPO "Quant", Moscow, 12962ft USSR

Mfl In ensembles of smell metal particles aequir-
es essentially new features in comparison to MHR in
separate particles because of interpartiele eleetron
transfer* The transfer results in deviation of the
average electron density in ensemble particles from
that in separate particles. The eleetron transfers are
caused by inevitable difference In Fermi energy of va-
rious particles whioh. in turn, are caused by diffe-
rence in sisee of particles entering the ensemble.

The dependence of the Fermi energy of a particle
on its sise is a consequence of the spatial quantisa-
tion of electron energy levels. In the high tempera-
ture region hfS»3 (where $ is the distance between
quantised levels) the spatial quantisation manifests
itself in appearing a term proportional to the parti-
cle surface area in the expression for the density of
electron states* This term is added to the standart
one proportional to its volume* For this reason the
Fermi energy M (H) of the particle of the radius B
differs by the quantity ~^*c/(kjR) from its value
Jit* for a massive sample (ky is the Fermi momentum).
The sign of this correction depends on th» boundary
conditions of the particle surf see* In low temperatu-
re region HP «r & the Fermi energy Jk G O exhibits
quasistoohastic oscillations imposed on monotone de-
pendence on R.

Under thermodynamie equilibrium conditions the
electrochemical potentials of two particleswith
different sizes R.
aim the charge q <
should go over from . .
( £. is the dielectric constant of the medium inside
which the particlea are located)* At R*|c; 50 X, Rg •
- 281, / ~ 100 the charge q is of the order of 100
electron;, ehargms e. 6inee this extra charge concen-
trates on the particle surface additional two surfa-
ce HMR (the one for positively charged and the other
for negatively charged particles) should appear be-
Bide. the bulk M R . The former corresponds to #--
diminished and the latter to a# enhanced value of
the Knight shift.
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STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF ULTP.ATHIN FILMS
BY MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

M. P r z y b y l s k i , U. Gradmann and Kl. Krop
So l id S t a t e Phys ics Depar tment , Academy of Mining ind
M e t a l l u r g y . Al . Mickiewicza 30. 30-059 Krikii'v, Poland

* Physikalisches Ins t i tu t der Teehnischen Uni versi tan.
Clausthal , 3392 Clausthal-Zellerl"eld. Federal Repubi ik
of Germany

The magnetic properties of ultra*, hi n fiJms ar^
determined f i r s t of a l l by their structure. Trie
experimental technique giving ::imultaneou5iy
information about the structure and the magnetI :
behaviour of the film would be optimum. To follow this
idea the information about the film s t ructure , obtained
from Mossbauer spectra, are discussed.

Ultrathin Fe films, up to £0 atomic layers. »'er •*•
prepared on a clean W C1103 substrate in UKV and
measured in si tu by Conversion Electron te-it-ausr
Spectroscopy. Mossbauer spectra were interpreted
assuming that the hyperfine interaction parameters
differ for different atomic livt'i-i, and thus iTe
sensitive to the film structure and the growth nccde, -is
i t was discussed previously Hi. In order ". o .• ail _r -.•:;
our model the films of the thickness ot two .atomic
layers, prepared at room temperature, were annealed .v.
different temperatures up tc 1OOO K. For CEMS
measurements the films were coated by Ag a.id aeiiai ed
at room temperature to prevent the in*. *sr mi xi iv; bet--er .-.
Fe and Ag atoms. The measured spectra changed >«x ..
increasing oi the annealing temperature. These clvnnqei
were interpreted as being due to three - dimensior:ii
cluster formation from the atoms in the second atomic
layer. Trie height CsizeJ of the clusters tdi <i-stima~ eJ
from the ra t io between the spectra components. Tho
increase of the c lus t e r ' s height arid the simultaneous
increase of the area of monolayer patches with the
increasing annealing temperature, were observed. If;©
parameters of the spectra component, corresponding to
the cluster approach values for bulk l ike material
after annealing above 800 K. Trie diicusied
interpretation was quali tat ively corroborated by LEED
pictures.

Cl] M. Przybylski, I. Kaufmann and U. Gradmann, *
submitted to Phys. Rev. B.
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KEKSCT ••& "HE FINE CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF"METAL OXIDES

OK .'HEIR REACTIVITY IN SOLID-STATE PROCESSES

M.I.Volkov, T.N.Sudzilovskaya, E.G.Stepanov,
NW.Dvoretskii, V.V.Yun

Yaroslavl Polytechnical Institute, Yaroslavl, USSR

The reactivity of metal oxide was studied during

its interaction with lithium carbonate by Mossbauer

spectroscopy and derivatography techniques. Parametes of

the fine crystalline structure were calculated by using

the data from X-ray dlffractometry with method of fourth

central moments. Energy of the metal oxide machining was

varied, changing thereby not only the total defect

concentration but the relation between these defects

too. According to the data from Mossbauer spectroscopy

and X-ray diffractometry it has turned out that the

hematite with increasing content of twinning defects

possesses the greatest reactivity. Parameters of the

fine crystalline structure exert the most important

influence upon selectivity of ferrite formation. The

differential thermoanalysi3 revealed that the

interaction of Fe2O^ with Li£C03 takes place in two

stages. On the evidence of Mossbauer spectroscopy, at

the first stage Jf-LiFeO2 is formed, as well as small

amounts of an disodered phase pf-LiFeOg being in the

given temperature range thermodynamically unstable, i.e.

of a paramagnet presenting characteristically in

NGR-spectrum the broadened doublet of ferric iron, which

can be resolved into two ones wich parameters A « = 0 - * 7

mm/s, SJL =0.63 mm/a, A , =0.87 mm/s, 5 g =0.62 mm/s. In

the mechanically activating Fe^O^ the content of

ot-LiFeOg phase sharply increases at the first stage of

ferrite formation, as Mossbauer spectroscopy and X-ray

diffractometry prove, and its top content corresponds

with the maximum concentration of nonequ11ibrium

imperfections in iron oxide structure.
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MOSSBAOER SPECTRAL STUDY OF THE ACTIVE PHASE IN PROMOTED

IRON OXIDE CATALYSTS

N.V.Dvoretskii, V.V.Yun, E.G.Stepanov, T.N.Sudzilovskaya

Yaroslavl Polytechnic Institute, Yaroslavl, USSR

The process of active phase formation in the

catalyst wa3 simulated by calcinating the mixtures with

different molar ratios of KFeO-:Fe2O3:Fe in evacuated

sealed ampoules at T=870 K. After sintering the

specimens were quenched in water; then one opened up the

ampoules and carried out Mossbauer spectral measurements

and X-ray phase analysis under conditions preventing the

contact of the formed ferrites with oxigen and air

moisture. A solid-state interaction leads to formation

of a highly defective potassium polyferrite with

structure type of ft"-alumina in the mixtures close by

their composition to K O*FeO*5Fe2O3. The Mossbauer

investigations indicate an intensive electron exchange

between Fe (2+)-Fe (3+) ions in the lattice of potassium

polyferrite. The potassium ions being located inside the

interblock space exert an ionizing effect upon several

Fe-0 bond3 arranged next to the position of the

promoting agent. This seems to be a possible explanation

for the high catalytic activity of the ft "-phase.

A more profound reduction of the K-Fe-0 system is

accompanied by exit of potassium ions out of the

ft"-phase lattice when Fe (2+) content reaches the

critical value, and results in Fe,Ô , formation. The

potassium oxide i3 bound into KFeO2. At oxidation of the

profoundly reduced K-Fe-0 system the reverse process

takes place: the potassium enters into magnetite

lattice, forming the fc"-phase which degraded on further

oxidation into KFeOg (K^O) and potassium polyferrite of

^-alumina type.
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5 7 f e HYPERFINS INTERACTIONS ON THE SURFACE OF THE Zr-Fe ALLOYS

AND THEIR HYDRIDES

B.Ya.Adigamov, V.V.Lunin? I.I.Miroshnichenko, D.M.Panteleev,

H.V.Sadovnichaya, Yu.I.Solovetsky and Yu.V.Taletsky

Technological Ins t i tu te , Belgorod, USSR

Chemical Department, State University, Moscow, USSR *

The surface layers properties investigation of the Zr-Fe

alloys and their hydrides i s caused in connection with appli-

cation of th i s materials as hydride accumulators and cata lysts .

l a the given work the resu l t s of the hyperfine interac-

tions study in the surface layers of the intermetall ics ZrFe^

and Zr_Fe as well ss hydrogencontaining al loy ZTg^Fc-JI by

conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy method are reported.

The obtained data have been compared with the bulk study ones.

The conversion electron spectrum from ZrFe^ surface

indicates the presence both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic

phase while in the bulk of th i s compound the magnetic-ordered

structure i s founded only.

There are paramagnetic Zr-Fe and amorphous Zr,, Fe

(at x > 0 , 7 ) on the surface Zr^Fe intermetall ic . The hydrogen

absorption by th is compound resul ts in the formation on the

samples surface the ZrFe. type magneto-anisotropic structure

in which up to 19 p .c . Zr atoms are replaced by Fe atoms s t a -

t ist ical ly. It is established that effective magnetic field
57

on the Fe nuclears of this structure is less than ZrFe one.

The last fact is connected with decreasing Fe-Fe distances on

the surface due to ZrHp presence.

The model of local surroundings of the Fe atoms in the

2r-Fe alloys after hydrogenating is present.
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ADSORPTION SITES OF m In AND l i l mCd ON Pd(lll) SURFACES
CHARACTERIZED BY THE ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT

E. Hunger, H. Haas, and H. Grawe

Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany
and ISOLDE Collaboration, CERN, Geneve, Switzerland

The perturbed Y~Y~anElllar correlation technique (PAC) has been used
to characterize different surface sites of isolated l uIn and 1UmCd
atoms on Pd(lll) surfaces via the electric field gradient (EFG).

Flat and stepped surfaces were cleaned by ion bombardment and
their quality was proved by standard surfaces techniques in UHV. The
radioactive probe atoms were provided by the isotope mass separator
ISOLDE at CERN. Their deposition on the surfaces at 80K was performed
by a three stage process leading to a probe concentration of less than
1011 atoms/cm2, i.e. 10""* rnonolayers. Subsequently PAC measurements
were performed during isochronal annealing up to 57OK tracing the
hyperfine interaction between the quadrupole moment of the adatom
and EFG's on the surface. Five EFG's were found successively which
are identified with different adsorption sites of the probe atoms.

On a flat surface up to 120K the m In atoms occupy regular
terrace sites with a very small EFG (e2qQ/h = vQ = 8(3) MHz, i)=0). On
Pd(lll) surfaces stepped on purpose already at low temperatures a
second fraction (\JQ= 140(5) MHz, T]= 0.25(5)) is observed with the major
EFG axis tilted against the normal of the surface as expected for a
step site. At 25OK the observed spectrum is dominated by a third frac-
tion (MQ= 135(5) MHz, ii =0.25(5)) with a symmetry characteristic for a
site at kinks, reached after diffusion along steps. Between 320K and
380K the dominant fourth component (\|Q= 156(5)MHz, 1)^1) shows
again the symmetry of steps as required for an atom replacing a step
atom. Above 380K an axially symmetric EFG (\iQ = 205(5) MHz, ip 0.1(1))
appears that is attributed to a probe atom replacing a Pd atom in the
first layer (substitutional terrace site).

Within the experimental accuracy no difference between l uIn and
l l lmCd could be observed except that the terrace site was found only
for mIn. A simple theoretical model is proposed to describe the mea-
sured EFG's, and estimated activatjgn energies for the proposed diffu-
sion processes will be presented.
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE I N T E R A C T I O N S A S S O C I A T E D WITH THIRD
GROUP ATOMS ADSORBED ON S I L I C O N < 1 1 1 > SURFACE

S . M . M o h a p a t r a , N . S a h o o , S . B . S u l a i m a n , B . N . D e v * ,
K.C. Mishra** and T .P . Das
Department of P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y of New York a t
Albany, Albany, New York 12222, U.S.A.

The nuc lear quadrupole i n t e r a c t i o n s a s s o c i a t e d
with aluminum, ga l l i um and indium atoms adsorbed on the
s i l i c o n <. 11 1 > su r f ace have been c a l c u l a t e d using the
e l e c t r o n i c s t r u c t u r e s ob ta ined [1] through the H a r t r e e -
Fock c l u s t e r p r o c e d u r e . Of the two l i k e l y p o s i t i o n s
for these atoms, namely the a top and e c l i p s e d ones , the
e l e c t r i c f i e l d - g r a d i e n t i s s t r o n g e r for the former. In
the case of indium, where Per tu rbed Angular C o r r e l a t i o n
measurements u s u a l l y d e t e c t the quadrupole i n t e r a c t i o n s
a s s o c i a t e d with ***Cd' n u c l e u s , the e l e c t r i c f i e l d -
gradient i s studied for both indium and cadmium atoms.
The trend in the f i e l d - g r a d i e n t s for 1 1 1Cd* In going
from the atop to the ec l ipsed s i t e s i s the same as for
the Indium nucleus but the decrease i s much l e s s
pronounced. Deta i l s w i l l be presented and discussed.

Present Address: I n s t i t u t e of Phys ics , Sachivalaya
^ Marg, Bhubanesuar - 751005, India.

Present Address: GTE Elec tr i ca l Products Div i s ion ,
Danvers, Mass., 01923, U.S.A.

References

[1] B.N. Dev e t a l . , Phys. Rev. B3£ (1987) 2666;
T. Thundat e t a l . , J. Vac. Sc l . Techn. A£ (1988)
681; S. Mohapatra, Ph.D Thesis , State University of
New York at Albany (1988), Unpublished.
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES AND NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE
INTERACTIONS OF LITHIUM AND SODIUM ATOMS ADSORBED
ON SILICON <111> SURFACE

S.M. Mohapatra, N. Sahoo , B.N. Dev*, K.C. Mishra**
and T.P Das , Department of P h y s i c s , S t a t e
U n i v e r s i t y of New York a t Albany, Albany , New York,
12222

The Hartree -Fock C l u s t e r procedure has been
used to study the geometry, electronic structures
and properties associated with adsorbed lithium and
sodium atoms at the high symmetry s i tes
corresponding to atop, eclipsed and open positions
on the <111> surface of s i l icon. Our calculated
binding energies for these three s i tes Indicate
that the open position Is the most l ikely one for
both metal atoms In agreement with earlier results
from pseudo-potential band structure calculations
[1] . Results will be presented and discussed for
the bond-dietance8, density of states and nuclear
quadrupole interactions for LI and 2^Na nuclei at
the adsorbed s i tes . He have also calculated the
quadrupole coupling constants for Li and 23Na
nuclei for the atop, eclipsed and open s i t e s , the
largest being found for the latter and the smallest
for the atop s i te . It i s hoped that the polarized
beam-foil technique [2] which has been successfully
applied to study the quadrupole interactions for
these nuclei on tungsten surface can be used to
compare with our results for these semiconductor
systems.

Present Address: Institute of Physics,
Sachivalaya Marg, Bhubaneswar-751005, India.
Present Address: GTE Electrical Products
Division, Danvers, Mass., 01923, U.S.A.
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[1] J.E. Northrup, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A4(3)
(1986) 1404

[2] B. Horn, E. Koch and D. Fick, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 53 (1984) 364
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• ACJN!-T: HVPERFINE FIELD AND ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT
•i)R»'( . V THE Kr/Fe INTERFACE

P, Decoster, Ci. !)e Donckr, H. Pattyn and M. Rots

ltisi.ituut voor Kern- on Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
H-3030 Leuven

Recent interest in the hvperfine parameters at metal surfaces, in
unijunction wit.li the observation of small bubble? of noble gas atoms
priwiit in the solid phase in metal:\ motivated UF lo study tho !"Cil
implantation in iron, pie— and postimplmiteJ with krypton to closes of
2.10lfj al/cTii5. It. is well-known that Cd implantation in iron results in ,».i:
almost, zero substitutional fraction. Even annealing up to around 500 K
does not allow more than almost 60 % in unperturbed lattice sites.
Therefore inCd may be a good candidate for observation of the metal—noble
gas interface positions.

We performed a series of measurements nicely indicating that even in
the as—implanted condition a fraction of almost 50 % of the Cd probes
reflects a well-defined precession pattern. This pattern could be decomposed
in two sites: one a quasi—substitution^ site, the other most probably the
interface site. The former site was characterized by a hff of —37.89(1)T
(some 0.6 % lower than the pure substitutional value) and an efg of
|V | = 0.13(4)1017V/cm2 with a distribution in interaction strength ofzz
1.4(2)MHz. The defect site is characterized by a hyperfine field of-35.5(2)T
and efg Vzz = 0.86(6) 1017V/cm2, with an interaction distribution of
1.7(5)MHz.

The latter hfi parameters are in excellent agreement with the values
anticipated for the free metal surface probe position. We may therefore
confirm theoretical as well as previous Mossbauer estimates, that the
hyperfine field in iron only slightly decreases in going from the bulk towards
the surface.
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OP 57Fe IH NATURAL COLLOID GELS

+H.P.Yu8hkin,A.A.Valiullin,L.D.Zaripova,+G.S.Bazarova

Kazan State University,Lenin at,18,Kazan,420008,USSR

institute of Geology,Komi scientific center of

Acad.Sci.,USSR

The natural set gels of alumo-iron-sulphate-
phosphatic composition (1,2) containing iron up to
6 wt % were studied by MSssbauer spectroscopy. The
obtained spectra were fitted to two overlapping doub-
lets, which had isomer shifts close to 0.38 mm/a that
is characteristic of Pe^+ cations. The doublets poss-
ess very distinct quadrupole splitting with average
values about 0.65 mm/s and 0.97 mm/s.

After the heating above 370 K the quadrupole
splittings increase about 1.4 times. Further increase
of the annealing temperature leads to negligible incre-
ase of the splittings. The shifts of the doublets
decrease gradually up to 0.34 mm/s with increase of
the temperature up to 670 K.

The noticed changes of tb.6 hyperfine structure
can be explained by an evaporation of weakly bonded
hydroxyl groups that leads to a lowering of point
symmetry of the crystallographic sites occupied by
the iron ions.

References

(1) N.P.Yushkin.G.S.Hazarova, Physics of Minerals and
Ore's Microscopy.IMA 1982(1986), pp.89-97.

(2) N.P.Yushkin.G.S.Hazarova, Preprint ofScientific
Reports",Komi scientific center of USSR Acad.Sci.,
1982, las.83, 40 p.
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FEATURES COP HXELHFIHE INTERACTIOHS IN NITRIDED LA^ISS

B.S.Rylnikov, G.V.Arkhangelskaya, b.A.Yuriev
Polytechnical Institute, 290646, Lvov - 13, USSR

Using methods of conversional nuclear gauma-reso-
nance spectroscopy anxi roentgeno-struetural analysis
phase content of near surface layers of steel
38 CrMoAl was studied after gas nitriding and subse-
quent tests on thermal fatigue were nade. Gas nitri-
ding was accomplished to one-step regiiae in the at-
mosphere of dissociated ai-monia at T=53O C during
40 hours. Thermal fatigue tests were done in contact
with molten glass at i'=45O C during 760, 504, 1010,
1088, 1358 hours. After each treating regime samples
in the form of plates were subjected to electrolytic
etching to the depth of 0,05; 0,15; 0,35 mm.

Mossbaur spectrum Fe?' of nitridated sample
looks like widened line (W-(/r. = 0,56 mm/s) aith posi-
tive isomer shif t 8 = O,i73'£mm/s as regards ot Se.
This widening may be caused by little quadrupole
splitting. It seems that the spectrum belongs to
non-magnetic iron nitride or solid solution of nitron
gen in iron. Atomic radius of nitrogen is about 0,7 *i
while that of iron exceeds 1,2 A. that's why enbodied
atom does not bring noticeable distortion of iron
crystal grate. This is confirmed by little quadrupole
splitting.

Mossbaur spectra of abraded samples consist of
six widened lines of Seemann splitting. Intensities
of second and fifth lines on tuese spectra exceed tho-
se of the first and sixth by 5 per cent. This is con-
ditioned by magnetic anisotropy forming preferring
flat orientation of magnetizations of domain, E.efi".
on nuclei Fe57 lie in the ranges of 322... 325 ke.
quadrupole splittings are insignificant. Isomeric
shifts are negative and change from -0,108 to -0,258
mm/s. This testifies about changing of local surroun-
ding of iron atoms while moving away from the saaple
surface. It was found that half width of Seemann spec-
tra uttermost resonance lines diminish linearly with
the increasing of abroading depth of nitrided layer.
It is explained by the fact that with the depth there
lessens the amount of introduced nitrogen which in
its turn leads to magnetic non-equivalence of iron
atoms and to the difference of Heff. values on its
nuclei.

Received results confirm the peculiarities of
micromechanism influence of structural-phase transfor-
mations on thermal fatique of nitrided layers, which
were revealed by roentgen diffraction method and nic-
ro-roentgenostructural analysis*
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FEATURES OF HYPEEFIKE IHTERACTIOHB IK SCALE OF F e - A l

ALLOYS

L.V.Lyubetskaya, B.I.Iuschuk
Polytechnical Institute, 290646, Lvov - 13, USSR

Aiming at finding out pecularities of mechanism
of high-temperature oxidation of alloys Fe-Al, with
the help of Mossbaur effect, matrix investigations of
those alloys were done in the initial state (that is
- after homogenizing annealing) as well as after oxi-
dation during 200 hour at 900, 1000 and 1100 C. Oxi-
ded film, formed on its surfice under these condi-
tions was also studied* Experimental alloys contained
the following quantities of aluminium, mass jit 14,2?;
16,5} 17,4; 19t?5; 22,44; 24,7; 26,79; 28,57.

All received-spectra had complex aeemann struc-
ture and looked like superposition of several sextip-
lets of corresponding iron atoms, situated in nonequi-
valent position, stipulated by different nearest sur-
roundings.

There were discovered ^with the exertion of so-
lid solution of AI and Fe) intermetallide phases
Fe-Al and FeAl, it being known that amount of phase
Fe^Al decreased while that of phase Fekl increased
with the giowth of aluminium concentration in alloys.
Received data were proved correct by methods of mag-
netic and roentgenostructural diffractometering ana-
lysis. After prolonged high-temperature oxidation
the following features in Mossbaur spectra of stua^ec
alloys were discovered. In alloy spectra with 14,37 -
- 17,4 mass % Al there appeared sextiples to which
maximum Seemann splitting corresponded (Heff.= 330 x
+ 0,5 ke) and isomeric shift 8= 0,31 + 0,05 mm/s
corresponded too£-Fe. In samples speciira with greater
amount of Al, lines o£-Fe were not found out. Investi-
gation of oxide film showed that in alloys with low
amount of aluminium, scale is inriched with iron oxi-
des FeO and Fe^O,, and this promoted high rate of
oxidation of thes'e alloys.

It was showed that the main feature of high-tem-
perature oxidation mechanism of Fe-Al alloys is the
formation of microvolumes of«/-Fe, connected coherent-
ly with crystal grate a£- of solio. solution of alumi-
nium in iron.
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J .'' M0SS3AUER STUDIES 01 FINE IRON PARTICLES DISPER-
SED IN LIQUID-METAL MATRIX

V.Ya.Prokhorenko, St.I.Chomyn, M.N.Shipko, I .S .Shish ,
A.K.Borisjuk
Polytechnikal Institut, Lviv, USSR

Mossbauer effect study were realized for fine
iron particles on the Fe37 nuclei. These particles
were dispersed in eutectic low temperature liquid me»
tals melt on gallium and tin based. The dispersion
system was endured a long time at the room temperatu-
re. The quantity of dispersed Fe particles did not
exceed 6 wt JS. Mossbauer spectra were registraited at
the T = 295 K in conditions of liquid matrix.

Mossbauer spectra of dispersion system were the
over laying of three sextiplets which consist of
three Fe contained chemical compounds in process of
the interaction of Fe particles with liquid matrix
and also a line of weak intensity difficult to iden-
tify. At the methods sensitivity level there is no
appearence of lines are in accordance with pure Fe.

All Mossbauer parameters were received for every
sextiplet. Mossbauer study results were confirmed by
X-ray phase analysis data.
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Compound Formation in Ni/In Thin Film Couples

R. Platzer, R. Fink, G. Krausch, B. Luckscheiter, J. Voigt, R. Wesche,
U. Wohrmann, X. L. Ding and G. Schatz,

Fakultat fur Physik, Universita't Konstanz, 7750 Konstanz, FRG

Interdiffusion and formation of intermetallic compounds in Ni/In thin film
couples can be studied using the perturbed TT angular correlation (PAC)
method, which has already been applied for the systems Cu-Ag-Au/In [1] and
Sbln [2]. The occurence of Ni/In compounds is characterized by unique
electric field gradients measured at m I n probe nuclei (Fig. 1). Identification of
the different compounds was done by preparing bulk samples with well
defined Ni/In stoichiometry and comparing PAC and x-ray data.

a)

b)
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Figl: PAC spectra and corresponding Fourier transforms for the thin film
compounds M ^ / n ^ (a) and Nijnj (b). There are two fractions for one
compound according to two different lattice sites for In.

The experiment was performed by subjecting a Ni-In thin film couple with an
atomic ratio Ni/In of 2:1 to an isochronal annealing program. With increasing
annealing temperature phases with increasing nickel content (Ni10In27, Ni2ln3,
Niln, Ni3ln) are formed. The phase diagram is thus run through from the In
rich end to the Ni rich end.

[1] W. Keppner, R. Wesche,T. Has, J. Voigt, and G. Schatz
Thin Solid Films 143 (1986) 201

[2] R. Wesche, W. Keppner, T. Mas, R. Platzer, J. Voigt and G. Schatz,
Hyperfine Interactions M. (1987) 573
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Monolayer - resolved Magnetic and Electric Hyperfine Fields

at Ni(lll) Surfaces

/. Voigt, R Fink, G. Krausch, B. Luckscheiter, R Planer, R Wesche,
U. Wohrmann, X. L. Ding and G. Senate,

Fakultdt fur Physik, Universitdt Konstanz, 7750 Konstanz, FRG

Hyperfine techniques have been shown to be a powerful tool to study surface
phenomena on a microscopic scale with atomic and monolayer resolution,
respectivly [1], [2].
For the first time the magnetic hyperfine fields (B^) and the electric field
gradient (EFG) of single crystal Ni(lll) surfaces have been investigated with
the pertubed -r-r angular correlation (PAC) method. Measurements were done
in a temperature range of 80 K to 750 K (Tc(bulk)=630K) using isolated
radioactive m I n probe atoms with a concentration of 10"* monolayer.
Depending on the depth of the probe atoms beneath the surface, monolayer
for monolayer different hyperfine fields can be observed. By at the surface is
weaker than in the bulk over the whole temperature range and is orientented
in the surface plane along 6 equivalent cristallographic directions; probe atoms
in the first monolayer experience an axial symmetric EFG pointing normal to
the surface. The Curie temperature T^ is the same as in bulk.
Impurities of Cl at the surface increases the size of the electric field gradient
and of B^.
In a second step 1.2(2) monolayer Cu was evaporated on the Ni(lll) surface
at 80 K to study the influence to the hyperfine fields. For probe atoms in the Ni
layer at the interface, By decreases to half the value, but T c is not affected.
Also a weak axialsymmetric interface EFG is detected. At temperatures of
550 K the In probe atoms jump into the Cu monolayer detecting now the
hyperfine fields at the Cu surface. The EFG is again axialsymmetric and nearly
of the same size as in the pure Cu(lll) system [3]. A magnetic field at the
probe atoms in the Cu film at 500 K is not observed.

References:
[1] T. KJas, R Fink, G. Krausch, R Platzer, I Voigt, R Wesche, G. Schatz,

Europhys. Lett. 7(1988) 151
[2] /. Korecki and U. Gradmann, Europhys. Lett. 2 (1986) 651
[3] T. Has, R Fink, G. Krausch, R Platzer, J. Voigt, R Wesche, G. Schatz,

Surface Science, in print
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Diffusion of Isolated Indium Atoms on Vicinal Silver Surfaces

R. Fink, G. Krausch, B. Luckscheiter, R Platzer, J. Voigt, R Wesche,
U. Wohrmann, X. L. Ding and G. Schatz,

Fakultat fur Physik, Universitdt Konstanz, 7750 Konstanz, FRG

The diffusion behaviour of indium atoms on various vicinal silver surfaces has
been investigated by the Perturbed nnr-Angular Correlation (PAC) technique.
The electric field gradient tensor, detected at l u C d nuclei, is a short-range
quantity, whose strength, symmetry and principal-axis orientation is strongly
dependent on the charge distribution in the microscopic vicinity of the probe
atom. Acting as a "fingerprint" of the probe site on the surface, it can be used
to study surface diffusion on an atomic scale.
The m I n probe atoms have been deposited on to Ag(100) and Ag(lll) vicinal
surfaces at 77 K. Subsequently, PAC time spectra have been taken within an
isochronal annealing procedure. Fig. 1 summarizes the results for 1 In on
Ag(100). Directly after deposition a fraction fA of probe atoms experiences a
weak, axial symmetric field gradient assigned to U1fci on adatomic terrace
sites. However, on annealing two step sites become populated successively
(fsl,fS2), the orientation of the respective field gradients being strongly
correlated to the step direction. Further annealing finally leads to the increase
of a fraction fQ of probe atoms, characterized by a unique, axial symmetric field
gradient, which is assigned to probe atoms on substitutional terrace sites. A
similar behaviour has been found for m I n on Ag(111).
From the conversion temperatures, activation energies for the different
diffusion steps are estimated.
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THE HPI ANISOTHOPY IN COBAM FILMS IMPLAMTED BY

PHOSPHOR IOHS

M.M. Kovalevsky, L.A- Rassvetalov, F.M. Smaznov

Polytechnical Institute, 173003, Novgorod, USSR

This report presents a method for measuring rms -

value (root mean square) of the inhomogenious NMR freq-

uency shifts caused by the HPI anisotropy. For this

purpose the dependence of the double pulse spin-echo

on parameters of a magnetic pulse introdused between

the driving pulses has been measured. It was found that

the magnetic pulse causes the random deviations of an

electronic magnetization in crystallites of a polycris-

talline sample regarding the local selected directions.

It turned out that in the presence of the HPI anisotro-

py there occur the random changes of local highfine

fields on the sample nuclei and the focusing process of

nuclear moments is destroyed in producing spin-echo

signal-

It should be mentioned that Hi- and- Li ferrite

samples of cobalt films and permalloy have been studed

using this method [i]. The new experimental data on the

second moments of the anisotropic HP field shifts in

cobalt films with phosphor implanied ions are given he-

re and comparison is made with the pure samples The

obtained experimental results are then discussed

References

[ i] L.A. Rassvetalov, A..B. Levytslcy,
Phys. tv. te la 23/12 C9S1) 3354
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STUDY Or INTERFACES IN THE MICROCRYSTALLINE Fe,Si ALLOY
BY MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

0. Schneeweiss, T. Zak and M. Svohoda
Institute of Physical Metallurgy, Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences, CS-616 62 Brno, Czechoslovakia

Interfaces in metals and alloys (e.g. grain bounda-
ries) influence substantially properties of polycrystals.
Their content in mlcrocrystalline and nanocrystalline
materials is so large that a corresponding component can
be observed in Mbssbauer spectrum |l|. It allows to
yield some information about the structure and magnetic
interactions of interfaces areas. ,-7

In the present paper the results derived from Fe
Mbssbauer spectra of fine powder particles (-̂ --lOAim) of
Fe3Si alloy, prepared by spark erosion or mechanical
milling, are discussed.

Two components were distinguished in the spectra of
as-prepared samples. The set of discrete six line pat-
terns was interpreted as the crystalline part with a
coherent lattice. The six line pattern with broad lines
similar to the spectra of amorphous materials was
assigned to the interfaces. The parameters of hyperfine
interactions (isomer shift, magnetic and quadrupole
splitting) depend on the content of components and
influence each other. The decrease of crystalline part
of particles is accompanied by changes of magnetic
i teractions. The content of interfacial component
decreases due to annealing at elevated temperatures and
disappears in the fully recrystallized powder particles.

References

!i| U. Herr, 3. Jing, R. Birringer, U. Gonser and
H. Gleiter, Appl. Phys. Lett. 22. (1987) 472



CALCULATIONS OF THE Cd EFG ON Cu AND Ag SURFACES

B.Lindgren

Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Uppsala, Box 530, S-7S121 Uppsala, Sweden.

The electric field gradient (EFG) on Cd atoms at various Cu and Ag surfaces

have been calculated using the DV molecular-cluster method l\l. As already

mentioned at last HFI conference 121 the EFG at an ad-atom site is an order of

magnitude smaller than at a substitutional (100) terrace site. New calculations

on the more densly packed (111) surface show that this EFG is still larger, in

agreement with experimental results by Schatz et al IZI. For the Cu(110)

surface an asymetric EFG is obtained with two large components having a

magnitude in agreement with measurements. However, the component in the plane

is slightly larger than the one perpendicular to the plane, opposite to the

experimental results. This might be an artifact of the finite cluster approach or

an indication of some anisotropic local lattice relaxation in this open surface

structure.

The EFG at Ag(100) and (111) surfaces are smaller than those at Cu

surfaces. They scale almost as the volume while experiments show a linear

scaling with the lattice constant.

Calculations for Cd at different step sites will also be presented.

References:

IM B.Lindgren, Phys.Rev.B34(1986)648.

121 B.Lindgren, Hyperf.lnter.34( 1987)217.

IZI G.Schatz et al.,Hyperf.lnter.34(1987)555; T.KIas et al., to appear in

Surface Science; private communications.
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MQSSBAUER STUDY OF DEFECTIVE GOETHITE

D.Broz1, S.I.Reiman2, B.Sedlak3

i Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Prague 6, Czechoslovakia
f Moscow State University, Moscow, USSR
Charles University, Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

An attempt to distinguish between the influence of point
defects and small particle size effects on Mossbauer spectra of
goethite (rf^-FeODH) has been made.

The series of seven samples was studied by conventional
transmission Mb'ssbauer spectroscopy in the temperature range
5 - 290 K. The series consists of five synthetic samples with
acicular crystallites of the size 10 - 300 nm and good crystal-
linity, the natural sample from Harz was taken as the standard
and the point defects influence was studied on the Harz sample
which was irradiated in reactor by the dose of neutrons
1.3 - 1.6xlO23 m-2.

It was found that the radiation damage caused the broad-
ening of the absorption lines, while the reduction of magnetic
hyperfine field Bef at 5 K was low and the shape of the tempe-
rature dependence of Bef was not changed, too. The Neel tempe-
rature was reduced by 6 K.

The linewidth of the 5 K Mossbauer spectra of the small
particle samples was similar as the linewidth of the natural
standard, but the temperature dependence of Bef was different.
The shape of the curve is fully explainable by the magnetic
excitation phenomenon /I/. The 8ef at 5 K rised with increasing
particle size.

From the reported data we conclude, that the magnetic
behaviour of goethite is especially influenced by the particle
size.

References
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B3-1 INV

îSR oTUDlUS OF LOCAL MAGNETIC ORDER AND MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS
IN Tc SYSTEMS BASED ON HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS

J.I.Budnick
University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268, USA

We will present results /I/ of muon spin rotation (pSR) studies
which were carried out down to millikelvin temperatures on systems
based on La2CuO4, Nd2CuO4 and YBa2Cu30gx. The results of studies of
magnetic order in the nonsuperconducting states, of these systems as
well as of the persistence of magnetic correlations into the super-
conducting state will be discussed. The local fields which are
observed below the superconducting transition temperature are
believed to arise from the presence of Cu electronic moments in the
superconducting state of these systems. The uSR results will be
compared to results obtained from neutron scattering and nuclear
magnetic resonance studies on these systems. The effects of selected
dopants upon magnetic ordering will also be discussed.

Supported in part by the State of Connecticut Department of
Higher Education.

References
/I/ The results presented arise from a cooperative research program

with the University of Konstanz.
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MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY IN HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS

I . Fe lne r , I . Nowik and E.R. Bauminger
Racah I n s t i t u t e of Physics, Hebrew Universi ty, Jerusalem, I s r a e l .

Mossbauer spectroscopy has been applied to study the new high
Tc superconducting compounds RBa2O.i30,, both through severa l ra re
e a r t h i o n s , mainly G d ^ 5 a n ( j £ u l 5 1 ? a n ( j through Fe^ 7 with
different amounts of Fe ions replacing Cu. I t was shovn that
magnetic moments on the rare earth site do not interfere with
superconductivity. Fe at low concentrations (<1%) was found to
replace Cu mainly in the Cu(l) s i te , and the Mossbauer spectra
reveal different quadrupole doublets - following the different
oxygen coordination around the Fe ion. The change of the relative
intensi t ies of the different doublets with z can easily be
followed. For higher iron concentrations, increasing amounts of
iron replace Cu in the Cu(2) s i t e . For z<6.5, the iron reflects
the magnetic ordering of Cu in this s i te , and the ordering
temperature as function of z can be obtained. The agreement
between neutron diffraction and Mossbauer measurements prove that
Fe is a good probe for the magnetic behaviour of the Cu(2) ions.

At low temperatures, Fe Mossbauer spectra of Fe in the Cu(l)
site are also magnetically broadened, for a l l z. The dependence
of the magnetic spectra on the amount of iron tends to indicate
that there is magnetic ordering of Fe in the Cu(l) si te even for
z=7, indicat ing that Cu(l) does not pa r t i c ipa te in the
superconducting process. I t might indicate also some iron
clustering in this site. For z=6, the ordering temperature of Fe
in the Cu(l) site is much higher (cu90 K) and seems to be due to
magnetic interaction with the magnetic Cu(2) site.

Superconducting-magnetic phase diagrams are also obtained in
Y^_xPrxBa2Cu30z as function of x and z. For z=7.1, Tfj changes
sharply with x. TN=300, 230 and 35 K for x=0.6, 0.4 and 0.2
respectively, whereas for z=6.1 Tfj changes very l i t t l e with y.
This shov/s that oxygen concentration alone cannot account for the
occurence or disappearance of the magnetic interactions in thr
Cu(2) s i t es .

Mossbauer measurements performed on 5 at % -"Fe doped in
CaLaBaCu30z show that most of the La occupy the Ba site. For z=7
about half the iron in the Cu(2) sites is magnetically ordered,
with Heff=520 kOe and TN=400 K, even though the sample is super-
conducting with Tc=35 K.

The possibility of coexistence between superconductivity and
magnetic order in these systems will be discussed.
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NMR AND NQR OF CU IN HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS

H. Liitgemeier

IFF der KFA Julich, Postfach 1913, D-5170 Julich, FRG

The nuclear resonance spectra of the two Cu iso-

topes in the high T superconductors are complicated

by the superposition of magnetic dipolar and electric

quadrupolar hyperfine interactions. By combining

zero-field spectra (quadrupole and nuclear antiferro-

magnetic resonance) and field-sweep spectra of

oriented powder samples or single crystals, the

different interactions in the system YBa2Cu,0 have

been analyzed for y=7 (superconducting) and y=6

(semiconducting antiferromagnetic). MSssbauer spectra

on BTFe-doped samples have confirmed these results

and have shown the separation of the electric field

gradient in lattice and ionic contributions [l]. For

y=6 two different magnetic structures have been found

depending on the presence of a small amount of ma-

gnetic impurity on the Cu(l) sites. In contrast to

results deduced from neutron scattering, no static

magnetic moments exist on the Cu(l) sites in both

structures.

In the Bi-based superconductors the Cu signals

have been observed by field-sweep and zero-field re-

sonance. A broad distribution of the quadrupole fre-

quencies is found indicating that the Cu sites are

nonequivalent in these compounds, most probably due

to stacking faults.

References

[l] R.A. Brand, Ch. Sauer, H. Lutgemeier, B. Rupp
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THEORY OF HIGB-I SUPERCONDUCTIVITYc
N.M.Plaklda
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
14-1980 Dubna, USSR

Recent experiments revealing unusual physical

properties of copper-oxide compounds are briefly re-

viewed and possible coupling mechanisms for hlgh-3?
c

superconductivity are discussed.

As a number of experiments show, the copper-oxide

superconductors can be considered as charge transfer

semiconductors with a gap A =£p- ij = 2*3 eV between

•nearly localized Cu3d states and 02p band in CuO2
planes. Upon doping, charge carriers with a low den-

sity appear predominantly in pc^c and in-plane ̂ d-f

symmetry bands. % taking into account strong intra-

atomic Coulomb correlations a general two—band model

proposed by V.J.Emery can be considered, that brings

about different types of magnetic interactions as

first pointed out by P.W.Anderson- Some results for a

simple one-band t-J model obtained by T.u.Rice et al.

and for the more general two-band Emery's model are

discussed.

There are also evidences for the electron-phonon

pairing mechanism (the oxygen isotope shift of T ,

strong renormalization of some optical phonon modes
below T etc ) . Therefore conventional electron-pho—c
nou modals with strong coupling are also of importance.

Anong them there are polaronlo models and bipolaron

superconductivity, the anharmonic model for unstable

phonon modes, etc. The role of electronic excitations

(charge transfer excitations, d-d excitations) is

also discussed).
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H.FFECT OP VACUUM ANNEALING ON OXYGEN BEHAVIOR
IN HIGH-T Ba Cu, Pe n n l-O, ~ SUPERCONDUCTOR

V.Sedykh, V. Degtyareva, V. Shekhtman, S.Nasu, P.E.Pujita
Institute of Solid State Physics, Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, Chernogol ovka, Moscow distr., 142432 USSR
Asaka University, Faculty of Engineering Science,
Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

The effect of vacuum isochronic annealing in tem-
perature interval 450-700 K on the oxygen behavior in

high-T YBa2Cu g5Pen 05°7- £ w a s s t u d i e d l T n e changes
of T and of the' latt ice parameters were investigated in
dependence on the vacuum annealing temperature. The fo-
llowing methods were used: M ossbauer spectroscopy, X—
ray diffraction, a. c. susceptibility and chemical analisys
of oxygen content. All measurements were performed at
room t emp e rat ure.

It has been shown that there is nonmonotopic chara-
cter of oxygen removing and rearrangement in dependence
on annealing temperature.

On the base of the obtained results the analisys of
dynamics of changes in the orthorhombic phase with anne-
aling temperature was carried out. The attempt of the de-
termination of the geometrical oxygen configuration aro-
und Pe atoms was undertaken.
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TRANSVERSAL FIELD jiSR-MEASUREMENTS OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
THE HIGH-T CERAMIC Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0

c

V.G.Grebinnik, V. N.Duginov, V. A.Zhukov, S.Kapusta, A.B.Lazarev,
V.G.Olshevsky, V.Yu.Pomjakushin, S.N.Shilov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
I. I. Gurevich, B.F.Kirillov, B. A.Nlkolsky, A.V.Pirogov

A. N. Ponomarev, V. A. Suetin
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

S.Safrata, J.Sebek
Physical Institute of Czechoslovak Academy of Science, Prague

J.Burianek, V.Valvoda
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,Charles University, Prague

The results of fiSR investigations of the ceramic sample
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (the 80 K.-phase 2212 with -10K admixture of the
HOK-phase 2223) in the temperature region 8-270 K and the
external magnetic fields 0-800 Oe directed transversely to the
initial muon polarisation are given. The measurements were
performed after cooling the sample in the zero external field
down to the needed temperature with the subsequent field
switching and by means of the gradual cooling in the non-zero
magnetic field. The values of the magnetic field penetration
depth were obtained for different temperatures. The temperature
dependence of the penetration depth is in good agreement with the

known formula A(T)=MO)/(1-(T/T ) 4) 1 / 2. Taking into consideration

the anisotropy effect leads to the penetration depth value
perpendicular to the basal plane A (0)=200Q A for 80 K-phase.
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ANTIFERROMAGNETISM AND SPIN-GLASS-LIKE BEHAVIOUR IN CERAMICS
La 2 xSr xCuO 4 STUDIED BY (iSR

V.G.Grebinnik, V.N.Duginov, V.A.Zhukov, S.Kapusta, A.B.Lazarev,
V.G.Olshevsky, V. Yu. Pomjakushin, S.N.Shilov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
I. I.Gurevich, B. F. Kirillov, B. A. Mikolsky, A. V. Pirogov,

A.N.Ponomarev, V.A.Suetin
I. V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow,USSR

I.P.Borovinskaya, M.D.Nersesyan, A. G. Peresada
Institute of the Structural Macrokinetics AN USSR, Chernogolovka

Yu.F.Eltzev, V.R.Karasik, O.E.Omelyanovsky
Physical Institute AN USSR .Moskow

The ceramic samples La Sr CuO (x=0, 0. 01,0.05,0.07) have

been investigated in the zero external magnetic field and in the
field -100 Oe transverse to the initial muon spin polarisation in
the temperature range ~5-270 K. The zero field experiments
confirm the existence of the antiferromagnetic order in the
samples with the Sr content x=0 and 0.01 at the temperatures
lower than 250 K and 170 K respectively. The precession frequency
of the muon magnetic moment at low temperatures slightly depends
on Sr content and corresponds to the magnetic field ~320-400 G.
The width of the measured magnetic field distribution was three
times greater for the sample with x=0.01 comparing with the case
x=0. This fact can be interpreted as increasing deviations of Cu
atomic magnetic moments from the axis of the antiferromagnetic
ordering.

In the sample with x=0.05 the slowing down of the local
magnetic field fluctuations is revealed for temperatures lower
than 9 K, however, a transition to the magnetic ordering state
was not observed down to the temperature 4.2 K. For the Sr
content x=0.07 the data allow the existence of the spin-glass
state to be assumed for temperatures lower than 13 K with the
mean square value of the magnetic field on the tnuon ~200 G.
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F!.: T','MION OF RAKE-EARTH ATOM MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN
SUPER I'MP'JCTING CERAMICS (Ho, Er)-Ba-Cu-0 STUDIED BY (iSR

V. G. Grebinnik, V.N.Duginov, V.A.Zhukov, S.Kapusta, A.B.Lazarev,
V.G.Olshevsky, V. Yu. Pomjakushin, S.N.Shilov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
D. T. Bezhitadze, I. I.Gurevich, B. F.Kirillov, E. P.Krasnoperov,

B. A. Nikolsky, A.V.Pirogov, A. N. Ponomarev, V.A.Suetin, G.F.Tavadze
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow,USSR

It is known that the muon spin relaxation rate is to a great
extent influenced by large electronic magnetic moments of the
investigated substance. We have studied the fluctuation of
magnetic moments of Er and Ho atoms in the ceramic samples
HoBa_CuJD_ . and ErBa_Cun0^ .. The measurements were performed in

the zero magnetic field. The sharp increase in the muon spin
relaxation rate was revealed for the Ho-Ba-Cu-0 sample (T ~93 K)

at the temperatures lower than 20 K. This fact can be explained
by taking into account the slowing down of the holmium magnetic
moment fluctuation. In the Er-Ba-Cu-0 sample (T ~93 K) the muon

spin relaxation rate didn't change appreciably its value by
lowering the temperature from 120 K. down to 4.6 K. The possible
explanations of such a difference in the temperature dependences
of the relaxation rates are discussed.
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PENETRATION DEPTH AND PINNING EFFECTS IN HIGH-T

SUPERCONDUCTORS La-Sr-Cu-0 AND (Er.Ho)-Ba-Cu-O STUDIED BY iiSR

V.G.Grebinnik, V.N.Duginov, V.A.Zhukov, S.Kapusta, A.B. Lazarev,
V.G.Olshevsky, V. Yu.Pomjakushin, S.N.Shilov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
D.T. Bezhitadze, I. I.Gurevich, B.F.Kirillov, E.P.Krasnoperov,

B. A.Nikolsky, A. V. Pirogov, A. N. Ponomarev, V. A. Suetin, G. F.Tavadze
I. V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow,USSR

I.P.Borovinskaya, M.D.Nersesyan. A.G.Peresada
Institute of the Structural Macrokinetics AN USSR, Chernogolovka

Yu.F.Eltzev, V.R.Karasik, 0. E. Omelyanovsky
Physical Institute AN USSR .Moskow

We report the results of /iSR investigations of the ceramic
samples La2_ Sr

 C u 0
4_ 5 (x=0.1.0.15,0.25) and (Er,Ho)Ba_Cu 0__g in

the external magnetic field 0-800 Oe transverse to the initial
muon spin pdlarisation. The measurements were performed by the
ZFC and FC methods. The irreversible behaviour of the
magnetization determined by the average internal magnetic field

2 1/2
<B > on the implanted muons and the dispersion <AB > of the

internal magnetic field revealed large pinning forces in these
materials. The hysteresis effects in the dependence of <B > and

2 1/2 ^
<flB > values on the external magnetic field were studied at
different temperatures. From the field cooling measurements
performed for two values of the external magnetic field the
temperature dependences of the magnetic penetration depth were
obtained. After the correction for the anisotropy effect the
values of penetration depth perpendicular to the basal plane
A were determined. For the lantanum sample with 0.15 of Sr its

value at the zero temperature is X (0)=2400 A, for Er-Ba-Cu-0

\ (0)=1600 A.
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THE ROLE OF YiBaCuOn IN PAC-EXPERIMENTS ON YBa»CusOr*>

M. Uhrmacher and A. Bartos
II. Fhysikalisches Institut, Universitat Gottingen
D-3400 Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany

The PAC-method was used to study the "green
phase" of the superconductor YBaCuO. For that purpose
uiln w a s implanted with an energy of 400 keV with our
heavy ion implanter IONAS into sintered bulk samples
of YsBaCuOa ("211-phase") of approximatively 3 mm
thickness. Two interesting questions can be attacked:

a) The Cu-atoms in the 211-material are coordina-
ted by five oxygen atoms (see fig.), quite similarly
to the Cu2-site in YBazCuaCh. In fact, point charge
model calculations expect only a larger asymmetry
parameter (n(211)~0.4) due to one tilted oxygen-bond,
but identical EFGs. Up to now this EFG for »»*Cd at
the Cu2-site is not yet identified. In addition
smaller EFGs are expected for the Y- and Ba-sites.

b) YBa2CusO7 starts to decompose irreversibly to
Y2BaCuOa at temperatures around 700'C. Many PAC ex-
periments diffuse the probe atom at much higher
temperatures into the samples. * The lower PAC-frequen-
cies, observed in these experiments are similar to
those found in the 211-phase (see fig.) and have to be
attributed eventually to the 211-phase, which had
precipitated in these samples.

o.o 0.5
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THE EFG OF *•*•»Cd in YaCu*Oa

A. Bartos and M. Uhrmacher *'
II. Physikalisches Institut, Universitit Gottingen
D-3400 Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany

The perturbed angular correlation (PAC) method
was applied to study the high Tc superconductor
YBa«CU3O7, its constituent materials [1] and further-
more its dissociation- or desintegration products to
identify the probe location within the diversity of
different possible microsurroundings.

Implantation of ' " l a with an energy of 400 keV
into pressed powder samples of Y2CU2O3 yields after
annealing of the radiation damage the same PAC-
parameters, which were assigned to ' " I n at the Cul-
site in the orthorhombic YBa2Cu3Ch structure [1]. The
figure shows the perturbation functions and the
corresponding Fourier spectra. Y2CU2O3 belongs to a
series of compounds which also include ItoCuzOs.
Therefore the different possible sites for m i n in
YzCuzOs have to be discussed. The PAC-spectra hint to
a partial dissociation into Y2O3 and CuO at elevated
temperatures. Consequences for the oxygen coordination
of 111 In at the Cul-site in YBazCusO? are discussed.

000

0 100 200 300

TIME Insl

0 500 10O0

FREQUENCY 1MHz!

[1] M. Uhrmacher, A.Bartos, K. Winzer,
E-MRS Strasbourg 88, Journ. Less Comm. Hat. (89)
in press.

*'BMFT-contract: FKZ 13 N 54930
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MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH-TP SUPERCONDUCTORS

I.S.Lyubutin

institute of crystallography, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

The data on investigation of high-T_ superconductors by
c

the Mossbauer spectroscopy is reviewed and analyzed. The results

of measurements both at the nuclei of matrix atoms (rare earth

elements) and the impurity atoms ( Fe, Co, Sn) are

considered. The main attention is given to the following problems:

- The electronic state of rare earth and impurity atoms in

the normal and superconducting phases of Y(RE)-Ba-cu-0.

The temperature dependence of gamma - resonance spectra

parameters and their anomalies in the T range.
c

The localization of the impurity atoms in the crystal

lattice of a superconductor and the influence of the impurity on

the properties of superconductors.

- The suppression of T by the paramagnetic impurity.
C

The orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition in the

1-2-3 superconductors induced by impurity.

The magnetic ordering of Fe atoms in the copper

sublattice of the superconductors and the effect of coexistence of

magnetism and superconductivity in the 1-2-3 phase.

The magnetic state of Fe atoms in the superconducting

and normal phases.
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FIELD GRADIENTS IN YBA 2 CU 3 O X

J v- . V'.t.Tereieu, r. V. Dmi trieva., V. P. Gor* tou*

i:v;t: r.uce or crystallography, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Mu--./,». sta; ••• University, Moscow, USSR

The electric field gradient (EFG) and the asymmetry
parameter (n) values have been calculated for all the cationic
sites of orthorhombic and tetragonal TBa.Cu.o . The lattice
sums were calculated for all the atoms inside a 48 A sphere
with a point - charge model. The absolute values, signs and
directions of the lattice V z z have been established.

The ionic charges used for the initial calculations
were : Y +, Ba +, Cu +and O ~. Then several cases were
considered:

The oxygen vacancies around the Cul site are ordered
in five different configurations;

- The charges of copper ions are (Cul)3+(Cu2)2+ in the
1+ 2 +orthorhombic phase and (cul) (cu2) in the tetragonal phase;

- An electron hole is distributed in different ways over
the oxygen and copper ions.

The following results have been obtained from the
calculations:

1. In orthorhomblc and tetragonal YBa.Cu.,0 the absolute
value of the lattice EFG at the Cul sites is approximately
twice as large as at the Cu2 sites;

2. The lattice EFG at Cul and Cu2 have different
directions in the orthorhombic phase and different signs in
the tetragonal phase;

3. At the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition
the EFG sign and the direction of the main axis change at cul
and Ba sites;

4. The yttrium site is very sensitive to the Cul charge,
while the EFG parameters for the Ba site do not "feel" the
charge variations.

A comparison of experimental and calculated EFG
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FORMATION OF THE 1:3:3 STRUCTURE IN Y-Ba-CuCFeD-O

SYSTEM STUDIED BY MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

P. Valleo, M. M i g l i e r i n i , A. Gruslcovi , J. S i t e k ,

M. Hucl

Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology, Slovak

Technical Un ive r s i t y , Mlynska do l ina , 813 19

B r a t i s l a v a . Czechoslovakia

3 Department of Theore t i ca l and Experimental

Elektroengineering, Slovak Technical University,

Mlynska dolina, 812 19 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

The investigated samples were prepared by the wet

method from Y, Ba, Cu ni trades. For the purpose of

Mossbauer effect measurements they were dopped by S

at.JS of natural Fe in the form FeCNOgDg. This solution

was dried at 7O"C and resulted in a gray-green powder.

Mossbauer spektroscopy is a very sensitive probe for

the investigation of varrious close-contact

surroudings of the resonant atoms. Because there

exist two different positions in which Cu atoms

Cpartially replaced in this case by Fe3 occure in the

1:2"-3-structure, the latter method can be successfully

applied. Mossbauer spectra of Fe situated in this

regions consist of two dublets with different

quadrupole splittings.

Creation of the 1:2:3—structure in system

Ŷ BagCUg 05^*0 <g° w a s followed in a temperature range

from 7O°C to 9S0°C during different annealing times.

The desired structure was revealed to start i t s

formation at QSO°C after several minutes of the

annealing time. The latter i s very short in comparison

with the creation time achieved from a standart oxide

method.
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CALCULATION OF EFGs IN HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS

C. Ambrosch-Draxl, P.Blaha and K.. Schwarz
Technische Universitat Wien, A-1OBO Vienna, Austria

The electronic structure of solids is usually well
described by conventional energy band structure calculations
based on the local density approximation (LDA). In the new class
of materials showing high Tc superconductivity the validity of
the LDA (and the band-picture) is presently questioned. In a
comparison between LDA calculations and experiments one must not
forget, that density functional theory in principle describes
only ground state properties, while most experiments
(spectroscopies) probe exited states. The electric field
gradient (EFG) can be derived directly from the electron density
and is therefore a ground state property. A comparison between
experimental and theoretical EFGs is thus an excellent test of
the validity of the LDA and can also help to clarify the
interpretation of the experimental results, which are not
unambiguous.

We have performed full potential linearized augmented plane
wave calculations for YBa2Cu307-x compounds with various oxygen
content and obtained the EFGs at the Cu nuclei without further
approximations. Good agreement with experiment for the EFGs and
asymmetry parameters rj at the Cu(l) site in both, the
superconducting YBazCu307 and the semiconducting YBa2Cu306
compound is found. The agreement for the Cu(2) site is not that
perfect. While i) is in good agreement, the theoretical EFGs are
only half of the experimental values.

At first one could take this result as an indication of a
serious breakdown of the LDA. However, we have analyzed the
different contributions to the EFG and found that ga
redistribution of only 0.07 d electrons from (x -y ) into (z )
symmetry would already yield an EFG in perfect agreement with
experiment. Thus the LDA does not perfectly describe the high Tc
materials, but still provides a very good starting point for any
discussion on the electronic structure in these compounds.
Nowadays several many body models are discussed, where the Cu
atoms possess distinct valences and integer occupation numbers
of the localized Cu 3d electrons. Such models may not be able to
explain the EFG at the Cu sites, since one missing d electron of
(x -y ) symmetry produces an EFG which is almost 5 times the
observed experimental value.
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i ., ; F Hb:\:AGNETIC PROPERTIES OF ErBa2Cu30B

•u'.Q Ö.53)

.-i. .Veber-, P. Birrer", F.N. Gygax", B. Hitti", E. Lippelt*, H. Maletta+
and A. Schenck"
" Institut für Mittelenergiephysik der ETHZ, CH-5232 Villigen, PSI,

Switzerland
+ Institut für Festkörperforschung, KFA Jülich, D-5170 Jülich, Germany

Four ErBajCu3O, powder samples with different well denned oxygen
contents x have been investigated by means of /xSR. Transverse field mea-
surements (50 G, 300 G and 3000 G) »s well as zero field measurements have
been performed covering a temperature .range from 50 mK to 300 K.

The zero field measurements reveal the magnetic ordering of both the
Cu and the Er moments. An increase of the /tSR frequency in the sam-
ple with x=6.34 below about 10 K reflects the interference of the Cu spin
order with the precursor of an antiferromagnetic ordering of the Er mo-
ments. Zero and low field measurements show coexistence of superconduct-
ing regions (Tc«30 K) and regions with antiferromagnetically ordered Cu
moments (Tjyssô K) within the same sample (x=6.40). The high field data
(3 kG) indicate that the Er moments contribute strongly to the local mag-
netic susceptibility at the muon's site.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE 90 K SUPERCONDUCTOR
HoBa2Cu307

A. Schenck", P. Birrer*, F.N. Gygax', B. Hitti", H.R. Ott+ and M. Weber'
' Institut fur Mittelenergiephysik der ETHZ, CH-5232 Villigen, PSI,

Switzerland
+ Laboiatorium fur Festkorperphysik, ETH-Honggerberg, CH-8093 Zurich,

Switzerland

Zero and transverse field /iSR measurements have been used to st-dy
the singlet ground state Ho-ion related magnetism in the high temperature
superconducting compound HoBajCu3OT-« (Te=90 K). Antiferromagnetic
order is seen to develop below 5 K in a spatially inhomogeneous fashion.
On increasing the temperature, at around 100 mK, the Ho moments change
their orientation from parallel to the c-axis to parallel to the a-axis. Above
5 K up to at least 50 K some kind of incoherent, perhaps 2 D order of very
short range, or spinglas order can be seen. Transverse field measurements
at 0.3 T show a threefold split /iSR-signal, which points to the presence of
huge contact hyperfine fields at the /.i+. This implies the presence of con-
siderable exchange interactions between the electrons at the p+ sites and
the Ho moments which interaction must proceed across the superconducting
CuOj-planes.
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Eu-RELATED MAGNETIC PROPERTIES IN SUPERCONDUCTING AND
NORMALCONDUCTING CHEVREL PHASES

P. Birrer+, D. Cattani", J. Cors", M. Decroux", 0 . Fischer", F.N. Gygax+,
B. Hitti \ E. Lippelt+, A. Schenck+ and M. Weber+
+ Institut für Mittelenergiephysik der ETHZ, CH-5232 Villigen PSI
* Département de Physique de la Matière Condensée, Université de

Genève. CH1211 Genève 4

Detailed longitudinal field /i+SR studies have been performed for the su-
perconducting Chevrel compound Euo.75Sno.a6MogS7.aSeo 4 as well as for
the normalconducting EuMoaSy.sSeo.a. The measurements covered the field
range from 0 to 3 T at different temperatures between 40 mK and 1.3 K. The
normalconducting sample showed a spinglass-lifce behaviour below 600 mK,
but no evidence for a transition into a long-range magnetically ordered
phase could be detected down to 40 mK. The sample with magnetic field
induced superconductivity (MFIS) shows very peculiar temperature and
field dependences of the spin-lattice relaxation rate which is distinctly dif-
ferent from the normalconducting compound.
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LOCAL PROBE (170Yb3+) MEASUREMENTS OF
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN YBa2CUj07.x

J.A. Hodges, P. Bonville
DPHG/SPSRM, Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay,
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

The interaction between applied magnetic
fields and the superconducting lattice of the high Tc
compounds is of current interest. By measuring the
magnetic response of Yb3* ions diluted into
YBa2 Cu3 07. x , we probe the field present at a particu-
lar lattice site inside the superconducting sample.
Any polarisation of the Yb3* 4f shell produced by the
magnetic field reaching the Yb site modifies the
hyperfine interaction at the nucleus and this is
measured by 170Yb Mossbauer spectroscopy.

Typical doping levels are 3% (Yb/Y) and
measurements were made before, during and after the
application of a magnetic field. The measurements
obtained before applying the field provide the crys-
tal field properties of the isolated Yb3* ions: the
ground state is a well isolated doublet, very close
to a F7 state, and shows only a small anisotropy. At
4.2K the Yb3'1' paramagnetic relaxation rate is below
the range which can be measured by Mossbauer spec-
troscopy. From the measurements made during and after
the application of the magnetic field we compare the
external field and the field actually experienced by
the Yb3* inside the superconducting sample. This
provides microscopic scale information concerning
field penetration and flux trapping. Measurements
have also been made on a tetragonal non-superconduc-
ting sample. The ground state Yb3* doublet is the
same as in the superconducting sample. The Yb3* now
experience a molecular field of 1.7 kG attributed to
couplings with the ordered moments of the Cu sublat-
tice(s). If the Cu2 sublattice had the simple anti-
ferromagnetic structure proposed following neutron
diffraction studies1 then this would not produce a
net molecular field at the Yb3* site.

1. J.M. Tranquada et al., Phys.Rev.Lett.60 (1988)156.
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MAGNETIC PO" 'RISATION .'F i b 3 * BY Cu2 * IN Ybz BaCuO5

.">.;•.. Hodges, J.P. Sanc'iea*

DPhG/SPSRM, Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay,
91191 Gif sur Yvette, France
•Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, IN2P3,
67 037 Strasbourg, France

17 ° Yb Mossbauer spectrocopy and magnetic
susceptibility measurements have been used to study
the properties of Yb3 * in Yb2 BaCuO5 , This compound
which is green and non-conducting, is generally
present as an impurity phase in samples of the high
Tc superconductor YbBa2 Cu3 O7.x. The quadrupole and
magnetic hyperfine parameters of the Yb3* ground
doublet at the two sites have been obtained. For each
site the Yb3* magnetic polarisation is due uniquely
to exchange coupling with the ordered Cu2* sublattice
(TN = 35K). The saturated Yb3* magnetic moments are
2.2M.B (site 1) and l.lnB (site 2). The exchange field
acting on the Yb3* ions at site 2 is nearly twice
that at site 1.
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THli CHARGE OF.Ffc.CT CONCENTRATION IN La2Cu04+y AND
LarxSrxCuO4 OBSERVED VIA THE ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE
INTERACTION OF " "In DOPED SAMPLES.*

J. Saylor, A. Teh, and C. Hohenemser
Physics Department, Clark University, Worcester, MA 01610

M. Filipkowski and J. I. Budnick
Department of Physics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268

Perturbed angular correlation (PAC) studies of n i I n doped La2CuO,4+y
in its insulating phase exhibit a combined magnetic dipole-clectric quadrupole
interaction which can be attributed to1 J 'In substituting in the La site. Analysis
of the spectra yields a magnetic hyperfine field and an electric field gradient
asymmetry which follow the expected temperature dependence of the local
magnetization and orthorhombic distortion, respectively. The lack of detectable
line broadening indicates that the TN = 317(3) K sample is free of charge defects
[1]. This result establishes the zero point in the La2CuO4+y phase diagram to a
accuracy equivalent to the best chemical analysis [2-3]. In the present work we
explore the inhomogeneous broadening of m I n PAC signals for Sr doped
samples of the form La2_xSrxCuO4,

 w i * 0.01 < x < 0.03. Assuming that Sr
doping leads to line broadening comparable to that of oxygen defects, this
provides a calibration for the concentration of oxygen defects that is entirely
independent of standard methods of chemical analysis.

* Research supported in part by NSF grant DMR 87-23033
[1] J. Saylor et al. Phys. Rev. B (submitted).
[2] D. C. Johnston et al., Physica C 153-155, 572 (1988).
[3] J. D. Jorgenson et al., Phys. Rev. B 38,11337 (1988).
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STUDY OF HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN YBaoCu.,0 BY PAC
i. J i — x

Zhu Shengyun,Zhang Shennan, Huang Hanchen,Li An] i,

Du Hongshan,Din Honglin and Li Donghong

Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O.Box 275, Beijing, China

High Tc superconductivity in the YBa_Cu.O superconductor has

been investigated through the quadrupole interaction of the probe
99 99

nuclei Mo- Tc. The quadrupole interactions in the YBaCuO were

measured by the PAC method at 78, 90, 95 and 293 K. The specimens

were prepared by a standard ceramic sintering procedure. The probe

nuclei were introduced into the specimen by diffusion which was

carried out at 825 K in flowing oxygen atmosphere for 5 hours. The

dc-resistivity measurements before and after diffusion all show that

Tc=90 k andiT=2 K. The PAC measurements were performed by using a
99 99

BaF detector PAC spectrometer. The Mo- Tc diffused specimen was

attached to a cold tip of Joule-Thomson refrigirator. The electric

quadrupole interaction parameters derived from the fitting of the

spin rotation spectra measured demonstrate that the probe nuclei
99 99

Mo- Tc were subject to an uniqe EFG interaction and occupied the

one substitutional lattice site in the YBaCuO superconductor. The

quadrupole interaction frequencies and asymmetry parameters were

found to be constant within the experimental error at 78, 95 and

293 K. An anomaly of the quadrupole interaction frequency and

asymmetry parameter was observed at 90 K. The present measurements

are consistent with the positron annihilation measurement which

found an anomaly of the positron annihilation parameters in the

temperature region of superconducting transition . The roles of

the Cu-0 chain and Cu-0 plane in high Tc superconductivity will

be discussed in terms of the obtained results.

References

(1) Li Anli, Zhu Shengyun et al, to be published in Appl.Phys.Lett.
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THEORY OF 63Cu and 17O NUCLEAR QOADROPOLE INTERACTIONS
IN COPPER OXIDE HIGH Tc SYSTEMS

Sigrid Markert, N. Sahoo and T.P. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.
K. Nagamine
Meson S c i e n c e L a b o r a t o r y , F a c u l t y of S c i e n c e ,
U n i v e r s i t y of Tokyo, 7 - 3 - 1 Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo,
Ja pan

We have r a t t l e d o u t H a r t r e e - F o c k C l u s t e r
I n v e s t i g a t i o n s on the sys t em YBa2Cu3O7 t o i m d i r s t a n d
the o r i g i n of Cho o b s e r v e d p l a n e •'.nd cha i " . °-Cu n u c l e i
and ' n u c l e i . For the Cu n u c l e a r q u a d r u o o l e
1 nt;e car. c l a n s , we have used a r e l a t i v e l y l a r - e c l u s t e r
C»3 01 2 to I n c l u d e b o t h t y p e s of Cu in one s i r j l e
c l u s t e r . S m a l l e r c l u s t e r s c e n t e r e d a b o u t the Lwo tyr.es
of c o p p e r were = l s o used to t e s t rhe c o n v e r g e n c e u.-lt"r
r e s p e c t t o c l u s t e r s i z e . Our r e s u l t s show t h a t t h e r e
i e s i g n i f i c a n t c o v a l e n t bond ing be tween t h e coppe r
a toms and t h e i r oxygen n e i g h b o r s and e v i d e n c e for
c o p p e r I o n s w i t h f o r m a l c h a r g e s +1 and +2 and oxygen
i o n s w i t h f o r m a l c h a r g e s - 1 and - 2 b u t no Cu . The
c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e s of (e 2 qQ and ^ ) fo r 5 3 C u a t the
p l a n e and c h a i n s i t e s a r e (98 MHz, 0 . 0 3 ) and (60 MHz,
0 . 3 3 ) c o m p a r i n g q u i t e w e l l w i t h the e x p e r i m e n t a l v a l u e s
[1] of < [ 6 2 . 9 | MHz, 0 . 0 2 ) and ( | 3 8 . 4 | MHz. 1 .0)
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e s f o r 0 which are
the n e i g h b o r s 0 ( 1 ) and 0 ( 2 ) of the c h a i n and plane
copper atoms are ( - 1 0 . 2 MHz, 0 . 1 9 ) and ( - 6 . 6 MHz, 0 . 2 3 )
In r e a s o n a b l y good agreement wi th the e x p e r i m e n t a l
v a l u e s [2 ] of ( | 7 . 7 | MHz, 0) and ( | 5 -61 MHz, 0 - 0 . 2 )
r e s p e c t i v e l y .

R e f e r e n c e s

[1] M. Mall e t a l . , P h y s . L e t t . AljU ( 1 9 8 7 ) 112;
C.H. Pennlngton e t a l . , B_37 (1988) 7 9 4 4 ; R.E.
W a l s t e d t e t a l . , P h y s . Rev. K3£ ( 1 9 8 8 ) 9303

[2] C. C o r e s t o p o u l o u s e t a l . , Phys . Rev. V32 ( 1 9 8 9 >
781
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M3SSBADER STUDY OF THE HIGH - To FHASE IN
SUPERCONDUCTING Bi-Fb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O CERAMICS

I.K. Kamilov, H.I. Chalabov, V.V. Mamedov, B.M. Ataev,
Sh,O. Shahshaev
Institute of Physics, Daghestan Branch of Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, Makhachkala, 367003, USSR

The tCssbauer study of the high - Tc superconducting cera-
mics Bii.a4Pbo.32Sr2Ca2Cu3-xeTFen<V performed for the first time.

The starting mixture of oxydes was prepared by pyrolysis of
citrate complexes from evaporated solution. The powder produced
by such a technique is ultraf ine and ganogeneous at the atomic
level. The subsequent heat treatment Included a long sintering
(during several days) and axygene annealing. The optimum sinte-
ring temperatures of pure and doped ceramics were different.
For x=0 superconducting transition observed with Tc = 105 K,
for x=0.05 Tc decreased down to 90 K. For the samples with
x=0.1,0.3 the superconducting transition was shifted to lower
temperatures.

X-ray measurements of doped ceramics snowed the pseudoor-
thorombic (for x=0.05) - tetragonal (x=0.3) structure transi-
tion. The unit cell parameter c was 38.01, 37.88 and 36.83 for
x=0.05, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively.

The room-temperature MBssbauer spectra were follows:
(1) for x=0.05 the spectrum it represent the superposition of
two symnetrical doublets. The doublet with IS=0.502 mm/s(rel.Na+),
05=1.13 DIQ/S and halfwidth 0.37 mm/a represent approximately 90%
of the spectral area. The second doublet parameters are
IS=0.525 mm/s and 06=1.79 mm/s.
(2) for the futher substitution of Cu iona by Fe ions an inten-
sity of the second doublet increases ( 20% for x=0.1 and > 25%
for x=0.3). Besides for x=0.3 there is about 10% of Fe ions
with IS=0.52 mo/3 and 06=0.69 mm/s.

Vfe suppose that the first doublet should be assigned to Fe
ions in Cu sites of the high-Tc phase. That is confirmed by
MJssbauer study on B7Fe nuclei on sintered Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0
ceramics with 4113 and 4333 compositions. The phase with para-
meters IS=0.51 roVs and QS=1.1 mm/s represents about 30% of the
spectral area in this samples.

For the sample with x=0.05 at temperature lower Tc (77 K)
the total MSasbauer area decreases noticeably. A futher fact is
that this spectrum is asymmetric. This behavior can be explained
by assuming the local magnetic field. At the moment, we have not
explanation for this fact, although there could be due to an
antiferromagnetic ordering of the Cu atoms.
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ANGULAR CORRELATION STUDY OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN SUPER-
CONDUCTOR iBa.Cu-O

H. Sai tovi tch* and P.R.J. Si lva
Centro B r a s i l e i r o de Pesquisas F£sicas-CBPF/CNPq
Rua Dr. Xavier Sigaud 150, Urea - 22290 Rio de Janei ro-RJ-Brazi l
J.A. Martinez
Dept. Fisica, Fac. Ciencias Exactas
C.C. 67, 1900 La Plata, Argentina

The electric field gradient at dilute Cd impurities in
YBa2Cu30y, below and above superconducting temperature transi-
tion, and in Y2BaCuO5 ("green phase") has been investigated on
oxygenated as well as reduced (argonized) phases. The measured
samples revealed two sites for the Cd^-1 impurities in
with small changes of the electric field gradients in the
measured temperatures range. The reduced (argonized) iDa2^uj^y
phase revealed one site only, with a noticeable spectrum pattern
change and drop in the electric field gradient value. The
Ï2BaCuOç1 measurements displayed higher electric field gradients
compared to YBa2Cu3Ov and turned out to be insensitive on re-
duction (argonization).

A point-charge lattice sum calculation was performed with
results suggesting possible oxygen arrangements around Cu(l)
(Cd111) site in YBa2Cu30 .
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EFG OH THE Cu NUCLEI IN YBa2Cu30x

V.P. Kal'ehev
Kazan University, Lenin u l . 18, 420008 Kazan, USSfi

The experiments of nuclear quadrupole resonance
on 63Cu n u d e i in YBa2Cu30x nave revealed that there
are two HQR frequencies (31 MHz for CuS posi t ion and
22 MHz for Cul) for x=7 and one NQR frequency (31 MHz
for Cul) and HMR spectrum for Cu2 with quadrupole
s p l i t t i n g 24 MHz. The point charge model cannot exp-
lained that values even with the consideration of e l -
ectronic part in the e l e c t r i c f ie ld gradient for Cu .
But the observed frequencies may be received by using
the intermediate valency of Cu, see, e . g . , the paper
of R.P. Gupta et aL. [i] .

The EPG on the Cu nuclei can be approximated by

q - ( i - J r ) i l a t + ( i - R3 d)q3 d + ( i - K4p><i4p

If the unoccupied Cu orbital is x -y then neglecting

the last term it is had

q3d = -4/7<r~3>3de.

Using < r " ^ 3 d =7.54 a.u., the charges of oxigen iones
3 d 1 4

g < ^ 3 d , g
2e, r = - I 5 . 3 i R3d =0.16 i t i s received q 3 d =I39-I01 4

l t C u l ) =-5 .67-I0 1 4 , q l a t(Cu2) =-3.52-IO1 4 e . s . u .
The resonance frequencies

e^uel 21 MHz (Cul) and 45-8 MHz (Cu2). But i f the va-
lency of Cu2 equels 1.79 instead 2 the tf~ equels 31
MHz, that i s in good agree with experiment.

Similar calculation for x=6 yie ld the NQR frequ-
encies 23 MHz and 30 MHz correspondingly, i f the va-
l enc ie s are 1.75 for Cu2 and 1.5 for Cul choosing on
the e lectroneutral i ty principle .
[1] R.P. Gupta, M. Gupta, J.Phys. P, 18 (1988) 117
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT AT CADMIUM IN
THE HIGH T c SUPERCONDUCTOR YBajCiijOg.,.,,

H.Plank, O.Bauer, D.Forkel, F.Meyer, B.Roas*, G.Saemann-Ischenko, J.Strobl,
H.Wolf, and W.Witthuhn
Physikalisches Institut, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1,8520 Erlangen, FRG

and Siemens AG, Forschungslabor, 8520 Erlangen, FRG

Measurements of the Electric Field Gradient (EFG) at the probe nucleus
Cd in YBa2Cu3O(S + x have been performed by the Perturbed Angular Correlation

(PAC) spectrpscopy.
The In parent activity was deposited onto the surface the samples, which

then were annealed in an O2 atmosphere followed by a slow cooling down process.
Depending on the annealing temperature the probe atoms occupy different lattice
sites.

For temperatures below 1050 K two different fractions of Cd atoms are
observed, which both experience an EFG with an asymmetry parameter of tyi/2 = l,
but with slightly different quadrupole coupling constants 1 ^ = 139.6(8) MHz and
VQ2 = 155.9(8) MHz. Uhrmacher et al. [1] have assigned fraction 2 to the Cu(l)
lattice site. Fraction 1 may be due to different oxygen stoichiometry of the second
nearest neighbours at the same site.

300 400

Time/11s

200 400 600

Frequency / Mrad/s

From annealing at temperatures above 1100 K completely different PAC
spectra are obtained. About 70 % of the Cd atoms are exposed to an EFG
characterized by»k = 0.29(2) and Ik,=39.4(9) MHz, whereas about 10 % are located at
a site with 1J4=O39(2) and 1^=138.8(9) MHz. Point charge model calculations
indicate, that the probe atoms of fraction 3 occupy the Y site, whereas fraction 4
atoms are located at the Ba lattice site.

Reduction of the oxygen content resulted in a decrease of the 1'Q value for
both fraction 3 and fraction 4. The asymmetry parameter TJ4 decreased as it would
be expected for a phase transition from orthorhombic to tetragonal symmetry;
however, at the same time ffy increased surprisingly. This can be possibly explained
by lattice distortions in the surrounding of the Cd ion of valence 2 located at the
site of an Y ion of valence 3.

First PAC data obtained with the parent activity 1^ lmCd indicate, that Cd
atoms also occupy Y and Ba sites in YBa2Cu3Og+%.

[1] M.Uhrmacher, A.Bartos, and K.Winner,
Fruhjahrstagung des Arbeitskreises Festkdrperphysik der Deutschen Physikalischen
Gesellschaft, Munster (1989)
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TDPAC AND RESISTIVITY STUDY ON YBa,(Cu In ),0 (x=0.01, 0.03
AND 0.05) SUPERCONDUCTORS. *

S.G. Fries and R.R. Fra|?a
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul,
91500 Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil

In order to investigate the EFG, using Cd nuclei as probe,
in the high-Tc YBa,Cu_O_ ceramic, we change the Cu concentration
introducing In in the samples, to make easier the probe incorpo-
ration. The samples wore syntherized from stoichiometriR mixtures
ot Cu(), BaCOj, Y.0- and In-O., then pressed in pellets which were
sintered in air for 17 h aE 900 °C and then slowly cooled [1].

The sample were very well characterized by resistivity
measurements using a standard AC four-probe method supplying a
current of 1-3 mA. The RxT curves showed that the indium
substitution degraded the superconducting properties ( higher re-
sistivity and lower Tc ) . The resistivity below Tc showed clearly
two step drops. As the origin of this behavior we can consider
three possibilities: coexistence of two phases with different Tc
or an effect of grain boundary or an oxigen deficiency in the
samples [2], The third suggestion is the least probable as the
samples did not show semiconductor behavior as expected in such
conditions.

The TDPAC measurements were performed at room temperature
and at 77K and showed two sites for the probe atoms. The amplitude
ratio was 2:3 and the quadrupole frequencies VQ were 107.(i)MHz
and 15O.(6)MHz for samples with x=0.01 at room temperature. The
TDPAC curves showed a large frequency distribution suggesting a
not well ordered sample. A low value for the asymmetry parameter
n was found for the two sites. To fit the data we do. not suppose
any relaxation.

_ At present time we are trying to determine if the two sites
ocuppied by the probe either are related with the two sites of
the Cu atoms of the YBa.Cu,07 ceramics or there is a phase mixtu-
re indicated by resistivily measurements. Otherwise the -RX di-
ffratometry patterns does not show any evidence o£ phase coexis-
tence even for the higher In concentration samples.

[1] S.G. Fries and E.R. Fraga In: R. Nicolsky eds. First Latin-
American Conference on High Temperature Superconductivity. (1988)
World Scientific 462

\2] Y. ll.d.i nncl K. Knsugu, Physica C 156 (1088) 281
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I-::. 3A.::ILT / OF NEGATIVE MOONS CAPTURE BY OXYGEN IN
HIG,I--3IP3iA JKE SUPERCONDUCTORS (HTSC) v

V.S.Evseev, T.IT.Hamedov, V.S.Roganov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
Yu.V.Obukhov, G.I.Saveliev
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics,
Moscow

T.I.Akimova, O.P.Tkacheva
Moscow Institute of Radiotechnics, Electronics and
Automatics, Moscow

Investigation of HTSC by means of negative muons
will probably allow information on superconductors,
which cannot be obtained by another method. This paper
presents the preliminary results of measurements of
the probability W of negative muons capture by

p
oxygen in different HTSC. The data obtained allow one
the further planning of ûSR investigations with f-
muons. They also show a possibility of determining
the number of oxygen atoms in the investigated target
if there is a reference sample. If necessary, one can
study time variation of the number of the oxygen atoms
in the sample.

The samples were prepared as in Ref.[1]. The ex-
perimental data are compared with the calculated ones.
For calculations the mean values of the probabilities
of the capture of muons by different elements [2] were
used:

S a m P l e V K ffexp
YBa2Cu307_g 92 21.7+0.4
NdBa2Cu307_£ 40 27.1+0.4
EuBa2Cu307 93 19.7+0.6
GdBa2Cu3a,_g. 93 31.1+0.6
HoBa2Cu,07_^ 95 28.8+0.6
Bi2CaSr2Cu208_fi. 84,110 34.7+0.6

References
1 V.A.Somencov e t a l . Pisma Zh.Eksp.Teor.Piz. ,

4^ (1987) 359-
2 . T.von Egidy, P.J.Hartman. Phys.Rev.A, 26, 5 (1982)
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Magnetic Ordering in 57Co-Doped Eu2CuO4 and Gd2CuO4*

S. Jha and D. Suyanto
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 4S221 U.S.A

Robert Hogg and Glenn M. Julian
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056 U.S.A.

R. A. Dunlap
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 3J5 Canada

Rare-earth cupratc perovskites were synthesized by precipitation as
oxalate, and calcination and annealing in air. Structures were verified
by x-ray powder diffraction. Samples were pressed into one-cm disks
and doped by depositing 57Co in dilute HO on one face. With these
sources and 0.35 mg/cm^ ^7pe m potassium ferrocyanide as absorber,
the temperature variation of the Mossbauer spectrum was studied.
Preliminary results are as follows:

Eu2CuO4
Gd2CuO4

295 K
~60kOe
doublet

150 K
-200 kOe

78 K
-350 kOe
-200 KOe &
-460 kOe

As the temperature is lowered, the spectra broaden but do not become
clearly resolved. The occurrence of magnetic splitting is consistent
with the ordering of Cu moments inferred from susceptibility
measurements, in Eu2CuO4 below 200 K by Tovar et al. (1), and in
Gd2CuO4 near 260 K by Thompson et al.(2). The inference of at least two
sextets at 78 K in Gd2CuO4 supports interpretation of the room-
temperature doublet as due to Fe^+ and Fe^+ valence states.

The Mossbauer spectra are in remarkable contrast with those of 57c 0
doped into La2CuO4 (3), which showed a well-defined doublet at room
temperature, splitting into a clearly resolved sextet at temperatures
below 150 K.

Detailed results on E112CUO4, Gd2CuO4, and other cuprate perovskites
will be presented.

* Supported by NASA Grant NAG 3-847.
1) M. Tovar et al., Phys. Rev. B 39 (1989) 2661.
2) J. D. Thompson et al., Phys. Rev. B (in press).
3) S. Jha et al., Hyperfine Interactions (in press).
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PHONON SOFTENING NEAP SUPERCONDUCTING AND STRUCTURE TRANSITION

TEMPERATURES IN HIGH-T CERAMICS " 1 - 2 - 3 "
c

V.M.Cherepanov, M.A.Chuev, S.S.Yakimov, V. Ya.Goncharov

I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

In previous studies the temperature dependences of lattice pa-

rameters, elastic moduli, Raman frequency shifts and SJII.

others in HTCS "1-2-3" show the anomalies near both T^s; 90K .met

Tn*5 200K. Particularly the analogous anomalies in the sa",t

temperature regions ware found for MOssbauer factor f of Fe

substituting Cu in "1-2-3" [1,2).

In this work it was attempted to find such anomalies in f' TI
119

curve for Sn in "1-2-3" ceramics. The samples .. :

YBagCUg gSriQ jO6 8 ( T ^ 83K) were simultaneously prepared wiV->

the samples for Fe measurements [2). Nonsuperconiu_ti:,

samples were obtained by quenching superconducting ones f!••• ?.

900 C to liquid nitrogen. In the temperature range 30-300K the

Mdssbauer spectra were practically unchanged and represented as

an asymmetrical broad line near V = 0 ( relative to BaSnO,

source). It allowed us to apply the temperature scan method of

transmission at V = 0. As for Fe case f(T) curve of the

superconducting sample reveals two anomalies at both 90K and

190K which indicates to a close relation between electron ana

phonon subsystems so there are no such anomalies in f(T! for

the nonsuperconducting sample.

1. V.A.Tsurin et al. JETP Lett. 46, 459 (1987).

2. V.M. Cherepanov et al. JETP Lett. 47., 424 (1988).
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M... tu- EK OTUDY OF MAGNETIC HYPERFINE STRUCTURE IN

YBa C

M.A.Chuev, V.M.Cherepanov, S.S.Yakimov, V.Ya.Goncharov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Although there is no unambiguous interpretation for the Moss-

bauer spectra of Fe in "1-2-3" ceramics to date, it may be

considered as established that the impurity iron atoms replace

mainly the Cul sites. However some results display that a part

of the Fe atoms can occupy the Cu2 sites in tetragonal non-

superconducting samples I y =* 1) 111.

In the present work a hyperfine structure of Mossbauer spectra

of Fe in both superconducting (y% 0,1) and nonsuperconducting

(y * 0,9) ceramics YBa2< Cu1_xFex )3O7.y at x= 0.01, 0.017, 0.05

was investigated in the temperature range 4.2-300 K. Nonsuper-

conducting samples were prepared by both quenching to liquid

nitrogen and annealing at vacuum. In the sample with y 0.9 a

magnetic hyperfine structure is observed at room temperature

(hyperfine field H^* 300 kOe). Using Brillouin function for
3*

Fe magnetic ordering temperature was estimated as T^ = 430 K

in agreement with [11 for antiferromagnetic ordering in the

Cu2~0 planes. The analysis of temperature dependence of spectra

shape for different samples shows that: 1) TN rises with de-

creasing y in nonsuperconducting samples; 2) there is a distri-

bution of Hjjj in accordance to y spreading through the sample;

3) the iron state in Cu2 sites seems to be nonequilibrium; 4)

magnetic moments in Cu2 sites are perpendicular to the basal

plane, but ones in Cul sites at low temperatures are most pro-

bable to lie in basal plane in agreement with [1].

1. Lynn J.W. etal. Phys.Rev.Lett., 1988, 60, 2781.
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EMISSION MOS3BAUER SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPERCONDUCTING AND

NO1 ...PERCONrUCTTNG YBa2Cu307_)5 DOPED BY
 5 ?Co

V. li.Goncharov, V. M.Cherepanov, M.A.Chuev, S.S.Yakimov

I. V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Doping the ceramics YBa2Cu307_c by a small amount of Cc

(=10 at.%) does not practically influence on its macroscopic

physical properties. Therefore an additional information

attributed, for example, with a dopant clustering can be

obtained by means of comparison of the daughter Fe emission

Mossbauer spectra (EMS) and conventional absorption ones. In

present work Co with activity * 0.1 mCi was diffused into

pre-prepared high characteristics ceramics (Tc* 92K, AT^.* IK)

by additional annealing at 900°C. Then the samples of four

types were prepared: superconducting orthorombic A (T * 92K)

and B (Tc« 70K), nonsuperconducting tetragonal C (quenched

to liquid nitrogen) and D (annealed in vacuum). In the

temperature range 4.2-300K EMS show the following features:

1) at least 4/5 cobalt atoms occupy the Cul chain sites mainly

with four oxygen coordination; 2) for the samples C about 15%

daughter Fe atoms reveals magnetic hyperfine structure (HFS) in

the spectra due to antiferromagnetic ordering Cu2 moments with

Neel temperature T N * 420K til; 3) there is no magnetic HFS in

the spectra of the samples D up to 4.2K.

1. Tranquada J.M. et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 60.. 156 (1988);

Roasat-Mignor J. et al. J.Phya.C 152. 19 (1988).
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PAG STUDIES OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS OF 1 8 1Ta IH

YBa2Cu3O7_x AND OP
 140Ce IN La2_xSrx0uO4

Z.Z.Akselrod, B.A.Komissarova, L.N.Kryulcova,
G.K.Ryaanyt A.A.Sorokin, L.G.Shpinkova

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University

and G.A.Denisenko
Institute of Crystallografy, Moscow, USSR

The TDPAC measurements for the 329-487 keV

/-ray cascade of Ce in LapCuQ, and La, QcSr0 T

and the 133-482 keV cascade of 181Ta in YBagOu^O^

have been performed. A small amount (0.05 - 0.2 at.%)

of Hf in which XOJ-Hf had been activated was added to

the constituents of the Y-ceramic during its prepara-

tion. La in the La-ceramics was activated by the

neutron irradiation of the samples followed by their

additional thermal treatment. The following results

have been obtained:

1. In both La-ceramics the correlation was practi-

cally unperturbed at 293 K.

2. In LagCuO. at 4.2 K, i.e. below TN, the correla-

tion was perturbed due to a magnetic h.f. field of

42.3(2) T.

3. A strong perturbation was observed in Y-ceramics

characterized by a large mean value of the quadrupole

frequency <>> Q > = 1180(80) MHz at 293 K and 750(60) MHz

at 77 K (i.e. below T Q ) f and a broad distribution aro-

und the mean values A V Q / < S > Q > « 1 . The character of the

perturbation and the ionic radii considerations suggest

that the Hf impurity atoms may occupy the substitutio-

nal sites in the Cu-sublattice in the YBaoCu.,07 ce-

ramie.
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION AT 133Ba(EC)133Cs

IN EriBa2Cu3O7_f

W. Tröger, P. Vuillet*, T. Butz, A. Lerf"

Physik-Department E15, Technische Universität München, D-8046 Garching, FRG
*DRF/MDIH, CEN Grenoble, France
** Walther-Meißner-Institut für Tieftemperaturforschung der Bayerischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften, 8046 Garching, FRG

We studied the nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) at 133Ba(EC)133Cs
in EriBa2Cu3O7_4 by time differential perturbed angular correlation (TD-
PAC) in the temperature range from UK to 300K. The sample was synthe-
sized with BaCO3 labelled with 133Ba by standard procedures. The aim of
the present study was tvofold: (i) we wanted to see whether the NQI pa-
rameters, especially the line width, exhibit any anomaly around Tc Ä 90K;
(ii) the deviation from the ideal stoichiometry should show up as a discrete
new NQI signal provided there are near neighbour oxygen vacancies to the
Ba probe.

The experiments were performed with a conventional 4-detector setup
with Nal(Tl) scintillators, because we repeatedly obtained spurious high-
frequency oscillations due to electronic problems in triggering the Stop 7 with
81 keV using BaF2-detectors. We also noted problems for stronger 133Ba-
sources. By measuring a liquid BaClî/HCl sample with identical geometry
we determined A22 including solid angle correction factors. In this way
we ensure that any true high-frequency component which is not detectable
with our poor time resolution would show up as a reduced A22 ("missing
fraction").

We did not detect any anomalies in the NQI parameters around Tc-
Furthermore, only a single Ba-site is detectable with approximately the cor-
rect k'J/ (due to self-absorption in the sample the baseline is too low). We
obtain a good fit to the spectra with w = 80(2) Mrad/s (assuming axial sym-
metry) independent of temperature. This indicates that either there are no
near neighbour oxygen vacancies at Ba sites or the resolution is insufficient.

Future work concentrates on monitoring the sample preparation in situ.
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> i l Cd HYPERFINE PROBES IN YBaCuO* >

M. Uhrmacher and A. Bartos
II. Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Gottingen
D-3400 Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany

Different techniques have been applied to place
hyperfine probes on YBaCuO lattice sites, to obtain
microscopic information on the superconductor. Unfor-
tunataly, the standard PAC-probe * *l Cd is not among
its many constituents. Therefore, its location within
the sample has to be determined after the implanta-
tion- or indiffusion-process. From our experience with
the implantation of ' " I n into oxides [1], especially
into CuO and Cuz 0 12] , we know that " ' I n can replace
Cu in similar oxygen coordinations.

If the different PAC-experiments are reviewed,
surprisingly, the probe can be placed at any cation-
site in YBaCuO, if special thermal treatments are
applied. Also the use of different mother-nuclei like
' " I n , "'Ag or 1 1 1 BCd can influence the site posi-
tion. Some chemical compounds exist which contain
"parts" of the YBaCuO structure [3,4]. Implantation
into these substances prove the site identification.
As an example it will be shown, how l u C d acts as an
observer at the Cul-site, where oxygen trapping occurs
during the phase transition from tetragonal to ortho-
rhombic YBaCuO.

[1] W. Boise et al., Phys. Rev. B36 (1987) 1818
[2] A. Bartos et al., Phys. Lett.,A130 (1988)177
[3] A. Bartos and M. Uhrmacher, this conference
[4] M. Uhrmacher and A. Bartos, this conference

*)BMFT-contract: FKZ 13 N 54930
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a. : J i ^HYPSRFIIS IOTKV-.TIOl̂ .- 117 DYSPROSIUM-EASED

T. Dosir.aganbetov, B.S. She.kirov
Alma-Ata Division of Dzharnbul Technological Inst i tute
480091 Alma-Ata, USSE

I t i s not given sufficient aiv^nuion yet for in-
vestigation of phase t ransi t ions in 1-2-3 structure
^etcil—c:-'.'iiie fer'-nic^ with hi{rh~t':-.rorRture v.i-"<-n'-oi.~
:.:•„•.-:'rivity ; it'L'SC) p- parties :?t t^r-.r-r-tare ir••;..:• v:-?l'/; of
GO l i d r ":;•_':•-- r y r . t a ? : - ' 3 . I n l i + •-.;-•• - ' v c - ' ' r ^ e r e . •-.• m •.;..••-;E
i n i;i-£;sbf: • :f-r i ; : o ; ' ' r r o.r l h e . i . .iVft: 1:.-j.s a':. •?•":" : ' • : . ' v e -
^ e i T r u r c . o u c n i . r ' c c : ~ i ^ ^ t i r-iif. -r;-.;: c u v - a r A:.i - - - s i i c r
on f r r n l n r kin^-'.ici-- ^:d s t-"bi l i rv of the n:L^v oucuC.-
i~»g; piinr-c- ar.<; -l.or:: :T'"" •; ::c c/:ef 'zz. .>n r^bout Viv 1:.^:.u. [-y
Fe a tens l^calizn- - 0:? ja ;;ie cry.-nal l a t t i c e c.~: LIV ;̂/
ceramics.

In tl'it. preseat yp..i the 7?e:;;^ts of tr,e i"osr:o5ue.:
study cf KyEu2(Gu-:_.;/'''F.ix)i-;C7_.j ( A = C . C 0 5 , C.Ci, C.05;
s t temperature rp.nrc- ci 3*-" -^r"t K *re jciv^n. According
to X-ray di f i ' rac t ior tho exasinRd sanples were s ingle-
phase ones and they had the Hi'SC proper t ies (TC=9CK,
^Tc = 2 K for -: = 0.C1 , Tc = 89 K, ±'2C = 2. 5 K for :•: =
O.65 and Tc=9'1K, ATC -•= ^ K for 3: = O.GC5). Mocsbauer
spectra were f i t t e d with the account for the r a r e -
earth based HTSC ceramics c rys ta l iograph ica l s t ructure
/ 1 / . At th i s , i t was assumed that Fe impurity atoms
substituted Cu in copper-oxygen subiattices (sites Cu1
and Cu2).

The possible cause of the observed quadrupole do-
ublet asymmetry in the Mdssbauer spectra of the Dys-
prosium ceramics with orthorhombic structure i s dis-
cussed in the work. At low Fe content i t localizes in
Cu2 positions and at high content i t preferably sets
in Cu1. With decrease of the oxygen index the tetrago-
nality of the HTSG lattice increases and the spectrum
of the orthorhombic phase transforms into the symmetr-
ical quadrupole doublet origined from 5-coordinated
iron (Position Cu2). The same picture i s observed at
the sample temperature increase. JLt T = 410K the or-
thorhombic structure transforms into the tetragonal
one.

Reference&

/ 1 / J.J. Capponi et a l . .
Europhys.J. \ (1987) 1501
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MUON RELAXATION AND CRITICAL CURRENTS IN SUPERCONDUCTORS

E.P.Krasnoperov
I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, USSR, Moscov,

In the mixed state of metal-oxide superconductor^
the muon relaxation rate C depends on the way which : L,
used to acieve the specified value of the temperature and
magnetic field. There are two regimes of cooling: in the
external field (FC) and' that in the zero field with its
subsequent enhancement (ZFC) .The difference of<5̂ FC andC^
are a consequence of the vortex lattice pinning processes
which manifest themselves in the form of magnetization
curve irrevesibility.In hard superconductor there are two
sources of the magnetic field inhomogeneity, which cause
the muon relaxation. There are, viz: a local inhomoge-
neity of size-A. .being due to vortices, and a macroscopic
inhomogeneity assigned to the critical currents J*»dB/dR
High-temperature metal-oxide ceramics consist of fine
granules, therefore the latter inhomogeneity often plays
the prevaiting part.

In the prezent work a relation between the muon re-
laxation and critical current is revealed. The prerequi-
site conditions for correct measurement of the penetra-
tion depth and its temperature dependence are discussed.

The linearly dropping induction ( the Been model )
creates inside a cylindrical hard superconductor
an undamped current Jc = 1.2 * (Br-Bo) / r, where r-
is the granul radius, Bo and Br denote the induction
at the granule centre and on its boundary. Within the
framework of this model the field distribution probabi-
lity for a single granule turns out to be linear. Owing
to a spread in the granule sizes in ceramic sample, in
the mSR experiment the Qauss law of the field distribu-
tion with dispertion 2-G/ff3-~ (Br-Bo)2 is observed. One
can easily establish connection between the relaxation
rate and critical current density:

C = Jc*< r >* A m

According this model presented the experimental
dependences of the muon relaxation rate, C (H) and
<? (T) satisfactory correlate with the critical current

behaviour.
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NUCLEAR ORIENTATION AND NMR-ON IN RARE EARTHS

W.D. Brewer
Freie Universitat Berlin, 1 Berlin 33, F.R. Germany

The current status, applications, and experimen-
tal limitations of nuclear orientation (NO) and NMR-ON
of lanthanoid (rare earth) and actinoid impurities in
ferromagnetic rare-earth host materials will be review-
ed. Following a brief summary of the nature of the
hyperfine interactions in these systems, some remarks
on experimental aspects -sample preparation, complete
magnetization of the host, cryogenics problems- will
be made. Examples from recent studies aimed at inves-
tigating nuclear and solid-state physics properties
will be presented, and the outlook for future experi-
ments will be considered.
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MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY IN DISORDERED MAGNETIC SYSTEMS:
CLUSTERING EFFECTS IN AjiFe REENTRANT SPIN GLASS

C. Meyer and F. Hartmann-Boutron
Laboratoire de Spectrome'trie Physique, University J.Fourier, Grenoble 1,
B.P.87,38402 Saint Martin d'Heres-cedex, France

In disordered magnetic materials, the Mdssbauer effect has already
provided important information about the nature of the magnetic ordering and the
spin dynamics; among these materials the reentrant spin glasses are the object of an
increasing number of studies. Reentrant behavior has been observed in quite
different kinds of magnetically ordered compounds: ferromagnetic disordered
alloys, ferrimagnetic mixed insulators, both in crystalline and amorphous states.

This paper will be mainly devoted to the historical AuFe case, for which
Mossbauer experiments have provided the first evidence of a spin canting at Tf,
below the ferromagnetic transition temperature Tc [1]; this was presented as a'
direct local observation of the Gabay-Toulouse theory [2]. More recent
experiments using two isotopes, 57Fe and W7Au [3], or 57Fe and 1 I9Sn [4], have
shown that the transverse components in the canted phase do not have a 2D spin
glass structure as predicted by G-T, but are locally parallel.

Finally in-field Mdssbauer experiments [5][6] have raised an important
problem, which is still controversial, about the nature of the ferromagnetic phase:
an applied external magnetic field as low as 20 kOe induces a very large hyperfine
field even above Tc. It has been proposed [5] that these effects are due to the
presence of weakly coupled ferromagnetic dusters, the Curie temperature in zero-
field being the ordering temperature of these clusters. These results will be
compared with data obtained on other systems and additionnal possible
investigations will be suggested.
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THE LOCAL MAGNETIC STATES IN SPIN-ORDERED AMORPHOUS AND
CRYSTALLINE ALLOYS.

P.N.Stetsenko
Moscow University, 119899,Moscow,USSR

The investigations of hyperfine interactions parameters and,
in particular, of hyperfine magnetic fields on nuclei of ion in
magnetically ordered alloys and compounds provide unique
information on local magnetic states of these ions and on local
atomic aurroundings effects. These problems are connected with the
investigations of ions local magnetic moments distributions on
nonequivalent aitea of crystalline lattice and also with the
changes of ions local magnetic moments caused by atomic ordering
processes in alloys or by the composition variations of alloys or
compounds. The analysis of main contributions to the hyperfine
field permit3 to evaluate the space distribution of conduction
electrons delocalized spin density in crystalline lattice and to
study the essential features of exchange interactions mechanism in
magnetic ordered materials. To obtain this information the
investigations of Mossbauer effect, nuclear spin-echo spectra and
nuclear specific heat measurements at extra low temperatures were
performed.

Three main ranges of problems will be discussed in the
present report.
l.The magnetic properties of ions in rare-earth and transition
metals sublatticea of intermetallic compounds with cubic Laves-
phases structures. The influence of 4d-metals ions on the
character of inter- and intra-sublattice exchange interactions.
The development possibilities of magnetic rare-earth materials
with high values of magnetic induction and sufficiently high Curie
points.
2.The investigations of space distribution of delocalized
conduction electrons spin density in Heusler alloys, including the
new class of magnetic materials - the ferromagnetic halfmetals.
The analysis of indirect exchange mechanism via conduction
electrons in compounds and alloys of 3d-transition metals.
3.The elucidation of the influence of local atomic surroundings
and interatomic spacing on the ions local magnetic moments in
amorphous spin-ordered alloys. The problem of coexistence of
ferro- an> antiferromagnetic exchange interactions in amorphous
alloys. The determination of local magnetic states parameters in
multicomponent heterophase amorpho-crystalline systems,
particularly in high-coercitivity alloys of Nd-R-Fe-M-B, where R -
rare-earth metal, M - transition metal.
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NUCbEAn MAGNETIC RELAXATION IN RARE-EARTH COMPOUND
CRYSTALS
L.K.AMINOV, M.S.TAGIROV, M.A.TEPLOV
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, USSR

The specific features of magnetic resonance spec-
tra and spin kinetics in crystals of rare-earth IRE)
compounds are determined by a regular structure of lo-
calized magnetic moments or the host RE ions. Magnetic
moments of ions with an even number of 4f-electrons
can be "frozen" by crystal field, in such a case one
deals with typical Van Vleck paramagnets with remark-
able peculiarities of NMR spectra or RE ions [I]. In
other typical case two close ground states of RE ions
in the crystal field form magnetic doublets, as a ru-
le, with highly anisotropic g-tensors; a number of
such compounds are Ising ferromagnets.

The internal magnetic ("hyperfine") fields pro-
duced by the RE ions both in Van Vleck paramagnets and
Ising ferromagnets fluctuate due to the thermal exci-
tations of the ions and an energy transportation from
one ion to another. Fluctuations in turn cause a shift
of magnetic resonance lines, line broadening and spin-
lattice relaxation, the corresponding quantity for
each process depending on temperature T as exp(-A/kT)
at kT<<A, where A is an excitation energy.

The investigation of magnetic resonance and rela-
xation of the host RE ions' nuclei, of the diamagnetic
ligands' nuclei and of impurity paramagnetic ions
gives an opportunity to recreate a rather detailed
picture of alternating internal magnetic fields in the
real dielectric magnets.
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i\LE IK FERROKAGHETS V/ITH QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION

V.I.Tsifrinovich
kirenaky Institute of Physics,Krasnoyarsk 660036,USSR

Equations describing the motion of the nuclear
magnetic system of ferromagnets are derived allowing
for the quadrupole and inhomogeneous hyperfine inter-
actions. The effective Hamiltonian of electron-nuclear
magnetic system is taken as

where sr is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, A is the
phenoiaenological hyperfine interaction constant, M(t)
is the macroscopic electron magnetization, I is the
operator of the nuclear spin, Q is the quadrupole con-
stant. A characteristic size of the inhomogeneity of
the hyperfine interaction is regarded as small compa-
red with the correlation radius of the exchange inter-
action. The inhomogeneous constant of the hyperfine
interaction is described by the distribution function
g(A). Calculations are carried out for a nuclear spin
1=1.

It is shown that the behaviour of two nuclear
natural frequencies depends on value Q and frequency
pulling D. When D raises the natural frequencies de-
crease. The interaction between modes increases the
pulling of the low-frequency mode and decreases the
pulling of the high-frequency mode. The change of the
MMR line shape is investigated. It is shown that the
increase of D is accompanied by a significant enhan-
cement of the relative amplitude of. the low-frequency
spectral component. It is explained by the next rea-
son: the low-frequency component is associated with
the oscillations between nuclear levels 1 •**• 2 and 2**3
in phase, the high-frequency is associated with the
oscillations out of phase by <JT • The ratio of ampli-.
tudes of the HMR line essentially depends on g(A) fun-
ction shape. The change of width of both components of
the WR spectrum as D increases also depends on the
form of the function g(A). .
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MOSSBAUER AND MAGHETIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE
OKE-DIMEUSIOUAL

Mirzababayev R.M.
Azerbaijanian institute of civil engineering,
Baku,USSR
Suitanov G.D.
Institute of physics of the Academy of science
of Azerb.SSR,Baku,USSR

g. has the chain-like crystallographic struc-
ture [11.Exchange interaction between the iron ions
along the C001] axis of the crystal is by two orders
of magnitude stronger than in the perpendicular di-
rections. Because of this the crystal is considered to
be quasi one-dimensional magnet with the antiferro-
magaetic coupling.Hossbauer and magnetic susceptibi-
lity measurements have been provided in polyorystsl-
line specimen in the temperature range 4.2-300 K.
Order-disorder magnetic phase transition takes place
in the wide temperature range aa a result of the rela-
xation processes within the crystal. Trans it ion tem-
peratures defined by Mossbauer and magnetic measure-
ments substantially differ.This difference arises
from the relations between the various time scale of
the experimental techniques used for the studies of
the magnetic properties of the crystal and the re-
laxation time.Above ordering temperature magnetic
susceptibility measurements do not follow the Curie
law.In paramagnetic region quadrupole doublets of
Mossbauer spectra have asymmetry according to tlie
Blume model [2].

It is obvious that TlPeS^ reveals the same set
of magnetic properties as the magnetic uicrocrystals
of zero dimensionality do.Because of this bull: one
dimensional IlPeS^ crystal also should be defined E.3
superparetmagnetic similar to the magnets of sero di-
mensionality Q3j.
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HYPERFIHE IWTERACTIOIJS M TlPeSe^ SI1TGIE CRYSTAL

Sultanov G.D.
Institute of physics of the Academy of science
of Azerb.SSR, Baku, USSR
Uirzababayev R.M.
Azerbaijanian institute of civil engineering,
Baku,USSR

z. is the one-dimensional magnet with tlie
antiferroinagnetic coupling between the iron ions
along the £001] axis of the crystal C»2l .In order to
define the directions of hyperfine magnetic field and
EFG on Pesr nuclei iiossbauer measurements have been
provided on the TIFeSea single crystal.

Gamma rays were incident on the 0.1 mm thick
TIPeSea single crystal perpendicular to the C001J
crystallographic axis.An analysis of Hossbauer spectra
showed that at the temperature T=80 K the angle
betwwen the wave vector K and hyperfine magnetic field
H were equal to ¥" =38^4°.The angle between a and the
principal Z axis of EPG were equal to Q=24±1°2he
sign of the quadrupole interaction were defined to be
positive eaqQ>O.At the temperature 1=4.2 K hyperfine
field were equal to 167 k^e.Such a low value of
hyperfine field were the result of the covalent bon-
ding of iron ions in the crystal.
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EITECTS OF He AND Ar POS 1-BOMBARDMENT ON CARBONITRIDES

K\-.v,EI> IN A Cr-RICH COMMERCIAL STEEL

S.M.M. Ramos, L.Amaral, M.Behar, A.Vasquez and F.C.Za-

wislak

Instituto de Fîsica, Ufrgs, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

G. Marest, M.A. Elkhakani, N. Moncoffre and J. Tousset

Institut de Physique Nucléaire, Université Claude Ber-

nard, Lyon, France

The dissolution, reprecipitation and retention at
high temperatures of carbonnitrides formed by Nitrogen
implantation in low carbon steel can be markedly affe£
ted by noble gases post-bombardment. To determine the
influence of steel composition, these effects were stu
died for a Cr-steel (10.34 of Cr).The caracterization
and evolution of the precipitates were done by means
of the Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy(CEMS)
Nitrogen profiling was allways done by means of the
15N (p,-xy)12C nuclear reaction. Firstly the Cr-steel
was implanted with N ions with an energy of 50keV and
a fluence of 3 x lQl5 ions/cm2. This forms two kinds
of carbonitrides (304 ofE-Fe2(C,N) and 19% of e-Fe2-x
(C,N)) at the region of analysis. An annealing at
300°C induces the complete disappearance of e-Fe2(C,N)
precipitates, and a marked diffusion of Nitrogen out
of the implanted region. This reduces the carbonitride
proportion in the CEMS area to 10»0. A final annealing
at 350°C results in a complete dissolution of the
carbonitrides. Secondly, in the same conditions as
before, after the N implantation the samples have been
bombarded with He or Ar ions, with energies adjusted to
put them in the N implanted region. In both cases it
was observed a partial dissolution of thee-Fe2 (C,N)
into £-Fe2+x(C,N). Further annealing at 300°C induces
the complete transformation ofe-Fe2(C,N) into e-Fe2+x

(C,N). At this point, the relative amount of carboni-
trides is significantly higher than without He/Ar post-
bombardments (454 against 124). Annealing at 350° con-
siderably reduces the amount of carbonitrides to 134
which disappear at 400°C.

These results clearly indicate that the presence
of noble gases in the Cr-steel inhibits the Nitrogen
diffusion. This effect is significant up to 300°C and
negligible at higher temperatures.



TEMPER. -rjRB DEPENDENCES OF HYFEEFINE FIELDS ON RABE-

i. AliD ?d-WTjr.LEI IN RAFJS-EAR-TH-'d FEREIMAGNETS

A.I.Mitseic and K.Yu.Guslienko
Institute of Metal Physics,pr.Vernadskogo,36,
Kiev 142,USSR

Hyperfine field on node E,which occupied "by rare-
ear th^RE) ,i on, or on node r,which occupied by 3d ion,
'H? and H| accordingly) is determined not only by the
average moments of its own nodes,but by the coupling
with the neighbours.General expresssionB are

ear th

for the system of two types of the magnetic ions and

point out the necessity to calculate not only average
sublattices moments J,j,S™ dependence on temperature T,
but also hyperfine interaction parameters (hyperfine
interaction is presented by tensor a^y)*

For the P.E-?d ferrimagnets (RE - garnets or inter-
metallios -RE-Co,RE-Fe,R-Fe-B etc.) one may consider
the collinear magnetic moments of the sublattices.In
this case 4- coefficients a.*(T) must be calculated (non-
diagonal coefficients la^l-Aia^)*

Average magnetic moments are calculated assuming
small exchange interactions between RE ions.It allows
to calculate renormed exchange stiffness and. exchange
anisotropic gap in the magnon spectrum (lowest excita-
tions branch;.Higher excitations branches correspond to
transitions between many-electron states of the RE sub-
system.Energy bands of this states are narrow due to
small RE-?d exchange interaction.All excitations bran-
ches are splitted correspondingly to fulling of the
many-electron states IJ,m,<ij>. J-/T) dependence is ex-
ponential ab low P ana more complicated at moderate T.

In the vicinity of magnetic orientational phase
transitions great anomalies of J™ value 'see,for examp-
le, fl]) lead to anomalies of the HiT .The anomaly of H|

temperature dependence is smaller and allows to calcula
te the coefficients ai.-Qie anomaly of E? is the grea-
test (peak for the first order orientational t ransi t i -
ons). This opportunity defines the principal interest
to investigating this hyperfine fields anomalies.
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ME ENHANCEMENT COEFFICIENTS IN MULTILAYER MAGNETS

A.T.Mitsek and K.Yu.C-usl ienko
I n s b i t u t e of Metal Physics,pr .Vernadskogo,36,

14-2, USSR

New kinds of the magnetic materials being active-
ly investigated are usually used as the multilayer
films.Their properties differ essentially from proper-
ties of isolated layers.Local states of the laver? 'i2-
so change which may be observed from hyperfine fields
H'? isolated layers j changing and from NMH enhancement
coefficients k. on nuclei of the different layers le-
pendences on layer thickness c' ..Magnetic phase '"Ma r̂ar
of the double-layer film 'MFD) is calculated for NMF
theory construction. Ube MFD peculiarities "" ead to sbsrr
anomalies 'jumps or divergency) of k̂  value.Most piono-

'j

unced anomalies k. appear '• r. oriertationnl phase trs;\-
si tions points.

Layer magnetizations are homogeneous VH thin the
layers.Dispersion of Ĥ  is small and HMB lines are com-
paratively narrow.Increase of k. •••alue abo*'t ere ordp-
is obtained at ferro- and antif errom^gnecic int er~..v;"ex-
exchange interactions.k. increases especial"" i" ":• «
hard magnetic layers TCo or rare-earth layers) in com-
position with soft magnetic layers ''perm'?] loy etc.)«
New orientational phase transitions lines appear on Vae
MFD at antiferromagnetic coupling between the layers,
that leads to new regions of k. enhancement ' in compa-
rison with isolated layer enhancement coefficient k^),
which l ies comparatively narrow intervals of ri . values.
When d. increase,the f i rs t order phase transition takes
place in the state with nonhomogeneous layer nagneti-a-
tions.Magnetic susceptibility is changed in transition
region,which leads to k. deereasing.Nonhomogenity of F;',
which appears in nonhomogeneous state,broad en the NMP
lines.
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NUCLEAR SPIN ECHO IN MAGNETICS WITH INHOMOGENEOUS HYPERFINE AND
QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION

V.O.Golub, V.V.Kotov, Yu.A.Podyelets, A.N.Pogorely
Institute of Metal Physics Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, £521 ,
Kiev, USSR

In the most general case NI-iR line is inhomogeneously broacied
because of the local fields (hyperfine and dipolar) and quadrupole
interactions (for spins with I>l/2) value dispertion, the latter
inhomogeneity being caused both distribution of the electric field
gradients values on nuclei and tensor main axes direction distri-
bution of this gradients in respect to the hyperfine field direc-
tion.

Zeeman HFI-levels degeneration elimination by quadrupole
interaction leads to a number of specific effects in multiple echo
formation mechanism [lj. In aforesaid general case it will be re-
sulted in prohibition on even echo signals existense in multiple
echo series at the time intervals larger then characteristic times
of hyperfine and quadrupole broadening [2],

Detailed analysis for the time intervals being compared :o
characteristic times of broadening shows the possibility of the
"forbidden" echo signals formation. When increaseing the interval
between exiting impulses, the amplitude drop is observed, which is
determinated not by relaxation time (as usual), but by inhoaoge-
neity with the larger characteristic time (HFI or quadrupole).

Co539 nuclei in thin films of cobalt and cobalt containing al-
loys were investigated. The rate of the "forbidden" echo decay was
compared with inversal width of NMR line. It was found, that quad-
rupole broadening is of aoout 1 iiHz and slightly depends on tempe-
rature .

This phenomenon combined with the known echo signals suppres-
sion condition [2] allows to obtain more information about elect-
ric fields gradients on nuclei, that are caused by electron and
crystalline structure.
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NuR ".;• I ERBIUM IN rERRIHAGNETIC Tb(R)Fe2

\.I.Shevchenko, A.N.Pogorelyi, A.t'.Levkowski
Institute of Metal Physics of the Ukrainian Academy of Science,
252142, Kiev, USSR

NMR and nuclear spin-lattice relaxation of 5 Tb was studi-
ed in ' Tb)(Gd1_xFe, (x=0.05-1.00) and TbyYj_yFe2

(y=0.6-1.0).
The split of NMR line in TbGdfe2, associated with the sub-

stitution of terbium by gadolinium was revealed. Data for the
top compositions permit to dsfine the RE ions' contributions in
the induced local field on terbium nuclei in RFe2 compounds:
H T b = 60 kOe, H G d = 70 kOe.

As terbium was substituted by yttrium, the resonance line
shift was observed. It corresponds to the induced magnetic moment
on yttrium 0.5u,B and, thus, yttrium isn't nonmagnetic diluent
in RFe2-

The value of the field, induced by the iron sublattice in
RFe2, was estimated (M60 kOe). Thus it is larger almost in or-
der of magnitude as to the RE sublattice field and, in the main,
defines the local field increasing on terbium nuclei in RFe2 as to
the pure terbium.

The presence of the terbium resonance in RFe3 compounds is
typical feature of the obtaining NMR spectra.

For the all investigated specimens the essential increasing
of spin-lattice relaxation times as to the pure terbium (MO ti-
mes) was discovered. This fact can be attributed to the electron
density decreasing near terbium because of the smaller electrone-
gativity of RE elements as to iron. In spite of the electron den-
sity decreasing, the intensification of exchange interaction in
RFe2 as compared to the pure RE metal results in increasing of
the conductive electrons spin polarization and the local field
on 159Tb as well.
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EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC FIELDS ON IRON NUCLEI
IN PRODUCTS OF SOLID-PHASE INTERACTION IN
THE SISTEM CoO-Fe2Os ACCORDING TO THE MO-

SSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY DATA

i
YU.B.VOITKOVSKY, S.M.KREYNIN, 0 N.GENERALOV and V.P BERZIN

MOSCOW MINING INSTITUTE, USSR

Processes of solid-phase interaction in the sistem CoO-Fe2Oj
were studied. Initial mixtures with weight ratio CoO/FejO,(X)=0.0!
0,1;0.25;0.43 were briquetted under pressure of 200 N/sm1 and thei
subjected to isothermal firing with temperature range (T) of 600°<
-1200°C and oxigen pressure POj =0.21-10s Pa within the time limi-
(t) of 5-40min. The samples were then rapidly cooled in the air.
Mossbauer spectra of reaction products were obtained at room
•tjemperature (the sourse was CoSJ in a Cr matrix).

1 Outer right-hand and left-hand peaks of characteristic Mossb.
uer spetitra are shown in the figure. As is seen, reaction end pro-
ducts differ grsatly depending on initial mixtures concentration
under maximum thermodynamic conditions (T=1200°C and t=40 min.).
For samples with X=0.05 and 0.1 Mossbauer spectra of products are
represented by the superposition of two sexstets corresponding to
Fe203 (Heff =515 kOe) and solid solution (H«.{{ =(491± 4)k0e). For
samples with X=0.25 and 0.43 Mossbauer spectra of products are re
presented by the superposition of seven sextets with He|f =(530* 4
kOe-(a); (518+ 4)kOe-(b); (508i 4)k0e-(c); (498+ 4)k0e-(d); (488t
4)k0e-(e); (476+ 4)kOe-(f) and (4651 4)kOe-(j), which proves the
existence of seven non-equivalent positions of iron ions in the
crystal lattice of newly forming phases. Mossbauer ferrite spect-
rum - Fe2Co0i» , obtained according to the general ceramic techno-
logy, was taken as a standard.

According to the ideology developed by G.A.Petitt and D.W.Fo
jrester [1] the given superposition was interpreted as a spectrum
of the spinel. Here the sexstet (e) corresponds to ions Fe3*,
which are in tetrahedral (A) positions of the structure; the othe
sextets correspond to ions Fe3*" in octahedral (B) positions of
spinel structure with different number of ions Coa* as the nea-
rest-neighbor in A-positions. The sextet with the maximum field
He# =530 kOe corresponds to the case with no nearest-neighbor A-
position Co2* ions (B(0)); the sextet with Heft =518 kOe corre-
sponds to the case with one nearest-neighbor A-position Co1* ion
(B(l)); the sextet with He-K =508 kOe corresponds to the case witt
two nec«st-neighbor A-position Coa* ions (B(2)); the sextet wit



The difference in the spectra of
samples with X=0.25 and X=0.43 fired
at different temperature and time
when reaction products have spinel
structure, is seen in a different re-
lative intensity of the seven men-
tioned Seeman sextets.

It is interpreted from t,:.. point
of view of different probs i.ixy of
filling in the corresponding orysal-
chemical positions in the forming
spinel structure uv:"r various ther-
iTodynamic voriditicii; whi cl. show.!
cif ierent .J.c:rr*.ey .•.; ord^rl .;v;£;
01 I'-rrnirij q u j s i -e-:;"i ilibri'.:;;. ;*:!•:'.;.'•

T h e s p i n e l ;.;.;,; j l u r s o". •-•••:-• '

en products is foraec for .:;:i'-i-i.
mixture., with X--0.'<s5 ai. T-iO':C":: «• a
t? 10 min; for initial mixri:;•<=•-.
with X=0.4 3 at T=900eC and t > llf.
min. It is saver furmed for cccipltE
with X=0.05 and X=0.1 under menti-
oned above thermodynamic ccr.diti-
ons.

1. G.A.Petitt and D.W.Forrester,Phys.
Rev.B, 1971.v4.Nil.p3912-3923.
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(1 .'£ BAUER STUDY OF ANNEALING INDUCED STRUCTURAL

CHANGES IN FjNiCrMoSlB METALLIC GLASSES

I.£korvanek, A.Zentko, M.Mig l ie r in i * . O.Kovac
Inst i tu te of Experimental Physics, Slovakian Acadeny
of Sciences, CS-O43 53 Koiice, Czechoslovakia

Faculty of E lec t r ica l Engineering, Slovak Technical
University, CS-812 19 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

The present study was undertaken in order to i n -
vestigate the influence of annealing induced st ructu-
r a l relaxation on magnetic properties of

N i S i 5 a " d F e30N i44C r4M o2B15® i5
The as-received samples of investigated amorphous

ribbons were isothermically annealed at 300 C up to
5.10 Bin. The annealing induced changes of magnetic
parameters were investigated by Mossbauer spectrosco-
py and by magnetization measurements. Transmission
Mosebauer spectra of investigated samples were analy-
sed using the modified histogram method [l] to find
the hyperfine field distributions.

Remarkable hyperfine field distribution shifts
to the high field region were observed after anneal-
ing. Annealing leads to an increase of values of mean
hyperfine field H and to a broadening of hyperfine
field distributions. The average magnetization vector
tends to rotate out of the ribbon plane after anneal-
ing.

From temperature dependences of spontaneous mag-
netization it was found that the annealing leads to
increase of the values of exchange constant A_x and
Curie temperature.

The observed findings are discussed in terms of
the possible annealing induced effect on the local
short-range order around the magnetic atoms in inves-
tigated samples [2] .
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INVESTIGATION OP INDUCED MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
IN AMORPHOUS Co-Pe-Ni -Si-B RIBBONS

V.Sedykh, A.V. Serebryakov, N.I .Novokhatskaya, V.A.Ki-
slov
Institute of Solid State Physics, Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, Chernogolovka, Moscow di str. , 142432 USS:1

The magnetic anisotropy induced by stress-annea-
ling, magnetic field-anneal ing and simultaneous stress
and magnetic field annealing in amorphous Co-Fe-Ni-Si-B
ribbons was investigated. The amorphous ribbons were pro-
duced by the melt-spinning technique. M ossbauer spectro-
scopy was used for detecting the direction of local mag-
netic anisotropy. Conventional magnetometry was utilized
to determine the magnetic properties of the amorphous ma-
terials. The measurements were carried out at room tem-
perature.

The assumptions about the magnetic structure of the
amorphous samples after above named treatments, about
the nature of the different components of induced magne-
tic anisotropy, about the mechanism of inducing each com-
p onent were di scussed.
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iiosai-uuer Siud/ of hd-iFe^B end lldj iF^i-yCO);' \ 4B Compounds

Sh.ivj. Ge, riiie Ll.^ng, Fa-:he:i Li and F.ongjie Zhou
Deportment of Physics, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou,
Gansu ?3G000, The People's Republic of China

ft large number of hyperfine interaction studies have been
concentrated on the tetragonal NdjFej^B compounds in order to
understand the details of the magnetic properties of the Nd-Fe-B
permanent magnets on on atomic scale. The first arid the itast
fundamental work in hyperfine field (HF) analysis of this system
is to determine the re HF values and assign them to the si;; non-
equivalent Fe sites (4e, 4c, 8jj, 9J2, 16k), 16 k 2) . There is,
however, a significant variation in the Fe HF values and site
assignments reported from Hdssbauer Effect (HE) studies because
tiie si:; subspectra axe superposed with no obvious structural
tridtuie. Uuclear magnetic resonance (NiiR> is good at precisely
determine HF values, but it is still difficult in assignment by
using the NMR information alone as the NMR intesities do not
exactly follow the Fe site population ratios. In present work, we
measured the Hossbauer spectra of Nd^Fej^B and Nd2(Fei_xCo)() 14B
compounds both at room temperature and at 77K. For the sample of
X=0, taking the HF values measured by NMR into the fitting process
of the ME data and removing any pre-constraints for the relative
intensity ratios of subspectra, the e>:perimental Hossbauer
spectrum can be very well resolved into six subspectra with
intensity ratios 4:4:8:8:16:16. The HF values an:d their
assignment obtained by a combined analysis of HE and NMR data are
as follows: 378<J2>i 346(l;2>, 334(j 1), 325(ki>, 322(c) and 306(e).

It was well known that the substitution of Co for Fe
significantly increases the Curie temperature anj within a certain
replacement range, the saturation magnetization of this material.
In order to understand the improvements, it is important to know
the site-preference of Co as well as Fe atoms. The variations of
= ubspectrum intensities and HF values with X in MdjfFei-jfCo;;) 14B
compounds were studied for this purpose. The results show that
iatii increasing Co concentration: (1) the relative intensity of
the subspectrum corresponding to kn site decreases obviously while
the intensity for Fe(jn) becomes more pronunced both at RT and at
77K. This means that the Co atoms have a strong preference to
occupy the k2 site but have rather less tendency to enter the J2
site, namely, the J£ site is prefered by Fe atoms; (2) the HF
values, therefore, the magnetic moments of all Fe sites decreased
monotonously. It seems contradictory with the results by neutron
diffraction and saturation magnetization measurement which
concluded an increase in average magnetic moment per formula unit
with increasing Co concentration. This apparent discrepancy can
be solved if the concentration dependences of the onsite
polarization field and the transfered field on Co contents are
considered.
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THE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUTION OF Fe BY Ga OK THE SPIN
ORDER IN

R.K.Gubaidullin
Aviation Institute, Kazan, 420084, USSR

Formerly [II it has been established that partial
substitution of Fe by Ga ions in strontium hexagonal
ferrite leads to the formation of non-collinear magne-
tic structure. The results of present studies perfor-
med by the MSssbauer-effect technique ahow the selec-
ted character of deviation of magnetic moments from
collinear ordering. The substitution by Ga ions does
not influence the orientation of magnetic moments of
Fe ions in the bipyramidal lattice sites, but for Fe
ions in the I2k sites it leads to most considerable
deviation of magnetic moments from C-axis.

The appreciable broadening of the absorption
lines of MSssbauer spectrum in the single crystal of
Ga-substituted hexagonal ferrite (for gallium concen-
tration x=6 per formula unit) at 4.2 K in external
magnetic field H=40 kQe gives an evidence of a certain
variety of deviation angles of magnetic moments of Fe
ions even within the limits of single sublattices.
This is explained, to our mind, by the dependence of
the deviation angle of spins on the statictic
distribution of Ga ions in neighbor cation surrouniing
of Fe ions.

According to our interpretation, the specific
character of non-collinear spin arrangement in Ga-
-substituted hexagonal ferrite is due to the distribu-
tion features of Ga ions on lattice sites. The basic
superexchange interaction between Fe ions in 2b and
4f2 sites is changed negligibly, since as a matter of
our records the small degree of localization of Ga
ions both in 2b- and 4f2-sites is observed. Therefore
the partial substitution of Fe by Ga ions does not
lead to the formation of angular or spiral block spin
configurations, as it does in the case of substitution
by In or Sc ions respectively. Also the localization
of Ga ions in 4ff sites contributes in considerable
degree to weakening of the connection of I2k sublat-
tice with the magnetic structure as a whole.
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NMR STUDIES OF ELECTRON AND GAMMA IRRADIATED
CoFeNiSiBC AMORPHOUS ALLOY

V.V.Kotov, V.V.Polotnjuk, A.M.Shalaev, V.M.Shkapa
Institute of Metal Physics, Kiev, USSR

The effects of electron and gamma irradiation introduce addi-
tional energy to amorphous alloy, that results in migration of me-
talloids (B, C). Stability or change of the short-range order de-
pends on their amorphous nature and irradiation power [ I]. NilR-
method in very sensitive to changes of the short-range order in
the investigated samples.

Samples of investigated amorphous ribbon of the compositions
Co-12.6%Ni-6.I%Fe-4.6KB-Q.3^Si-0.018%C were prepared by rapid
quenching from the melt. The ribbon samples were about 305ym thir'<
and 10 mm wide. Absorbed gamma radiation dose was 7.8 10~Kal/kg
at the temperature 320 K. The electron irradiation v/as performeo
in.lineax accelerator in the range 4.3 MeV with integral flux
10 cm at the temperature less than 350 K. NMR spectra were
obtained by spin-echo technique in the frequency intervs. jf
40+140 MNz at the temperature 4.2 K.

The spectrum for the initial sample has two main peaks at 04
and 103 MHz, and several satellite signals with less intensity
have other resonance frequencies. After irradiation main lines
widths decreas and main peaks shift to 35 and 85, and to 1Q1 and
100 MHz for electron and gamma irradiation respectively. The oo-
served change of the spectrum can be interpreted ss irradiation-
induced changes in (CoNiFe)pB and (CoNiFe)3B short-range order
and as destruction of crystal nuclei. Electron and secondary-ele-
ctron (cjamma-irradiation-induced) bombard influences on atonic
shifts of metalloids in the alloy without migration of Co, Ni enr!
Fe atoms. These findings are confirmed by increase of a crystalli-
sation temperature controled by tsrmomagnetic analysis.
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INVESTIGATION OF MdSSBAUER SPECTRA OF Fe,nCr,nP..,C,
RIBaON, POWDER AND COMPACT AMORPHOUS ALLOY u xu " '

N.A.Tomashevskjy, V.V.Polotnjuk, A.E.Psrekos, T.V.Efimova
Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian
SSR, Kiev

Under production of massive amorphous specimens by compres-
sing of amorphous powders it is nessesary to avoid superheating
above crystallisation temperature. The present work contains ana-
lisis of compressing influense on the structure of FeygCrjgPjgCy
amorphous alloy. There was investigated the samples of ribbon, po-
wder and compact. The ribbon was produced by melt-spinning method,
powder - by mechanical grinding of ribbon to 100 mu particles, the
compact was obtained after explosive compressing. Kdssbauer study
was carry out in passage and reflection geometry. The specimens
structure was investigated by X-rays and electron-microscope ana-
lysis. Magnetic properties was measured by vibration magnitometr
[I]-

Initial state of ribbon is amorphous. Mossbauer spectra exhi-
bit characteristic pattern with large width of lines. After heat
treatment to 830 K the six-line pattern of cristalline b.c.c. fase
is observed in Mossbauer spectra. Further increasing of heating
temperature to 870 K lead to appearence of cristalline r.c.c. fase
single line. Therefore region of hightemperature f.c.c. fase exi-
stence broadens essensially in crystalline specimens; obtained
from metall glasses, temperature of b.c.c.-f.c.c. transformation
lowering when heating.

This conclusion concern of powder and compact specimens also.
Machanical grinding of amorphous ribben doesn't introduce exchange
in Mossbauer spectra. However the spectra, recieved by conversion
electron Mossbauer spectroscopy from surface layers on deep no mo-
re 80 nm are wider. This indicates on structural state changes of
surfase that are alteration of topological and chemical short ran-
ge on surface. Importanse of received results is that compressing
of amorphous powders doesn't exchange its structural state and ma-
gnetic properties.
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THE HYPERFINE INTERACTION OF u lCd IN Cr2O3

J. Kesten, M. Uhrmacher and K. P. Lleb
II. Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Gottingen and SFB 126,
D-3400 Gbttlngen, Federal Republic of Germany

The time differential perturbed angular correlation (PAC) of the
•f-f-cascade of u lCd was used to investigate the electric and magnetic
hyperfine Interaction of ulCd in Cr2O3, which crystallizes in the rhom-
bohedral corundum structure. The uMn-lons were implanted with an
energy of 400 keV into two polycryatalline <x-Cr2O3 pressed powder
targets by means of the Gdttingen heavy ion implantor IONAS.

The targets were annealed
isochronally in vacuum between
67S K and 1175 K for 30 min.
After each annealing step, PAC
perturbation functions were ta-
ken with a four Nal- or
BaF2-detector set-up. Because
Cr2O3 is anti-ferromagnetic, the
PAC measurements were carried
out above the Neel temperature
(TN = 307 K) to avoid combined
interaction. Two fractions (fr
f2) with axially symmetric elec-
tric field gradients (iij = »i2 = 0,
uqt = 151(1) MHz, vqil = 202(1)
MHz) were found. The second
fraction f2 is formed at higher
annealing temperatures at the
expense of fr

In order to determine
which of this two sites is atta-
ched to substitutlonal mIn in
the undisturbed lattice, PAC measurements were performed below the
Neel temperature, at Tm = 20 K and 127 K. In the 20 K frequency
spectrum, the components of ft are broadened, while the components
of f2 stay constant (see figure). From this we conclude that f, denotes
the substitutional site. An upper limit of the local magnetic hyperfine
field of B,oc < 0.41 T was obtained for this site.
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THE C0O/C03O4 PHASE TRANSITION STUDIED BY PAC

D. Wegner, Z. Inglot and K.P. Lieb
II. Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Gbttingen, and
SFB 126, D-3400 Gottingen, Fed. Rep. Germany

The phase transition between the two known cobalt
oxides CoO (rocksalt structure) and C03O4 (spinel
structure) has been studied with the PAC method, after
implanting some 1012 111in+ ions into the oxides and
observing the development of the electric field gra-
dients as function of the annealing/oxidation tempera-
ture. The oxide films were either prepared by oxidizing
4N pure Co foils and measuring the oxide stoichiometry
by Rutherford backscatterin?, or from pressed powders.
Substitutional implantation in CoO was verified by loo-
king at the antiferromagnetic hyperfine interaction be-
low the Neel temperature TJJ = 291 K |1|.

During the oxidation of CoO two axially symmetric
efg were found (VQ-J = 82 MHz, VQ.2 = 161 MHz) which we
attribute to the successive trapping of one or two va-
cancies at the 111 in probe. These configurations are
thought to form the first stages of the CoO ->- C03O4 phase
transformation. Furthermore, evidence for the formation
o± the socalled "4:1" microclusters postulated by Cat-
low et al. |2| has been found. The two sites in the spi-
nel type C03O4 are characterized by the quadrupole fre-
quencies vg = 0 and VQ = 146 MHz, n = 0. The oxidation
kinetics of CoO is described in terms of first order
rate equations.

|1| Z. Inglot, D. Wegner, K.P. Lieb, Hyp. Int. (1989)
in press

|2| C.R.A. Catlow, et al., Phil. Mag. A40 (1974) 161
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i>SR STUDY OF THE MAGNETIC ORDERING
AND PARAMAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS IN RTr2X2

P. Oalmas de Reotier, A. Yaouanc, B. Chevalier*, P. Chaudouet*,
R. Madar* and J.P. Sanchez1

Centre d'Etudes Nucleates, DRF, 85X, F-38041 Grenoble, France.
'Laboratoire de Chimie du Solide, F-33405 Talence, France.
MNPG, ENSPG, F-38041, Saint Martin d'Heres, France.
* Centre de Recherches Nucleates, Strasbourg, France.

He have started the study by |iSR spectroscopy of the magnetic
properties of the RTr2X2 series (R 1s a rare-earth or uranium, Tr
a transition element and X-S1,Ge or As). He use the muon beam of
the Rutherford Laboratory which is well suited to study in detail
the iiSR depolarisation function, P(t), because the data are very
clean and the measurements can be extended up to a 20|iS. The mea-
surements are made in zero magnetic field.

Our study is divided into two parts. Using samples which do
not have ions with electronic magnetic moments we study the dif-
fusion and localisation properties of the muon. Our first measu-
rements on such a sample has been performed on LaN12As2. It shows
that the muon 1s static at low temperature. The jump frequency Is
0.304 (44) and 0.445 (15) MHz at 21.5 and 150 K, respectively.

Our first measurements on a magnetic member of the RTr2X2 fa-
mily have been performed on CeRh2S12 which has a N6el temperature
TM- 36 K. In the two figures we present examples of measurements
of P(t) In the magnetic and paramagnetic phase respectively. The-
se examples show that the magnetic
ordering strongly Influences P(t).
The fact that no oscillations are
seen below TN is a strong Indica-
tion the the muon localises In a
site of cubic symmetry for the an-
t1ferromagnetic structure. This al-
lows to understand recent published
data on URu2S12. The shape of P(t)
for T < TM gives Information on the
magnetic properties of CeRh2S12.
For example for T s 23 K, P(t) can
not be describes by two exponential
functions. TIME (MICROSECONDS)

10
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M1P WJÜI OF THE SUPERTRANSFEHHED HYPERFINE FIRDS AT F « 5 7 MXXEI

t '2 nOMN Tfc, -SITIüN IN >U-5UBSTI finEP HEMATITE CRYSTALS

A. v'Zdlesski i , V.U.Krjvenko, V.S.Lutovinov, V.A.Murashov,

T.fl.Khimich

Institute of Crystallography, Acad. Sei. USSR, Moscow

The contribution of the supertransferreri hyperfine field (STUF)
57 3-*- 2— 3*-

at Fe' nuclei due to a spin density transfer via Fe -0 -Fe*
57

superexchange interaction into a total local field at Fe nuclei

for the crystals of (Al Fe,_ '-O-, systea (0<x<0.08P) was

determined from the spin-echo WIR spectra. The spectra for the

crystals with x=0 (1), x=0.023 (2>, K=0.069 (3) and «(=0.082 (4) at

T=a97+0.05 K are shown in the figure. The broadening of the

sppctra towai ds the lower frequencies with x is caused by the

occurence of nonequiva-

lent surrounrting of
3+

Fe ions due to the

substitution of diamag-
3+

netic Al atoas. Since

the satellites are not

resolved, the change

/H(STHF) due to the

breakage of a single

69 70 7f M H Z superexchange bond was
determined froa the shift of the center of gravity u of each

sppctruM (shown by the arrows) assuaing proportionality between >J,

and the nuaber of magnetic neighbours at x?O. The total nusber of

magnetic neighbours per iron ato« in pure (x=O) heaatite was

assuned equal to 9 which follows fi oa the analysis of the predomi-

nant exchange interaction responsible fcr «agnetrc structure of

-<-Fe?ü3. The total STHF = 9AH(STtr> was found equal to 0.4-9=3,6 1

which is 7% of the total local field at Fe57 nuclei at Ü77 K.

Another aia of this work was to clarify the dependence of Hurin

transition teaperature T on Al concentration. WVt is quite a
n

useful tool for this purpose because the disappearance of wn«k

ferromagnetisa is accoapanied by a sharp drop of N U intensity. T

was found to vary linearly with Al content according to the

relation TMlx> = E60 - cw, os= B0OQ.
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146Nd NMR IN

S. Nadolski1, E. Machowska1, P.ByBzewski1, E. Dynoweka

and S. Filipek2

1. Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences,
Al. Lotnifcow 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland

2. Institute of Physical Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences,
Warsaw, Poland

The new class of permanent magnetic materials belonging to
the R2Fel4B system (R - rare earth) absorbs hydrogen and forms
stable hydrides [1].

The Nd NMR spectrum for Nd2Fel4B consists of two components
associated with two nonequivalent R crystal positions [2]. The
Nd2Fel4B phase doninates in Ndl5Fe77B8 alloy and the Nd spin echo
spectra for Nd2Fel4B and Ndl5Fe77B8 are identical [3]. The double
resonance technique allowed to notice that the low frequency
component of the 145Nd spectrum in Nd2Fel4B consists of two
overlapping lines with different quadrupole splittings. It was
shown that one of the Nd positions is subdivided into two sites
depending on the angle between Nd magnetic moment and electric
field gradient [4].

In this work the initial Hdl5Fe77B8 alloy was investigated
by means of zero - field 145Nd spin echo at 4.2 and 1.8 K. The
line positions and quadrupole splittings were very similar to
those reported in [4].

The hydride phase Ndl5Fe77B8Hx was obtained by 12h reaction
of the initial material with H 2 at 5000 ato and 400°C. The above
prosess increased the lattice constants by about 1%. The 145Nd
spin echo spectrum was shifted towards the lower frequencies by
about 10%. The absorbed hydrogen deroeases (increases) the
quadrupole splitting of the low (high) frequency part of the NMR
spectrum. Two branches of the quadrupole splitting were still
observed at lower frequencies.

The drop of iWR frequencies is related to the lattice
expansion. The influence of the hydrogen on the spin
reorientation can be responsible for the changes in the
quadrupole splitting.
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MAGNETIC HYPERFINE FIELDS OF Dy (Fe Al ) SYSTEM
x i—z z y

J. Pszczola and K. Krop

Solid State Physics Department, AGH, Al. Mickiewicza

30, 30-059 Krakow, Poland

A substitution of Al atoms into the iron sublat-

tice of the R Fe ferrimagnets has a strong influence

on the magnetic properties and hyperfine parameters

[1,2]. The Fe-magnetic hyperfine field Hj^fz) of

the Dy (Fe., Al ) series decreases non-linearly withx i wmz z y
the Al-content. The measured data and collected from

literature ones are discussed. The formula:

Hhf(z) = H1(0) (1-z) + H2(0) (1-z)
2 + H3(0) (1-z)

2

describing well the Fe-hyperfine field change is

obtained concerning the n_, (z)-dependence (n_ - iron

magnetic moment per atom) . H.. (0) is the core- and

selfpolarization term, H_(0) is the field transferred

from the Fe-neighbourhood and H,(0) is the field

originated by the magnetically polarized 5d6s-conduc-

tion electrons. These fields are obtained from

a suitable Moessbauer effect experiment [3 3.

The formula is valid (for instance 4) also for

the other known R(Fe-Al) series. It can be used in

practice as an indirect test of the np (z)-dependence

in the studied R(Fe-Al)-type new compounds.
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THE POSSIBILITY OF APPLICATION OF MOSSBAUER EFFECT TO
THE STUDY OF RADIO-FREQUENCY MAGNETIZATION PROCESSES

F.G.Vagizov, R.A.Manapov
Kazan Physical-Technical Institute, 420029, Kazan, Ufculi

As is known, Mossbauer magnetic hyperfine (HF) x-c-
tern is determined not only by the magnitude of hyper-
fine magnetic field on a nucleus, but depends essentially
on fluctuations of hyperfine field. Fast fluctuations
of this field may significantly alter the hyperfine stru-
cture of static levels and thus influence the experimen-
tal Mossbauer spectra. Up to date Mossbauer spectroscopy
was applied mainly to the study of the phenomena with
stohastic field fluctuations. The possibilities of the
spectroscopy when applied to the study of the processes,
induced by external alternating magnetic field, that
bring about hyperfine magnetic field periodical modula-
tion on a nucleus less known.

In the paper we report the experimental study of
hyperfine field modulation influence on Mossbauer hyper-
fine pattern under the conditions the particular magneti-
zation mechanisms. The employment of the foil with the
thickness less than skin-depth enables to eliminate the
masking effect of ultrasonic modulation of gamma-radiati-
on due to negligibly low sample acoustical quality in
the direction of quantum propagation. This fact was used
to investigate the magnetic structure dynamic effect in-
duced by external RF field. It is found out that Mossba-
uer spectrum of polydomain samples, the magnetization of
which vary periodically due to the motion of domain boun-
daries has the characteristic form of the line. The dis-
torted part of the spectrum is due to Mossbauer absorpti-
on by the nuclei whose HF fields are periodically distur-
bed when passing the domain boundaries. The mathemati-
cal treatment of the spectra shows that hyperfine field
evolution is due to the oscillations relatively equili-
brium position to a first approximation. In the paper
the experimental date concerning the determination of
the relative number of nuclei involved in the process of
domain boundary movement are displayed. It is noted that
strong spectra distortion is observed also in cases when
the variation of sample magnetization occurs mainly due
to the turning of domain magnetization vector from one
axis of easy magnetization to another. A special atten-
tion is paid to the study of coherent phenomena occurring
in RF fast magnetization reversal experiments. It is sta-
ted that the satellite structure of the spectra is due
mainly to the periodical variation of HF field vector to
the reverse but not to the effects of acoustic nature.
The experimental results are in good accordance with the
theory.
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LOCAL MAGNETIC STRUCTURE AND ANOMALIES OF MAGNETIC HYPERFINE

INTERACTIONS OF 57Fe AND 119Sn NUCLEI IN LITHIUM ALUMINIUM

FERRITES

T.S.uyubutin, T.V.Dmitrieva, R.I.Chaiabov

Institute of Crystallography, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

The Fe and Sn Mossbauer spectra of ordered lithium

aluminium ferrites Li" ,Fe. c Alu0, :Sn for 0.8<x<1.0 (the
Ui3 i • O ~ X X 4

compensation point region) have been studied at 80<T<650 K.

F£ spectra prove the presence of some Fe3* ions being

in magnetically disordered state at T<TM. The estimated number

of these ions is in accordance with the Gilleo's model of

diluted magnet. It is found that Fe ions are located in

magnetically nonequivalent sites differing in local

environments, and the value of the supertransferred hyperfine

magnetic field H_TlJC is estimated. The spin glass type
D I nr

magnetic structure with the spin canting angle depending on

temperature and aluminium concentration is established.

1 19

Sn spectra indicate the existence of hyperfine

magnetic fields H at tin nuclei with a complex dispersion.

The field distribution functions P(H"'n) are found for

different temperatures. The following parameters of the P(H )

distribution are analysed in details as functions of

temperature: (i) the value of the average field H , (ii) the

fields H n and H " corresponding to maximum and minimum in the

P(HSn) distribution respectively, (iii) the contribution to

the."zero" field P(0) to P(HSn>. It is found that H^n, H^" and

P(0) parameters show anomalies in the vicinity of the

compensation point. This is explained by both competition of

intra- and intersublattice exchange interactions and the

existence of canted spin structure. It is suggested that the

P(0) contribution can be related to tin ions surrounded by
nonmagnetic ions only and/or to those tin ions which have

;otnpens.3ted contributions to H"'n from A- and B- sublattices.



: ,iL STtLi OF HIFERP.THE WTERkCTIOSS 3H ORIHOPEBRITES,
FKutlMAGNETIC GARNETS AND SPIHELS UHEER FRESSUBE

V.D.Doroshev, A.N.Molchanov, M.M.Savosta
Donetsk Physico-Technical Institute, Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences, 34OII4- Donetsk, USSR

Effect of high hydrostatic pressure up to 20 kbar
on the hyperfine magnetic fields at 57Pe nuclei in the
ferric compounds - orthoferrites RPeOj, iron borate
FgB03, hematite oi-^ez0j,, £errimagnetic garnets
HjFesO^a and ordered lithium ferrite Lio.5Fea.5O4 was
for the first time studied at T=4,2K by the NJffi spin-
echo method,

The obtained low-
tempei'ature data repre-
sent purely a change of
the spin density at nuc-
lei under compression,
whereas previous studies
done at 300K [i] reflect
essentially the influen-
ce of pressure on excha-
nge integrals. The Table
shows baric coefficients
of JSMR frequencies, the
data for ferrimagnetic
garnets and lithium fer-
rite being corrected for
the change of Lorentz
field assuming that the
ion magnetic moment re-
mains constant.

Peculiarities of
variation of the baric
coefficients in ortho-

ferrite and ferrimagnetic garnet series are explained
in the framework of the theory of hyperfine interac-
tions in ferric compounds [2] . It is shown that the
value of baric coefficients is essentially influenced
by J?e* t -0 2" -i'e3+Jf bond angle # , i.e. by super-
transferred hyperfine interactions. Spin-density tran-
sfer from E'+ rare-earth ions to Pe^* ions manifests

Compound

La i'eOa,
Pr iJeO^
Gd FeO}
Jir PeO^
Tm ?eOj
Tb FeOj
^K.-Fejj.O'S
Fe BO3
Su3FesO.{2
GdsPebO^z
YsS'esO^
fir^PesO^z

Lu3Pe50^2.

oct.
site
+3,95
+2,77
+2,10
+0,16
-0,38
-0,12
-4 ,30
-2,40
-1,51
-2,09
-1,92
-1,19
-2,25
-1 ,33
-4,62

dis/k
tetr
site

— y ,

- 3 ,
- 3 ,
- I ,
- 2 ,

-s;

b a r

25
62
45
91
78
33
93

only in garnets and
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ELECTROH-HUCLKAE BJTEHACTIONS M BARE-EAEEH
ORTHOFEREITES ATJD ORTHOCHEOMITEE

A.S.Karnachev, A.S.Moskvdn, E.E.Solov'ev
Physico-Iechnical Institute, Ukr.Acad.of Sciences

34OII4 Donetsk, USSR

Electron-nuclear interactions in rare-earth ortho-
ferrites and orthochromites have been studied using
the spin echo of HMK of 57le and 53cr nuclei.

In the region of spin-reorientated phase transi-
tions a phenomenon of magnetic (orthoferrites, ortho-
ehromites) and electron (orthochromites) nonequivalen-
cy of different magnetic d-sublattices,which manifests
in splitting of HMB signals, was studied for the first
time. The phenomenon of magnetic nonequivalency of 3d-
ion sublattices in orthoferrites and orthochromites is
related to anisotropy of magnetic superfine interacti-
ons, and the phenomenon, of electric nonequi valency of
chromium sublattices in orthochromites is due to the
different sign of nondiagonal tensor components of
electron field gradient.

The data on anisotrGpy of magnetic superfine in-
teractions for 57pe and 53Cr nuclei and tensor compo-
nents of electric field gradient for 53Cr nuclei, SB
well as their changes in a series of orthoferrites and
orthochromites have been generalised. A semiquantita-
tive analysis for different anisotropy mechanisms of
superfine interactions and their relations with crys-
talline structure and type of a rare-earth ion has
been carried out.

The obtained results of HMB-inveistigations of ra-
re-earth orthoferrites and orthochromites are beyond
the framework of compounds specified and are of a ge-
neral interest for physics of superfine interactions
and can be used for another types of magnetoordered
compounds.
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1 3 C NMR STUDY OP CARBON DISTRIBUTION IN F e - C , F e - N i - C
AND Fe-Mn-C MARTENSITE

*T.V.Dolidze, A.P.Shevakin
Central •Scientific Research Institute for Ferrous
Metallurgy.Moscow,USSR

Spin-echo NMR spectra of l3C nuclei were observed
in ferromagnetic Fe-C,Fe-Ni-C and Fe-Mn-C martensite
at 4.2K.

isC spectra of quenched martensite in binary Fe-C
alloys(2.5-7at.%C) contained two well resolved peaks
with maximums at ~40.2(a) and 37.9MHz(b),with inten-
sity ratio ~2:1. Aging at 320K resulted in new compo-
nents of 13C spectra with maximums at 35.6(c),32.8(d)
and 30MHz(e).intensity of which built up as the temp-
ering tirr.e increased. One might assume,that peaks (a)
and (b) in 13C spectra were releted to carbon in tet-
rahedral and octahedral intersticiesd]. We decided to
test this assumption on alloys with a low Ms points:
Fe~7at.?5TTi-7at.i:":C and Fe-3.5at.#Mn-7at.?$C. The sampleB
underwent y-»oi transformation in HMR probehead,when
immersed in liquid helium.

13C spectra in virgin FeNiC and FeKnC martensite
were single linea with maximums at 40,5 and 40.0MHz
and 2.5 ard 3MHz wide respectively. So,carbon in vir-
gin martensite is found only in the positions of one
type - octahedral positions. At the apinf of ternary
alloys 13C spectra underwent a similar change as bin-
ary alloys spectra,though in PeMnC alloys IiT.TR lines
were transformed at a considerably slower rate.

Changes in hyperfine fields in 13C nuclei bro-
ught on by a different atom number in irnediate envi-
ronments were estimated and theoretical 13C NMR spec-
tra for various ordering models were worked out. As it
was demonstrated by compering theoretical and experi-
mental spectra,carbon atoms cluster in aging marten-
site according to models given in [2] and [3].
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IMPURITY EFFECT OP Me=Cr, Hb OR Ifc THIRD COMPOBENT
ATOiiS ON HY.PERFIKE IHTERACTIOH IH ORDERED IRUFe AUJOY

Aradulla 0. Mekhrabov
Azerbaijan State University, Baku-370073, USSR

In papers of A.O. Mekhrabov et a l . /"\r2/ the files
Gr, Ufa. or Hb impurity e f f e c t on energy and structural
charac ter i s t i c s of atomic ordering in IHU(Fe,Me) has
been analyzed theore t i ca l ly . I t has beenJ shown that in
case of HioPe superstructure s tab i l i za t ion by Hb and
Mn atoms, J the Gr atoms disturb th i s s tructure . For
the purpose of analyzing theoret i ca l r e s u l t s , the HGR
spectra of Hio(Fe1 Jfe ) (where Me=CrfHb or Via, x=o+"i5
at.%) have been measured i n disordered and ordered
s t a t e s . A l l the NGR spectra have been analyzed by
B. Window method / 3 / . Concentration dependence of ave-
rage hyperfine magnetic f i e l d value H p̂ and the width
of the outer l i n e s P has been determined and i s tabu-
lated.

Alloys

Hi - 25Fe
Hi - 23Fe - 2Mb
Hi - 2oFe - 5Hb
Hi - 18Fe - 7Hb
Hi - 15Fe - iQHb
Hi - 21Fe - 4i5Cr
Hi - 18Fe - 6.5Cr
Hi - 17Fe - 8Cr
Hi - 15Fe - loGr
Hi - 13Fe - i3Gr
Hi - 23Fe - 1,2lfli
Hi - 9.7Fe- 14.25lfa

K.
disord..
296-
279i2
26o.4
247
244i3
262.2
254.7
215.0
181.0
0
286.8
241.5

koe
ordered
279"
268*8
239.6
220.7

_
260.4
254i7
221i7
190.5
0 '
275.4
300

r . i nan/a
disord, "
0i7224
0.7296
0.9950
0.9948

0i9648
1.1457

_
—
—

0.6633
0.7839

ordered
0i48i6
Oi6633
0.9950
1.1457

- —
Oi9347
1.1457

- -
0i4825
O.6o3

The change of Hh~ and P indicates the redistribu-
tion of Fe and Ni atSQs when doped by Hb, Cr and Ifci
atoms. Dependence of Hhf. and T on Cr concentration in
Hio(Fe1 TCr_) shows thfix the Cr atoms substitute, main-
ly-5 the ' la t t ice points with Fe, In case of F J J t )

d N i ( F M ) l l W d lib t
y p , F ^ J

and Ni-(Fe- MEL.) alloys, Wo and lib atomB substitute
both Fe andTSii ftoms with the same probability. The
data obtained are in good agreement with those from
the paper of A.O. Mekhrabov et al . / 1 , 2 / .
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EVTDENCL L'F MAGNETIC ORDERING IN TELLURIUM SUBSTITUTED FeSb2

Y.K. Sharma and F.E.Wagner

Department of Physics, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India
*Physik Department E15, Technische UniversitSt Miinchen, D-8046
Garching, West Germany

Intrinsic FeSb2 is a nonmagnetic semiconductor with a very
small band gap (E % 0.03 eV). Its high susceptibility at 300 K
()f\,6xlO emu/mole) , however, has been interpreted to its being
near magnetic instability which may be pushed over to a stable
magnetic state by the addition of acceptor impurities [1].

We report here on a systematic Mossbauer study of tellurium
substituted FeSbp as Fe[Sb-, Te ] ? for the compositions x =
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 in the temperature range 4.2 K < T <300 K. All
the Mossbauer spectra at 4.2 K are characteristic of magnetically
ordered states. The systematically increasing internal hyperfine
field H ^ at Fe site with respect to increasing tellurium con-
centration (maximum H,^ being 6 T for FeSb, . Te,, c at 4.2 K) and

nf 1.4 0.6
also the variation of internal hyperfine field for a particular
composition with respect to temperature make it evident that
tellurium substituted FeSbp compositions (0 < x < 0.4) are pushed
into stable magnetic character below 70 K and it is not due to
any iron impurities. The transition temperature f or FeSb-, 4Te Q g

and FeSb-| 6TeQ 4 compositions is 65±2 K and 70±2 K respectively
as evident from their temperature dependent Mossbauer spectra.
Results are discusssed in terms of the model [1].
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LOW TEMPERATURE NMR STUDY OF CADMIUM

SUBSTITUTED COPPER FERRITE

J. Hankiewicz, Z. Pajak and J. Radomski

A. Mickiewicz University, PI 60-780 Poznan, Poland

NMR spectra and T2 relaxation times of
cd

x
Cul_x

Fe2°4 ferrites (0 s x £ 0.30) in liquid helium

bath have been obtained using the spin-echo technique in

the frequency range of 50 to 110 MHz. Two lines (near 69

and 74 MHz) correspond to the resonance of Fe nuclei

in local field at tetra- (A) and octahedral (B) sites,

and two very broad lines (near 58 and 82 MHz) probably

represent ' Cu nuclei resonance in both sublattices.

A small amount of Cd ions (0 s x < 0.10) does not

influence the effective fields at Fe nuclei at both

sites, while at higher concentrations the essential

reduction of the field takes place only at sites B (see

table 1). The cadmium substitution diminishes gradually

the 58 MHz signal, which disappears for x > 0.10.

Signifcantly, different values of T_ relaxation times

for iron and copper nuclei (about 2.5 ms and 40 fis) were

found.

Table 1.

Values of effective fields

at 57Fe nuclei at tetra-

(B.) and octahedral (Bn)
A D

sites in CdxCUl_xFe204

at 4.2 K.

X

0

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

BA m
50.7

50.5

50.5

50.7

50.4

50.5

50.7

BB [TJ

53.7

53.9

54.3

53.9

53.6

53.4

53.1
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out SIDBX or LOCAL MACSETIC PHOPBEHBS OP BBRZLUM
COPPER IBRRXTE

J. Hattklewies, I. Onyssklewics, Z. Pajak, J. Radomski
Institute of Physics, A.Hiokievics University, Poziiad
Poland

The ^7Pe spin echo IMR spectra and relaxation
times were measured at 77 K for tetragonal polycrys-
talllae forrimagaetic samples of the berylium substi-
tuted copper ferrlte Be_Cu1_xPe20i, /x=0, 0.05 • 0.1
and 0.2/. the Dfi spectra oonsiat of two inhomo-
guieottsly broadened lines assigaed to 57pe nuclei
located at tetrahedral /A/ and octahedral /B/ sites.
She experimental rallies of the hyperfine fields /Heff
in T/« the phase transition temperatures /T in K/ and
structural parameters /c/a/ are ahoen in the Table :

compound

CuFe2O4

^.os^.gs^a^

^.a ^.a **Z°A

TP

653

353

599

603

c/«

1.0585

1.0358

1.0359

1.0533

Heff

A

50.3

50.4

50.3

50.4

B
53.5

53.2

53.2

53.4

Taking Into consideration the distribution of the 57Pe
ions we suppose that statistical distribution of bery-
Uum atoms between A and B sites takes place. To test
the result the magnetisation measurements were perfor-
med* She results of spin-spin relaxation times measu-
rements for both magnetic sublattice and x-ray struc-
tural investigations show that the critical fraction
of beryllum ions is x>0.2. Only below this concentration
•olid solutions of beryllum copper ferrites can exist.
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THE INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN ON «">Mn HYPERFINE FIELDS IN
YMna HYDRIDES

Cz.Kapusta, J.Przewoznik, J.fcukrowski, N. Sp i r id i s ,
H.Figiel and K.Krop
Department of Solid Sta te Physics, Academy of Mining
and Metallurgy, al.Mickiewicza 30, 30-059 Cracow,
Poland

The NMR spin-echo spectra were measured on
polycrystalline samples of cubic YMn»Hx (x-1,2,3) at
liquid helium temperature. The 8OMn resonance lines
were found in the range 110T150 MHZ for x-1. 110T220
MHz for x-2 and 180r300 MHz for x=3.

The spectra of samples with x=l and x=2 contain
the most intense line appearing at 118 MHz as in the
spectrum of host antiferromagnetic YMna and additional
lines at 150, 180 and 220 MHz with pronounced satellite
structure. The spectrum of sample with x-3 possesses
much higher absolute intensity and consists of three
broadened intense lines centered at 182, 244 and 300
MHz respectively, and a trace of line at 118 MHz.

The corresponding values of hyperfine fields in
comparison with host YMna are explained in terms of in-
fluence of increasing number of nearest neighbour (NN)
interstitials occupied with hydrogen and flips of the
manganese magnetic moments. The satellite lines were
attributed to Mn atoms in configurations of neighbour-
ing magnetic moments different from host YMna
configuration: 4 spins of six NN down and 2 spins up.
It means that the coupling constant between neighbour-
ing manganese moments locally changes its sign in the
presence of hydrogen.

For low concentration of hydrogen the AaBa type
positions are occupied with H atoms. On the basis of
drastic change of character of the spectra between x-2
and x-3 the occupation of AB» type positions with
hydrogen for x>2 is postulated. The interstitials of
this type are much closer to Mn atoms. The resulting
change of local electronic structure of Mn explains the
large change of hyperfine field and strong increase of
the NMR enhancement factor observed.

From the difference of positions of the main peaks
the contribution of hydrogen NN to Mn hyperfine field
as large as 30 kOe per H atom at AaBa position and 50
kOe per H atom at ABs position in the structure was
evaluated. On the basis of the distances between satel-
lite lines the change of manganese hyperfine field by
about 14 kOe caused by spin-flip of one Mn NN was
derived.
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NMR AND LOCAL ANISOTROPY IN NdCo^B COMPOUND

Cz.Kapusta, N.Spiridis. H.Figiel
Department of Solid State Physics. University of Mining
and Metallurgy
Al. Mickiewicza 30. 30-059 Cracow, Poland.

The NMR spin-echo spectra were measured on
polycrystalline sample of NdCo«B at 4.2 K. For the peak
frequences the transverse nuclear relaxation rates were
also detected.

The compound possesses large magnetocrystalline
anisotropy with easy direction of magnetisation paral-
lel to hexagonal c-axis at 4.2 K. The investigations of
yttrium based compound indicate on considerable
anisotropy of opposite preference originating from Co
sites. The mean magnetic moment of cobalt in the com-
pound equals to 0.7 u» per Co atom.

The resonance spectrum of °9Co consisting of two
well resolved lines were found in the range 20-r40 MHz.
Comparing the intensities of the lines with abundances
of cobalt sites the line at 25 MHz was attributed to 6i
position and the line at 37 MHz to 2c position. The ob-
served transverse relaxation times equal respectively
to 47 us and 42 us indicate, that the NMR signal is
coming from the centers of 180° domain walls, where the
Co magnetic moments are perpendicular to hexagonal c-
axis.

The corresponding hyperfine fields Bh*(6i) - 2.5 T
and Bur(2c) - 3.7 T are more than two times lower than
expected from proportionality to Co magnetic moment
with hyperfine coupling constant As - 12 T/ju» valid for
fee Co. hep Co, CoaB and other cobalt rich
intermetallics. We explain the effect as caused by sig-
nificant orbital contribution of 3d electrons to hyper-
fine field on both Co sites.

The evaluated values of orbital contribution to
cobalt magnetic moment are of order 0.06 JUB per Co
atom. This value indicate on large anisotropy of spin-
orbit interaction at orthorhombic 6i and axial 2c
sites, resulting in magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
cobalt sites in the compound. The preference of easy
direction of magnetisation for 6i site - c—plane and
for 2c site - c-axis is supposed.
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COLMCTIYB RBMXUIOH OP 5UCLEAR SPIHS AMD
3UPBRRADIA1CE OF MAGHONS IN FERHOMAGNETS
V.P.Los*
Institute of Metal Physios, 252268 Kiev 142, USSR

The Heisenberg model of ferroaagnet with weakly
bound spins of impurity atoms (impurity spins) or nu-
clear spins interacting with electronic spins of own
atoms toy means of tayperflne Interaction is conside-
red* The equations describing the kinetics ot the
collective operators of the Impurity (or nuclear)
spins, whioh results from its Interaction with, the
matrix spins excitations (magnons), are obtained.

The nonlinear evolutional equation for collec-
tive nuclear (Impurity) spin Z-coraponent Is obtai-
ned for the initial condition with the Inverted
spins (of the value 1/2)* Due to the conservation
law for the total spin this equation describes also
the magnons radianoe intensity* The exact solution
of this equation is obtained* The collective relax-
ation of the nuclear (Impurity) spins at considered
nonequilibrium (inverted) Initial condition reveals
the cooperative behaviour of the superradiant type
investigated earlier in the DIcke model A 7 for the
photons*

Hence, the possibility for the magnons gene-
ration of the superradiant type is shown*
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THE INVESTIGATION OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIZATION RELAXATION

IN COBALT FILMS WITH VARIOUS DOMAIN STRUCTURE

B.P.Voznyuk, N.A.Lesnik, Yu.A.Pod"yelets, V.N.Pushkar

Institute of Metal Physics, AS UkrSSR, Kiev, USSR

It is found, that in solid ferromagnetics a main

contribution into observed NMR spectrum is provided

by the nuclei located within the domain walls [i],

and in the films being by the nuclei located in do-

mains [2 },

With measuring the spin-lattice (Tj) and spin-

spin (T~) relaxations in both the solid ferromagne-

tics and films an echo-signal is nonexponentially

decreased with a time, and the values of T-j- and T^

depends on power of exciting radio-frequency field.

Even a small number of the nuclei within the

domain walls ofthe films not influencing on a form

of the NMR spectrum is assumed to effect on a relaxa-

tion as these nuclei (particularly located in a cen-

ter of the wall) have more short T» and T~ and another

excitation conditions than those in the domains.

This assumption in this work was checked. The

Co films with various number of the domain walls were

as the objects of the investigation. One was contro-

lled by using an electron microscope.

The relaxation times at various values of the

power of r.f.field were measured by the spin-echo

metfed.

According tojfche data obtained the domain wall

nuclei do not effect on measuring Tj and T- .
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INTERACTION OF EU IMPURITIES IN NICKEL

L. Niesen, G.L. Zhang*
Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Materials Science Centre,
Westersingel 34, 9718 CM GR0NIN6EN, The Netherlands.
H. Andreasen and G. Weyer
ISOLDE-collaboration, EP Div., CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23.
* Present address: Institute of Nuclear Research, Academia
Sinica, P.O. Box 8204, Shanghai.

The magnetic behaviour of isolated Eu impurities in
metallic systems shows a number of interesting features.
Whereas Eu is divalent in most host lattices, it appears in
the trivalent state if the lattice constant of the host is
sufficiently small. The ground state of Eu3+ is 7F 0, i.e.
non-magnetic. In ferromagnets, the effective 3d-4f ex-
change interaction polarizes the ground state by mixing it
with the excited multiplets. In this way a quite large
magnetic field is produced at the Eu nucleus.

Radioactive 151Dy ions were im-
planted at room temperature into a
polycrystalline Ni foil to a total
dose of 2x1014 at/cm2. Mossbauer
spectroscopy was performed on the

i i 1 5 1py p
21.54 keV transition of

o
1 5 1 Eu,

1occurring in the decay of 151Gd
(120d). Spectra recorded at 3
different source temperatures are
shown in the figure. The data
could be fitted very well assuming
one magnetically split spectrum,
allowing for a Lorentzian dis-
tribution of hyperfine fields.
This is probably caused by radiat-
ion damage at some distance to the
probe.Both the isomer shift,
8 = +3.5(2) mm/s vs. EuF3 at
4.2 K, and the low-temperature
hyperfine field, B h f = 75.1(7) T
show clearly that Eu is trivalent
in this host, like in Fe [1,2].

The peculiar temperature dependence is typical for Eu3*
and is caused by the thermal population of excited
electronic states. Using the molecular field approximat-
ion for the Eu-Ni exchange interaction, the exchange field
on the Eu3+ core can be derived: B e x = 49(7) T. This is a
factor six lower that in Fe [2].
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M&SSBAUER STUDIES OF AMORPHOUS FERROMAQNETS PeNlS iB
NEAR T

e

K. Brzdzka, M. Gawronskl, K. Jezuita and J. Szlanta
Technical University, PL-26 6OO Radom, Poland

In this work we present our results of Mossbauer
measurements on amorphous ferromagnets of FeMSiB type
[1,21. The MBssbauer spectroscopy i s an excellent tool
for determining the hyperfine field distribution and
the critical exponent p. Different methods can be used
to determine parameters of the hyperfine field
distribution from Mossbauer spectra [3d.

The ratio of width of the hyperfine field
distribution to the magnitude of average hyperfine
field i s slightly increasing with increasing
temperature, reaching a maximum Just below T as was
recently predicted by the self-consistent correlated
molecular field theory £4,51.

For the amorphous ferromagnet Fe Ni Si B the
as AO to is

temperature dependence of the effective exponent (3 Is
analysed in the range of the reduced temperature t"iO~*
to 10 . The results are in agreement with the theory.

The influence of quadrupole Interaction and lsomer
shifts on the Mossbauer spectra near T Is under
consideration.
Work supported by the Institute of Physics Polish
Academy of Sciences under Programme GPBP 01. 04. II.
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STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF HEAVY ALKALI-METAL FERRITES

V.V.Yun, T.G.Stepanov, T.G.Sudzilovakaya

Yaroslavl Polytechnic Institute, Yaroslavl, USSR

In the present work specimens of rubidium and

cesium ferrites synthesized from the mixtures of

hematite with rubidium or cesium carbonates at Me/Fe

ratios of 1: 1 and 1: 6 (where Me is Rb, Cs) were

studied. The mixtures were prepared in box, under ether

layer, in order to prevent RbgCOj and Cs2C03 hydrolysis.

After calcination the specimens contained monoferrite of

the corresponding alkalyine metal (with Me/Fe ratio of

1: 1) or its polyferrite (with Me/Fe ratio of 1: 6).

Rubidium and cesium monoferrites have orthorhombic

crystalline structure while the polyferrites are

isomorphic to f--alumina. It has been established that

the monoferrites are easily hydroli2ed to form hydrated

iron oxides; the polyferrites resist hydrolysis.

One has investigated the diffuse reflection

electron spectra (DRES) of rubidium and cesium

monoferrites as well as adsorption spectra of their

aqueous solutions in the OV, visible and near infrared

regions. It has been found that there are, apart from Fe

(3+) irons of Oh-symmetry, Fe (2+) (Oh) and Fe (3+) (Td)

irons in the structure of the heavy alkali-metal

ferrites. The rise of the magnetic field officiency on

Fe (3+) nuclei increasing order number of alkali metal

(Hen = 503 kOe for RbFeOa to H cn = 514 kOe for

g ), the augmentation of the isomer shift from 0.49

mm/s to 0.52 mm/s and the appearance of an intensive

band with change transfer in DRES are accounted for by

transfer of the electrons localizing at the oxygen atoms

directly linked with an ion of alkaline metal, on the

e}-orbital of Fe (3+).



MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF DISORDERED Fe3 _

ALLOYS WITH 0.4 S x £ 0.8

M.Tuszyrtski; VJ.Zarek; E.Popiel

Institute of Physics, Silesian University,

40-007 Katowice, Poland.

The magnetic properties of polycrys-talline Fe, V..A1

alloys with 0.4£x£0.8 having disordered bcc atomic structure

of the A2 type were, investigated by magnetostatic and

MOssbauer methods. It was ascertained that the magnetic

moment and the Curie temperature decrease approximately

linearly with increasing vanadium concentration in the alloy.

Above the Curie temperature investigated alloys do not

obey the Curie-Weiss law. Marked nonlinear variations of

magnetic susceptibility with magnetic field intensity

indicate existence of magnetic clusters.

It was found that the Fe~ V Al alloys with DCL type
•j—X X o

structure and 0.4£x^0.8 do not exhibit the long range

magnetic order but only strong superparamagnetic properties.

Mossbauer investigations of alloys with the A2 type

structure performed below the Curie temperature showed a

considerable disorder of the magnetic structure.

In these alloys the weakly ordered ferromagnetic phase

corresponds to the smeared Zeeman sextets in the Mossbauer

spectra, providing evidence of broad hyperfine magnetic field

distribution. A single wide line is superimposed on the

spectrum and its intensity increases with increasing vanadium

concentration in the alloys. The appearance of this line is

associated with magnetic clusters of short relaxation times.
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.NMR-ON STUDY OF 60Co IN Fe-Si SINGLE CRYSTAL

S. Ohyaa\ R. Hanada6', K. Nishimura0', S. Muto"' and N. Mutsuro")
"' Dept. of Physics Niigata University, Niigata, Japan
' ' Inst. of Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
c* Dept. of Physics Toyama University, Toyama, Japan

Many Mossbauer experiments on Fe-Si alloy have been carried out to
investigate the hyperfine field shifts due to neighbouring Si atoms.[1] The
resolution of Mossbauer spectra, however, are not so good to resolve the
effects of jnany neighbouring Si atoms. Since NMR-ON technique has higher
sensitivity and resolution, it is suitable for measuring such effects.

NMR-ON measurements have been performed for Fe-Si single crystal
in the present. The samples of Fe-Si (6 at.%) single crystal foils with the
(110) surface were used. The activity of 60Co was diffused at 850°C for 30
min under hydrogen atmosphere. The sample was cooled down to below
10 mK \ising a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. Resonance measurements
have been carried out with the magnetization direction along the <100>
or the <111> axis. Four large resonance peaks were found at 166,162,152
and 135 MHz. The resonance at 166 MHz has been known to be due to
60Co nuclei without Si atom nearby. The resonances at 152 and 135 MHz
are due to 60Co nuclei with one and two Si atom(s) in the 1st neighbour
site, respectively. The resonance at 162 MHz would be due either to the
contribution of the 2nd or to the 3rd neighbour Si atom. This is the first
clear observation of hyperfine field shifts due to solute atoms using NMR-
ON technique in Fe base alloys. The resonances seems to have complex
structures. Comparing with results for <100> and <111> magnetization
axis, detailed analysis are now in progress.

Reference

[1] For instace, see the contribution by R. Hanada et al. in this conference-
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H+SR IN SINGLE CTY5TAL PrNi5, EVIDENCE FOR LOCAL MOMENTS AT Nl

B.Hitti*, P.Birrer*. AGrayevsky*, F.N.Gygax*, N.Kaplan*, E.Lippelt* and
ASchenck*
•Institute for Intermediate Energy Physics ETHZ, 5234 Villgen,
Switzerland

*Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel

The intermetallic compound PrNis is a hexagonal "Van Vleck"

paramagnet, exhibiting anisotropic bulk susceptibility and large
anisotropic Pr hyperfine-enhancement, its nuclear ordering
temperature is thought to be extremely low. This combination renders
PrNis the best known adiabatic nuclear cooling agent. This

experiment, to our knowledge, constitutes the first investigation of a
"Van Vleck" paramagnet by u+SR. We measured the muon frequency in
an applied field of 3010 G, as a function of field direction in the a-c
plane and temperature. Well resolved multi-frequency n+SR spectra
were observed.

Five Interstitial sites, three of which are crystallographically
equivalent but magnetically inequtvalent, were Identified as the
most likely muon stopping positions. Dipolar lattice sum calculations
as a function of the rotation angle were performed, f i rst by assigning
to the Pr sites a magnetic moment that scales with the anisotropic
bulk susceptibility and points along Hext. The results of such
calculations were in complete disagreement with the experiment.
Agreement could be obtained only by assigning isotropic dipolar
moments to the Ni sites.

Also, the observed frequency shifts are divergent at low
temperature, this is in complete contradiction with the saturation
behaviour of Xmoi in the 1 K region. Currently u+5R measurements at
lower temperature and higher fields are in progress.

Therefore, both the angular and the temperature dependence of
the frequency shifts, lead to the conclusion that the magnetic
environment sampled by the muons in PrNis exhibits new static and
thermodynamic properties. We wil l present evidence for local
isotropic magnetic moments at the Ni sites
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MOSSBAUER AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREMENTS ON
M-TYPE HEXAGONAL Ba-FERRITE

J. Lipka, A. Gruskova. *O. Orl icky. J. S i t e k .
M. M i g l i e r i n i . I .Tdth , R. Grone
Electrotechnical Faculty, CS - 812 19 Bratislava,

Geophysical Inst i tute . CS - 825 52. Bratislava,
Czechoslovaki a

The preparation and characterization of the barium
hexa-ferrites seems to be of growing importance because
of their technological applications. The present work
provides a systematic analysis of the whole process of
the preparation. Two methods CMossbauer spectroscopy
and magnetic susceptibi l i ty measurements} were mainly
used to study the mechanism of the stoichlometric
BaFe O hexaferrite formation prepared by the

decomposition of an organometalic sa l ts .
• " Beside th is DTA, X-ray diffraction, electron scan-

ning microscopy, infrared spectroscopy and magnetic
measurements were employed to characterize the Ba-

' hexa-ferrite.
-We have found the optimal ratio of Fe/Ba as 10.4,.

After' dehydration C11O °Othe process of decomposition
started over the temperature range from 36O to 600 °C.
Mossbauer and magnetic suscept ibi l i ty measurements show
the presence of the intermediate phases Cmaghemite,

•magnetite .and hematite}'. The relative amounts of those
phases depend ' on the temperature. In the temperature
range from' .600 to 9OO °C the formation of Ba hexa-
ferrite occurs. The formation of the BaFe O i s

12 It
finished at the temperatures between 9SO and 1000 °C.
The amount of hematite was limited to the minimum Cless
than 1 JO. The Curie temperature of To = 4SO ° C was
found from susceptibility measurements.

The measurements of the temperature dependence of
magnetic susceptibility Cat the temperatures from SO to
700 °O show that the changes of the susceptibility
during heating are practicaly identical with those
obtaj ied during cooling. This is the evidence that the
transformations during heating are reversible.

With the view to improve the computer fitting
Cbetter distinction between the hematite and 12k posi-
tion of the Fe3* ions subspectra3 we have measured the
Mossbauer spectra of the Ba-ferrite and hematite
powders mixture.

We can conclude that the combination of the Moss-
bauer spectroscopy and magnetic susceptibility measu-
rements give us a useful information which helps to
optimalize the technology of the preparation and the
characterization of the stoichlometric and the Ti4* and
Co substituted Ba-hexa-ferrite.
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MAGNETIC AND GRAIN TEXTURE OP RAPIDLY QUENCHED
Fe-Si AND Fe-Sl-Sb ALLOYS

A.Solyoa1, O.Schneeweies2, A.Zentko1, P.Narko3.
I.Skorvanek , A,Loves
Institute of Experimental Physics. Slovak Acadeay of
Scisncss. CS-043 63 Koiice, Czechoslovakia
Institute of Physical Metallurgy* Czechoslov.Aead.
Sci.» Brno, Czechoslovakia
Depertaent of Experimental Physics, Safarik Univer-
sity, Koelce, Czechoslovakia
Central Reeeerch Inotitutefor Physics, Budapest,
Hungery

Mlcrocrystalllne ribbone of Fe-Si and Fe-Si-Sb al-
loys with higher contente of Si (&6 wt.$) and a sasll
saaount of Sb (̂  800 ppa) were prepared by a single-
roller quenching Method, The obtained ribbone were
~S&£m thick end ~12 aa wide.

MOssbeuer spectra Here recorded for as-quenched
saaplee and for eaaplee annealed at various temperatu-
res up to 11OO°C in argon protective ataosphere [l].

The Influence of heat treataent (with and without
the asgnetlc field) on the soft aagnetic characteris-
tics was studied too.

The ahape of the epectra Indicates that the struc-
ture froa the point of view of short range order detec-
ted by aeane of HOssbauer spectroscopy is very slallar
for both series of saaplea and Independent of the heat
treataent.

By annealing, especially after annealing In aagne-
tic field we cen auch to laprove the soft aagnetlc pro-
pertlee of the studied aaterlale.

References

[1] O.Schneewelss. T.2ak, O.Msgn.M«en.Mat.g) (1986) 266
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MAGNETIC HYPERFINE FIELDS ON 119Sn NUCLEI IN INTERMETALLIC
URANIUM COMPOUNDS

V.I. Krylov, A.V. Andreevl, V. Sechovsky2, L. Havela2
Moscow State University, 117 192 Moscow, USSR
lUral State University, 620 083 Sverdlovsk, USSR
2Charles University, CS-121 13 Prague 2, Czechoslovakia

Mbssbauer spectroscopy studies were performed on 12
U-based binary and ternary intermetallic compounds with the aim
to investigate correlations between the formation of magnetic
moments on U-atoms and the magnetic hyperfine field transferred
to ll^Sn nuclei. Compounds containing no Sn atoms intrinsically
were doped by 0.5% Sn enriched by H'Sn to 93% . All compounds
under investigation are at 4.2 K either ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic. The approximate liner relation between
- the hyperfine field Bnf measured at 4.2 K on the H^Sn nuclei

related to 1 U-nearest neighbour (N is the number of nearest
neighbours contributing additively to Bhf)

- and the U-magnetic moment îu taken from neutron diffraction
or magnetic measurements

Bhf/N = 1.13 x ^

was found to be satisfied by most of compounds studied. In the
case of antiferromagnets the proper type of magnetic structure
was taken into account for summation of nearest neighbours
contributions. The positive sign of the transferred hyperfine
field can point to the same type of coupling, i.e. J = L - S,
for U when comparing with light rare earths.

UGa2, which is a representative of compounds with relative-
ly well localized 5f magnetic moments, yields a considerable
deviation from the formula above. The much lower value of Bhf
than expected from the value of u(j bears the resemblance of the
situation in 4f systems, where the proportionality coefficients
are generally lower. The discussion of these aspects will be
drawn in terms of the varying strength of hybridization of 5f
states with the electronic states of ligands.
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MAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR OF UCoAli_xSnx

V.I. Krylov, A.V. Andreevl, V. Sechovsky2, L. Havela2
Moscow State University, 117 192 Moscow, USSR
lUral State University, 620 083 Sverdlovsk, USSR
2Charles University, CS-121 16 Prague 2, Czechoslovakia

UCoAl and UCoSn are members of the large family of isostruc-
tural compounds UTX crystallizing in the hexagonal ZrNiAl struc-
ture type. The onset of a magnetic order due to progressive
localization of U-5f states is observed when going to late tran-
sition metals T or when choosing a p-block metal X with suffi-
ciently large atomic volume.

UCoSn is ferromagnetic below Tc = 80 K with a relatively
high magnetic moment of 1.2 UB/U 111. UCoAl with smaller Al atoms
was supposed to be either antiferromagnetic (TN = 16 K) with
small magnetic moments ( — 0.3 JJQ/U) and the metamagnetic tran-
sition at U Q H = 0.8 T /2/ or an itinerant metamagnet with zero
ordered moment in the absence of magnetic field /3/.

119sn Mossbauer spectroscopy studies of the pseudoternary
system UCoAl]-xSnx provide a deeper insight into the onset of
magnetic ordereing, which is expected to be around x = 0.4 from
magnetic measurements, and into the character of the ground state
of UCoAl (doped by 0.5 % H^Sn). The Mossbauer spectrum obtained
on UCoSn at 4.2 K consists of the main sextet corresponding to
Bhf = 8.66 T and additional lines of 5 - 10 % of the total
intensity in the center of the spectrum which are on the contra-
ry to the sextet temperature independent. In the course of the
dilution of Sn sublattice by Al there appear two subspectra with
different Bhf and for 20 % Sn Bhf turns to zero. For UCoAl,
however, a broadening corresponding to the weak sextet with Bhf =
= 1.7 T appears again on the background of the non-magnetic
doublet resulting from the electric quadrupole interaction.

References

|1| A.V. Andreev, Phys. Met. Metall. 60 (1985) 193
|2| A.V. Andreev, R.Z. Levitin, Yu.F. Popov and

R.Yu. Yumaguzhin, Sov. Phys. - Solid State 27 (1985) 1145
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P.A. Veenhuizen, 3. Sebek, 3. Stehno and A.V. Andreev,
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MAaNETIC HYPERFINE FIELDS"ACTING ON DIAMAGNETIC " 3 S n
IMPURITY IN RARE EARTH-3d TRANSITION METAL LAVES
PHASES, CRYSTALLIZED AT HIGH PRESSURE

V.I. Krylov+ and A.V. Tsvyashchenko+
+ Moscow State University, 11723* Moscow, USSR
+ L.F. Vereshchagin Institute of High Pressure Physics,
142092 Troitsk, USSR

With purpose of the electronic structure
investigation of the intermetallic compounds
synthesized at high pressure, the magnetic hyperfine
fields (MHF) on 119Sn impurity in RT 2 (R = rare
earth; T = Fe, Co, Ni) were measured.

The sampls of RTZ were prepared by directed
melting of mixture of R metal, of T metal and a small
quantity of li9Sn metal at constant pressure of 7.7
GPa [1] . The tin impurity concentrtion in the
compounds was varied in the range from 0.3 to 0.5 at.%.
All the compounds are crystallized in the cubic MgCuj
type structure with the lattice parameters which were
taken values in close proximity to parameter values
collected in [2].

The MHF for the tin impurity were measured using
the Mossbauer effect over the temperature range from 5
to 600 K. From Mossbauer spectra two the MHF have
been obtained. These MHF conform to two the sorts of
tin atoms which are located in two non equivalent
positions of the lattice. At 5 K, for tin atoms
located in 8(a) position the MHF values B± are varied
from 40 to 55 T, for tin atoms located in 16(d)
position the MHF values Bj are varied from 1 to 20 T.

In the result this investigation it has been
detected that for the RFe2 (R=SnH-Ho), the RCo2 (R=Sm-H
Tb) and GdNia prepared at high and atmospheric
pressures the MHF values on *i9Sn impurity and their
temperature dependences are differentiated.

References

[1] A.V. Tsvyashchenko, J. Less-Common Met.99 (1984) L9
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CRITICAL DYNAMICS IN THE RANDOM EXCHANGE KING SYSTEM
Fe0 9Zn0 1F2 .*

N. Rosov and C. Hohenemser
Physics Department, Claik University, Worcester, MA 01610, U.S.A.
M. Eibschutz
A. T. T. Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, U.S.A.

We have performed ^Fe Mossbauer Effect (ME) measurements of the line
broadening above the N6el temperature,TN, in Zn-diluted FeF2, and example of
the random exchange Ising model (RETM). Our single crystal sample of
Feg gZiig tF2 was produced and characterized at A. T. T. Bell Laboratories and
measured at Clark University. Unlike previous NMR studies on
MITQ 864Zn0136F2 [1], the present work is performed in zero applied Held. In
contrast to the NMR work and previous ME work on Feo46Zno 54F2 [2], line
broadening is analyzed via a four component hyperfine field deduced from
experiments below TN [3]. Preliminary analysis shows that the reduced
temperature dependence of the broadening is fitted by rw with w = 1/2. This
differs from previous hyperfine determinations of w = 0.23 and w = 0.34 by
NMR and ME, respectively. Whereas the exponent w for the pure Ising model
is well understood [4] to our knowledge there is presently no theory to explain
the values of w for the REIM.

* Research supported in part via NSF grant DMR 8723033.
[1] R. A. Dunlap and A. M. Gottlieb, J. Phys. C 14, L1007 (1981).
[2] P. H. Barrett, Phys. Rev. B 34, 3513 (1986).
[3] N. Rosov et al., Phys. Rev. B 37, 3265 (1988).
[4] A. M. Gottlieb and P. Heller, Phys. Rev. B 3, 3615 (1971).
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SEARCH FOR WEAK RANDOM ANISOTROPY EFFECTS IN THE
CRITICAL REGION OF Pdg0Co20*
X. S. Chang*, C. Hohenemser, and L. Takacsn

Department of Physics, Clark University, Worcester, MA 01610

Theoretical predictions for the critical region of systems with random
anisotropy (RA) and short range interactions include altered critical exponents
and possible destruction of the phase transformation [1]. So far, no conclusive
evidence exists on the subject Following a suggestion of I. A. Campbell [2]
we have conducted Mossbauer source experiments on disordered
57CoPdgoCo2o to search for such evidence. In the case of PdgdCo^ we were
encouraged by the fact that Co has a positive hyperfine field, indicative of an
unquenched orbital angular momentum, and that there is evidence of local
moment disatignment from small angle neutron scattering [3]. Spectra taken
over the temperature range 89 < T < 507 K were well fit by a continuous
magnetic hyperfine field distribution described by a modal field, Hj^ofD, from
which we deduced P = 0.38(3) for 10~2 < 1-T/TC < 0.2 [4]. Though
insufficiently asymptotic for a strict test of theory the value of Pis in agreement
with predictions for the random exchange Heisenberg model, and thus leaves
no room for attribution of RA effects. This kaves the question: is there a better
dilute ferromagnetic transition metal alloy for observing the effects? A short
answer must be "no" for two reasons: (1) A positive hyperfine field, indicating
unquenched orbital angular momentum, is found only in Pd-Co and Pd-Ni
alloys, and of the two, the former is preferred because Co has a larger moment
(2) A relatively concentrated alloy, e.g. Pdg^Cbjo, is required because of at
low concentrations of Co and Ni the magnetic interaction is long range and
mean-field in character, making the theory inapplicable. We therefore conclude
mat search for RA effects in the critical region must employ other disordered
alloys, c.g. those containing rare earth atoms.
^Present Address: Joint Center for Radiation Therapy, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA 02115, U.S.A.

^Present Address: Physics Department, University of Maryland-Baltimore
County, Baltimore, MD 21228, U.S.A.
* Research supported in part by NSF grant DMR 8303611.
[1] A. Aharony and E. Pytte, Phys. Rev. Lett 45,1583 (1980); D. Mukamel
and G. Grinstdn, Phys. Rev. B 25,381 (1982).
[2] L A. Campbell, private communication.
[3] I. Mirebeau a at., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 54-57,997 (1986).
[4] X. S. Chang, C. Hohenenuer, and L. Takacs, Phys. Rev. B (in press).
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10°Rh PAC STUDY OF THE CRITICAL REGION OF Co: THE LESSONS
LEARNED*
A. Kleinhammes1 and C. Hohenemser
Department of Physics, Clark University, Worcester, MA 01610, U.S.A.

. Dynamic critical exponents of Fe and Ni have been uniquely measured via
the 100Pd/100Rh PAC probe, including the first observation of dynamic
crossover above T c by Chow, Suter and Hohenemser [1]. These results have
recently been explained by Frey and Schwabl [2] via mode-coupiing
calculations incorporating dipolar interactions. The question is: does a similar
approach work for Co metal? The current experimental record shows Co has
static exponents that vary widely and do not agree with theory; and unlike Fe
and Ni, dynamic behavior shows no crossover. In this note we report on
efforts to address these issues with the 10OPd/loQRh PAC probe. The extremely
high Larmor frequency (v^,=690 Mhz at T = 295 K) was followed to high
temperature using BaF2 scintillators having 600 ps resolution for the 75-85 keV
gamma ray cascade. Temperature control ofO.lK was provided via miniature
vacuum oven made of a BN grade M26 heating element wrapped with Kanthal
Alwire, and regulated via a (W-26at%Re; W-5at%Re) thermocouple. For all
three hydrogen diffused sources the signal, expressed as a Fourier transform,
showed a natural line width below 1200 K, indicating freedom from
contaminating disturbance. Above 1330 K the line broadened, and eventually
disappeared, and at 1351 K the signal exhibited relaxation characteristic for T >
T c [1]. The extrapolated value of T c in the ferromagnetic region indicates a
significant shift from its expected value of 1390 K, and cooling sources back to
300 K showed a 1% reduction in vL. The lessons teamed are twofold. (1)
With the improved time resolution of BaF^ the I00Pd PAC probe is ideally
suited for studying the critical statics and dynamics of Co, and promises to
resolve the currently unsatisfactory agreement between experiment and theory.
(2) The particular sources reported here were almost certainly contaminated by
heater emanations (Si ?), and thus prevented conclusions about exponents.
Work to correct the problem is underway.

^Present address: Physics Department, Florida State University, Tallahassee,
FL 32611, U.S. A.
•Research supported in part via NSF grants DMR 8303611 and 8723033.
[1] L. Chow, C. Hohenemser, and R. M. Suter, Phys. Rev. Lett 45, 908
(1980).
[2] E. Frey and F. Schwabl, Z. Phys. B 71,355 (1988).
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LOCAL FIELDS ON NUCLEI OE I^Tb IN Tb-X ALLOYS

A.N.Pogorelyi, V.I.Shevchenlto
Institute of Metal Physics of the Ukrainian
Academy of Science, 252142, Kiev, USSR

Some solid solutions Tb-Y were explored to rese-

arch the influence of atomic surroundings to local

fields on terbium. Non-magnetic ittrium is unable to

polarize the conduction electrons but it substantially

reduces the mean spin magnitude of ions in the alloy

which causes the transferred field.

The measurements were carried out at helium tem-

perature without external magnetic field over the fre-

quency range of 2600-5300 MHz. The method of spin-echo

was used. . The alloys were obtained by arc melting in

Ar atmosphere of initial high pure metals. The inves-

tigated samples were prepared in form of dispersion

powder in paraffine.

The main line of the central transition of

is shifted to the highest frequencies as it was expec-

ted according to the reducing of mean spin magnitude

in the alloy. The maximum shift is observed in ^07^3;

alloy and it is approximately equal to 10 MHz which is

five times less than was expected if this change is

arising only from mean spin magnitude of the neibouring

ions ( S is reducing from 3,0 for pure Tb to 2,1 for

^0,7^,3 a l l o y )-

So it appears that dilution of terbium by ittrium

slightly influences on local fields on nuclei of Tb.

The contributions to the transferred field on Tb nuclei

under the influence of dilution by ittrium are due to

not only mean spin magnitude of alloy but also by con-

duction electrons which by participating in the exchan-

ge interaction are polarized by these interactions and

magnetic moments of the neighbouring ions.
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ICHANGS IHTERACTIOI STUDY IH THE IMPLA1TED 7BRRITB
PXLMS

v.V.Hemoshkalenko, B.K.Ostafiychuk, C.S.Podvalnykh,
V.M.Pilipiv, V.D.Pedoriv
Inst i tute of Metal Physios, Academy of Sciences of
UKR SSR, 252142, Kiev, USSR
Pedagogical Ins t i tu te , 284000, Ivano-Frankovsk, USSR

In the precast paper we Buggeat the inves t iga-
t ion resulta of crystal magnetic and electron struc-
ture of the f err l t e garnet fi lms (FGF) near surface
layers implanted with boron ions with energy of 80
KeV at a dose of 1Q1 4-10'' ions/cm2 at room tempera-
ture. Monoerystal PGP of 3,5jim thick were l iqu id
phase e p i t a z i a l l y grown on the Gd-Ga,-Q12 substrates
with the cryBiallographic plane cut [111]*

By means of conversion MBaabauer Speotroscopy,
eleotronography, X-ray structure analysis and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy i t has been shown that
PGP ion implantation leads to the structural and
magnetic disorder, to the change of the magnetic
anisotropy constant and the exchange internetion
magnitude. The exchange interact ion magnitude de-
crease with 1 + I l -dose growth i s probably connected
not only with superexchange bond angle deformation
in the chain *e 3 / a)- 02"- * e 3 + , d j , conditioned by
oxygen anion sublatt ice disorder, but a lso with the
iron oation sublatt ioe disorder.

The problems related with defect formation and
amorphigation of the PGP implanted layer are a lso
discussed. I t has been determined that I + I I of *W

16 2
at given above regimes and doses ? 10 ion/sE.

paral le l with the structure! and magnetic changes

resul ts i n the noticeable surface scattering and

iron reduction.
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HYPERFINE FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS IN FERROMAGNETIC
QUASI CRYSTALS

V. Srinivas and R.A. Dunlap, Department of Physics,
Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. Canada B3H 3J5
D.J. Lloyd, Kingston Research and Development Centre,
Alcan Internaional Limited, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada K7L 4Z4
S. Jha, Department of Physics, University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 U.S.A.

Mossbauer effect
measurements, as we I 1 as
magnetic susceptibility
measurements on paramagnetic Al-
based quasicrystals have been
useful in understanding the
details of their
microstructure. Recently,
ferromagnetic quasicrystals
have been reported in the Al-Mn-
Ge d.] and Al-Mn-Si C2] systems.
Clearly the application of
Mossbauer spectroscopy to
these alloys will be important V
for an understanding of, not only their structural
properties, but also the interactions responsible for
their magnetic ordering. Here we report on Fe-57
Mossbauer effect studies of Fe-doped ferromagnetic
quasicrystals. A typical spectrum' is illustrated in
the figure. These spectra are best fitted to a
distribution of Zeeman split sextets and show a small
positive average Fe hyperfine field. These results
will be discussed in terms of hyperfine field
systematics in crystalline alloys and the bul.k
magnetic properties of icosahedral ferromagnets.
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LOCAL MAGNETISM IN 4d SYSTEMS

K.D. Gross and D. Riegel
FB Physik, Freie Universitat Berlin, 1000 Berlin 33

By application of the perturbed y-ray distribution method
following heavy-ion reactions and recoil implantation techniques, we
have found an experimental method of producing and investigating
strong local 4d magnetism in metals. Some of the most essential
results are:

Mo ions recoil implanted into alkali metals reflect a Curie-type
susceptibility and a Korringa-type 4d spin dynamics. Mo in Rb, Cs can
be described by a localized 4d5 configuration with an extremely stable
magnetic moment [1].

We have also observed orbital magnetism in 4d systems. The
orbital magnetism found for Tc in Rb and for Ru in Rb and Cs is about
one order of magnitude stronger than the orbital effects found in
alloying 3d systems [2].

Probably Tc in Rb is a mixed valence system. The magnetic
response of Tc in Rb can be well reproduced by a mixture of two ionic
configurations i.e. 4d5, S=5/2 of Tc2' and 4d6, J=4 of Tel+ [2].

We also have measured the local susceptibility of Y, Zr, Nb, Rh,
and Pd in alkali metal hosts. These data allow an analysis of the 4d
moment formation as a function of the 4d ion species and permit a
comparison of 4d with 3d moment formation in metals.
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ON THE MAGNETISM OF Fe IONS IN METALS

D. Riegel, L. Buermann, K.D. Gross, M. Luszik-Bhadra, and
S.N. Mishra
FB Physik, Freie Universuat Berlin, 1000 Berlin 33

In the classical systems Fe in d metal and noble metal hosts the
local Fe moment is usually described by an effective spin SL.ir. On the
other hand we have found fully localized 3d'i shell behavior for Fe in
alkali metal hosts, described by J = 4, L = 2,S = 2 in LS coupling [1],

Why and under which conditions exists the ionic-type magnetism
and the SL.fl-type magnetism for Fe in metals?

By investigating the magnetic response in many metallic s, sp,
and d elements by perturbed angular y-ray distribution techniques
(see [1], [21) we have found the rule that SL.n-type magnetism occurs for
Fe in hosts with d electrons, whereas for Fe in s and sp metals positive
hyperfine fields or nonmagnetic behavior is observed. Basic features of
the magnetism of Fe in s and sp metals are roughtly analogously to 4f
systems, e.g. Ce, Pr, and Nd systems [1). Qualitatively different, a
strong impurity 3d-host d interaction seems to play a crucial role for
the magnetism of Fe in d metal hosts including Cu, Ag, Au, and
concentrated 3d systems [2J. We discuss the possibility that the Fu 3d-
host d electron interaction might lead to a reduction of orbital
moments and to a stabilization of the magnetic Fe moment in certain cl
metal hosts and in Cu, Ag, Au.
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/*SR STUDY OF SPIN FRUSTRATION IN CsCoCl3

M.Mekata, S.Okamoto, S.Onoe, Y.Ajiro*, H.Kikuchi*, T.Inaai*,
E.Torikai** and K.Nagamine***

Faculty of Engineering, Fukui University, Fukui 910, Japan
* Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan
** Faculty of Engineering, Yananashi University, Kofu 400, Japan
***HSL Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

AnLi ferromagnetic CsCoCla has Ising spin magnetic chains on
a triangular Uice and exhibits characteristic features of
spin frustration; successive transitions at 7m =2IK and at
7N2=9K, dynaaical character due to domain wall solitons of the
high temperature phase, an outstanding impurity effect etc..
To study further the dynamical aspect of the spin frustration in
CsCoCla, /tSR was measured on sigle crystals at UTNSL.

In the paramagnetic phase, the /i* spin asymmetry in 30G of
longitudinal magnetic field shows exponential tine dependence as
expected for first relaxation. Below Tin, precession spectra
with exponential relaxation were observed. The frequency of the
precession has the temperature dependence as the sublattice
nagnetization and exceeds the measurable limit below 7 n2.

In unfrustrated magnets, the relaxation rates diverge at
the magnetic transition temperatures, while in CsCoCl3 the
observed relaxation rate increases with decreasing temperature
without distinct anomaly at 7m until the relaxation rate
becomes comparable to the n* precession frequency.

The p* site in the lattice can be uniquely assigned to be
the center of three Cl~ ions from the electric potential con-
sideration. If the transferred hyperfine field is neglected,
the dipole field at Tm yields 1.5 A*B of Co** ion. The relaxa-
tion observed in the high temperature phase as well as in the
paramagnetic phase is attributed to the domain wall solitons and
the autocorrelation time of Co** moments was evaluated from the
relaxation rate. Although it is not conclusive because of the
limited time resolution, the temperature dependence of ji' spin
asymmetry implies the slow relaxation in the low temperature
phase in consistent with a recent NHR study.

In the lov temperature phase, lkG of longitudinal field can
decouple the interaction of the /»* spins with the dipole field,
while the first relaxation in the high temperature phase
suppresses the external field decoupling consistently with
the above mentioned model. The results will be compared with
those obtained by V33Cs NHR, S7Fe Hossbauereffect, neutron
diffraction as veil as theoretical prediction.
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AND DIKXJVl FIELD IN Fe-Si SINC2.E CRYSTAL BY
MCESBAUffi SFECIRC600FY

R.Hanada.T.Koseki.M.Kobayashi and H.Klmura

Institute for Materials Research,Tohoku University .Sendai, Japan

Pfossbauer spectroscopy is perfoemed in Fe-Si(6 at.%) alloy
single crystal with (110) surface as a function of the angle(8 )
between magnetization direction and a crystal axis <100>. The
spectra are resolved in several components by a computer program.
The resolved spectra reveal that the width of the main'component
corresponding to the Fe probe atoms without a Si atom in the 1st
neighbor site decreases with increasing (9 ) upto the <111>
direction and increases slightly between <111> and <110>
direction. This change in the main component is more directly
revealed in difference spectra <hkl> - <100> .Namely sharp
downward spikes take place in the line 1 (-5mn/s) and 5(+3mm/s),of
which magnitude depends on the angle (6 ) in a similar manner as
the width change. The same angle dependence of Massbauer spectrum
is studied in a pure Fe single crystal with no width change
,which proves that the change in the Fe-Si alloy is caused by Si
solute atoms.

The angle dependence of the width change (or spikes) is
analysed in terms of the dipolar field caused by a Si atom in near
neighbor sites.Namely,the angle dependent part of the dipolar
field is calculated for Si atoms at between 1st and 6th site.
Comparison of the calculated and the measured result reveals that
the width change in the main componenet is caused by the Si atom
in the 2nd neighbor site.The fact that the dipolar field due to
the 2nd neighbor site is present in the main component leads us to
a conclusion that a Si atom in the 2nd neighbor site never reduces
the magnitude of the hyper fine field.

The present experimental results and the analysis are a
revival of those by Cranshaw El] .although measurements and
the analysis are performed in a more systematic and detailed
manner in the present

The same Fe-Si single crystal alloy is now being studied by
S.Chya et al [2] at Niigata University by 1WF-0N method where a
much better resolution of the hyperfine field change due to Si
atoms is expected. Comparison of their and present results will be
made at the conference.
[1] T.E.Cranshaw et al in ft-oc.Int.Conf.tfegnetism (1964) 141
[2] S.Chya et al. A contribution in this conference.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of RCoa(R:Rare Earth)

H.Yoshie and V. Nakamura**
Department of Physics.Faculty of Science,
Shinshu University ,Matsumoto 390, Japan.
^Department of Metal Science and Technology,
Kyoto University, Kyot' 606, Japan.

The nuclear magnetic resonance of 59Co nuclei in
magnetic domains of RCo3(R=Y[1],Nd,Sm,Gd[2],Tb,Dy and Ho)
has been measured under external magnetic fields up to
55 kOe at 4.2 K, in order to gain a better understanding
of these magnetic compounds.

The crystal structure of RCo3 belongs to the B3«
space group and is of the PuNi3 type, which has three
crystallographically inequivalent cobalt sites,3b,6c
and 18h.

Because of antiferromagnetic coupling between
rare earth and Co spins, RCoa is ferromagnetic for
a light R(Y, Nd and Sni) and ferrimagnetic for heavy R(Gd,
Tb.Dy and Ho). The magnetization directions of RCo3(R=Y
and Gd) are parallel to the c-axis and those of R=NdFSm,
Tb,Dy and Ho are perpendicular to the c-axis.

In this work we used a spin-echo method with a pulse-
width of about 9 n s to detect correct NMR signals at £9Co
nuclei in magnetic domains of these compounds.

In order to assign the observed NMR signals to each Co
site, the 59Co nuclear magnetic resonance of R(Coi-*Tx)3,
where T stands for Ni or Fe, has also been measured under
the same conditions.

In these experiments, NMR signals due to s9Co nuclei
in magnetic domains have been observed for the first time
in these RC03 compounds, we find that the cobalt atom at
the 6c site in the light R compounds (YC03, MdCo3 and S111C03)
and of the 3b site in the heavy R compounds(GdCo3,TbCo3,
DyCo3 and H0C03) has a large orbital contribution.

Details will be discussed in HFI'89.
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MOSSBAUEE EFFECT STUDY OF ^

J. 2ukrovski. G. Wortmann , J.Przewoznik and K. Krop

Solid State Physics Department, IM AGH Krak6w, Poland

FB Physik. Freie Universitat Berlin, Germany.

In this communication we report on 155Gd and 57Fe

Mossbauer effect investigation of GdMn^H hydrides with

x = 0, 0.5, 1, l.S, 2 and 3. The Fe measurements were

performed on samples with, 0.554 of the Mn atoms

substituted by 7Fe probes.

The hydrogen absorption leads to systematic

increase of the isomer shift and absolute value of the

magnetic hyperfine field at Sd nuclei, at 4.2K. Strong

correlation exists between the isomer shift and

hyperfine field parameters, at least for hydrogen

content of x < 2.

Fe measurements reveal increase of the magnetic

moments and ordering temperature of 3d sublattice as

function of hydrogen content.

Observed changes are discussed in terms of a.

changing of the Mn-Mn distances as well as electron

concentration of 3d band upon hydrogenation.
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UMB IN HYDRIDES Y6:Fe23Hx

Vasylkovsky V.A., Ostrovsky V.j?.
Physico-Technical Institute, Ukr.Aead.of Sciences,

34OII4 Donetsk, U S S R

Intermetallic compounds of rare-earth metals and
yttrium with 3d-elements can adsorbe hydrogen and form
stable hĵ lrid phases.Since the local fields on yttrium
nuclei are due to the effect of neighbouring magnetic
3d-atoms, \ ~n in local environment resulting from
hydrogen implantation must lead to variation in these
fields. an

We observed for the first time NMR of Y°^ in hyd-
rites YcFez-zRx (0 i x < 9). X-ray structure analysis
of samples shows growth of parameter a of a cubic
lattice when x is increased. In this case one observes
coexistence of two structural phases with different
meanings of parameter Q_ . The results of magnetic
structural and NMR measurements are given in the table
below.

Y 6 F e 23 H I ,5
T6* e23H4,5

V e23H8.5

1,7

-

-

1,9

T, E

-

-

601

187

204

200;177

177

a., HM

1,2078

1,2106

I,2I00;I,2?04

1,2255

Comparison of results with the data of neutrono-
graphic investigations /I/ allows to ascertain that
in the region of concentrations hydrogen can occupy
two types pf interstices: octahedron - formed by ytt-
rium ions and tetrahedron - with three yttrium ions
and one iron atoms. In the first case (x £: I) hydrogen
extends the lattice. In the second one (x > I) it
changes essentially electron structure of compounds.
Attenuation of hybridization of 3d- and 4d-etates
occurs that causes the observed changes of local
fields H^ and magnetic moment /*»pa of iron.

Reference

I. J.J.Rhyne, Journ.Less-Common Metals ̂ 4 (1983) 95.
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COlT'iEISON OF YTTRIUM AND ZIRCONIUM MAGNETIC
M0KEN13 IN INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS YFe? AND ZrFe2

Tasylkovsky F.A., Gorlenko A.A., Kuprijanov A.K.,
Ostrovsky V.F.

Physico-Technical Institute, Ukr.Acad. of Sciences,
340II4 Donetsk, U S S R

Zone structure calculations of magnetoordered
intennetallic compounds AFep (A=Sc, Hf, Lu, Zr and Y)
rhow that in the vicinity of nominally nonmagnetic A
ions the spin moment is induced by the iron sublatti-
ce /I/. In the present report an attempt is made to
compare experimentally the magnetic moment of A ions
in such compounds.

Since the magnetic moment M of formula unit AFe2
is M = 2/Hft ± JHA , then to define pressure effect
we have

(I)

It is clear that the case dtnN/dp* dlnjHfJdp can
be realized only ify A £ 0. To estimate the value
2&yHH/3p in compounds YFej and ZrFep the frequency
shift of NMR of "Pe 57 under the effect of pressure up
to 7 kbar at &,2 K has been studied. The results are
presented in the table below

YFe2

ZrFe2

BbiM/dp ,I0~5 kbar"1

-0.84 ± 0.04 / 2 /

-0.63 ± 0.03 / 2 /

dfajK^/dp , I0" 3 kbar"1

-0.85 ± O.I

0 ± O.I

Using the barometric coefficients (see the table)
from (I) we find that quadrivalent zirconium has more
magnetic moment then yttrium ions. The result obtained
can stimulate neutronographic investigations of ZrPe-
compounds.
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THE STUDY OP IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON THE PROCESSES

OP Mn5Zn2l INTERMETAILIDE MAGNETIC ORDERING AT LOW

TEMPERATURES

Yu.A.Ryabikin, O.V.Zashkvara, V.D.Melikhov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Academy of Sciences of
Kazakh SSR, Alma-Ata 480082, USSR

The results of the study of the magnetic ordering

processes observed at temperature decrease from 300 K

to 4.2 K in neutron irradiated y-phase samples of

Mn^Zng^ complicated intermetallide are present. The

experimental dependences of EPR resonance line width

between the points of maximum slope and effective

value of reso-

nance field upon

temperature for

the initial and

IX) Iffi O ] » i H T.lt

irradiated by

8.8*1018 n-cm~2

dose samples are

given in Pig.1.

It ia seen that

temperature de-

pendence of the

width of the

lines and reso-

nance values of

the field for these two samples is different. If the

line width of the initial sample starts to increase

slowly with temperature decrease, then for the irra-

diated sample it passes through a small minimum. The

analysis of possible reasons of broadening of magne-

tic resonance lines and significant shift of resonance

lines for temperature decrease causes the conclusion

on ferromagnetic ordering origin in Mn5Zn2i alloy.
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J.C::-."J01"'JAR :-J."~.:':-£Tl P3£"?:.AITCE IN ?L*.->

tlOJ".AtrKETIC PI IKS

:".A.Shair.£v.tdir.evf V.!-:.r=.rrtdiro-.', T.3'h."'u ~f-._!.i<?v

Bashkir Et? te Univ.'- 'si^', 450074, Ufa, u_l. Frunze, ??,

u 3 :. R

Tiie present w.Te.7 i " svot^fl tc t h ' i

. t i : :at ion of rr.agnet-'c .VGEOTV-TCS p e c u l i a r i t i e s .'.r t r e

f ie ld of PI'.R ar.d Kir coincidences in -a.rr.-ti^ :::; ICE at

the nonlinear rjotj.m o;' rj.ucler.r- :~r.C"e't.4 7.c t^..n. A r.v-rer

of i n t e re s t ing pec r ' i ^ r i t . l e s c-f eleftTn-nT ' 1 ^ •:•.• rr.;;no-

t i o re.'o^^.rce (3f;T'."̂ ) 1 i s Taroug'it atovt "cj the " v i e ; . r

system sr tu?at ior . . Tr: c;/.~« rf rcnlin^u-- r.u-jlecj? ry-ten

at a ce r ta in .?.n3il.l4.v.cle v-?"iPL;.on i . : t e rvr l of the .•--1.io-

frequency (-•??) f ield two stat.1 <: sorter o '̂ t'r.f e leet" : . r -

ruclear system (EirS) may c^cxir. rnh.e dependf-nca of t _e

f:\id in te rva l vpciz uifi"R"?ert cha^-act': ' ir 'jics o:'" 22; L. :'•-.'•{.•

inves t iga ted . The e-iFtence oi' tv;-' jt--Vl9 s t a t e s c*"1 the

ry3teir r e s u l t s in sr. "brvpt change in ' v : cep t i t i . 1 i t v of

5F?S dependinr; or t':e . i?-fie]a arf.pJitur'H. '.'e aleo anpiy-

aed the influence of the i-uperfir.e f ie ld (37) ^ic^oc-co-

pic irJ-orogereities? or. ÎT.iy che...-acte.?iEti.^s, v/h.lph, i:i

p a r t i c i l a r , deprc c abrupt c-'iar^e of f:\i'T.-epti'cilJ. iy. Un

•ier s i n i l a r conditicr.s we ir- ' /esti ;rted the Z"TF.n. p.o: ora-

t ion depending on trie ; i?-field qji-..:..:.tude. I t was ; rirvr-

that the •behaviour of the inve"-red "'.'.1. slsr.iil prrair.rt

the 'back-roiind of a wide .line PUP. vac di f ferent for V e

cases of weak and stror.- nuclear si£r .als . In t ' .e fi-." t

case the inverced HI'.R s igna l i c -iecreaeed, i . e . - . tu-a-

ted "by the increaring R?-field a::.piit\ide. In the. cecor^

case ?.2;aintt the baek^??ound of the wi'i° "iininiur. i r ve r -

sed ^IR s igna l a na:-rcv: l o c i l peek war o v r e . v e l . At

f i r ? t , the in tenc i ty of the loca l s ignal iacrcasee , then

i t decreases due to sa tura t ion of the inverscd NMR c i ^ -

r.al .
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! .::.?:•!—";:li.niv, V.A.Sharrutdinov

TJ-nhkii- State Univerrtiy, 4?0C74, Ufa, u l . Frunae, 32,

u s e a

Electron nuclear sia&Tietio refonan^e (STMH) in do-

""ii:: v/alls ( •') takes place 'uiuor coincidence of NM3

rr^cmencieF and one resonance of the domain walls (RDW)

I . This paper i s dovotea to t'neoretioal investiga-

tion of both hono^eneoas and inhoraogene-'us ERT'P in TJtl

of ferromagnetics and antife^romagnetice with a weak

ferrorna^netism. The existence of inve eed, multianipli-

ricd and widened IWiR liner, in nuclear frequency both in

the c e n t c and or the edge ox the dorcain walls i s shovm

againct ~Tf;f 'background depending on correlations taet-

VĴ en diffe-ent N?"R and HDW pa-rjset'irE ae v/ell as OTI

electrcn-n'icl rjr>.r interaction. Jren the f^ecuency of ho-

moseneous H.DV/ i t le ts than that of F.*^, 5T7KR inhomoge- ,

neity :-.;\y take place, ?reovency coincidence i s possible

at fie: Lirp.l DW v;ave eircitation"" by i*adiofroqtiency field-

Opt.i:.:iur. cor.ait.ionE cf ETT-IH inhcsoge/ieity existence has

r.-n deter .Lned, depending or the node of flexural LW

••nveF, In the case of oanrl.2 in the shape of a right

jirism of I80c DW, tv;o -̂ odes which satisfy optimun con-

ditions are observed. One of their ia detennined by the

height h, the othe." by J:iie length 1 of Dtf. She dif-

fcence "betvjean the t-.-o ODtinura condition!: ic detemi-

ne : by the differ-jnt cert J ibut i on; frora rria^net or t a t i ca l

irteractzons. The v:ell-l"r.jwn eirper'-^-Pita?. t5.atn on W&

i: If.1' *..-•(* iK"-lyz?'i on t'.e ^a^i;:: oi hc:n5erecus -?̂ id in-

h:. :• ••; ~?neoKF K'l'.?. theor;/.
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NMR Ci 16;Er AND MAGNETISM OF Er3Fe5012 GABNET

V.D. Doroshev, M.M. Savosta
Institute of Technical Physics 340 114 Donetsk, USSR
P. Novak, I. Veltrusky
Institute of Physics, 180 40 Prague, Czechoslovakia

NMR of 167Er in Er3Fe_012 garnet was studied at
temperatures at and below 4.2K using the two pulse spin
echo method. In this cubic ferrimagnetic system the ma-
gnetisation is along the [001] direction at low tempe-
ratures and there are two magnetically inequivalent
Er ions. For the ions denoted A the local C? axis is
parallel to the magnetisation, while for ions B cor-
responding angle is 45 . The numbers of A and B ions
are in the ratio 1:2.

At T = 2.1K two NMR spectra, each consisting of se-
ven lines are observed. From their intensity follows
unambiguously that the spectrum centered on 450MHz cor-
responds to ions B, while the one on 690MHz corresponds
to ions A. With raising temperature the relaxation time
of ErJ+(B) decreases rapidly and at 4.2K the detection
of corresponding signal is rather difficult. This ex-
plains the fact that Streever and Caplan [1] failed to
observe the spectrum B.

Carefull analysis of the results gives the magnitu-
des of Er electron magnetic moments

m(A) = 6.59(7) ̂ fi m(B) = 4.29(9)

These values are discussed in the framework of the cry-
stal field and isotropic exchange models for ErJ elec-
tron interactions.

References

[1] R.L. Streever and P.J. Caplan, Phys.Rev. fift (1973)
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HUB OF 57Fe IN SEVERAL RASE EARTH SUBSTITUTED IRON
GARNETS

P. NOVdk
Institute of Physics, 180 40 Prague, Czechoslovakia
V.A. Borodin, V.D. Doroshev, N.N. Savosta, T.N. Tara-
senko
Institute of Technical Physics, 340 114 Donetsk, USSR

NHR of Fe was studied by the two pulse spin echo
•ethod in systems Rx*3_xFe5012 (R = Er, Tb, Tm). Fci

snail (x < 0.3) or large (x > 2.7) concentrations of i:

the spectra of 57Fe exhibit resolved satellite lines
which correspond to those ferric ions in the vicinity
of which one Y ion is substituted by ion R (or vice
versa).

The splitting between satellite and parent lines
reflects the change of the dipolar field on Fe nuclei
(diamagnetic threevalent ¥ ion is replaced by magnetic
R ion) and the change in the electronic structure of
the ferric ion. Relative importance of these effects is
discussed with special attention paid to Er - contai-
ning systems.
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EFFECTIVE HAMILTOHIAW OP THE KUCLKAR ft'OIOSNTA

3LECTROHIC SHIELDING

V.P.Zentcov
il.K.Zavoiskii Physico-Tcchnical Institute, Academi of

Sciences, Kazan, USSR.

The ligand-field theory attained yood qualitative

results in the interpretation of spectroscopic infor-

mation on the electronic structure of transition metal

complexes and admixtures in single crystals unc5 glas-

ses. For further improvement of the experiment inter-

pretation it is necessary to include nhe configurarloo

interpretation of essential multishell electronic ccrui

gurations into regorous calculations, In this way one

can obtain, in particular, sô ie new mechanises of the

observables1 formation. The second quantisation n.ethoas

are known to essentially simplify the formalism of the

ordinary perturbation theory, since they allov; to .'c

withaut detailed analysis of intermediate states. In

the present communication an information is ;jdven allo-

wing to use the second quantization and the effective

operator methods in the ligand-field theory.

As an illustration, the effective hamiltonian of

the nuclear momenta electronic shielding has been de-

duced. The expression obtained is believed to be use-

full in microscopic calculations of the psevdonuclear

Zeeman effect tensor and phenoraenological interpreta-

tion of KkR, EtTDOR and Messbauer effect experiments.

It is shown that, depending on the system's symmetry

the diamagnetic part of the chemical shift tensor may

have six components, and paramagnetic one may have

nine components. In systems with the open electron

shells (S 0) the dipole component of the hyperfine

interaction operator can as well contribute to the

nuclear g-factor shift.
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MOSSBAUER STUDY OF MAGNETIC HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN
TB (i _ x ) CO x INTERMETALLICS

M. Forker , T. Merzhauser , D. Best and U. Hiitten
Institut fiir Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonif
Nussallee 14-16 , D-S300 Bonn , Federal Republic of Germany

Sign and . gnitude of the magnetic hyperfine field of 57Fe nuclei
in different T b ( i _ x ) C o x intermetallic compounds have been investiga-
ted by Mossbauer spectroscopy .

Most of the measurements , performed at 78 K , were absorber
experiments with T b ( i _ x ) C o x doped with 1 at. % of 57Fe as absorbers
and S7Co:Rh as single line source . Additionally , experiments with
S 7 C o : T b ( ] _ x ) C o x as sources and an enriched Ki(FeCN)6 single
line absorber were carried out in some cases.

The measurements were extended from pure Co ( x = 1 ) to
Tb i Co 3 ( x = 0.43 ). In this range the hyperfine field of S7Fe , avera-
ged over the different non-equivalent Co sites, was found to decrease
almost linearly with increasing Tb concentration ( 1 - x ) .

This experimental trend can understood in a simple model by as-
suming (i) that the contribution H3d caused by the Fe and Co 3d-
electrons via core (CP) and conduction electron (CEP )polarization is
proportional to the 3d—moment, ( ii) that the 3d-moments decrease in
a rough approximation linear with increasing Tb or decreasing Co con-
centration, as the 3d-bands are filled by the Tb conduction electrons
and (iii ) that the contribution H4f caused by the 4f-electrons via CEP
is proportional to the relative number ( 1 - x) of 4f-moments in the
Tb sublattice .

This model leads to the relation H^f = H ^ + rfyf =Agd (x - X Q )
+ A4f(Tb)( l -x) , where XQ is the Co concentration at which the 3d-
moments vanish because of completely filled 3d-bands. Excellent
agreement between this relation and the experimental data is obtained
with the parameters: A ^ = 637(14) kG , A4f (Tb)= 246 (18 ) kG , XQ
= 0.49(3) . Assuming rigid bands and 3 conductions electrons per Tb
atom , one estimates from the known magnetic moment of pure Co a
value of XQ = 0.37 , in fair agreement with the experimental result.

The sign of Hnf changes from positive for Co concentrations x s
0.8 to negative for x * 0.8, which is evidence for an antiferromagnetic
coupling of the 3 d - and the 4f - moments .
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HYPERFINE INTERACTION MEASUREMENTS ON o-Mn IN AN
EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

G. De Doncker, J. Van Cauteren, P. Decoster and M. Rots
Instituut voor Kern-en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-3030 Leuven

HFI measurements in pure a-Mn with the inCd probe have revealed
two hff sites which we believe are due to a coexistence of local moment and
itinerant magnetism. The nature of the latter was tentatively interpreted as
a spin-density-wave because its features were reminescent to the chromium
case. In order to investigate this matter further we performed PAC
experiments under the influence of an external field up to 4T over a wide
temperature region.

The respons of both hff—sites was indeed completely different. In the
low field site (spin-density wave) the hff distribution amounts 18 % in zero
field cooled (ZFC) condition, but sharpens to almost 4.6 % in field-cooled
(FC) condition. Moreover the temperature dependence of the hff at the low
field site is different in ZFC as compared with FC condition. The high field
site on the other hand did not show this magnetic history effect. Secondly,
measuring at constant temperature (4.2 K and 77 K respectively), for
increasing external field values, we observed for the high field site the
behaviour expected for a local moment magnetism, resulting around
B e x t = 2.5 T, in a spin-flop transition of the moments perpendicular to the
external field axis, a behaviour not seen for the low field site. Indeed the
effective field increase is much too slow and moreover the value of the total
field at B e x t = 4T is higher at 77 K than at 4.2 K.
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COMPARISON OF THE .HYPEKFINE COUPLING CONSTANT AT
"With and "'Cd IN NICKEL AND IRON

G. De Doncker, J. Van Cauteren, G.N. Rao and M. Rots
Iustituut voor Kern— en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Lenven, Celestijneuhui.il '100 IV
B-3030 Leuven

In the present experiments the long standing controversy whether or
not nickel is a strong ferrornagnet is studied. Since i!:e temperature
variations of a weak ferromagnet. and a strong fcrromagnet are quite
different, one would expect that precise hyperfine field measurements over
an extended temperature region, as attainable by PAC, could solve ihe
problem. The spin precession spectra were indeed recorded with high
resolution and to an accuracy of 0.02 % or better. We will discuss the
hyperfine coupling constant A(T) obtained from the hyperfme field If. AT)

measurements, with predictions of the spin wave excitation model, the single
particle excitation model, lattice vibration contributions and detailed
electronic structure calculations which came available recently. While the
spin wave excitation theory can adequately explain the temperature
variation of the hyperfme field at lnCd in the Fe matrix, a strikingly
different behaviour in the nickel matrix shows that single particle
excitations are important to explain the 10(>RhNi data.
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HYPERFINE INTERACTION MEASUREMENTS IN MnSi-ALLOYS

G. De Doncker, J. Van Cauteren, P. Decoster and M. Rots
Instituut voor Kern-en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-3030 Leuven

Recently we found evidence that in pure a-Mn a local moment
magnetism coexists with a spin-density-wave (SDW). Now we present PAC
experiments performed on inCd probes in Mn, Six (x = 8.8at%) alloys, in
order to investigate the influence of the Si-impurity on both the hyperfine
fields seen in pure a-Mn. The a-phase can be retained up to 10at% Si and a
small quadrupole interaction with V,, = 0.50(2) 1021V/m2 is observed.

As expected, the high-field site due to the local moments at site—II
positions is almost unaffected by the Si—impurities. The Neel temperature

however increases Tj^ = 115.3(2)K and a typical field value is B, r =

6.50(2)T at T = 4.2K. For the second field site, supposed to be due to SDW,
the ordering temperature is shifted down to 77(2)K, although the field value

B, r = 3.13(7)T observed at 4.2K is very similar to the pure a-Mn value.

This observation as well as their temperature dependence indicate that Si
replaces the low moment type III and IV Mn atoms rather than the iarge
moment type II atoms, while the spin density wave amplitude remains
almost unchanged.
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R.F. EFFECTS IN NUCLEAR Gfi.1-?"! KESCl.kxCZ: TK2, ROT.li OF
THE FIELDS OF MAGNETIC AIL.ouTROPx

E.K.iadykov, A.I.Skvortsov
Kazan University, Kazan, USSR 420008

The theory of r.f. collapse phenomenon in nuclear
gamma resonance (NGR) for the magnetics with magnetic
anisotropy is proposed. In contrast to the. existing ro-
tating field (a) and stepwise field (L) [i] models
this approac". takes into consideration the detailed be-
haviour of th magnetization (consequently, of the hy-
perfine field (KB1)) under external r.f. field and ani-
sotropy fields. The expression for NGR absorption cross
section (Fe-3*) using the Liouville superoperator techni-
que is obtained on the basis of time periodicity of HP
only. In the case of arbitrary periodical time depen-
dence of the HF we are forced to perform a numerical in-
tegration of the evolution superoperators in the range
of period using a chain fraction method.

The NGR spectra of the system consisting of single
domain particles with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy ex-

l posed to the oscillating r.f. field are obtained in
I such way. The two cases indicated above correspond to
I the limit cases in this model: a) H « /H.<§ I and
• t>) H - /H.» I JH f and H. - thS'tlf. amplitude
and tile 'anisotropy field).

: We discuss a possibility of the chaotic movement
\ of the magnetizatio'n arising in some cases. The numeri-
• cal methods are generalized for these cases easily.

So the matter under discussion is a first quanti-
tative approach to the r.f. collapse regime. Some expe-
rimental results available are discussed from point of
view of this approach.

References
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INFLUENCE OF CATION SURROUNDINGS ON THE HYPERFINE

STRUCTURE OF 57Pe IN NATURAL SPINELS

Sh.Sh.Bashkirov, A.A.Valiullin, L.D.Zaripova

Kazan State University,Lenin st,18,Kazan,420008,USSR

Presence of iron in the complex natural spinels

gives a chance for study of the cation distribution

(Mg2+,Al^+,Gr^+,Fe^+,Fe2+ and others) by Mossbauer

spectroscopy so far as the various cation surroundings

of iron ions make distinctions between the correspond-

ing values of the "̂ Fe hyperfine parameters.

The Mossbauer spectra of the natural ferrichrom-

ites possessing of quadrupole hyperfine structure

were fitted by least-square method. It was found that

the spectra was not discribed by superposition of the

Lorentzian doublets assigned to the different struc-

tural positions of Fe^+ and Fe 2 + ions.

Taking into account of the changes of hyperfine

parameters depending on the cation combination in the

second coordination sphere allowed us to fit the

spectra enough well (1).

However, as it seems from the study of the samp-

les with various composition, the fitting without

conditions of the random cation distribution leads to

the more best descriptions of the spectra. Moreover,

the final values of the cation distribution's param-

eters differ from the initial ones substantially, and

consequently in the studied samples the cation distri-

bution deviates from the statistical law.
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CHANGE IN SUPER-FINE STRUCTURE PARAME-
TERS OP NUCLEAR - *v- RESONANCE SPECTRA
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL ELECT-
RIC FIELDS

M.N.Shipko, L.M.Letyuk, A.F.Sitnikov,
A.K.Belonogova

External electric field is one of the factore that
affects parameters of super-fine interactions in so-
lids* Investigations carried out so far show that the
scope of this effect depends on intensity of electric
field.However, mechanism of such effect on ferromagne-
tic crystals is still being debated. q

Effect of intensive elecjric fields (E~ 10* V/ia)
upon superfine structure of Mossbauer spectra for mono-
crystalline hexagonal BaFe1pO1c. was investigated, in
this paper. Electric field"1 iy directed as C axis of
ferromagnetic crystal was created by its ionization in
negative corona discharge*

Mossbauer spectra of BaFe12Oiq single crystals
obtained in corona discharge y and after its ef-
fect had patterns that were typical for initial crys-
tals having slightly different super-fine structure
parameters* Changes in super-fine structure parameters
taking place after exposure to electric field are both
of reversible and partially irreversible character.
The most appreciable changes of super-fine structure
parameters in electric field were observed for iron
ions situated in locations 2b and 12k being trigonal
bi-pyrsmid and distorted octahedron correspondingly.
Effect of electric field of charges adsorbed on a
crystal surface brings about, first and foremost, ap-
preciable change is values of local magnetic field (H.)
and quadrupole splitting (̂  E) for these sublattices.
It is assumed, that increase of H~ and A- E values in
electric field is probably accounted for reversible
shift of Fe-34 ions towards one or more atomB of oxygen
in the direction of C axis.Such manifestation is clear-
ly illustrated by Fe-it ions oscillating along C axis
between two equilibrium positions in trigonal bi-pyra-
mid. Changes obsrved in A E value may be explained
fairly well by the shift of medium position of Fe 3+
ions from by-pyramid epipolar plane by 0.007 A. The
ahift of iron ions towards one of the Uganda is, in its
turn, changing a covalent transition of electron densi-
ty from Uganda to vacant orbitals Fe3*, onto 3-d orbi-
tals in particular. Populations of 3-d orbitals of F^jj
i tlli BFO h b j t d t i

p p ^jj
in raonocrystalline BaFeaO/g when subjected to inten-
sive electric field (E ~10 e V/m) were determined.
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HXPERFINE MflOETIC SPLITTING OF «"Fe NUCLEI
ADD CRITICAL TEMPERATURE OF DIUJTED FfiHBIMMMEriCS

Sh.M. Aliev, I.K. Kamilov, M.M. Guseinov,
Kh.K. Aliev and A.M. Oroarov
Inst i tute of Physics , fegeatan Branch, USSR Academy
of Sciense, MaWachkala, 367003, USSR

In the Mossbeuer e f fect experiments, the magnetic hyperfine
sp l i t t ing of the B7Fe nuclei In ferrimagnetics deaappear3
usually a t the c r i t i c a l temperature TN. Thi3 fact i 3 often
U3ed to determine the TN of ferrimagnetics by thermal scan-
ning technique / I / .

However, it. was discovered / 2 , 3 / that in di luted ferrjjnagne-
t i c s Nio.262no-7sFe204 and Nio.aCdo.7 FeaCk the hyperfine s p l i t -
t ing disappears a t temperatures considerably lower than TN.

Presented here are resu l t s of MBssbauer e f fec t study on BTFe
nuclei in f e r r i t e system Nii-xOieFeaQ* ( 0 o « 0 . 8 ) In the 80-860 K
temperature range, with the aim of finding cut for which f e r r i -
t e s the temperature of disappearance of magnetic hyperfine s p l i t -
t ing TM and c r i t i c a l temperature TN d i f f er . The study shows
that such difference occures for x=0.7 and x=0.8. Cr i t i ca l tempe-
rature was taken from temperature dependence of spontaneous mag-
netization of samples.

Quadrupole doublet along with magnetic s p l i t t i n g was obser-
ved on a l l of the diluted f e r r i t e s spectrums a t certain tenpe-
rature TI<TM. The quadrupole doublet intensi ty increa-
sed with approaching t o TM.

We determined that the absence of magnetic hjrperf ine s p l i t -
t ing in the magnetically ordered range of temperatures i s associa-
ted with a rapid relaxation of i on ic spins.
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ANGULAR CLARE AT ION ST'JUY OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN

H. Saitovitch and P.R.J. Silva
Centro Brasileiro de Fesquisas Fisicas-CBPF/CNPq
Rua Dr. Xavier Sigaud 150, 22290 Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Brazil

The electric field gradient and magnetic hyperfine fields
of Cd111 in V2(i-x)Cr2xO3 (x • .01, .02, .06) has been investi-
gated in the temperature range 12K - 900K by time differential
perturbed angular correlation measurements. In comparison with
the already known V2O3 results [1] the monoclinic-rhombohedric
transition extends on a longer temperature range,occurs at higher
temperature and also includes the vanishing of the antiferromag-
netic field; similar to V2O3, the electric field gradients also
decrease upon transition. In the x = .01 mixture, already in
the rhombohedric phase,the electric field gradient decreases
until around 300K, when it turns to increase with temperature.
Such behaviour is absent in the x = .02 and x •= .06 mixtures. In
all three mixtures, in the rhombohedric phase, the electric
fields gradients turn out to be higher than in the pure V2°3"
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LE ORIENTATION STUDY OF LOW TEMPERATURE MAGNETI-

ZATION OF 54Mn IMPURITY IN FERROMAGNETIC PtFe ALLOYS

A.L.Erzinkyun*, V.P.Parfenova , G.M.Gurevich+,

S.V.Topalov+, D.L.Shishkin"1", M.Finger*, S.Kapustax,

V.M.Pavlov*, J.Slovak31,

Moscow State University, Moscow, USSR,

"̂Institute for Nuclear Research, Moacow, USSR,
xJoint Institute for Huclear Research, Dubna, USSR

The nuclear orientation of Mn impurity in fer-

romagnetic Pt+5at.%Fe and Pt+1Oat.#Fe alloys was

investigated in the 12-50 mK temperature range at the

external magnetic field up to 1.2 T.

The effective magnetic field B g f f for -^Mn shows

the saturation at the external fields 0.25 T while the

observed values of>B -- are essehtially lower than the

hyperfine field valuH for Mn in Pt. The noticeable

temperature dependence of B e_ £ was observed even at

the highest external field 1.2 II when the matrices'

themselves are magnetically saturated. This behaviour

of B »« ia interpreted as an effect Qf bin magnetic

moment noncollinearity with respect to the macroscopic

magnetization axis.

The observed temperature dependences of the •''W

/-ray anisotropy were fitted by the standard expressi-

on for W(6,T) assuming both Lorentz and Gauss distri-

butions for Mn spin directions. Fit parameter B, -

for both matrices was found to be in good agreement

with the known hyperfine field value for Mn in Pti

^=38.4(6) and 37-3(7) T for 10 and 5 at.*Fe alloys

respectively (for Lorentz fit).

The noncollinearity observed seems to be connec-

ted with Mn-Fe antiferromagnetic coupling.
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MODIFICATION OF HYPERFINE FIELD ON 57Fe NUCLEI IN
SUBSTITUTED FERRIMAGNETIC GARNETS

J. Englich
Charles University, CS-18O 00 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia
P. Novak
Institute of Physics, CS-180 40 Prague 8,
Czechoslovakia
H. Lijtgemeier
KFA Jtilich, D-5170 Jtilich, Fed. Rep. Germany

We review the results of the NMR on Fe nuclei in
a number of ferrimagnetic garnets Y2-x^xFe5°-\2 (R = ra~
re earth ion or Bi) and Y3Fe5_x

M
x°i2 <

M = A1> Ga' In)•
For suitable concentrations of substituted ions (x -
0.1-0.4) the satellite lines in the NMR spectra of both
tetrahedral and octahedral Fe , ions are observed. The-
se satellites correspond to Fe ions in the vicinity
of which single substitution is situated. The splitting
between the satellite and the parent line has its ori-
gin in the change of the dipolar field and in different
transfer of electrons in the triad FeJ - o - X .

While the dipolar field may be easily calculated
once the magnetic moments and the geometry are known,
the origin of the change A of the transferred field
is not yet clear. Experimental results show that A is
generally anisotropic and that in some cases the aniso-
tropy may be substantial. On a semiempirical level we
show, how A may be parametrized using "independent
bond model" f1]. On microscopic level various transfer
mechanisms which contribute to A are considered. Cal-
culations based on the spin polarised version of the
local spin-density method [2] are performed in order to
clarify their relative importance.
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SUPERTRANSFER OP SPIN DENSITY IN ELPASOLITE STRUCTURE

DIELECTRICS

V.M.Buznik, E.A.Vopilov, A.I.Livshit3

Institute of Chemistry and Chemical Technology, USSR

Academy of Science, Siberian Branch, Krasnoyarsk, USSR

A transfer of spin density (SD) from magnetic ca-

tions on distant nonmagnetic ones via anions (super-

transfer) is of interest for understanding of nature

of chemical bonding and magnetic ordering in compounds.

The halides with elpasolite type structure AgNaMXg

(A = K.Rb.Cs.Tl; M - Cr.Pe.Dy; X a P,C1) are useful
pi

objects for study of SD supertransfer by the JNa
nuclear magnetic resonance.

We obtained the dependence of isotropic SD at so-

dium cations on halide composition. The SD sign is de-

pend on the type of magnetic cation, but its value -

the type of X-anion. We proposed the mechanism which

assumed on the tranfer of SD from cluster [MX/-] mole-

cular orbitals to sodium cations by overlapping of

cluster and sodium orbitals. The expression, which

connects isotropic hyperfine magnetic fields (H )

with covalent parameter in molecular orbital (A ) and

overlap integrals of cluster-cation (S) has been ob-

tained:

where the arrow indicatesorientatins of electron spins.

The quantum chemistry evaluatinns of H£ in K-NaCrClg

are in a good agreement with experimental data both

on sign and value. Negative sign of SD in case of chro-

mium and dysprosium compounds is due to the exchange

polarisation of orbitals in the [MXg] clusters.
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HYFEfri-iNE INTERACTIONS OF Fe5* NUCLEI IN Y - Fe - Sc
i5ftf*NET =

•:••. i. Yushchuk. S. A. Guryev, Yu. S. Yuskevich, I. G. Voljenskaya
Poiitechnical Institute. Lvov. U33R

7hp i erri tes-aarnets Y3 Fe^Sc, 0 a ( x=B,5 and x=l,B ) have
been investigated by theff*Fe Hossbauer spectroscopy at temperatu-
res T-S0-795 K. The X-ray ditfraction analysis confirmed single
phase garnet structure in bath compositions, in these coapasitions
•in temperature interval T=16B~1B0 K the region of the abrupt fali
ot the magnetisation- tne region of spread-eagle compensation point
IP observed. This was discovered by us from the magnetic giessure-
ments earlier.

The structural tormuia oi Y-Fe-Sc garnets is { Y^>[ Fe Sĉ , ]•
- ', Fe})0l3, . The dodecahedrai ions are put in the figured brackets
and in the square and round brackets - octahedral (a) and tetrahed-
ral id) ions accordingly . The Zeeman spectra of garnets have the
crompi icated structure, which is connected with the availability o-f
some sextets corresponding to non-equivalent structural positions
01 Fe311 - ions in a- and d- subiattices. The non-equivaient
structural positions af d- ions are coused by the statistical dis-
rfioution oi Fe3r - and Sc" - ions in the nearest octahedral envi-
ronment. It has been obtained and explained the experimental depen-
dences ot the etteciive magnetic -fields, quadrupole splittings,
ssomer shifts at FeJ*- nuclei from the numbers ot the magnetic
neighbours o-f tetrahedra.i Fe3' - ion.

The independence at isomer shifts froai numbers Fe - and Sc
ions in nearest cationic environment o-f d- Fe3v-ions are observed
•ur the both compositions.The suggestion is done that isomer shift
'.5 Determined in the main ot the nearest anionic environment which
is constant of the sabstitution FeJf - ions to Sc**- ions. It
hd£ been found that when one magnetic neighbour is changed to
•Hamaqnetic neighbour in the nearest cationic environment of tetra-
hedrai Fe 1- ion then effective magnetic field at his nucleus is
decreased of average in 35 kOe.

The non-equivaient structural positions of octahedral Fe 3 f-
ions at the constant tetrahedral environment are observed by us for
the first time. This is coused of the non-coil inear nagnetic no-
tents of F e 3 f - ions in the nearest tetrahedral environment.
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Fe'I1QSSBAUER EFFECT INVESTIBATION OF HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN
Ni - Cu - Bi FERRITES

3. 1. Yushchuk, S. A. Yuryev, Yu. 6. Yuskevich
Politechnical Institute, Lvov, USSR

The results of Fe Mossbauer effect investigation of spinel
ferrites N'OJCug 6ixf*Jlse. t x=B,BB up to x=B,08 ) at temperatures
fro« T=295 "K up̂ 'fo T=98fl K are reported in present »ork. All the
studied samples were synthetized by using the ceramic technology
and the sinqiephaseness «as checked by X-ray aethod.

An anomalous temperature dependence o-f the magnetisation -for
this series of ferrites was detected by us 'from the magnetic mea-
surements. The anomaly is the increase of the magnetisation for
the samples only with 0 < x 4- B,B4 in region fron T=5BB K up to
T=8BB K ( Tc=825 K ).It has been found that there isn't essential
difference in the character of temperature dependence H^t(A) and
Hejj.O), where He» (A) and He^(B) are effective aagnetic fields at
the Fe3*nuclei in tetrahedral and octahedral positions of spinel
structure for the ferrite Mith x=0,016. For the sample with
x=B,B4 at 558 K i T v< 825 K HeW(A) decreases more rapidly
than He#(B>. As follows from the Hossbauer spectra of ferrite
with x=B,B4 some part of the Fe'+ (A)-ions goes over to the para-
magnetic state, while all the FeJt(B)-ions leed to the Zeeuan
splitting. The vaiues of Hej-j(rt) and He^(B) for ferrite with
x=0,B16 are larger accordingly than H^jtA) and H*^(B) for x=
SB,B4 ferrite in all temperature interval.

Me suppose that when the part of Fe7* (A)-ions goes over to
paramagnetic state the non-collinear magnetic structure coused by
the exchanged interaction in octahedral sub lattice arise in
ferrites.

The evaluation of deformation of the oxygen tetrahedrons and
octahedrons has been done.
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MAGNETIC HYPERFINE FIELD AT CAESIUM IN IRON.

C.J.Ashworth, P.Back, N.J.Stone and J.P.While, Clarendon Labora tory .
OXFORD 0X1 3PU and the ISOLDE Collaboration.

Al HI VII we r e p o r t e d ^ ' ) thai on-l ine nuclear or icntai ion
studies of shori lived Cs isotopes implanted into iron at mK
temperatures showed an average hyperfinc magnetic field B ji f =
40 8(7) T, very different from the largest field (27.6i4)T) found t>\
Mossbauer s p c c l r o s c o p y ^ ) . Further work has been done on samples
containing longer lived ^^^Ci(6Ali) and ' ^^Cs(13 .Id) implanted ai
room temperature into polycrystal and single crystal iron at !he
1SOI.DE-2 facility, CERN

Taking a simple model of a single field experienced by a
fraction f of the Cs nuclei, fitting the tcmperalure dirpcndcnce o I
anisotropy for ' - ^ C s in polycrystal Fe gave Biif=35(2)T, S=rtl(2)'* whci.
cooled lo ~6mK after 14d al room temperature and Hj-, f = 2 9 . f>( 4 )T .
f=6.-il)9f when rccoolcd 4d later. Aflci 22ci an NMR/ON signal was
criscived in this sample al 157.0 Mil/, with FWHM 6.S MHz and
intcgraied destruction of anisoiropy of 5~!{1Wr.. This is i!,.- firs:
reported resonance of CsFe. and the frequency coiresponds to a field o '
27.K T. as observed by '.he Mossbaucr studies. ' ^ C s lR v,ng!e crysia! Fe
showed a similar broad resonance at 15S.5 MHz (F'VHM ;.- 5 M H / .
i.'iiejwi.led U'.'Sii aci ion 45i.2)Cr.) whilst ;• tit H- ;he ieniper:!iure
Ue;'e:"!c'cnce ^'ave :i mean field of 3?.7(?) T evperienced by -.2 1',"< oi
the i.'s nuclei.

We LOPfiudc thai in our samples ;hc 27.cT :icl-i site ':.•• ': c;rc:'.-.Lj
' ,i! !<''-v ing t h e m ail v itidiieed annealing ar.il i h a I ;i •. i":'-'. dcrat^lr
! r,,, ••r\;\ of cold impiiiiiied nuclei experience s oosidrf jh ' \ - higii^r
/ K U : (ihr different k;ii'\vn quadrupuk- iiioments of iKc '..'•; ' sotopc 1

'i.udied rule our a c o m b i n e d c ' e c l r i c / i n a g r c i i c in !c r a c t i o r
e*.r-i.ri^iioni. Attempts H. fit die observed icmpL-tj'.'uv rien :.-.iciic-.
iiitrodijcing a second [variable) field site (whilst kcrpinj; a 2 < N T sue
and constraining the total non-/.ero field fraction f to bv cnnsiani
gave y*• values which diverged rapidly for fields above -601 so thai the
higher field should lie between 40 and 60T. NMR/ON resonance
searches over the range to 70T gave no result. We consider this h i g h e r
field site may well be the substitutional site and that, associated with
the insolubility of Cs in Fe, l!ic 27.8T sile which is incrcasingh
populated . following time at room temperature, is vacancy or defect
associated.
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COMPARISON OF TWO MtJSSBAUER METHODS OF TRANSFORMATION
KINETICS MEASUREMENTS

T. Zemcik, S. Havlicek
Institute of Physical Metallurgy, Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences, CS-616 62 Brno, Czechoslovakia

A new method of direct high-temperature Mossbauer
scanning measurements of crystallization kinetics of
amorphous alloys was reported in [l]. In contrast to the
commonly used interrupted-annealing procedure, little
information is gained on the hyperfine structure of the
whole Mbssbauer spectrum, yet the time gain by the
scanning of the outermost crystalline phase Zeeman line
intensity on the shoulders of the broadly distributed
amorphous background is tremendous.

This work reports on the results of the comparison
of the two methods. The crystallization of amorphous
ribbons of nominal composition Feg4Co2iB]L5 and

(
p g 4 2 i ] L 5

73Co]9[3i5 (prepared by melt spinning in the Physical
Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava) was
followed by both these procedures at temperatures around
600 K: by the direct transmission intensity scanning at
constant velocity and by the area analysis of the whole
room temperature transmission spectra taken during the
annealing pauses yielding the complete set of hyperfine
parameters. In both cases the time dependences of the
primary Fe-Co crystalline phase intensities (contents)
in the spectra were gained. From them, crystallization
kinetics can be studied as it will be reported elsewhere.

The comparison of the results is discussed in terms
of the effectiveness,reliability and the practicability
of the scanning method, which, in suitable cases of
transformations like this, proved to surpass the
classical alternating anneal-measure by orders of magni-
tude in speed not affecting the accuracy of results.
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THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND HYPERFINE FIELDS IK
Fe-Cr-Ni AND Fe-Cr-V ALLOYS

G.I. Vasraan, V.S.Demidenko
Siberian Physical-Technical Institute, Tomsk 50,USSR

Complex analysis the electronic structure and
of the Mossbauer experiment was made on the example
of specially chosen alloys FeT _(Crn ,-Nin t-\_and
Pe1 (CrQ 5V 0 ,-) . It enabled'uf to

urioeIW;xfuller
iformation on"the connection between hyperfine fields
at iron nuclei (HP) and the mean magnetic moments(/A)
in many-component alloys. In these alloys the change
JS with the composition is similar, while the elec-
tronic structure and the HP are different.

The calculations of the electronic structure and
magnetic moments were performed by using a CPA method
combined with the Hartree-Pock approximation. The
experimental data for the disordered BBC-structure
Fe-Cr-Ni alloys were taken from work [i] and those for
Fe-Cr-V alloys were obtained in this work. Mossbauer1s
measurings were performed on the powdered specimens
at temperature 298K. The source of gamma radiation is
Go(57) in Cr.

The experimental data (ij showed that HP for alloys
Fe-Cr-Ni change slightly with concentration of Cr and
Ni, while the strong linear decrease of HF occurs in
the alloys Pe-Cr-V. The calculations performed showed
almost identical change oftl in the allos Fe-Cr-Ni and
Fe-Cr-V, and they are in good agreement with the expe-
rimental data. The formation of the iron electronic
structure in the alloys and changê -l were analysed
and were discussed in detail. A different nature of
of the identical change of/M of the systems studied is
revealed. A small change or HP in the alloys Fe-Cr-Ni
was shown to be connected with a small change of elec-
tronic structure of iron by adding nickel. Moreover,
Ni in the alloys Fe-Cr-Ni haa a moment of parallel
magnetization but Ni decreases it by means of filling
the minority d-zone. On the other hand, Cr in the both
systems decreases the mean magnetic moments of an
alloy by means of the antiferromagnetic alignment. In
the alloys Fe-Cr-V considerable decrease of HF was
caused by considerable deformation of the iron elec-
tronic structure and by the change of magnetization of
the iron environment by means the antiferromagnetic
alignment of Cr and V moments.

Referens
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Spontaneous Combustion of Coal : A Mossbauer Approach

K.I.Shrivastava
Department of Geology, University of Jodhpur, Jodhpur-342001

and

R.P.Tripathi and M.L.Jangid
Department of Physics, University of Jodhpur, Jodhpur-342001

(India)

Abstract;

The Hossbauer spectroscopic study carried out at 300 K

to understand self combustion of coal using hyperfinr parameters

like IS (Isomer Shift), OS (Quadrupole Splitting) and P n e f f (total
57internal magnetic field at Pe nuclei) to identify various iron

bearing species present, appearing or disappearing during

different stages of the process.

It ie observed that the weathering produces goethite

^heff = 3 6 0 ~ 3 0 0 KOe)i probably from pyrite and siderite, if

coa.1 would expose to the atmosphere. The presence of a-FegO^

and o:cyhydroxide phase, probably, demonstrating an intermediate

stage of oxyhydroxide phase during the process of conversion.

The transformation of minerc'ls into oxide phase is an exothermic

process and absence of J ^ ^ o r nonstoichiometric magnetite

Pe3_x04 in a l l the spectra shows that considerable oxygen supply

was available to the coal because of the fractures produced by

weathering. In fact, weathering produces either heat in such a

manner for self heating of the coal or oxyhydroxide phase which

may act as a catalyst for spontaneous combustion or both.
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THE HYPERFINE FIELDS DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND ITS
VARIATIONS DURING HYDROGENATION PROCESS

P.N.Stetsenko, M.A.Mostafa, S.D.Antipov, *G.E.Gorjunov.
A.F.Djura, *Yu.M.Polukarov, E.N.Terentjev
Moscow State University

•Institute of Physical Chemistry, USSR Academy of
Sciences,117915,Moscow,USSR

The value of hyperfine field on Fe 5 7 nuclei in
pure a-Fe was estimated many times in numerous
investigations of hyperfine interaction by Mossbauer
effect measurements. In all these cases experimental
spectra were considered as single sextet corresponding
to the Hhf mentioned above. By such approach the
distribution function P(Hhf) should be 6-function. In
reality, even in pure a-Fe the__Hh£ should be
characterized by some distribution due to the existence
of domain walls and other ingomogenities.But the
question of direct determination of P(Hhf) for pure a-
Fe was not risen previously because of resolution
deficiency by the function restoration.

In our laboratory an original method of
restoration of distribution function P(H>i£) was
developed, based on its analytical approximation by the
sum of certain number of Lorentsian with parameters
determined during the minimization of main functional.
For the Mossbauer spectra of pure a-Fe specimens in
sh=pe of thin foils or powders measured in transmission
or scattering mode in the absence of external magnetic
field the P(Hhf) function was obtained in form of two
narrow lines separated by 2 kOe. For the ^ctra
measured in presence of sufficiently strong external
magnetic field and for the specimens of
ant if err omagnet ic a-FezOs the P(Hhar) function consists
of single line on corresponding value of Hhf. These
results prove that observed two lines in P(Hhf) of pure
a-Fe are caused by the resonant absorption or
scattering of Mossbauer photons on Fe 5 7 nuclei located
inside the magnetic domains and domain walls.The very
high resolution power of developed method of P(Hhf)
functions restoration permitted to detect the Mossbauer
spectra changes of pure a-Fe, measured in scattering
mode direct during the hydrogenation process. The
increase of isomer shift during the hydrogenation was
observed. It may be caused both by the decrease of
electron density on Fe B 7 nuclei in hydrogenated iron
and by the increase of specimen volume.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF FE ATOMS AND
EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS IN AMORPHOUS FERROMAGNETIC FE-V-B ALLOYS.

S.D.Antipov, M.A.A.Mostafa
Moscow State University,119899,Moscow,USSR

The problem of the coexistence of ferro- and
antiferromagnetic exchange interactions in amorphous alloys seems
to be of special actuality regarding the general problem of
antiferromagnetic ground state in amorphous systems. The existence
of mixed exchange interactions in magnetic alloys may cause the
peculiarities of magnetic phase transitions, the essential
variations of local atomic magnetic moments and other effects
connected with the influence of local atomic surroundings. These
phenomena were observed previously in crystalline Fe-V alloys so
as the object of present study the amorphous alloys system Fee3-
xVxBi? (X=0-10 at%) was chosen. The alloys were obtained by melt
quenching and the measurements of Moaabauer effect spectra, the
temperature dependence of magnetization in weak alternating
magnetic fields and field dependence of magnetization up to 50 kOe
at 4,2 K were performed. The amorphous state was controlled by X-
ray diffraction . The magnetization temperature dependence in weak
alternating magnetic fields proves that the crystallization
temperature of amorphous Fees-xVxBi7 alloys' increases from 700 K
for X=0 up to 753 K for- X=10atX V. At the same time the Curie
temperature of alloys being in amorphous state decreases linearly
from 597 K to 403 K.

In order to establish the hyperfine fields distribution
function P(Hh£) from the Moaabauer spectra data and to evaluate
othe'r^parameters of hyperfine interactions the original method of
mathematical treatment of experimental results was developed. In

., this treatment the distribution function P ( H M ) was approximated
in analytic form as the superposition of some Lorentzians with
variable parameters. The mathematic problem presented in such a
way.becomes correct and.stable. Mean values of Hh* on Fe 6 7 nuclei
calculated by this method are decreasing with the growth of V
"•content from 250 kOe down to 162 kOe. This corresponds to the mean
Fe local atomic moment decrease from 1,88 UB down to 1,25 us.

The distribution function P(Hns) so as the estimated
distribution function for local Fe moments - P(JJI) are
characterized by very broad spectra of Hn* and MI values. The
moments are spread from 0,48 UB up to 2,73 JJB in the same alloy
(X=4at*V).

Using the coherent potential approximation the behavior of
Fe-V exchange integral Jp«-v was analyzed. The performed
calculations have shown that exchange integral JF«-V is negative
for all investigated alloy. Its value changes from 448 K for
X=2,4atXV to 132 K for alloy with lOatXV. The existence of so
intensive negative exchange interactions the principal basis for
adequate interpretation of mean magnetic parameters behavior for
Fes3-xVxBi7 allays.
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HYPJSRFIME FIELDS IN A KM/ HEUSLER ALLOT Mn2CoSn.

V.V. Surikov, V.N, Zhordochkin, l.Yu. Astakhova.
Moscow State University, 119899, Moscow, USSR

A great number of Heusler alloys with, general

formula X£XZ ( X = Ufa. } has been studied, but very

few alloys with Mn concentration j?Q a.t.% are known to

us. Insert "g Mn into new sites considerably changes

distances between principal magnetic atoms and may to

the creation of new interesting magnetic materials.

In the present work we report on the new Heusler al-

loy ItopCoSn obtained by us. The sample was melted in

an arc furnace in argon atmosphere and annealed in

evacuated quartz tubes at 850 "C during 170 hours.

The ItogCoSn is a rather eomplicated matter for

neutron diffraction measurements, because Co atoms

carry magnetic moments and Mn magnetic moments at va-

rious sites may differ both in magnitude and in their

alignment, therefore the study of the hyperfine fi-
55 59

elds distribution on Ma ̂  and Co"^ at 4.2 K by using

the spin echo method has been carried out. The spec-

trum obtained was rather difficult to interpret defi-

nitely. To separate Co influence a Mn^NiSn alloy was

prepared and tea hyperfine fields distribution was

measured. Talcing into account that the Mn^NiSn mag-

netic structure is known £13 f
 w e m a7 conclude that

in the I&LpCoSn alloy Mn atoms occupy X and X sites,

with Mn local magnetic moments at X sites being smal-

ler in magnitude and aligned antiparallel to those

at X sites.
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m E B FIELDS IH THE H*LF-MET£LLIC
PERROlttGHET HiMnSb

P.H. Steisenko, V.V. Surikov, P.V. Chepovsky
Moscow State University, 119 899, MOBCOW, USSR

As reported in [1] Heualer alloys with ^
structure compose a new class of magnetic materials
— half-a»tallic ferronagnets in which a high value
of «©ndu*tion electron polarisation is expected.
However until recently no naarkable peculiarities in
the distribution of the hyperfine fields on Mn auclei
in the XMnZ alloys have been found. For example W R
spectrum on 55Mn in PtKnSb [2] has no essential
differencies as compared to the spectra in S&MnZ-type
Heusler alloys.

In the present work we report the results of
meaeureoente of the hyperfine fields in a typical
half-metallic ferromagnet NiMnSb obtained by gpin-echo
technique. We found that the spin-eoho spectrum on
55MH nuclei at 4.2 K has a noticeable anisotropy with
regard to the resonance frequency of 299.8 MHz: there
is a sharp deoreasa in the low-frequency region while
in the high-frequency one the intensity changes much
more smoothly. The tin magnetic moment in HiEhSb is
4.0y**j[3] and lie atone are located only in the third
coordination sphere with respect to each other.
Therefore it is worth noting that the relatively low
resonance frequency — 299.8 MHz indicates that
hyperfine interaction constants vary in NiMnSb
comparing the case of conventional X2MnZ-type Heusler
alloys.
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THE EFFECT OF DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS ON MOSSBAUER LINE

BROADENING NEAR CONTINUOUS PHASE TRANSITION

W.Korneta
Technical University, Department of Physics.

Malczewskiego 29, 26-600 Radom. Poland.

The second-order phase transitions from the para-

magnetic phase to the ferromagnetic phase with domain

structure in uniaxial 4ferromagnets has recently been

studied both experimentally and theoretically.

The domain structure arises because of a balance

between dipolar and exchange energy. In this paper

the effect of dipolar interactions on the Mbssbauer

line broadening near the second-order phase transition

from the paramagnetic phase to the ferromagnetic phase

with stripe domain structure is studied.

The dependence of the line broadening on the strength of

dipolar interactions is discussed. The crossover of

the exponent of the line broadening is described.



THE LOCAL SPIN AUTOCORRELATION TIMl
IN NONHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA NEAR T c

Z.PytM
Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences.

Al.Lotnikow 32/46. 02-668 Warsaw. Poland.

The local spin autocorrelation time in ferromagnetic

media near Tc is measured using Mossbauer spectroscopy

and PAC technique. In this paper we study the effect of

nonhomogeneities on the spatial distribution and

the temperature dependence of the local spin autocorre-

lation time in the critical region. We concentrate on

nonhomogeneities induced by the presence of surfaces

and by the distribution of magnetic atoms. Different

distributions of magnetic atoms are taken into account.

The crossover of the exponent of the spin local auto- '

correlation time is discribed. In the critical region

the decay of fluctuations of the magnetization is

described by the diffusion equaticn with a damping term.
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NEW ASPECTS OF TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS

K.-H. Speidel
Technische Universitat Munchen, Physik-Department, 8040 Garching, FRG

Transient magnetic fields (TF) of several kilo Tesla in magnitude act
on nuclei when ions penetrate ferromagnetic solids. The underlying experi-
mental technique has turned out to be unique for measuring g-factors of
nuclear states with lifetimes in the sub ps-range.

It is well established that these fields arise from the polarization of
bound s-electrons of the moving ion whereby the polarization transfer
from the ferromagnet occurs very likely through spin-exchange scattering.
This conclusion is based on refined calculations of the relevant cross-
sections which can account for the magnitude of the polarizations ob-
served for single-electron ions with atomic number 6 s Z £ 16 up to
velocities of v.on = 12 vo.

These views are strongly supported in a very direct way by recent
measurements for O-ions interacting with Gd on a 10 fs time scale.
From all these findings one would expect that this feature should
hold also for large Z-ions: a steady increase of the field strength with
velocity as the ionization proceeds to the inner-shell electrons of the
moving ion with their large field components.

Contrary to these expectations, however, many TF data in particular
on medium and heavy mass ions exhibit a considerably weaker increase
with velocitv bevond v. = 5 v which in some cases even turns into a

" " IOI1 O

decrease at relatively moderate velocities. This behaviour had been gen-
erally associated with a universal property of the probe ions at high
velocities and was condensed in certain empirical parametrizations of
TF strength.

We have now clear evidence from a whole set of measurements on
light ions, that these attenuations of TF are induced by the heavy ion
beams used for excitation of the probe state and imparting the high
ion velocities. The attenuations observed are found to be dynamic in
nature and are attributed to a momentary loss of ferromagnetism. The
magnitude of these effects seems to be correlated with the energy loss
of the beam ions in the ferromagnet. This novel feature in TF and its
consequences for applications to g-factor measurements will be discussed
in detail.
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RGDIflTION-INDUCED PROCESSES IN IMPLANTED IRON GflRNET LflVERS

Sh.Sh. Bashkirov» N.G. IvoJ1ov> E.S. Romanovi E.R. flkst

Kazan State Universityi Kazan> USSR

Sf> i n-r eor i en ta 11 ons and o ther t r ans i t i ons in i mp1 an ted

layers of iron garnet films have been investigated by convei—

sion-eiectron Mossbauer spectroscopy (. GEMS ). The earnet

f i lms with the composition (VEuTntCa^CFeGe^gO^ were arown

i:>y l i^uid-p -,e epitaxy on a GGG substrate oriented with a

t i l l ) surface plane. Implantation with 108 keU Ne+ ions in

the dose ransre 6*18 to 3*10 ions*cm was performed at an

ion current density of 0.5jnfl*cnf^_. For two fixed implanta-

t ion doses of 1*10 and 2"18 ions«cnT2 impIan cation was per-

formed at various ion current density ransrin? from a . l to

1.5 jMfl«cni"?

Analysis of confersion-e1ectron Mossbauer spectra made

i t possible to establish the dependence on the implantation

dose the magnetization direct ion and extent of the magnetic

ordering destruction m implanted layer. The amorphizatton of

implanted layer was. shown to occur through a r ise of a number

of separate clusters of radiation-induced defects and thesrs

fo11owlns con f1usncs C13.

flccordini' to CEMS measurements the concentration of ra -

diat ion damages and their d is t r ibu t ion a Ions the tmcknes;

of the implanted iaxer strons'1;-" depend on the ion current,

density at the same implantation doses and fixed ion energy.

The increase of the ion current density is found to lead to

an increase in density of radiation-induced dedects and

their more homogeneous d is t r ibu t ion along the thickness of

the irradiated region.
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STRUCTURAL DISORDER IN F e - S i ALLOY:-;

NEAF Fe Si COMPOSITION
3

K. Szymanski L. Dobrzyriski and R. Bur^yAska

Ph/£ic;. Faculty, Warsaw University Branch

Lipowa 41. 15-434 Biaiytok, Poland

Order&d and siightlv aisordsred Fo-Si alloys near

the Fe Si composition are studied by means of Mosstji'jev

spectroscopy. Quantitative analysis of the spectra is

presented corrected for the thickness effect. Samples

were arc melted and DO -type of order was achieved by

annealing at 72O C for 1 h and cooling at the rate

28 /"t\. Better degree of order for some samples was

achieved by annealing at 550°C for 3 days and slow

cooling CIO /hD. Distribution of atoms among the

different s i tes is considered. The short range order as

well as the long range order parameters were calculated

from Mossbauer spectra. Slight disorder present in

Fe Si i s due mainly to mixture of Fe atoms from the
3*x 1-x

A s i t e s with Si atoms residing at D s i t e s . No changes in

the hyperfine f ie lds for various local environments for

s l ight ly disordered a l loys , comparable to published

earl ier , Csee e.g. the paper of M. B. Stearns Cl] and

L.Haggstrbm e t . a l . C213 were detected.
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CBHS INVESTIGATION of LASER MELTED Fe-Y and Fe-Zr
ALLOYS

Cs. Fetzer, Gy. Faigel, L. Granasy, T. Kemeny, M. Tegze
and I. Vincze
Central Research I n s t i t u t e for Phys ics , H-1525
Budapest, F.O.B. 49, Hungary

The structure of ns pulse laser melted surfaces i_f
different bulk ingots has been studied using room
temperature Conversion Electron Hossbauer Spectroscopy
(CEMS). The following amorphous and crystalline systems
have been investigated: iron-yttrium alloys between 8.5
at.'/. and 33 at./. Y content; iron-zirconium alloys
between 25 at."/ and 80 at./ Zr content.

In most cases amorphous alloy was obtained by the
laser melting of the ingots consisting of either a
single crystalline or even a mixture of different
crystalline phases (e.g. Fe2Y, Fe3Y, Fe23Y5, Fe17Y£,
FegZr, FeZrg, a-Fe and FegZr, o-Pe and FeZrg, etc.).
The laser melting results in a significant extension
of the composition range where amorphous alloys can he
prepared by quenching from the melt.

The laser melted Fe-Y alloys in this composition
range are all amorphous and paramagnetic at room
temperature contrary to the starting crystalline ingot.-,
which all show magnetically splitted spectra. The
average quadrupole splitting and isomer shift of the
amorphous alloys obtained by laser melting agree
reasonably well with those of the amorphous alloys
which were obtained by co-evaporation of Fe and Y.

The behaviour of the Fe-Zr ingots was somewhat
more complicated. The CEMS spectra of thii cut and
polished surface of the ingots were already quite
different from the transmission Hossbauer spectra of
the powder samples of the same ingots. The difference
can be explained, by assuming that amorphous and off-
stoichiometric disordered crystalline phases are
produced by cutting the surface of the ingots in line
with the reported high ability for mechanical
amorphization of the alloys with, these compositions.
The amount of the amorphous and the disordered
crystalline phases increased further after laser
melting.



Gd MAGNETISM STUDIED BY u.SR AT HIGH PRESSURE

O.hartmarn, B.LiPdgren and R Wapplmq

Dept. of Physics. Univ. oi Uopsala, Box 530. S-75121 Uposaia. Sweden.

T Butz and G.M Kaivtis

Physik Dept E15. Ti ; Munchen, D-B046 Garching. FRG

We hsve ineasurerl the pressure dependence oi the m:jon ' ° l d in '.id smqle

crystals at diff"-°nt temperatures down tc i:0K The cnaeges ov piessuro. - "%

kbar, are muc ,/rger than previously found in Fe, Co and Ni. This is explained

by the different pressure dependence of the various contributions "o the :ocai

field Bu = Bh f -B L o r e n t z - rB C | | p O | e . At low temperatures the isotropic hyperfine

field B^j is proportional to the conduction electron part of the magnetisation

(0.55 | i B 'Gd atom) while the Lorentz field B L o r e n ( 7 depends on the total

magnetisation per volume. Alihcugh the dipole field B^jp^g also depends en me

volume magnetisation, the essential pressure dependence of this field comes from

the change in the angle between the easy axis of magnetisation and the c-axis. At

higher temperatures, the reduction of TV by pressure is the dominating effect.

50 100 150 200
temperature (K)

250 300
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Spin glasses in Zni"Pej£Cr2Se4.

Sadykov R.A., Stepanov G.M.
High pressure physics institute, Acad.cf sci.,
Troitsk, Moscow region, USSH.

In this work the results of investigations of spin
glasses (SG) in samples of 2n Fe Or Se system

(z < 0.2), having the normal spinel structure with the
neutron dif fraction and Mossbauer methods are repre-
sented. Powder neutron patterns, measured at T > 4.2K
showed, that in the system at x=0.10 the concentration
phase transition heliooid - spin olaster glass took
place, as at the neutron patterns only considerably wi-
dened magnetic mazimums were observed, but helieoid su-
perstructural peaks were not found. Determined of neu-
tron patterns the claster middle size was increasing
with the oonoentration growth: 28A (x=0.10); 34A
<y=O.15); 46-3A (s=0.20) at 4.2K. Magnetic measurements
showed the magnetic moment decreasing with temperature
fall and the residual magnetization appearenee, which
wae relaxing when the magnetic field was switched off.
Mcssbauer spectrums were measured at T-3O0, 80 and 12K.
It ?i&s obtained that at 300K the iron ions had the va-
lency close to three, so far as the absorption speet-
rums of SG were the singlet having no visible displace-
ment relatively to Pe203. With the temperature decrea-
sing the speotrum became more complicated: at 80K the
additional peak appeared. At 12K the spectrum consisted
of insignificantly moved relatively to ?e209 lines peak

and of the second considerably widened peak. Apparently
the second peak corresponds to iron ions, which are in
the olaBters and participate in magnetic interaction.
Part of the Fe ions In SG is practically paramagnetic
one.
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::0SS3AUER STUDIES OP POTASSIUM POT-YFERRITBS

I.R.Didukh, V.P.Ivanitskii, Ye.B.Ncr/osadova
Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry of
:ae Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciencea, Kiev, USSR

The potassium polyferritea having fi-alumina-ty-
pe structure with partial aubatitution of iron cations
by titanium KpPe12 Tin 7r_0, g (x=O,1;JD,2; 0,5; 0,7)
nave been ayntheatitd Snd^ftudied by Moaabauer effect
~ne ttiod.

Pour c -nponents of magnetic splitting With isome-
ric shift Vcj.uea (IS), characteristic of Fe and the
following fields: H, =432- 3-438. 5; ^=475-5-480.6; H,=
= 487-4-495.1; H. = 5H-O-521 .7 kE. have been resolvedly
computer treatment of Mossbauer spectra (MS), using
the model proposed in [1] and based on crystalloatuc-
tural data. Intensity of the first component amounts
to more than 5O9&, intensity of the last one - up to
•\%, while intensities of the second and the third com-
ponents being comparable and close to 2O?6.

The components listed^above have been related to
resonance absorption on Pe nuclei: 1,4 - in octahed-
ral positions of a spinel type, arranged near K-0 lay-
er (1 oct.) and within a spinel block (2 oct.); 2,3 -
in tetrahedral positions near the K-0 layer (1 tetr.)
and within the spinel block (2 tetr.). Dependences of
occupation of the structural poaitions by iron ions on
titanium-containing potassium polyferrites comppaition
have been obtained. The occupations of positions sa-
tisfy the theoretical composition of an elementery po-
lyferrite cell, according to which iron (III) ions in
the spinel blocks are distributed over the structural
positions as follows: 1 oct.- 12, 1 tetr.- 4, 2 tetr.-
4, 2 oct.- 2 atoms. The relative contribution of octa-
hedral positions components into a total spectrum has
been shown to decrease with increasing the titanium
content, while that of tetrahedral position compo-
nents - to increase..The last,effect can be explained
by development of Ti^ —*- P e J + type isomorphic sub-
stitutions in octahedral sublattice according to the
scheme: _ . . _

where ions not involved in a crystal lattice are deno
ted by the index *fr.", vacancies ^ by the letter "V".
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SUPERFINE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS IN
OXIDE MAGNETIC bMICONLUCTOHS-FJi'RfilTiiS CAUSED
BY D-TYPE VALENCE LEVEL CRYSTALLINE 1-Ii.LDS IN

NEWS SUBLATTICî o IN Li-Mn-SYST£.M

W.W.Bondarenko,Shurakovsky E.k.,Podvalnych G.S.,
Krytzak T.A.

The fine s t r u c t u r e i n v e s t i g a t i o n by means of X-
ray emission L-spec t ra l of Fe and K-spectral of O in
spine l square-loop f e r r i t e s revea led a new physycal
phenomena - a supplementary long-wave s t ruc tu re of
those bands in r e l a t i v e l y width energy region.

I t i s known tha t the degeneracy re l iev ing of d-
and p-levels,in crystal field causes the splitting of
d-and hybridised pd-levels into dp.-like and d^-like
sublevels.

The ions are distributed in spinel lattic in two
charging states Fe^+or Fe2+ and therefore can occupy
both octahedral and tethrahedral vacancies and i t is
possible that the oxigen ions,forming a homogeneous
anion sublattice,have the similar charge distribution.
Then the observed multiplet structure in R-ray long-
wave band of both Fe'+(Fe2+) and (?"ions may be certa-
inly cauced from cited q-splitting of hybridised dp-
levels. The most important parameters of this sp l i -
tting, the splitting constant Dq and sighn inversion
mode Iq,-are developed from superposition pattern of
two sets of d(p) sublevels which is estimated by lo-
cation of Fe^+and Pe2+-ions in fields of different
symmetries.If the oxigen ions occupy the identical po-
sition and have the similar charges then the splitting
of 2pO~level may be simpler then 3d ones,but in case
of Jd-2p hybridisation i t may be much tore complicated



( i t develope indeed on both sides of OKot-band).It is
3+ 2+

showed that many of splitting subterms of Fe » and

t— ions coincide by their energy,especially the nea-

rest ones to the maximum of L- and K-bonds.

Profiles and most of substructure peaks of both

essentially coincide.The oxigen bands are narrower

relative to i\ ones,and coincidence of the peaks for

ooth bands is jufficient great what shows the impor-

tant role of covalent bonding in ferrites and explains

why of covalent bonding inferrites and explains why

^'e-ions can not have a whole electrical charge 3 or

2 ,but have only a fraction charge. 1'his correlates

within the fact that splitting of D-therra of Fe5 co-

rresponding the dectron configuration 8d'4s denies

at all (in pure ionic model) the possibility of d-le-

vel splitting.

i'here were observed other phenomena of influence

on intencity of X-ray peaks,as well as their energeti-

cal distribution number,character and charge of aet i -

vating ions, which are proportionally doped into fer-

r i t (to assure the claimed properties).
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T'r-H.lfl Polyt./ohnit = I iT'Stitutf. fikOfi fc: Sverdlovsk, USC

j n " ; effect c.f 3i£tr."i:;ut:en cf euai.jOt.iiig exchtr.ge
intercct ; n ;r the mr.^rttic r.tt.teJ- cf u disordered
nj.rnet8 has been studied b̂ 1 i.orabEUer 'spectroscopy,
which ?an -irov/dc: local inf..-nrw.tion. A technique fcr
efit.iciEitiiyr local charecter 'etics of seiartte atcQs and
alloys in f.ener^I by KSiiSbcuer spectra if considered.
H^oulte of stuiiet of the Ft?-' Au alloy, which fe&tures
conme ting exch&nft interacticr s, by Moostttuer snectro-
sccrrj nvej* a wide range of ten:-)erature ore reported.

The rei&rOed results of L-otstboUur iituc'.ie^ c±'
"'^d^Ku alloy s&znnles subjected to various ordering
urr.et.lii;ps nrcv/idv convincirg evidence of the lcc-,1
al.jaic crsrironmtnt en the r;^£r.bt.ic states thai/ occur
:n t.he alloy, ^eri ies , f-Tial^-es T>~ the data obtained
::.howG thet the orocess cf &t.omic orcJering involves tna-
"!y : tapes arc3 t ;Lvelris f ! r c t ever iron atcvac-, then
'v-r Dcllartiuit' i Lc-.s. This lo: dc to a rioLngc IK the
:--+!(' of ccnetit .n exohan^i 'nt<-r<.cLions LT.<1 to the
•p-vn-ionce o'" th ; n^.£notic DhtPf; diat'r£iin u ^ this alloy
\-U: as well the temperature us. :. time oz" oro>

"he Mf.ssLCxJtr r.tudies .-;f the Ft-Pd̂ Au alloy i l lus-
riiat ColculE-tion of Lhe moments of hypuri'ine
distribution .functions Is an effective tool for

^uii-r inir,'" c v : i i.^onal ini':..-TcatLcr., v;hich, ii:
t:cn with ' :>T- d£ U. •:' neutro:1 "iffrf-ction and
tonetric stud lei , iro^ides e mure detailed o&ttern -jf

c s'-ater- •»n an -.lie;-.
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UOSSBAUER STUDY OP METAL ALLOYS UHDKk
THE SUBTHBESHOLD ELECTRON IRRADIATION

I.A.Dubovtsev, V.N.Grazhdankin, S.V.Orlov,
G.M.Vereshkov
Rostov State University, 344711 Rosbov-on-Don, USSR

The samples of Fe allojcs were irradiated by 8 -
34 keV electrons with<^ 10 ? electron/cm at 700 -
900 C under conditions of the temperature gradient
directed to the center of the irradiated zone. The
speciemens represented the foils rolled to the thick-
ness 5 - 1 0 it Mossbauer effect, X-ray and scanning
electron microscopy experiment show uhat the initial
uniformity of the composition disappears after the ir-
radiation and the regions where concentrations of com-
ponents were larger or smaller then in non-irradiated
samples are formed. The fine structure of MSssbauer
spectra is observed. For instance, in Pe-Si alloys
using Mossbauer spectroscopy we found the Fe-flux to
the edge of irradiated zone, the Si-rich regions in
the center of the zone, the Si-segregatin to the sur-
face and / -Pe particles which crystalline lattice is
coherently connected with Si-segregatins.

Por alloys with various elemental compositions The
rate of the composition modification increases with the
energy at the interval 8 - 2 5 keV. Thus these effects
are not termal-induced.

The processes of such types are observed usually
in alloys which are irradiated by accelerated charge
particles and are interpreted in terms of the radiation
stimulated diffusion or the radiation-induced segrega-
tion and are the result of the point defect production.
However, in present case the energy of electrons is
more less then the threshold energy (*1 MeV) which is
sufficient to produce defects by the elastic scattering
of the electrons at the atoms of alloys of such elemen-
tal compositions.

We suppose that the defects are created by the
wave of the electric field produced in the process of
the successive filling of electron vacancies made by
the initial electrons from deep electron levels up to
the valent zone.
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lilVïïSTIGATIOUr 0 / PlîIrJ ATG1.:IC ÀliD . I A G Ï Ï J T I U
OF IR0N-BA3IS.D ALLOYS 3Y THii l.GR LiSTHOû

K.G.3inne.tov
Azerbaijan üivil 'Jr.oineeriiig Institute, ûlr - 73, o.j^.

The nuclear ge.iijaa-reson.ince (KGH) method iu-.c î e;.
used to study the atomic redistribution procèdes, i^
subnicrovolumes, taking place wlier. tempering practical-
ly important ]?e-350o-ï5Cr (35 KX 15) alloys containir...
different amounts of carccn in the ran^e from J.,-1 to

An analysis of resonence spectra ol dloy sj.eci-
aens has shown that r* redistribution of atoms in s'-b-
::iicrovoluiaet; occurs in tne course of tempering i:̂  t\ e
temperature range from 300 to 500°G. Ac this takes
place, the cromium rr-.toms move -av̂ y from tLe iron utom^
in an o( - solid solution (nartsusite), bx-inging about
a lamination of the e>C ~ solid solution into solid solu-
tions of different chromium concentrations. 3eside3 a
short-ranye order of iron i.nd cobalt atoms is establi-
shed.This is due to the fact that the intensity of the
peaks associated with the iron ;_toms surrounded by chro-
mium decreases tnd the strength of the hyperfine nagne-
tic field effecting the iron nuclei increases, xlio upp«r
limit of the teiaper^tuie range for tiio ].ù.iiiine;tion cZ
the o(. -solid solution und the ultimate chromium con-
centration in chromiun-depleteti regions depend cr; ôht
cobalt content.The part played by carbon in the iùi-:.ia-
tion of the .nt'.gnetic structure of the alloy unùor UÏII-
dy hüs bee revealed.

ïhe eTfecx of i\\C±.. tlon heat tre^tuant (:L̂ -r.-.dij.-
tion by electrons ii=£ to 5 î eV cud gâ i.'.u-qu'. :iti) u.i the
variation of fine acoiaic-cryetLilline cx>.d ci-^netio .-.zz--:. .-
tuias and on Tf^Zo(! phase transformations ir. ?e-v!5 tc
3b)% '-In and ?e-(2S to 90/i Ui alloys haa hesn studied.
I.e'H data has been obtained, bearing '.'itners to the vu-
rie.tion of the cheniiB^l compositions of dloys on l̂io
basis of hj-dro^en, oxyyen, ct.i-bon, üitrOöSii and t.ul-
phur-type inculcation atoms, A correlation lies been aa-
tsblished between the processet, of redistribution of
impurity : torn s and phace trancfc^r:r,ations in iron „-tiloyb.

On tut1 basis of -.. study of hypcrfine intsrcctions
it has been established that in. j'e-lii alloys close to
the invar type in composition, nickel-rich and nickel-
poor regions are fon.'.ed on irradiation, .'.s this t_icee
place, a .Felîi-type ordering occurs in the Wickel -
rich regions. Alloys containing ciorc than £ ;,j T.i e;dii-
bit a lîi^e-type ordering.
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HYPERFINE FIELDS ON 59Co IN REC D 2

J.Englich15, H.Stepankova1^ V.Sechovsky2-*, I.Dvofakova1-' and
H.Lutgemeier '

Department of Low-Temperature Physics, Charles University,
V Holesovickach 2, 180 00 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

2^Institut fur Festkorperforschung KFA, D-5170 Jiilich,
West Germanv

A lot of interest has been devoted to REC02 compounds in
which the onset of cobalt magnetism can be studied systematically.
All of them crystallize in the cubic Laves phase (MgCu2 type)
structure. The Co sites are characterized by the 3-fold symmetry
axis oriented along the (lll)-type direction. They exhibit ferro-
magnetic (ferrimagnetic) ordering below the appropriate Curie
temperature TQ. The magnetic structure is built by the RE and Co
magnetic sublattices. In the case of compounds with heavy RE
atoms, the Co magnetic moments are understood as being induced
by a molecular field created by the magnetically ordered RE
moments.

Numerous NMR studies have been reported in connection with
the investigation of REC02 magnetism. The major problem of the
interpretation of NMR spectra is connected with the relation
between the hyperfine field and the magnetic moments of Co and RE.
In the present contribution we report an analysis of the ^Zo NMR
spectra in REC02, which is based on the assumption that the hyper-
fine interaction can be described by the symmetric second-rank
tensor. Using the local symmetry of the Co sites we can determine
components of this tensor. In order to check our model we have
applied that for the interpretation of the dependence of NMR
spectra on the external magnetic field reported in 11] and spectra
of Al and Cu substituted H0C02 samples [21.

References

[1] S.Hiroshawa and Y.Nakamura, J.Magn. and Magn.Mater.25(1982)
284

[2j J.Englich, H.Stepankova, V.Sechovsky and H.Lutgemeier,
Hyperfine Interactions (1989) - in press
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF 57Fe HYPERFINE FIELD IN Gd:YIG

J.Englich , P.Novak , J.Kuriplach1' and H.Lutgemeier3'

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University,
V Holesovickach 2, 180 00 Prague B. Czechoslovakia

' Institute of Physics, CSAV, Na Slovance 2, 1B0 40 Prague B,
Czechoslovakia

3' Institut fur Festkorperforschung KFA, D-5170 Julich,
West Germ «i ;y

The goal of this work is to understand better the origin of
the hyperfine field in rare-earth substituted yttrium iron garnets.
In these systems satellite lines in the NMR spectra of 5?Fe are
observed, corresponding to those Fe^+ ions in the vicinity of which
one Y^+ion is replaced by RE^+ ion. The splitting between the
satellite and parent line is caused by the change AB,jip of the
dipolar field (magnetic RE^+ ion substitutes nonmagnetic Y^+ ion)
and by different transfer of electrons in the triad Fe^+-02-X^+

(X=Y,RE). The latter mechanism corresponds to the change AB-tr of
the hyperfine field.

Gd:YIG allows to study AB^r as the magnetic structure of
this system is collinear and hence due to the symmetry, ABjj^p for
Fe^+ ions in tetrahedral sublattice is identically zero.

There are various electron transfer mechanisms. Some of them
lead to AB-tr which depends on the Fe^+ magnetic moment only,
while for remaining AB^ r depends on both Fe'

+ and Gd^+ magnetic
moments.

We have measured the NMR spectra of ^ F e a-t tetrahedral sites
of Gd:YIG system in the temperature range 4.2 - 300 K. Using the
different temperature dependences of Fe^+ and Gd^+ moments the
analysis of the NMR spectra allowed us to determine relative
importance of the above mentioned mechanisms.
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NUCLEAR ORIENTATION STUCY OF 160Tb IMPURITY IN GADOLINIUM SINGLE
CRYSTAL

J.Onpak1, S.Kapusta2, J.Kuriplach3, P Novak1, B Sedlak3,
N.Severiins*. M.Trhlik , W.Vandenpoorten\ 3.Vanhaverbeke\

A 1 4

L.VannesteT, M.Vobecky and J.Woutors
I Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia
? 3oint Institute for Nuclear Research, Oubna, USSR
J Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia
* Katholiske Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium

The low temperature nuclear orientation of ^ T b impurity in
hexagonal gadolinium single crystal has been studied in the tempe-
rature range 5 - 50 mK and in the external magnetic field up to
9 T. The Bex-t was applied along ths a- or c- Gd crystal axes, which
both were parallel to the plane of ths sample having a form of thin
disc.

For Bext "
 a the ?-ray anisotropy Wa, measured in the 8ex-t

direction, reached its saturation value around Bext = 0.5 T, but
the NO effect is smaller than for "^"TbTb single crystal, measured
in the easy magnetisation axis /I/. For Bex-t II c Wc did not reach
its saturation nor ths value of Wa even up to Bexi = 9 T.

The temperature dependence of Wa and Wc at various values of
Bext

 can ^e satisfactory fitted only with presumption of a non-
collinearity between Tb'+ magnetic moments and the hulk Gd magneti-
sation, which is fully saturated for both directions above
^ext = O-'' T. The reasonable values of hyperfine interaction para-
meters on '•bOjb are then obtained.

For explanation of the experimental data a microscopic model,
which includes the crystal field, Gd-Gd exchange and anisotropic
Gd-Tb exchange interactions, is proposed.

References

/I/ H.Marshak, P.Roman and W.D.Brewer, Nuclear Methods in
Magnetism, Munich 198B, to be published in Hyp.Int.
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NUCLEAR ORIENTATION STUDY OF 160Tb IMPURITY IN YTTRIUM SINGLE
CRYSTAL

J.Dupak1, J.Kuriplach2, P.Novik1, V.N.Pavlov3, B.Sedlak2

N.Severijns4, M.Trhlik2, W.Vandepoorten4, J.Vanhaverbeke ,
L.Vanneste and J.Wouters

2 Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia
, Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia
» Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium

The low temperature nuclear orientation of Tb impurity in
hexagonal yttrium single crystal has been studied in the tempera-
ture range 5 - 50 mK and in the external magnetic field up to 9 T
(the low Bext results were presented in /I/). The Bext was applied
along the a or c-Y crystal axes, which both were parallel to the
plane of the sample having a form of thin disc.

For Bext II c the ?-ray anisotropy Wc varied with application
of Bext, changing its sign at B e x f w 6 T. For the 299 keV line Wc,
measured in the Bext direction and at T = 8 mK, reached the values
of 1.10 at Bext = 0 T and 0.95 at Bext = 9 T. On the contrary for
Bext il a Wa was under 1 for all Bext used, but did not reach satu-
ration even up to 9 T.

The phenomena observed are proposed to be caused by strong
magnetic anisotropy of the Tb ion in Y crystal lattice. The combi-
nation of incluence of Bex-t and the crystal field is considered,
taking into account the crystal field parameters from 121.

References

/I/ J.Kuriplach, L.Lestak, M.Rotter, B.Sedlak, M.Trhlik, M.Finger,
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UNUSUAL MAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR OF Mn SPIN IN MAGNETIC PtFe ALLOYSS
A NUCLEAR ORIENTATION STUDY

M.Trhlik1, J.Dupak2, B.Sedlak1, N.Severijns3, W.Vanderpoorten3,
J.Vanhaverbeke , L.Vanneste and J.Wouters

9 Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia
, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Brno, Czechoslovakia
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium

The low temperature nuclear orientation of Mn impurity in
magnetic alloys Ptioo_xFex (x = 0.05, 0.1 and 1.1) has been studied
in the temperature range 5 - 50 mK and in the external magnetic
field up to 9 T (the low Bext results were presented in /I/).

The fits of the temperature dependences show a considerable
noncollinearity of Mn magnetic moments with respect to BnXt

 a^
higher Bex-(-, with the values of the hyperfine field on ^Mn similar
as on 54Mn in pure Pt /2/. For x = 0.05 and 0.1 the Mn magnetic
moments reach their saturation close to Bex-t = 9 T, whereas for
x = 1.1 no saturation of Mn spins is achieved even up to the highest
available Bex-t. These results are in contrast to the full magnetic
saturation of the hosts themselves for B e xt> 1 T.

The noncollinearity observed is proposed to be caused by an
enchange interaction between Mn and Fe spins, which can be direct
or via polarized Pt atoms, with the sign depending on the Fe-Mn
distance. Because of the Fe concentration being low, the Mn spins
can be considered as coupled with the nearest Fe spin and in case
of strong antiferromagnetic interaction the observed effect is
possible. An attempt to give more detailed interpretation has
been done.

References
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S.V.Topalov, P.Malinsky and V.N.Pavlov, J.Phys. F18(1988)L238
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HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN HyDROGENATED

VANADIUIVHRON ALLOyS

A. Dstrasz and i\". SzuszWewicz

Institute of Experimental Physics, Mroctaw University,

Cybulskiego 36, PL-50-2Q5 Wroclaw, Poland

The chai • .s in the magnetic properties of low-iron concentrated

V- Fe (y^0.25) alloys Induced by hydrogenation have been studied

by 57-re Mbssbauer spectroscopy. The MHssbauer spectra were analy-

sed to yield the hyperfine magnetic field (HMF) distributions. Most

significant is that the shape of the spectra of V, Fe H (y<0.2) , as
I—y y x

well as the value of their parameters, with isomer shift excluded, do

not change clearly with the hydrogen concentration (x) and the HMF

distribution on the basis of which it could be possible to state the

magnetic ordering in this system was not detected, even at 4.2 K.

Broadening of absorption lines due to the HMF distribution has been

observed for hydrogenated alloys containing 20 at.%Fe and more,

whereas for uncharged DCC V-Fe alloys the critical concentration for

the onset of magnetic ordering is estimated as somewhere around 28-

30 at.%Fe [1,2]. Hydrogenation therefore clc-arly leads to a change in

the critical composition of the alloy for the onset of ferromagnetism,

shifting it to a lower ir-n concentration.

We conclude that the mean electron concentration in the alloy,

n = (1-y)ny + yn- • x, seems to be more suitable parameter corre-

lating the magnetic and electronic behaviour of V., Fe H alloys than
• y y x

the iron content. For ,,magnetic" V., Fe alloys the critical value of

n^ is equal to about 5.84 - 5.90. Almost the same values of n wehave in V ^ g F e ^ H

are t,non-magnetic" in uncharged state.
(5.83) and VQ.75Fe0.25H0.18 ( 5 > 9 3 ) w h i c h

[ i ] H. Claus and J.A. Mydosh, Solid State Commun. J4_(1974) 209.

[2] M. Shlga and V. Nakamura, J.Phys.F.:Metal Phys. J3_(1978) 177.
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CHARGE TRAHSPER AHD THE 5 7Fe HOSSBAUER ISOHER SHIFT

IN IROH ALLOYS

J. Chojcan and H. Szuszkiewicz

Institute of Experimental Physics, Wroclaw 'Jniversirv

Cybulskiego 36, 50-205 Wroclaw, Po.and

The influence of the valence electron d: ST. r ib\jt: on

on the 5 7Fe isomer shift (IS! in iron-Dased ailovs is

known mainly thanks to the theoretical studio. -< 'ht

problem. The earlier computations |i-4] =now -.hat • r.-

effect of 3d-1 ike electrons on K' :.- •" p;>: - j t ."_• - " :'T~\\

of 4s-1 ike ones whereas from the late computation;; ; 5 "i

it follows that tn? influence .-•f 3d i:kt f.eciror,- on

IS can be neglected Our experimental inves- * cat iui:F of '

i he relation are performed :<. +he r.-'und . t iht-

K3ssbauer and positron ar.nihiir.tion data. Til! n<• v; we

have examined Fe 'r f6] and V-F<? systems "ontai r;: r.g

more than fl4 at./. • i Fe . The obtaine'1 r .~u 1 < s suggest

that the density cf "free" electrons result mi1 :r:m

parameters of positron annihilation m the alloys car.

be used for verification of the theoretically predicted

constant coupling IS with s configurationai changes of

iron atoms on alloying. In view of thesf results the

mentioned constant is overestimated.
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KNIGHT SHIFTS OF^Al AED O.GITETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OP
INTERMETALLIC C0I.T0UI1D KiAl WITH Fe ADDITIONS.

D. Golberg.A. Shevakin.LT.Pradltin.A.Belenkij .E.Kulefeeva-
Central scientific Research Institute for ferrous nc-
tallurgy. Moscow, 107843, USCR.

Atomic and electronic structures of intemetallic
compound !7iAl with Pe additions (r.p to 10 atom.;' for
different types of alloylr.r) was stiicliecl upinr ITT.Tt—
technique and magnetic susceptibility (*) measurements.
The effect of these parameters on the probability of
occurence of phase transition B2-L1o was explored.Ex-
perimental results v/ere compared with those obtained
by computer calculations of electronic structures for
atomic arrangement of Pe impurity in both sublattices
by means of cluster variant of TBA-LKAO method.

Knight shifts of l7Al data for various local arran-
gements of Al atoms are listed in Table 1.

Table 1.
Local
(Alllip
[Al-'i7
[AlT7i7

fAi"i,
[AI: i s

IA11TJ,

configuration
Al«]

"7e'1Al ]
Pe! Al!)
re2

3AlE
D]

AlsFe,]

Knirht shif t , K r-
0,08t0,01

»̂= 1700 KHz , 0.08*0,011 0.03*0,01
-0,05*0,01
-0,1C±0,02

0,10*0,01
0,14*0,01

Pauli susceptibility increase was found for Pe
substitution of f:i. Substitution of Al for Pe led to
appearence of localized magnetic moments at antistruc-
tural ator.s Pe (ASA) along with increase in temperatu-
re-indepedent contribution iny. .

Experimental data correlated with calculated ones,
namely,with : (i) increase total density of states a+
Fermi level ascribed mainly to d-states of Pe, (ii)
decrease in local density of states at Al-site ascri-
bed mainly to s-states of Al (the case of substitution
of lri for Pe). (iii) significant decrease in zone width
along with increase in zone filling and as a result
(iiii) increase in corresponding contributions:in..K
and "X associated with orbital interactions (the case
of substitution of Al for Fe).The greater increase in
zone structure energy was observed in the latter case.
Tetragonal displacements led to B2-lattice stabiliza-
tion in our calculations.Appearence of B2-L1o phase
transition at increasing ASA concentration v/as obser-
ved experimentally by means of transmission electron
microscopy and x-ray diffraction analysis.
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IIYPLRFIMC i\li RACflONS FDR 181;;i M.'XEI IN HC LAVES PHASES
l.ui " AND GdFs-

O.I.Kochetov,J.Sarzynski, V.M.Tsupko-Sitnikov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
/.Z.Akselrod. B.A.Koiiissarova, W.l.Krylov, L.IM.Kryukova,
C.K.Ryasny, A.A.Sorokin, A.G.5hpinkova
Institute for Nuclear Physics, Moscou State University,
Houcuu 117234, USSR

The magr. . hyperfine fields, Bnf, For the Ta probe nucleus
in the cubic Luvea phases LuFe2 and GdFe2 have been measured with
the time differential perturbed angular correlations (TDPACj method
on the 133--482 keV J'-rays cascade in l0lTa. TDPAC were measured by
means of the standard spectrometer, in which J-rays were detected
by means of scintillators BaF2 and NiaKTl) and photomultipl ILJ H
XP 2020Q. The time resolution of the spectrometer is 2TQ = 1.2 II-J.
The temperature of the samples varied in the range from 77 K tc
900 K.

For LuFe2 the value of B h f = -20.5(4) T at 300K has been
obtained. The comparison of the temperature dependence of the
magnetic hyperfine field for 18lTa nucleus in LuFe2 uith the curve
of the magnetization in this compound and the negative sign of the
field shows that the nonmagnetic Lu ions do not give a contribu-
tion to the magnetic hyporfine field, and its quantity is determin-
ed by the contribution of the Fe sublattice.

For the samples of GdFe2 prepared at low and high {1.1 GPa)
pressure the values Bhp = +19.0(5) T and Bhf = +10.2(4) T,
respectively, have been obtained at 300 K. The observed differenc-
es in the values of Bnf and their temperature dependences
indicate the formation of a metastabte magnetic state in
under the influence of high pressure
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MIDENGES OF CLUSTER'S EXISTENCE WITH
DIFFERENT SHORT-RANGE ORDER IN THiS AMORPHOUS F e - B
ALLOI'3

/.S.Pokatilov, H.B.Dyakonova
Central Research Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy»
107005, Moscow, USSR

Crystal (CAJ and amorphous alloys (.AAJ Fe-U0-
25 at.%B)-3-t.%V and Fe-U-25 at.%Bj were received by

;. 56*rapid quenc. from melt. 56pe, £
7Fe, *"B and "B isotops

for separations of resonance peaks in NMR "B and **\Fe
spectra were used for binar alloys. Alloys with more
than 12 at.% B were amorphous. Samples Fe-«12 at.# B;
had t- and o-phases Fe^B and ef\ -Fe according x-ray
data. ,

The signals of M B U 0 . 5 ^zJ and-f7i1e(43 MHz; in
binar isotope Fe-B crystal alloys were found (except
signals of those nuclei in t- and o-phases).

The signals from <*-Fe in AA Fe-(>12 at.%B) re-
mained but their intensity lowered and vanished at
15 at.%B. HMR spectrum of rapidly quenched GA Fe-11
at.%B-/Jat.%V had several groups of lines: 37 MHz li-
ne l"Bj; a broad line with maximum at 46 MHz, the ill
-resolved peak at 55 MHz and also 98 and 82 MHz lines
related to V-atoms in <* -Fe. The 98 MHz line was de-
termined by atom V with 8 Fe atoms as the nearest nei-
ghbours. The 82 MHz line was determined by 7 Fe+1V
atoms. It was shown [[13 that MMR &V spectrum in t-
Fe5B had its maximum at 55 MHz. The 46 MHz broad line
was determined by^V nuclei in o-Fe^B. Mffi spectrum
of AA Fe-U3-14 at.feBj-3 at.%V contained also the li-
nes, found in GA but the intensities of the 98 and 82
MHz lines sharply decreased and the 82 MHz peak didn't
resolve. While the content of B increased the 9'8 MHz
lines in AA vanished already at ---15 at.^B.

5i\i Bpectrum of the clasters with Bhort-range or-
der with o- and t-phases remained. It was shown expe-
rimentally that AA Fe-B contained clusters with short
-range order (.SROJ of o- and t-phases. AA had the cla-
sters with t-Fe^B- like SRO at 23-25 at.%B, the clas-
ters with o- and t-i'e B- like SRO at 15-23 at.%B and
in addition to those A-Fe- like SRO at < 15 at.&B.
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HYPERFINE FIELDS Aî H KAuMSTIC MOMSHTS 3;7 LAVSS
COMPOUNDS ScPe2WITh CUBIC AND HEXAGONAL LATTICES

V.S.Pokatilov, V.V.Golikova, A.V.Tzvyaschenko,
I.N.Foraicheva,

Central Research Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy,
107005, Moscow, USSR

The intermetallic Laves compounds with diffe-
rent lattices: cubic MgCu~, hexagonal Mgliip and
MgZn? have been described in different works. Lite-
rature data about the magnetic moments per formula
}ij.3xe very contradictive. Measurements of (Uj(77E)
and M.IR data are given in this work. The ailoys with
MgCUp and MgHi? lattices were melted in the arc fur-
nace in argon.T?he alloys with MgZnp lattice were
received by melting and cooling-under the pressure
of ?.76GPa from the ingot of stehiometric composi-
tion. The alloys for the investigations were single-
phase in tha precision limits of the x-ray measure-
ments. HMR ^'Fe spectrum (MgCup) had 2.6 MHz(-185k0e)
and 26,1 MHz(-2OO=3kOe) linesf the relation of their
intensities was 1:3» respectively. Such spectrum was
explained by the existance of two magnetically non-
equivalent states of Fe-atoms. NMR ^Sc spectrum
contained a single intensive line at 104.5 MHz due
to the single crystallegraphic state of scandium,
W.(UgCu2)=2.2 W B. M R -""Fe spectrum had three lines
"withJapproxinately equal intensities at 24,1 MHz
(-175.2kOe). 26.0 MHz (-189.0k0e) and 27-1 MHz
C-I97.O kOe) due to three crystallographically non-
equivalent states of Fe-atom. 3SMB ^Sc spectrum had
98.2 MHz(-95.O kOe) and 101.4 MHz(-98.1 kOe) lines,
determined by the existance of crystallographically
nonequivalant states of Sc-atom.

KIMR -"Fe spectrum of ScFe- (MgZnP) had 23.8MHz
(-172.6 kOe) and 24.2MHz(~175.$ kOe) fll-resolved
lines. The relation of their intensities was 3s1|
respectively. Those lines were determined by the
presence of two crystallographically noneauivalent
states of Fe-atoms with 14 j =1.70 IUR. HMR ^ S C spect-
rum had the single intensive line at 74.7 MHz
(-71.6 kOe).

Two contributions from induced HH (Fe) and™
"local" Ep(Fe) fields into hyperfine fields on -''Fe
were defined. M p e

w a s estimated by HT(Fe). JU (5c)
was estimated-Tjy (Ux andfl(Fe) and were -1.02}iB
for MgCu2 and -1.2UWBfor BflgZn2 lattices of ScFe2.
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HYPERPINE PIELDS AND MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN LAVES COMPOU-
NDS CSc^_yAx jPe2 (A=Y,ZrJ with CUBIC LATTICE.

V.S.Pokatilov, V.V.Golikova
Central Research Institute of ferrous Metallurgy,
107005,Moscow,USSR

The alloys (Sĉ _̂  Â - JPe2 (A=Y,Zr) were melted in
the arc furnace in argon. The samples were singlefase
and had MgCua CA15-> lattice after annealings. The pe-
riods of lattice changed from 7.035A to 7.O65A for
A=Zr, from 7.O35A to 7,355A for A=Y. The magnetic mo-
ment per formula 71/f (77K; changed from 2,20 to 3,30/w-
for A=Zr, from 2,20 to 2,95/wa for Y. J e

NMR ^Pe, **Sc, 89Y and 9<Zr spectra were measu-
red at 4.2K. Hyperfine fields (HPPJ on *7Pe H(Pe> de-
creased from -200k0e to -2Q0k0e for A=Zr, from -200 to
-212k0e for A=Y. HFP on *^Sc, HtScJ increased from
-103 to -63kOe for A=ilr, from -103 to -86k0e for A=Y.
HP? H(Y) and HIZrJ alse increased from -249 to -220k0e
when Sc was replaced by Y Ô£x-s1,> and from -144 to
-129kOe when Sc was replaced by Zr 10,7-5x^1;. The
concentration dependence of HFP HIScJ, tUYj and H(Zr;
found to have negative sign correlation with the con-
centration dependences of Jtlx. and H^Fe;. Those data
showed that Sc, Y and Zr had magnetic moments.

The contributions from magnetic moments of Fs atom
H (Pej and magnetic moments from the nearest shells
H (Pe> into HPP ^7Pe were estimated. The magnetic mo-
ments on Pe atoms and on sites occupied by (Sc,Y; and
(Sc.Zr) were also estimated. It was found that jif
(Sc.Zrj changed from -1,02 +/O -O,SO//g and from -1,02
to -O,55/VB for jH (Sc.Yj while x increased in both
systems. Those data were in accordance with the re-
sults received from the calculations of electron struc-
tures taking account of hybridization effects of 3d-4d
zones for Pe-based Laves phase n,2j •

References
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Structural relaxation effects on tb~ hyperfine parameters in FeiaB2u
amorphous alloys.

O. Donzelli, G. Pratucello and F. Ronconi
Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita' degli Studi di Ferrara, Unita GNSM-
CISM (CNR), Via Paradiso 12,1-44100 Ferrara, Italy

During rapid quenching of metallic alloys, the local kinds of short range
orders SRO of the liquid phase are, in some extent, retained and frozen into
the solid. As the material is annealed at temperatures not so high to prevent
crystallization, it relaxes into more stable states; many hypotesys have been
done on the ki ids of structural arrangements after annealing [1].

Moreover the structural relaxation modifies many of the physical prop-
erties of the as-cast glassy metals, but so far very few link among these
various property changes have been established because the microscopic un-
derstanding of the structural relaxation in these material is not yet fully
achieved.

We have studied the influence of the relaxation effects on three different
kinds of SRO structures which can be distinguished in glassy materials :
chemical short range order CSRO, topological short range order TSRO and
bond short range order BSRO in FeioB2o amorphous alloys.

Informations on the local structures in these materials are obtained by
the Mossbauer spectroscopy through the analisys of the distribution func-
tion of the hyperfine fields owing to their dependence on the S7Fe nearest-
neighbours arragements . The asymmetric unresolved Mossbauer spectra
have been evaluated according to the same method used in a previous paper
PI-

The mean values of the hyperfine fields distribution function increase in
going from the as-cast to the relaxed structure. The corresponding evolution
of each contribution to the CSRO, TSRO and BSRO is separately taken in
to account and discussed in terms of models proposed in the literature.

References

[1] T. Egami, Rep. Prog. Phys. 47 (1984) 1601.
[2] O. Donzelli, G. Fratucello and F. Ronconi, in " Fundamental and Ap-

plicative Aspects of Disordered Magnetism ", (Ed. P. Allia, D. Fiorani
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NHR STUDIES OF STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF BIO-ORGANIC SYSTEMS

N. Niccolai, M. Rustici, L. Lozzi, A. Santucci, A. Bonci,
M. Scarselli and P. Neri

Dipartimento di Chimica, Universita1 di Siena, S3100 Siena.

The mono-dimensional frequency domain of a standard
nuclear r^nnetic resonance spectrum is a very rich source of
structural information. The recent use of 2D and 3D NMR spec-
troscopies has greatly enhanced the possibility of measuring
chemical shifts and scalar coupling constants of complex spin
systems. However, the most powerful information for determining
solution conformations and molecular motions can be obtained in
the time dimension of the nuclear relaxation process provided
that the latter is dominated by the intramolecular dipolar
relaxation mechanism. Thus, nuclear Overhauser Effects (NOE)
from ID and 2D spectra, 13C and *H spin-lattice relaxation
rates are the main tools for determining internuclear distances
and molecular dynamics.

The fact that biological activities of many proteins are
related to limited regions of their structures suggests that
high resolution NMR may give a fundamental contribution to the
understanding, at the atomic level, of the recognition process
involving active protein fragments. A detailed conformational
investigation of Active Site Peptides (ASP) in solution can be
performed for defining the steric aspects of the biological
function and for obtaining the structural base for a rational
design of new drugs and vaccines.

For these molecular systems the structural analysis of
relaxation data is not always straightforward since multiple
conformational equilibria and/or Brownian motions which are
intermediate in the NMR time scale may yield undetectable NOEs.

Then, a general strategy has to be followed to select the
most appropriate experimental conditions and relaxation
techniques for the investigation of each molecular system. The
observation of inter-residue dipolar connectivities from
conventional ID or 2D NOE experiments is diagnostic of a
secondary structure which can be resolved by calculating
internuclear distances from the measured Overhauser effects.
The absence of the latter NOEs even in ROESY 2D spectra can be
ascribed to the backbone flexibility. In this case, information
on the molecular dynamics can be obtained by measuring the
spin-lattice relaxation contribution of selected internuclear
vectors along the backbone and side chains. Stabilization of
the native structure, may be achieved by cyclization of the
peptide with a NMR driven molecular design.
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THE TIME-DIFFERENTIflL MOSSBflUER SPECTROSCOPY (TDMS)

ftS fl TOOL FOR STUDY OF TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEM DYNAMICS

fl. Proykova

Sofia University, Faculty of Physics, Sofia-1126, Bulgaria

D. L.Balabanski

present address: KFA, Inst i tute fur Kernphysik,

Postfach 1913, D-5170 Julich, FRG

The motion of resonant nuclei for tines comparable with tne

l i fe - t imes of Mossbauer isomers a f fec ts the recoil less fract ion

and also the l inewidth of the emitted radiation. Thus Mossbauer

spect roscopy provides information about the formation of dif ferent

phases in the studied systems which can be polimer membrans, or

biological macromolecules, or microcrystals in g l i c e n n e . See the

paper of Dickson far a brief review, I I I . In general the Mossbauer

spectra of these systems show narrow and broad components. The

broad lines appear above a c r i t i c a l teiipetarure. The narrow

elast ic l ines are usually connected with sol id l ike processes. Ana

the system is said to be in a sol id phase. The broad lines

extand beyond the range of any possible hyperfine interact ions.

They are connected with soft , ine last ic processes and tne system

is considered to be in a viscous or l iquid l ike phase.

Different variants of Mossbauer spect roscopy seem to be an

excellent tool for• invest igat ion of the two component system

dynamics. In the present paper we show that the TDMS i s sennit ive

to quasielastic processes in the target , and especially to the

re la t ive weight of the quaaielastic phase. The tvine-dependence of

the Mossbauer radiation transmitted through a two-phase system is

studied for the cases of d i f ferent ratvos of viscous to so l id -

phase.
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NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPIC QUANTITIES UNDER INFLUENCES OF CDVALENCY

W. Winkler, R. -Vetter
Central Institute of Physical Chemistry, Academy of Sciences of the
GDR, 1199 Berlin-Adlershof, GDR

We have performed an theoretical assessment of the tin
Mb'ssbauer isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings of tetrahedrally
coordinated tin(IV) compounds SnX (SnR ) and SnX R with X

4 4 4-n n
being halideb and R substituted organic ligands. The unusually
experimental behaviour especially of the isomer shifts but as well
of the quadrupole splittings and the accompained NQR and NMR coup-
ling constants gives rise for basicly theoretical considerations.
As quantum chemical method we have applied pseudopotential HF SCF
calculations supplemented by additional calculations responsible
for core reorganization effects based by potential and overlap
distortions and special scaling methods for comprehending nucleus
near electronic wave functions. On this base the experimentally
ascertained nuclear spectroscopic quantities could be determined
and the experimental findings has been theoretically confirmed.
The nonlinear dependence of the isomer shifts from the degree of
substitution in tin organic compounds could be varified just as the
halide dependence of the quadrupole splittings. The founded mecha-
nism of the detailed momentum ballance in electronic reorganiza-
tions has been proofed to be responsible for the momentum separated
electronic reorganisations leading to distinct quadrupolar induced
effects. Population debalances of higher angular momentum atomic
orbitals in molecules has been turned out as responsible for the
unusually isomer shift behaviour in substituted tin organic com-
pounds. The here found mechanisms of the electronic reorganisation
under influences of covalency permit as well an informal explana-
tion of the tin quadrupole splittings, various NQR results and NMR
spin-spin coupling constants. The priciple of additivity inherent
in heuristic bonding concepts can not be maintained in its univer-
sality especially with respect to nuclear spectroscopic quantities.

i
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MOSSBAUER STUDIES ON IRON DOPED CONDUCTING POLYMERS
*

S.R. Vadera, N. Kumar
Defance Laboratory, Jodhpur-342001, India.

With the discovery of conducting polyacetylene by
Shirikawa, et al |YJ in 1977, tha conducting polymers
have stimulated great interest, for the possibility of
replacing scarce metals in a number of areas such as
batteries, electro-optical devices, Schottky barriers,
etc.f23- Large number of conducting polymeric species
derived from aliphatic, aromatic and heterocyclic
organic moetiet in collaboration with electron donating
or electron accepting ionic species(dopants) have been
reported. These materials were obtained both by
electrochemical and chemical methods.

The development of new materials by changing
synthetic procedures, polymeric backbone and the dopant
ions is found to give new and unknown properties. The
present work reports the Mossbauer studies on four new
iron chloride doped conducting polymers/copolymers of
(i) poly pyrrole, (ii) poly pyrrole-phenylene oxide,
(lii) poly thiophene and (iv) poly thiophene-3 methyl
thiophene. All the four materials were obtained by
electrochemical methods.

Mossbauer studies reveal that (i) iron is present
in both Fe(TI) and Fe(ITI) oxidations states in all the
four samples and (ii) two of the samples, viz., iron
chloride doped poly pyrrole-phenylene oxide and poly
thiophene-3 methyl thiophene, show magnetic ordering at
room temperature with effective magnetic field values
361 kOe and 309 kOe, respectively at iron nuclei.
Further studies at 77K on iron chloride doped poly
pyrrole-phenylene oxide show an increase in effective
magnetic field at iron nucleus (413 kOe), while at 353K
the magnetic pattern disappears. The cause of this
phenomenon is considered to be due to a critical ratio
of Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions present in the polymer
together with the presence of an unknown stereochemical
environment around both the types of iron ions. The
study is the first to show the magnetic ordering in
conducting polymers at room temperature.
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PAC STUDY OF "'In-BLEOMYCIN COMPLEX IN SOLUTIONS

Oekata, E.Ilamada*, Y.Se-^uchi*, S.Sutiura** and I.KawnMrvY***
Faculty of Engineering, Fukui Univorr.ity, Fukui 910, J.jpan

* Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan
** Faculty of Pharm. Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto (106, J.-'pâ
***Kyoto Prefectural University, Kyoto 606, Japan

Bleomycin is an antibiotic with molecular weigl: of i.ri0r

and forms complexes with various cations such ?s Fez> and In1" .
It is known ttr.u the binding of Fe-b!eomycin complex to DNA
molecule results in cleavage of the molecule into fragments
giving rise to anticancer action. The oxidation-rcduclion cycle
of Fe z* ions plays an important role in the DNA cleavage.
In-bleomycin complex also makes the binding to DNA without
cleavage. The present PAC study was undertaken to elucidate the
equilibrium and the coordination of In-bleomycin complex in
dilute solutions as living conditions.

TDPAC was measured with a conventional fast-slow system
with four Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors. The probe isotope
'"In was prepared by chemical separation with a chelate resin
column from Ag foil irradiated by a particles of 28MeV at the
cyclotron of Keage Laboratory of Kyoto University. The carrier
free " M n solution (<10 10 H) of PH 3 containing NaC104 to fix
the ionic strength was mixed with an appropriate amount of
bleomycin solution of Pll 3. After mixing, the solution was
adjusted to PH 4.6 with sodium acetate or sodium citrate buffer
solutions.

To investigate the behavior of In3* ions free from
bleomycin, PAC was measured on the solution without bleomycin as
a function of temperature. The obtained data were analyzed on
the basis of Debye-Einstein model of rotational diffusion.

PAC measurements revealed that lllIn ions form a stable
complex with bleomycin but compete with other remain . impurity
ions when bleonycin concentration is extremely dilute. It was
also found that coexisting buffer ions affect the conformation
of the complex by the binding to the sixth coordination site.

Addition of DNA to the In-bleomycine complex solution
suppresses the angular correlations due to the slowing of the
molecular motion. No appreciable change in the quadrupole
frequency was found by the binding of the complex to DNA. It
was found that the binding is disturbed also by the coexisting
buffer ions.
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COMPARISON OF HYPERFINE PROPERTIES OF HALOSILANES SY
TWO DIFFERENT CLUSTER PROCEDURES*

B. Llndgren
Department of P h y s i c s , U n i v e r s i t y of Uppsala, Box 530 ,
S-751 21 Uppsa la , Sweden.
N. Sahoo, S .B. Sulalman and T .P . Das
Department of P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222 ,U .S .A .

We have c a r r i e d out a comparison between the
nuclear quadrupole coup l ing c o n s t a n t s obta ined by
Hartree-Fock-Roothaan procedure [1] and the D i s c r e t e
V a r l a t l o n a l Method [2] In the four h a l o s l l a n e s S1H3X
(X= 1 9 F*, 3 5 C 1 , 7 9 Br and 1 2 7 | ) - For the Har tree -Fock-
Roothaan p r o c e d u r e , the " F quadrupole c o u p l i n g
constant was found to be rather s e n s i t i v e l y dependent
on the choice of Gaussian b a s i s s e t used, the
dependence becoming l e s s s e n s i t i v e as one proceeds to
the heavier ha logens . Our r e s u l t s In MHz for the
quadrupole coupl ing cons tants for the f l u o r o , c h l o r o ,
bromo and iodo systems by the Hartree-Fock and DVM
procedures are r e s p e c t i v e l y ( 2 0 . 9 4 , 37 .49 , 3 1 1 . 4 7 ,
957.36) and ( 1 9 . 1 5 , 38 .36 , 3 4 4 . 7 3 , 1189.93) as compared
to the experimental values [3] of (23 .47 , 4 0 . 0 , 336.0)
for the f i r s t three systems. Thus there i s
s a t i s f a c t o r y agreement between the two methods and with
experiment. D e t a i l s w i l l be presented and d i s c u s s e d .

* Supported by NSF grant CHE8619660.
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THEORY OF !*N NUCLEAR QU4"RUPOIE INTERACTION IN
PYRROLE, INDOLE AND CARa,,<.OI-E*

P . S . M a r f e y , N. S a h o o and T . P . Das
D e p a r t m e n t of P h y s i c s , S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y o f New
York a t A l b a n y , A l b a n y , New Y o r k , 1 2 2 2 2 , U . S . A .

The e l e c t r o n i c s t r u c t u r e s of p y r r o l e , lndole
and carbazole molecules which are c o n s t i t u e n t s of
many Important bioraolecules have been s tud ied by
the Har f'•ee-Fock procedure to exp la in the observed
[1] **N adrupole coupl ing cons tants of - 2 . 8 6 , -
3.38 and - 3 . 8 0 MHz and asymmetry parameters of
0 . 0 1 4 , 0.024 and 0.087 r e s p e c t i v e l y . Our
t h e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s are - 2 . 6 2 , - 3 . 4 0 and - 4 . 2 8 MHz
for quadrupole coupl ing cons tant s and 0 . 1 1 1 , 0.042
and 0.084 for the asymmetry parameters i n good
agreement with experiment. The reasons for the
observed trends in the r e s u l t s for the three
molecules w i l l be d i s c u s s e d .

* Supported by NSF grant CHE8619660
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THEORY OF HYPERFINE INTTRACTIONS IN AQUEOUS Hn + 3 -
POaPHYRIN SYSTEM*

N. Sahoo and T.P. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York
at Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.

We have studied the electronic structure and
associated hyperflne properties of Hn+^ - porphyrln
with two ligand water molecules using the
Unrestrl ted Hartree-Fock procedure. This system
Is of cu rent importance because of the observed
[1] anomalous water proton relaxlvity associated
with i t making i t a good contrast agent for
magnetic resonance imaging. Our results show that
the electron spin i s strongly localized on the
metal ion and the effective metal-proton distance
associated with the proton relaxivity i s close to
the actual distance making the point ion model a
valid one for dipolar interaction. It appears that
some other explanation for the anomalous relaxivity
has to be explored. Hyperfine properties of a l l
the nuclei in the system wil l be presented and
discussed.

* Supported by NSF grant CHE8619660.
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Hyperflne Interactions and Relaxlvitles In Divalent and
Trlvalent TtanFltlon Metal Ions in Water

N. Sahoo and T. P. Das
Department of Physics, State University of New York at
Albany, Albany, New York, 12222, U.S.A.

To understand the hyperflne properties associated
with the aquoions Involving the divalent paramagnetic
Ion Mn+2 and the two trlvalent Ions Fe + 3 and Cr*3 , with
six water molecules surrounding the metal Ions, we have
studied their electronic structures using the
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock procedure. From the results
of our investigations, the covalent bonding between the
metal Ion and water molecule Is found to be negligible
In the Hn+' system and significant for Fe+3 and Cr+ .
The spin populations however Indicate strong
localization on the metal ions In all three cases.
Very good agreement is found between the calculated
contact proton hyperflne constants for all three
systems and measured values [1] and for the 0
hyperfine constant In the Hn+2 aquolon system, the only
one of these systems for which it is available [ 2]. The
contributions of the dipolar hyperfine fields at the
proton sites to the proton relaxlvitles are studied and
It is shown that In all three cases, the use of the
point dlpole model In earlier literature for
understanding the data on these relaxlvitles, which is
Important[3] for the field of magnetic resonance
imaging, Is well justified. Physical reasons for the
various features of our results will be discussed.

* Supported by NSF grant CHE8619660.
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CD TDFAC INVESTIGATION! OF METAL SITES
IK SUPER OXIDE DTSMUTASE

P.. Bauer (.1), M. Pierrum(2), E. Danielsen (.1 i, F. ;':f •:•-•.:
( 1 (Department of Physics, ( 2 (Department cf C'r-n.-:rv.
Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University. ?<y 2 5"".
Frederiksberg C, Denmark.

Cd Time Differential Perturbed 7-7 -.mul-jr
Correlation (TDFAC) has been used to investigate t'r.-=
Zn-site in Cu-Zn-Super Oxide Dismutase from y-iast.

These experiments show a clear difference between
the enzyme with the Cu-ion in the reduced respecti\-
oxidized state, the latter resembling the results
obtained with the enzyme with no metal at the Cu-sito.

The result of Cd at the Zn-site with Cjilli at -'--;
Cu-site is in perfect agreement with what is achieved
by applying the Angular Overlap Model (AOM) irsf.li ::
the known crystal structure with known partial field
gradients for the ligands involved, whereas tr.e resul-;
from the experiments with Cu (I ) show -nat a sigm f 1 c = -. -
conformational change must have tsken place at the Zr.-
site. A proposal for this conformational change has
been achieved by computer-modelling. Selected experi-
ments were repeated or. Bovine Super Oxide Iisrrutase
and snowed n: significant discrepancies.

The experiments also show that it is possible ::
incorporate Cd into tre Cu-site with excess cf Cd and
no Cu. The measured -yperfme parameters assigned -;
Cd at the Cu-site have also been interpreted :r :err.=
of trie AOK.
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Cd-BINDING TO MODEL MEMBRANES

R. Gefiner, S. Saibene,T. Buta, and A. Lerf*
Physik-Department, Technische Universitat Miinchen,
8046 Garching, FRG
'Walther-Meiflner-Institut, 8046 Garching, FRG

The Cd-binding to model membranes was studied monitoring in situ the
nuclear quadrupole interaction of 1 U m C d (TJ/J = 48 min) by time differen-
tial perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC). The following systems were stu-
died: di-myristoyl-phosphatidyl-choline/phosphatidyl-glycerol/phosphatidic
acid (DMPC,DMPG,DMPA). Neutron activated U0Cd(NOs)a solution was
successively added to sonicated phospholipid suspensions (vesicles) starting
from Cd/lipid ratios y = 0.3 up to y = 5.

Whereas Cd2+ in solution exhibits no perturbation of the angular cor-
relation due to rapid reorientational motion, bound Cd 2 + is partially immo-
bilized and shows relaxation behaviour ranging from the fast regime with
correlation times of about 1 ns (DMPG at pH = 7.6, DMPA at pH = 4) to
the slow relaxation regime with correlation times of about 20-30 ns (DMPA
at pH = 5.9, 7.0, and 7.6).

The point where a fraction of unperturbed anisotropy shows up for the
first time determines the point where the polar headgroup binding capacity
is exhausted. In this way we determined an approximate stoichiometry of
1:1 for Cd/DMPA at pH > 5.9 and of about 1:2 for Cd/DMPA at pH = 4
and Cd/DMPG at pH = 7.6. Cd does not bind to DMPC with a neutral
headgroup. The 1:1 stoichiometry for Cd/DMPA at pH = 7.6 implies that

(i) Cd 3 + replaces protons of the singly charged headgroup and
(ii) that headgroups at the interior of the vesicles are equally accessible to

Cd binding, despite the low permeability of this model membrane to divalent
catioos. We believe that Cd2+-induced vesicle fusion is responsible for Cd-
binding to both exterior and interior headgroups.
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ELECTROINTERCALATION OF Cu INTO 2H-TaS2: IN SITU
MONITORING OF REACTION AND Cu MOBILITY

C. Ramos, *T. Butz, A. Lerf
Walther-Meiflner-Institut, Walther-Meiflner-Str.8 8046 Garching, FRG
1) Physik Department, Technische Universitat Munchen, James-Franck-Str.,

8046 Garching, FRG

We investigated the 181Ta nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) in cry-
stals of CurTaS2 by time differential perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC)
both in situ during galvanostatic intercalation at 300 K and subsequently
between 11 K and 813 K.

Electrointercalations were performed with 0.1 M C11SO4/H2O and 0.1
M CuCl/acetonitrile as electrolytes. The use of aqueous electrolyte leads to
significant selfintercalation like in the AgNO5/HjO system [1]. This selfin-
tercalation was not observed using a CuCl/acetronitrile electrolyte.

The spectra obtained during elect rointercal at ion show broad frequency
distributions which are attributed to slowly diffusing Cu+ in the van der
Waals gap. The signal sharpens upon heating to 813 K. Describing this
motional narrowing by a simple two site jump model we estimate an activa-
tionenthalpy for Cu+ jumps of about 290 meV.

The spectra below room temperature exhibit broad frequency distri-
butions and'do not indicate copper ordering, as observed by De Bidder et
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[1] T. Butz, A. Lerf, H. Gierisch, S. Saibene, J. 0 . Besenhard,
Hyperfine Interactions 15/16(1983)925.
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IN-VIVO STUDY OF THE NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION

OF 99Mo(S~)99Tc IN N1TROGENASE-PRODUCING BACTERIA

P. Mottner, A. Lerf; Walther-Meissner-Inst., 8046 Garching, FRG

X. Ni, T. Butz; Physik-Departmerit E15, 8046 Garching, FRG

J. Erfkamp, A. Muller; Univ. Bielefeld, 4800 Bielefeld, FRG

The Mo-coordination of nitrogenase (the active center of this

enzyme) is noc well known at present. From ENDOR-measurements

(1) an antiaxial electric field gradient at Mo-sites is proposed.

Here we report on the first TDPAC-measurements of the
99 - 99nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) of Mo(6") Tc of the nitro-

genase-producing bacteria Klebsiella pneumoniae.

The bacteria were allowed to incorporate Mo (1% solution of
ammonium paramolybdate) over night. We then centrifuged the bac-
teria and removed the supernatant nutrient liquor. In order to re-

go

move adsorbed Mo we subsequently washed the bacteria with in-

active nutrient liquor and centrifuged three times. Because in Kleb-

siella pneumoniae nitrogenase is the only Mo-containing enzyme it

was not necessary to isolate the nitrogenase. Measurements were

performed at 300K and 195K.

At 300K we observed a substantial fraction with a static (or

slowly relaxing) NQI-frequency of u><**370 Mrad/s with m&l and

ff*f/uf*2\% (in good agreement with ( l ) ) . The remaining iiaction

exhibited fast relaxation behavior (JjstO.lns " 1 ) . Due to the very

large size of the nitrogenase ('—350000 g/mol) this molecule is

essentially immobile on our time scale. Therefore we attribute the

static frequency to molybdenum in nitrogenase.

Further work on isolated nitrogenase is under way.
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TDPAC-STUDIES OF HAFNIUM-TFIANSFERRIN-COMPLEXES:
INFLUENCE OF PHOSPHATE ON THE METAL BINDING CONFIGURATIONS

H.Appel0), M.Neu-Miiller0), F.Schwab0), D.M.Taylor*), and W.-G.Thies")
*)Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, institut fur Genetik und fur

Toxikologie
°)Universitat Karlsruhe, Institut fur Exper imented Kernphysik

Postfach 3640, D 7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Serum transferrin (TF) is the essential transport protein for meta-
bolic iron in vertebrates. It also binds a variety of other metals and
thus plays a crucial role in metal-toxicology. Transferrins possess two
metal binding sites per molecule, each within one lobe of the bilobal
protein.

Using the TDPAC-technique two specific and clearly non-identical
metal binding configurations were observed for 181Hf-labelled human TF
[1]. With respect to their prevalence they are named low pH and high pH
configurations, respectively.

In further studies it could now be shown that starting from apoTF
physiological conditions for the Hf-binding can only be reproduced in
the presence of phosphate (H2PO4/HPO42). More precisely: The low pH
configuration appears if the phosphate concentration in the solution is
close to the physiological value (see figure below). However, the high pH
configuration is observed even without phosphate.

It is a unique feature in biochemistry that metals bind to TF as a
rule only in the presence of a synergistic anion. Physiologically (b i -
carbonate fulfils this requirement. It is generally known that in the
case of Fe phosphate does not act synergistically. This was also shown
for Hf: No specific binding of Hf to TF occured unless (bi)carbonate was
present.

Whether phosphate is directly involved in the Hf-binding at low pH
or participates allosterically only is still an open question

t Ins!

References:

Figure: TDPAC-spectra o! " 'Hf -
labelled TF samples at pH - 7.5
prepared
a) without, b) with phosphate.

Inserts: The Fourier-transformed
spectra show a pronounced
characteristic low pH frequency
response only in case b).

[1] H.Appel, J.Duffield. D.M.Taylor, G.M.Then, and W.-G.Thies,
J.lnorg.Biochem. 31(1987)229
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METAL BINDING IN 0V0-TRANSFERR1N: HAVE THE TWO OBSERVED BINDING
CONFIGURATIONS TO BE ATTRIBUTED TO ONE MOLECULAR LOBE EACH?

H.Appel°>. A.Brown-Mason+), M.Neu-MOIIer°), F.Schwab0), D.M.Taylor*).
and W.-G.Thies")

*)Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Genetik und fur
Toxikologie

»)Universitat Karlsruhe, Institut fur Experimented Kernphysik
Postfach 3640, D 7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

+)Depar( r>nt of Biochemistry, University of Vermont, Burlington,
VT 05405 USA

In previous TDPAC-studies two specific frequencies corresponding
to two chemically different metal binding configurations were observed
for 181Hf bound to transferrin [1]. It is a tempting concept to attribute
each of these two binding configurations to one of the two binding sites
of the protein. These binding sites are located in the C- and N-terminal
lobe respectively. Altering the ratio of the two binding types by
varying, e.g., the pH then necessarily implies a migration of metal ions
from one binding site to the other. Alternatively it can be assumed that
both binding sites are capable of forming the two characteristic and
different binding configurations by alteration of the specific ligand
arrangement and/or conformational changes.

In an effort to clear up this ambiguity 181Hf-Ovotransferrin (Hf-
OTF) was studied by TDPAC as holo-OTF and as a C- and N-terminal
fragment, respectively. OTF was chosen from the family of transferrins
because the fragments can be proteolytically derived and isolated
rather conveniently [2] and then labelled with 'S'Hf.

For each fragment the same two characteristic TDPAC frequencies
were observed as for the intact protein with their relative contribution
depending likewise on the pH of the solution. These frequencies have
again to be attributed to well defined binding conditions. However,
because of the lower molecular weight of the fragments the observed

v.' relaxation constants turned out to be larger there, in comparison with
£' the holo-prbtein.
> Differences were observed with respect to the stability of the Hf-

labelled TF fragments : One fragment showed a long term stability over
. . a period of approximately one week for both low and high pH

configurations. The other fragment, however, displayed a time de-
" pendent increasing portion of fast relaxation, due to the formation of
/y low molecular complexes.
: The result of the measurements clearly denies the question
- ' whether the observed two binding configurations can be attributed to

% one molecular lobe each.

.•'•;" References:
i [1] see preceding contribution to this Conference and reference cited
i ' therein

5 «•• [2] A. Brown-Mason, S.A.Brown, N.D.Buteher. and R.C.Woodworth,
ji BiochemJ. 245(1987)103
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fH±, STUDY OP oUPiBFIffl!; INTiiHACTION IN TRri HETiittOMJGLE-
AR COMIXES SN(II)-H)(II), SN(II)-CU(II) IN SOLUTION
BI MOSSBAUER JSFFiET METHOD

A.o.Chramov, A.N. Glebov, I.G. Nagaizteva
Kazan State University, Kazan, USSIi

The complexes in ion pairs Sn(II), Pd(Il7f Cu(II)
in solutions have technological practice in a different
catalyst processes widely. The catalyst .properties of
solution nystem essentially depend from composition,
stability i f the realize complexes.

Analyo of Mossbauer spectra of frozen glass solu-
tions complexes SnCl^—-PdClp permit to concludef that
final product of the reac Tion strongly depends from
initial state SnClp, concentration and distribution
ion on a general formula dn Cl (OH) . The ion state
3n(II) depends from pH solution too? When correlation
Pd:Sn=I:2 in hydrochloric 3n(II) solutions Eransitc;
to 3n(HD with time flies.

It was observed, that at more high concentrations
of SnCl2 forms free ions Sn(II)Gl6 (OH) , ion on(IV)
and com'Olex ions Sa-j.̂ 3., which have"general formula
dn Cl ,'for example Pd,3na012o, Pddn2GlB , JPa3n,GlI0T
y fhe controdictions in results, interpretation

of Ufoasbauer spectra publishing in literature, in our
opinion* are explaining by strongly correlation of final
state reaction products from the state of initial compo-
nents, and the external conditions (pH, correlation
Pd:5n, equilibrium concentrations in the solution of
on and Pd).

Analogical reserchies was carried out in the so-
lutions, containing Gu(II) and on(II). It ic. noting,
that at the same time with the reaction of complexo—
formation are observe the proceed of redox reactions.

Moreover, magnetic moments measuring, NMR relac-
sation time, snectrophotometer parameters and Bijerrum
function was determined.

The equilibrium parameters of eomolexoformation
of Sn(Il) and Pd(II), Gu(II) and Sn(II) in hydrochloric
acid solutions and magnetic parameters of realise hete-
ronuclear clusters was investigate.
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TDPAC studies on H l ^Cd in c a l c i p r o t e i n s : calmodulin and parvalbumin

J.N. RIMBERT, F. ADNET, C. LAFARGUE, C. WOLF* and G. BEREZIAT*

Laboratoires de Biophysique e t de Biochimie ( * ) , C.H.U. Necker et

Saint-Antoine ( * ) , Par is , FRANCE.

TDPAC measurements of the 150-247 keV gamma-ray cascade in
11led have been performed on calmodul in (CaM) and parvalbumin (Pa)
labe l led w i t h rad ioac t i ve Cd 111m.

CaM and Pa belongs to the ca lc ium-b ind ing p ro te in f a m i l y w i th low
weight (P.M. 15,000 about). CaM cons is ts of a s ing le polypept ide
chain composed of 148 amino-acid residues and four ca lc ium-b ind ing
domains. The amino-acid sequence of Pa suggests t ha t the two Ca-
binding s i t e s (noted CD-EF) in parvalbumin are simi l a r to the hoino-
log ca lc ium-b ind ing domains (1-2) in CaM.

The satured CaM-Cd^ and Pa-Cd^ molecules were immobi l ized onphenyl
sepharose microspheres. In Cd H i m - C a M samples, the anisotropy of
the coincidence counting rates shows a time-dependent behaviour,
typ ica l of two nuclear e l e c t r i c quadrupole i n t e r a c t i o n s (NQIj . Trie
NQI parameters ind ica te the presence of two d i s t i n c t meta l -b ind i i .g
s i t e s , present ing non-equivalent loca l e l e c t r i c charge s t ruc tu re .
In C d l l l n - P a samples, the Tirr.e-dependent anisotropy shows a s ingle
in te rac t i on frequency and, > > rsequently, only one t . F . G . act ing
at the cadmium-binding s i t e s . The measured EFG value agrees well
w i th the large EFG value obtained in calmodul in.

These r e s u l t s conf irm the s t ruc tu re homology descr ibed before
and corroborate the model tha t asummes two c lasses, two s i t es in
each c lass , of Ca? +-binding s i t e s , concerning the b ind ing of Cd ' + ,
and consequently the Ca 2+ cat ions to caimodul in.

R
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HYPERPINE INTERACTIONS OP li:LCd IN LIVE CELLS

Z.Z.Akselrod, N.V.Chelyapov+, B.A.Komissarova,

G.K.Ryasny, L.G.Shpin'kova and A.A.Sorokin

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University
117234 Moscow
+Institute of Virus Preparation of Acad.Med.Science
109089 Moscow, URSS

Hyperfine interactions of Cd nuclei in live

cells of the chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEP) have been

studied by the perturbed angular correlation (PAC)

technique. Monolayer of the CEP cells culture was grown
T T -J

on the bottom of flat viales. The carrier-free In
(InCl,) was added to the cell culture medium and kine-

111tics of In entrapping by the cells was monitored by

a /-camera. It has been shown that after 2-3 h the

cells were saturated by the activity, up to 2-5 iwCi,
111and In was tightly bound within them.

; The time-differential PAC measurements of the
;' 173-247 keV /-ray cascade in Cd were performed

using a 3-detector angular correlation spectrometer.

; During the measurements temperature of the samples was

; maintained at 35(2) °C.

In all cases the perturbation of the static cha-

racter was observed which could be fitted by an ave-~

rage quadrupole frequency < O J O > ~ 1 0 0 MHz and a broad

frequency distribution 4&V0J0 >,50-70 %

(«*)o = 3/20 eqQV ). This value of <fuJ0> corresponds to

V « 6*10^ V/sm . The static character of the inte-
zz

t, ractlon is indicative of the l-onding of In atoms to

1 some large intracellular molecules (M> 10 -10^), e.g.

SNA molecules of the nuclei.
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THE MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPE FOR 57Fe OF ARTHROBACTER
GENUS BACTERIA

N.V. Verkhovtseva, V.F. Babanin, I.N. Glebova
Yaroslavl Polytechnical Institute, 150053 Yaroslavl,
USSR

The bacteria of Arthrobacter genus take an active
part in the metal compound turnover. In the present
paper the .ole of such bacteria in FeCl, and Fe cit-
rate transformations is examined (some part of speci-
mens was enriched with ^ Fe). The Arthrobacter globi-
formis, A. siderocapsulatus, A. citreus bacteria were
cultured during 14 to 45 days on a synthetic liquid
mineral medium under periodic cultivation conditions
(the C and Fe source was in the medium) and in dialy-
sis regime (when C and Fe come into the medium through
the semipermeable membrane). The dry and wet bacterium
mass spectra were obtained at 300 K and 100 K, IS was
presented relative to sodium nitroprussiate.

The spectra of all three bacteria genera in the
periodic culture are — independent of Fe source —

a superposition of two Fe^+ doublets: IS 1 = 0.62 ±
0.03 mm/s, QS 1 = 0.57 + O.O3 mm/s; IS 2 = 0.62 ±
0.03 mm/s, QS 2 = 1.03 ±0.03 mm/s. The washing by
thioglycolate results in no changing of IS and QS
what seems to suggest the Fe compounds as being loca-
ted inside the cell. As to wet specimens, at 300 K
the doublet line collapse takes place therein and the
spectrum represents a wide singlet (G 2.5 mm/s). It
points out that some part of Fe compounds is not lin-
ked to the cell wall (perhaps, these are intracellular
Fe microcrystals). The dialysis cultures, except for
two Fe (III) forms, contain two clearly differing Fe
(II) coordinations: IS 1 = 1.41 + 0.03 mm/s, QS 1 =
2.57 ± 0.03 mm/s; IS 2 = 1.48 i 0.03 mm/s, QS 2 •= 3.02
± 0.03 mm/s. In the wet culture specimen spectra the
Fe (III) lines disappear in fact. This proves the exi-
stence of a strong linkage between Fe (III) and bacte-
rium cell. The calculation shows that the diffusion
movement of cells (the size is 1 to 5 microns) and of
Fe (II) atoms linked with them has a minor influence
on the spectrum pattern. A sharp decrease of Fe (III)
line intensity, as with periodic culture, indicates a
weak linkage of the intracellular Fe (III) to the cell
structures.
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[JEW TRENDS IN THE CONVERSION ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

V.M.Kulakov
Atomic Energy I n s t i t u t e , 123 182 Moscow, USSR



G-2 INV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN PAC AND PAD

H.-E.Mahnke

Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin GmbH and Freie Universitat Berlin,

D-1000 Berlin 39

While both methods, Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC) utilizing
radioactive probes and Perturbed Angular Distribution (PAD) following
nuclear reactions have started as techniques .to measure nuclear moments,
they are now being widely used as tools to study local aspects in condensed
matter.

A large variety of nuclear probes is now available foT in-beam PAD expe-
riments, produced in heavy ion nuclear reactions and recoil-implanted with
negligible concentration into the material of interest, even for nonalloying
systems. Besides the implantation with mass separators recoil-implantation
is also employed advantageously in the sample preparation for PAC source
experiments.

Subjects of current interest range from investigations of local magnetic
contributions in various magnetic and nonmagnetic materials including high-
temperature superconductors and related oxides to studies of local structural
and electrical properties of semiconductors utilizing electric field gradients.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS OF POLARIZED TARG)

H. Postma
Faculty of Applied Physics, Delft University jf
Technology, P.O.Box 5046, 2600 GA DELFT, the
Netherlands

A special branch of hyperfine interaction
and relaxation phenomena concerns the polarization
of nuclei as targets in nuclear and elementary
particle physics experiments. Both thermal
equilibrium and dynamic polarization techniques are
applicable depending on the experimental conditions.
Dynamic techniques comprise microwave and optical
pumping. A review of these methods in which
attention is paid to new developments will be given.
Also some recent applications and proposals for
nuclear and particle physics will be discussed
including symmetry experiments and studies of the
nucleon quark structure.
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NUCLEAR BRAGG DIFFRACTION USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
- A NEW METHOD FOR HYPERFINE SPECTROSCOPY -

RRuffer,
E. Gerdau,M.Grote.R.Hollatz,R.R6hlsberger,H.D.Ruter,W.Sturhahn

Il.Institut fur Experimentalphysik, Universitat Hamburg
D-2000 Hamburg 50, Luruper Chau3see 149, FR 'Germany

Nuclear Bragg diffraction in combination with synchrotron radiation
will become a powerful new X-ray source in the A-region. This new
source exceeds already the brilliance of conventional Mossbauer
sources giving hyperfine spectroscopy further impetus. At the
planned dedicated storage rings synchrotron .radiation, filtered by
means of the Mossbauer effect, will propably surpass the intensity of
conventional sources. This will not only allow hyperfine spectroscopy
and new types of Mossbauer experiments but will also offer a new X-
ray source for /*eV-resolution experiments and long coherence
length X-ray optics.

After first experiments [1] had shown the possibility of
monochromatizing synchrotron radiation at 14.4 keV with a relative
resolution of AE/E = 10"ia, this new method of hyperfine spectroscopy
was applied to YIG [2], FeB03 [3], and Fea03 [4].

The hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels and/or the
resonance shifts between different nuclear sites in the crystal show
up as 'quantum beats' in the measured diffraction time spectra. The
observation of these quantum beats allows a sensitive and direct de-
termination of the hyperfine interaction parameters [5].

Further developments will use the advantages of the GIAR-film
technique [6] and other Mossbauer isotopes [7]. Especially the GIAR-
film technique will allow to evade the restriction of pure nuclear
reflections and to adjust the energy in a range of some (ieV around
the selected Mossbauer transition.
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NEW ASPECTS DF TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS
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STUDY OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE
STA.TOR MAGNETIC CIRCUITS FOR ELECTRIC
MACHINES BY THE uSR-METHOD

S.P.Kruglov, L.A.Kuzmin
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute,
188350, Gatchina, Leningrad district, USSR

V.Yu.Miloserdin
Moscow Physics Engineering Institute,
115409, Eashirskoe shosse, 31, Moscow, USSR

The results of muon method investigations of the
electric machine magnetic circuits for different techno-
logical stages the process of production were shown.
These results allow to obtain the quantitative data of
the various factories influence on their magnetic pro-
perties: the local magnetic field, the dispersion of the
macroscopic magnetic fields. The local magnetic field
acting on the muon in a ferromagnet domain consists of
all dipole fields of the sample and hyperfine field.

Muon method gives the possibility to determine some
parameters which cannot be investigated by other methods
and may be utilized for researching of the supples having
different shape and configuration without external magne-
tic field. The time necessary for an experiment with one
sample is nearly an hour.
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THE IP. ORTANCE OP NUCLEAR RESONANCE SCATTERING
TIME-FRE^UENTf CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE RESULTS
INTERPRETATION ON HYPERFINB INTERACTION.

I1. I. Romasheva
TTEP,Moscow

The usual method IPAD considers the mean value of
thê  tJLrne dependent correlation function expression
W(I? tt.I?i t ) /I/.The decay time dependence of the
intermediate state investigated is sopposed to be
exponential.Exoerimental expressions are derived from
th-j form: W(^,i^,f)=1/'T;jW(I^I|,3,t)exp(-t/T)dt (1).
fere Tr^i/rTlife time of the intermediate stime of the intermediate state;
F-iiatural line width of this state.However this
expression is not correct if we use Mossbauer
7-i'adiation.Th.e time dependence of the resonance
scattering process:I(t)=dJ(fc)/dt is the probability of
the decay during the time interval (t; t+dt) where t is
the time past since the observation beginning.This
probability was calculated by means of the diagram
technique.This consideration gives a possibility to
take into accaunt interference between the exciting
amplitude and the reemissoned one and due to this the
result includes the specific shape of the exciting
spectrum. Two specific case wsr*e considered. A) If the
characteristic width A of the ezcitlng 7~ray spectrum
is great L>>T then we have the exponential time
dependence and therefore ezpression(1 ) is correct.B)In
the case of Mossbauer scattering A-=T and the time
dependence has the form:

d.J(t )/dt=ConstOxp(-t/T;)+(t/T:)exp(-t/T;)} (2) .
The angle rotation A9 of the AD rosette A9=kOT by
condition fi'C<<1 .here fi-Larmor frequency.Taking into
account result (2), coefficient k equals 1 and 1.5 for
cases A)and Bjrespectively.lt is interesting to note
that the same- values of coefficient k for cases A)and
B)are recieved in another theoretical consideration/2/
describing some experiments.In articles/2/ the
frequency distribution of the incident radiation is
taken into account but application of Fourier
transformation implies the exponential time
characterIstic.The authors of the experiment on
magnetic momentum mesureme-.1t/3/ interprete coefficient
k=1 .5 as increasing of the average-time the nuclei
remain in the excited state.However that statement
requies an additional experimental verification.
1.Perturbed angular correlation.by edd. E.Karlsson,
E.Mattias. K.Ziegbahn.M.,Atomisdat p.36,(1966).

2.C. J.Gebel and K. W. McVoy. Phy s . rev. 1_4£, 1021 (1966) ;
I.N.Vishnevski, A.V.Davidov, G.A.Lobov, V.I.Povsun,
Pi-eprint ITEP-70.Moscow. 1 974

3 . A. V. Davidov. M. M .Korotko v, P.I. Romasheva. Pis * ma Zh.
Eksp. Teor.PHTS.3J,No10.p.596(1980).
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LINE SHAPES O r TIME-DIFFERENTIAL MOSSBAUER SPECTRA IN

THE PRESENCE OF NON-STATIONARY RELAXATION

M. Alflen . H. Splering . P. GUtllch

Institut flir Anorganische Chemie und Analytische Chemie ,

Johannes-Gutenberg-Universitat, D-6500 Mainz / FRG

Time-integral Mo: :bauer emission spectroscopy (TIMES) as well as

time-differential '.bauer emission spectroscopy (TDMES) are well

suited to study the relaxation of nonequilibrium populations within the

Mbssbauer time window. This relaxation is of the non-stationary type.

The Mbssbauer transition and the electronic relaxation are triggered

by the same event.

The non-stationary relaxation of course influences the shape of the

Mbssbauer resonance line even if the nuclear and the electronic

systems are weakly bound. Bonville et. al. / 1 / have shown, that the

lineshape of TIME-spectra can be treated as in the case of the wellknown

stationary relaxation in Mbssbauer absorption spectroscopy.

The line shape analysis of TDME-spectra is even more complicated

due to time-filtering effects within the pure resonance line. We have

calculated the line shape of TDME-spectra according to a semiclassical

approach of Kankeleit and Kbrding / 2 , 3 / . Suggestions given by Dehaes

/ 4 / f o r the numerical calculation of time-differential spectra were

taken into account.

So far the calculations are applied to the High-Spin—* Low-Spin transition
r 57 n l + 2+

within I Co(phen)J(CIO4)3' 3H2O , the Fe /Fe charge transfer and
2+ 57

the Fe relaxation within Co/ZnS.

/ ! / P. Bonville. P. Imbert Hyperfine Interactions 36 (1987) 149

/ 2 / E . Kankeleit . A. KBrding Journal de Physique 37 (1976) C6-65

/ 3 / E . Kankeleit Z. Physik A275 (1975) 119

/ 4 / J . C. Dehaes Nucl. Instr. Meth. 120 (1974) 301
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PROBLEMS WITH THE F-TENSOR IN ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT
CALCULATIONS

M.J. Fonnambalam
University of the West Indies, Kingston 7, Jamaica

The components V of the electric field gradient
(EFG) and e^ . of the sirain in a crystal are related
through a fourth order tensor, called the F-tensor. In
a cubic crystal, using Voigt notation, there are only
three non-vanishing coefficients F, and F, of— 1 1 * 1 9 /A

this tensor [l]. Faulkner [2\ considered the change in
the EFG at the site of a Cu ion due to the displacement
of the first near neighbors (nn's) around that ion. Us-
ing simplifying assumptions, he obtained the following
expression:

11 - 2F12 = - 2F44 6Xe/r 1' (1)

where r. is the first nn distance, e is the magnitude
of the electronic charge and X is a parameter to comp-
ensate for the fact that the lattice ions are idealized
as point charges.

A more rigorous derivation and analysis of the F-
tensor coefficients lead to the following results and
observations:- i) Eq.(l) has been incorrectly used by
some for Al. For any poly-valent host, it must be
multiplied with the host valency Z . ii) Eq.(l) is valid
only for an FCC host. The corresponding result for a BCC
host is 32 Ze/3r.. This disagrees with the expression
used for Fj, in BCC Vanadium host [3]. iii) Eq.(l) is
obtained taking the electrostatic potential between the
ions to be Coulombic. When a Yukawa type potential is
used, our results are different from those used in the
literature; partially for FCC and completely for BCC
hosts C3l • All these have significant influence on the
EFG q and the asymmetry parameter n.

References

[l} M.H. Cohen and F. Reif, Solid State Physics 5_
(1957) 321.

[2] E.A. Faulkner, Nature 184 (1959) 442.
[3] B. Pal, J. Singh, S.D. Raj and S. Prakash, Phys.

Stat. Sol. b 129 (1985) 301.
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LASER PHOTOIONIZATION SPECTROSCOPY OF RARE-EARTH
ELEMENTS: NEW RESULTS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC MOMENTS
AND NUCLEAR CHARGE RADII OF Eu, Gd AND Tb ISOTOPES

G.D.AlkhazoT, A.E.Barzakh, V.P.Deniaov, V.S.Ivanov,
I.Ya.Chubukov
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Academy of
Sciences of the USSR
V.N.Fedoseyev, V.S.Letokhov, V.I.Miahin, S.K.Sekatsky
Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of the
USSR

Laser resonant photoionization spectroscopy has
proved to be one of the most efficient methods for
measuring of electromagnetic moments and isotopic
changes in ms charge radii of radioactive nuclei.
Using this method information about these important
nuclear characteristics for more than 70 radioactive
isotopes and isomers has been obtained in the LNPI £1].
We report here new results concerning hf s and IS of
Bu(A=155-159), Gd(A«=146,H8,15O) and Tb(A=H7-155,157,
159) which have been measured at the IRIS mass-sepa-
rator facility. The isotopes under study were produced
in the tantalum (Gd and Tb isotopes) and uranium ( Eu
isotopes) targets of the mass-separator by 1 GeV proton
beam from the LNPI synchrocyclotron. The lowest inten-
sity of the mass-separated beam used in the experi-
ments (in case of Eu-159) was 2«10^s -'.

Our results together with those obtained earlier
have allowed us to complete practically the whole two-
dimensional picture (with respect to N and Z) of nuc-
lear ground-state properties ( M , Q, & <r2> ) in the
region near the "critical** neutron numbers N-88-90
(where the transition from spherical to deformed nuc-
lei occurs) in the vicinity of the "magic" proton num-
ber Z=64. In particular, some differencies in behavi-
our of isotopic dependencies in question for odd-pro-
ton and even-proton nuclei have been revealed.

References

[ i] G.D.Alkhazov, A.E.Barzakh, V.P.Deniaov et a l . ,
Preprint LNPI N 1309, Leningrad, 1987.
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LASER SURFACE-MELTING OF METALS STUDIED BY PAC

Khushairi Zainun and Gary S. Collins [1]
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, 99164, USA

Nuclear probe techniques can address several questions about laser-
melting and the resulting microstructure: (1) What fraction of foreign
surface atoms are incorporated into the resolidified layer? (2) What fraction
of incorporated atoms are on defect-free, substitutional lattice sites?
(3) Are vacancies "quenched" into the resolidified layer by extreme cooling
rates? (4) Can hyperfine spectroscopists use laser surface-melting as a tool
to introduce probe atoms into thin surface layers?

Ruby laser pulses were used to melt11 JIn probe atoms into high-
purity Ni, Pt, Cu, Fe and Al, in an extension of earlier work.[2] After
cleaning the surfaces, about 1011 atoms of l l lInwere plated on the surface.
Metals were melted using single 30 ns pulses with energy densities in the
range 2-10 J/cm2. Samples were then washed using a dilute acid solution to
remove weakly bound surface activity. Typically, -25% of the original
surface activity was incorporated in the melted layer. PAC measurements
were made for samples as-melted and, in a few cases, after annealing.
Spectra were analysed to determine fractions of defect-free substitutional
probe atoms and to search for known point defect complexes.

Results depended strongly on surface cleanliness and laser power.
Highest defect-free fractions were observed for surfaces with optically
invisible deposits of probe atoms and after melting at high power densities.
The table shows maximum defect-free fractions detected for each metal.
Remaining probe atoms were nearly all on defect-associated sites with
broadly distributed interactions which could not be identified with known
defect complexes. As can be seen, defect-free fractions observed vary widely.
Fractions are large for Pt, Ni and Cu, which have good solubility for In. For
Fe and Al, in which In is barely soluble, results are lower. Point defect
complexes were detected only in Pt, with - 5 % of the probe atoms observed
in monovacancy complexes immediately after melting. No thermally
activated defect trapping was detected in any of the metals, suggesting that
there are very few isolated vacancies in the resolidified surface layers.

Our results show that in favorable cases, like Pt, laser melting can be
used to introduce probe atoms onto defect-free lattice sites. The difference
between the Fe and Al results may arise from the immiscibility of Al and In
in the liquid state. This suggests that miscibility of the host and probe and
solid-state solubility are both important criteria favoring high substitutional
probe fractions in laser surface-melted metals.

[1] Supported in part by NSF
grant DMR 86-19688.

[2] G.S. Collins, C. Allard,
C. Draper and C. Hohenemser,
Materials Research Society
Proceedings 82. (1987) 53.

Metal

Pt
Ni
Cu
Fe
Al

Defect-free
Fraction f%)

100
66
64
42
29
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MEASUREMENTS OF TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS ON SINGLE-
ELECTRON Nl-IONS AT VELOCITIES OF 0.2 c

J. Cub1, M. Knopp1, K.-H. Speidel1, H.-J. Simonis2, H.-J. Wollersheim3,
H. Emling3, P. Egelhof3, H. Grein3, W. Henning3, R. Holzmann3, R.S.
Simon3 and R. Schmidt3

technische Universität München, 8046 Garching, FRG
2Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Univ. Bonn, S300 Bonn, FRG
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH, 6100 Darmstadt, FRG
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In a first measurement to determine the transient magnetic field
(TF) associated with polarized Is electrons of highly-stripped Ni-ions
traversing a ferromagnetic Fe layer with mean velocity of 0.2 c, we ob-
tained preliminary results for ^-angular correlations and precessions.
This is so far the highest velocity at which a TF measurement was
ever performed.

The first 2+-state in 62Ni at 1.173 MeV (t=2.1 ps, g=O.34(7)) was
Coulomb excited by scattering a 62Ni26*-beam of 18 MeV/u from a 2O8Pb
target. The Fe layer thickness corresponds to an interaction time of 0.16 ps.
Assuming a degree of polarization of 0.14 for the Is electron ion fraction
of =*0.5 formed at the velocity in question, one would expect with
BJs(Ni)=367 kT precessions of =*65 mrad. The 62Ni beams were supplied
by the UNILAC accelerator in Darmstadt.

The y-rays were measured with Compton-suppressed BGO/Ge-detec-
tors in coincidence with forward scattered Ni-projectiles registered in an
annular parallel plate avalanche gas counter at angles around the grazing
angle. For suppression of background radiation NaKTl) scintillators
were operated as a multiplicity filter. In these conditions rather clean
r-spectra were obtained as shown in the figure exhibiting the Doppler-
shifted and broadened 62Ni y-line as prominent. The elaborate data
analysis is in progress.
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LARGE DYNAMIC PERTURBATIONS OP TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS
INDUCED BY HEAVY ION BEAMS

K.-H. Speidel1, M. Knopp1, J. Cub1, W. Karle1, U. Reuter2, H.-J. Simonis2,
F. Hagelberg2, J. Gerber3 and P.N. Tandon4

'Technische Universität München, 8046 Garching, FRG
2Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Univ. Bonn, 5300 Bonn, FRG
Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, F-67O37 Strasbourg, France

4Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India
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Measurements of transient magnetic fields (TF) on 2 8 Si- and 2 4Mg-
ions, with their first excited 2 -state as probe, were performed at high
velocities (v, c= 12 v

ion
electrons.

VQ=C/137) where the TF are associated with Is

6 2 VUsing Ni-beams for Coulomb excitation the TF were found to be
strongly attenuated by factors of 10 compared to results from lighter
beams [ l ] . This effect turns out to be weaker in Gd than in Fe. It was
further shown with the 62Ni(2+) precession (v. s 3 v ) that this
feature does not exist only at high velocities. In°this case°the TF was
attenuated by a factor of 2.

From these and subsequent measurements to the origin of the per-
turbation mechanism we conclude that the attenuations result from a
dynamic loss of the ferromagnetic alignment induced by the beam. It
seems plausible that the extent of perturbation depends on the energy
loss of the beam in the ferromagnet (see fig.). It should be noted that
the Mg-result at dE/dx=0 refers to conditions where the Ni-beam was
stopped in a non-magnetic buffer layer.

These beam-induced perturbations can also be identified in many earlier
measurements where the attenuations, however, were erroneously
attributed to the characteristics of the probe ions.
[1] K.-H. Speidel et al., Z. Phys. A331 (1988) 29
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PLUNGER MEASUREMENTS ON HIGHLY-STRIPPED O-IONS AS TOOL
FOR DETECTING ELECTRON POLARIZATION ON EMERGENCE FROM
THIN FERROMAGNETIC LAYERS

H.-J. Simonis1, S. Kremser1, F. Hagelberg1, U. Reuter1, M. Knopp2,
K.-H. Speidel2, W. Karle , P.N. Tandon3 and J. Gerber4

'institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Univ. Bonn, 5300 Bonn, FRG
technische Universität München, 8046 Garching, FRG
3Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India
*Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, F-67O37 Strasbourg, France
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In recent measurements on F-ions emerging from thin magnetized
Fe layers into vacuum, a large fraction of ions with polarized Is electrons
was found for the first time [1]. In this experiment employing the time-
integral version of PAC technique, it was demonstrated that the amount
of polarization relevant to transient magnetic fields of fast ions persists
on their passage through the ferromagnetic surface.

This phenomenon is subject of a new set of measurements in which
the time-differential version of PAC is used and the sensitivity to the
acquired polarization substantially enhanced. This feature has been
verified in detailed plunger-measurements on the 16O(3~) state
(Ex=6.13 MeV, g=0.5S6(4), t=26.6 ps) as probe which is populated in the
inverse *He(lfeO, o) reaction. The quantum beat pattern observed for Is
electron O-ions emerging from non-magnetic targets is shown in the
figure with a fit to the measured anisotropies.
In these conditions including magnetization of the target we expect for
an electron polarization of 0.14 a =20 % difference in counting rates
for "up'V'down" directions of the magnetization. These measurements
are in progress.

[1] K.-H. Speidel et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 61 (1988) 2616
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BPR INVESTIGATION OF POLARIZED TARGETS IN TEMPERATURE
RANGE 4.2 K • 0.3 K, AT 75 + 150GHz USING MULTIPURPO-
SE RADIOPHYSICAL UMI5 "BURAN"

A.A.Vertiy, I.V.Ivanchenko, N.A.Popenko, S.I.Tarapov,
V.P.Shestopalov
Institute of Radiophyaics and Electronics Academy of
Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, Kharkov, USSR

We can expand our concept of electron-nuclear in-
teraction fundamental processes in solids by means of
investigations using EPR method under the condition
fl9/KT » I-

In the present paper a radioapectrometric unit
"Buran" employing in frequency band 75 • 150 GHz and
at temperatures 4.2 * 0.3 K is described. High sensiti-
vity and resolution of the radiospectrometer have
been obtained using resonant cells in the form of open
resonators (Q = 10 ) as well as coherent UHF sources-
diffraction radiation oscillators. For cooling the re-
sonator with a sample a power evaporation closed cycle
3He refrigerator (P = 150 mff at T = 0.5 K) with a di-
rect access into the working chamber has been used.

HMBA (Cr* ) complex and irradiated ammonie NIK

widely applicated in experimental subatomic particle
physics as polarized nuclear targets have been studied
by EPR method.

Temperature changes in HMBA (Crv ) complex EPR
spectra versus paramagnetic centres concentration

(N = 10 •* «. 5* TO20) are discovered. Features of shape
and line bandwidth of EPR spectrum with temperature
decreasing have been analysed.

In the addition to known data on spectral inves-
tigations of irradiated ammonie by EPR method on f =
=10 GHz and at T = 4.2 K the EPR spectra at f s 75GHz
in temperature range 4.2 • 0.3 K have been investigated.

We have discussed the observed shifts of EPR line
centre connected with high spin polarization conditi-
ons at kV/KT > I, &*/KT » I as well as dipole-dipole
line bandwidth changes.
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DETERfilNATION OF PARTIAL STRUCTURE FACTORS USING

NUCLEAR SCATTERING

G. Faigel,
Central Research Institute for Physics,
H-1525 Budapest, POB 49, Hungary

A method based on nuclear scattering of y - rays

produced by the filtering of synchrotron radiation

is suggested for the experimental determination of

partial structure factors in multielement disordered

systems. It is shown that in addition to the EXAFS

and anomalous X-ray or neutron scattering, there is

an alternative way to measure the local order around

selected elements in isotrop disordered materials

containing Mossbauer isotops.

Theoretical treatment of the problem for binary

systems is given within the kinemetical approach of

y - ray diffraction.
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THB SPLITTING OF 5 7Fe HYEERFINE LINES IN EADIO-
MAGNETIC FIELD

F.G.Vagizov
Kazan Physical-Technical Institute, 420029, Kazan

As is known, nuclear spin system behavior depends
on the intensity of radio-frequency (RF) excitation.Un-
der the conditions of strong nuclear magnetic resonan-
ce saturation such physical phenomena as the quantiza-
tion of the r'l̂ lear spin system with respect to effec-
tive magnet? c ield in a rotating frame and related ef-
fects occur L1J» In this case the spin system appears
in the energy states which have a number of properties
corresponding to ordinary Schrodinger's states. These
energy levels were called quasi-energy levels and we-
re introduced, e.g., in [2], The existence of nuclear
quasi- energy levels in the ground state during RF ex-
citation was proved by traditional NME methods. Llb'ssba-
uer spectroscopy, however, enables to study this pheno-
menon in both its ground and excited nuclear states.

In the paper we report on observation of -''r'e qua-
si-energy hyperfine structure in the radio-frequency
magnetic field. The experiment was undertaken with Fe
foil; the static and alternating magnetic field being
applied orthogonally in its plane. When RF field reso-
nant to Zeeman splitting of the ground or excited nuc-
lear state is applied, each line of M'dssbauer hyperfi-
ne pattern splits into 2 or 4 well-resolved compo-
nents, respectively. This change of absorbed gamma-ra-
diation, forecasted in [3], is due to the nuclear spin
quantization in respect to time-dependent direction of
effective magnetic field on a nucleus. The results of
the study are displayed as a function of frequency and
amplitude of applied radio-frequency field. The nature
of resonant frequency shift observed is discussed. It
is noted that the experimental spectra are in good
agreement with the theory [4], in which the oscilla-
ting character of alternating field is taken into con-
sideration.

I I . A.G.Redfield, Phys.Hev., 98 (1955) 1784-1809
2J. X.B.Zeldovich, JETP, 51 (I9"66) 1492-1495
31. M.N.Hack, M.HammermeshT Nuovo Cimento, 19 (1961)
n 546-557

[4J. F.G.Vagizov, in: Vzaimodjstvie mossbauerskogo iz-
luchenija s veshchestvom, M., izd.MGU (1988) 15-23
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DETERMINATION 0? AMPLIFICATION FACTOR AND INTENSITY OF
ALTERNATING MAGNETIC FIELD ON A NUCLEUS BY MOSSBAUER
SPECTROSCOFX

F.G.Vagizov
Kasan Physical-Technical Institute, 420029, Kazan

Mossbauer technique due to its high energy resolu-
tion allows a determination of even small changes in
energy spectrum of a resonance nucleus with fairly go-
od precision. Shis fact can be used for accurate measu-
rements of alternating component of effective magnetic
field on a nucleus under RF excitation and, hence,for
the study of certain physical problems associated with
the amplification mechanism of external alternating
field by electron-nuclear interaction. Since each mag-
netic hyperfine line in Mossbauer spectrum splits into
(2-1 + I) component, when a nuclear spin system is af-
fected by strong RF magnetic field, it is possible to
make such measurements. The energy interval between
the additional lines is very sensitive to frequency and
intensity of external alternating field. When the nuc-
lei are affected by RF field resonant to Zeeman levels,
the splitting between RF components is proportional to
the amplitude of alternating magnetic field on a nuc-
leus. This permits the quantitative determination of
the field amplitude.

In the paper the Mossbauer method of measuring the
intensity of alternating magnetic field on a nucleus is
demonstrated regarding the splitting of the 5/Fe HPS
line (rf-Fe) in static and RF magnetic fields. Applying
static field and RF magnetic field perpendicular to the

static one in the plane of
the sample and resonant to
the levels of a ground nuc-
lear state leads to the spli-
tting of each Mossbauer line
into two components* In con-
ditions of our experiment
the interval between them is
0.96 mm/sec, which corres-
ponds to the intensity of RF
magnetic field on a nucleus
Hrf ~ A r f / f = 88 Wte. The
dependence of amplification
factor of RF field on static
field intensity is presented.
The accuracy of new method
of measuring the intensity
of alternating field on a nu-
cleus is analysed.
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l.:UONIUl,l IK i.ju1'j!R: KYP^RPIHE ni'JSRACELOH (Review)

V.A.Gordeev
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Academy of
Sciences of che U63E

Studies oi' the behavior of Mu, for instance, in
single crystals oi' elemental semiconductors (Si,Ge,G)
or binary semiconductor compounds (Ga;As,GaP,ZnSe) re-
veal the existence oi" three bound muon states iiffer-
iur in the nature of hyperfine interaction (KFI) of
the ,u+ spin with the electron spin of the environment:
Lu-free mionium: I1PI is iuotropic; Lu*-type ̂ Si+e~e"Ta+3
Si+e~ paramagnetic complex; strongly anisotropic HIT
exhibiting axial symmetiy relative to the £lll3 axis;
/i+-diamagnetic complex: no HFI. She meson ( /iSE) me-
thod permits experimental discrimination between the
various characteristic ^i+ states in matter v/nich is
essential in studies of the dynamic interaction of the
muonium atom and of the mechanism of its chemical re-
actions. 'Che experimentally observed juSS parameters
are aenaitive to the crystalline structure of matter,
to che distribution of its internal electric and. mag-
netic fields and possible phase transitions, thus per-
mitting the use of the jaSR method as a structural
electric and magnetic probe in studies of matter. 'Ehe
review includes a description of the îSR method and
of its use to study the behavior of the muonium atom
(as an analog of the hydrogen atom) in insulators, se-
miconductors, high Tc superconductors. The mechanism
of lauonium interaction in matter from the moment of
its formation to muon decay is considered. TSae yuSR
and ESR data ana hydrogen implantation experiments
carried out on oxide superconductors are compared.
Possible ways of further refinement of the meson me-
thos are discussed. Ihe importance of performing com-
bined jaSR, ESR and other nuclear studies in the phy-
sics of the solid state is stressed.
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EXISTENCE OF THE METASTABLE AND NON-METASTABLE PENNING
EFFECTS IN Kr - BASED MIXTURES

T.Z. Kowalski, K.V'. Ostrowski, J. Za.ja.c
Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques, University
of Mining and Metallurgy, 30-059 Krakow, Al. Mickiewi-
cza 30, Poland

Jesse Effect has been recognized as the remarkable
increase in ionization in helium based mixtures for a
very small quantity of almost any kind of gas other than
neon. The increase in ionization yield was interpreted
well in terms of the metastable Penning process /MPP/:

B A
where A denote the metastable atom and B is the
atom/molecula of admixture.

The increase in ionization yield in mixtures in
which Penning process was energetically forbidden was
also found but for admixture concentration of several
percent. This was interpreted by non-metastable Penning
ionization /NMPI/:

Ar + B — > A + B+ + e"

where Ar denote the non-metastable, short-lived atom.
In this paper we want to present the influence of

MPP and NMPI on gas gain, mean energy expended for the
production of an ion pair, W, as well as the effective
ionization potential, V., of the Kr - based mixtures.
Isopentane, cyclohexane, ethanol and He + HL were used
as the admixture. Some selected results are presented
in fig., where W is '.'/-value for mixture and
V-value for specxroscopically pure Kr.

Win

WK is

5 10 15 20
admixture concentration cC %
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MECHANISM OF PROPORTIONAL SCINTILLATION IN XENON

T.Z. Kowalski
Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques, University
of Mining and Metallurgy, 30-059 Krakow, Al. Mickiewi-'
cza 30, Foland

Rare-gas proportional scintillation is remarkably
useful for X-ray detection, especially in X-ray astro-
nomy. The observed UV photons jf-^y are produced via the
following process Cil,

Xe Xe* Xe,

Xe? 2 Xe /uv 12/

where Xe;p and Xe^ are the vibrationally unrelaxed and
relaxed excited molecular states, respectively. The
Xe9 state is formed via the process:

Xe" + 2 Xe Xe' + Xe
where Xe is the excited atom.

So far as we know, direct experiment has been cas.de
on the emission spectra of rare-gas proportional scintil-
lation for non-typical geometry [2] of gas scintillation
proportional counter as well as for o(, - particle. ~.ie re-
cognized that the rise time of light pulse /RTLP/ genera-
ted in such type of counter is mainly governed by time-
formation of Xe^ moleculess /the de-excitationtime
constant for Xe- equals r-> 95 ns/. It is obvious
that the probability of^three body collision , rrocess 3,
is proportional tcvti /p - gas pressure/. This yield
RTLP «>/ p~ . Such measurements have been made and obtained
results are presented in fig..

References

C1 ] M. Suzuki and S. Kubota, Nucl. Instr. and Keth.
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HIGH-BESOUTTION SPECTROSGOPY OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS
EMITTED IN NUCXEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

0. Dragoun, V. Brabec. A. Kovalik. M. Fiser. J. HovAk.
M. Rysavy
Nuclear Physics Institute. Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences. 25068 fteS near Prague, Czechoslovakia

V. M. Goroahankin, Ts. Vylov, V. G. Chumln. K.Ya. Gromov
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. Dubna, U S. £ R.

L. Kbver. I. Cserny
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungari_-ir, Academy
of Sciences, H-4001 Debrecen, P.O.Box 51, Hungary

V.V. Zashkvara, B. U. Ashimbaeva
Nuclear Physics Institute. Academy of Sciences of the
Kazakh. SSR. 480082 Alma-Ata 82. U. S. S. R.

The listed institutes are cooperating in the high-
resolution spectroscopy of low-energy electrons using
the electrostatic cylindrical mirror analyzers. The
instruments cover energy region from 20 eV to 5O keV.
The best resolution of 1.0 eV (FWHM) was obtained for
the M +M conversion lines of the 2. 17 keV transition in

Tc. Photoelectrcns ejected from the radioactive
samples by the Al-Ka radiation are utilized for tn,-.
energy calibration and analysis of the sample suri'arc-..
Results of recent studies are summarized below.

Conversion electron measurements proved the
existence of the 7.133 + 0.010 keV transition lni<s°H..>.
The conversion intensity ratios for the M.N.O stibshelis
yielded the El + (<6xlO~<s M2> multipolarity. The l'
excited level missing in the 1<soEr to * Ho decay is now
confirmed.

The complete K Auger spectrum of manganese
(4.8-6.6keV) from the 5Fe decay was analysed at rhe
instrumental resolution of 7 eV. The role of the inter-
mediate coupling on the KMM transition rates was found.
The satellite structure of the strongest KLL line
(likely due to the shake-up/-off processes) was observed
at the 2 eV resolution.

The Coster-Kronlg broadening, r , of an internal

conversion line was recorded for the first time. For the
M line of the 2173.8 + 0.4 eV transition in ^Tc. r =
4 ck
0.35 + 0.05 eV for Tc metal and < 0.05 eV for NH TcO .

The numerical calculations of the electron
trajectories indicate a possibility to improve the
focusing properties of the spectrometers constructed on
the idealized-electrostatic-field assumption. A new
high-resolution analyser with increased effective
transmission is under consideration.
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ITS?.' HIGH II-ITKJSITY GASODYNAMIC MOLECULAR BEAM SOURCE

V.F.Bzhov, V.V.Yaschi:.!.-, A.Yu.Hazov, V.A.Knjazkov,
V.G.iiloratov, V.L.RJabov, V.L.Varenteov
L N P I, 188350 Gatchina Leningrad district, USSR

Until recent tip.es a search for the electric di-
pole moment of the neutron had been considered as
- most promising experiment for the P,T-violation
test. However recently new theoretical predictions
about the considerable enhancement of.P,T-odd effects
in diatomic molecular of heavy elements have been ob-
tained, see, Q.O«I the paper of O.P.Sushkov et al/1/.
At present the preparation of molecular beam experi-
ments on the search for these effects is carried out
at the LLIPI.

As a ferst staye, a new high intensity gasodyna-
mic molecular beam source has been created on the ba-
sis of the method of the atomic beam phase volume de-
crease by V.L.Varentsov and V.V.Yaschuk /2/. The main
distinctive feature of this source consists in the in-
troduction of beam molecules into the cold expanded
supersonic jet of a cax'-rier-gas. Unlike usual gasody-
namic molecular beam source, design of the source of-
fers smaller business substance consumption, molecu-
lar beam temperature and velosity.

The main parameter of the source have been measu-
red by the molecular beam time-of-flight spectrome-
ter /3/. As a result the following parameters of the
oneniical radical (Pbl-molecules) beam have been obtai-
ned /4/: molecular velocity V = 605 m/s, velocity dis-
persionAV = 31.8 ra/s, Pbl-beam temperature T = 20K,

output beam intensity I = 10 mol./s.
Thus, the soure gives a real possibility for

a significant increase of accuracy in the search for
P,T-violation in molecules by molecular beam magnetic
resonance method.
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EFFECTS OF MACHINING UPON THE FINE CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE

OF IRON OXIDES

E.G.Stepanov, M.I.Volkov, T.N.Sudzilovskaya, V.V.Yun

Yaroslavl Polytechnic Institute, Yaroslavl, USSR

The influence of machining on the reactivity of

hematite was studied in a aeries of papers. Therein one

releted the enhancement of hematite activity with

reduction of the crystallite siaes down to such a value

that the Mossbauer spectra of d -FegOj presented a

superparamagnetic doublet.

In the present work the delivered mechanical energy

was varied from 7 to 51 kJ/kg. The examination of

Mossbauer spectra of the hematite thus activated

demonstrated the invariability of their parameteres over

the whole range of energies. The parameters of the fine

crystalline structure of iron oxide were calculated on

the basis of the X-ray diffraction analysis data by the

method of fourth moments. From the studies it has been

derived that the transformation of the fine crystalline

structure, the number of twinning and packing

imperfections due to half- and quarter-dislocations,

as well as the hematite activity in solid-state

reactions vary symbatically. The size of crystalline

blocks, the probability of twinning defect formation

pass through a maximum corresponding to the energy level

of 17 kJ/kg. ,
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INCREASE OF EHERGY RESOLUTION OF GABUA-RESONANCE
METHOD

Y.P. Glaskova, Mari S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y ,
Yoshkar-Ola, Lenin Sq. 1, USSR

Energy resolution of IBossbauer spectra can be in-
creased by a factor of 10, if only one works with the
part if wave package. It can be achieved by modulati-
on of gamma-resonance absorption by ultrasonic oscil-
lations with damped amplitude, impulse electric vol-
tage with the length of t~0jjii , nonuniform weak

t i f i l d HikUS el l t l l
g g jj ,

magnetic field HaikUS. as well as too small concen-
tration of resonance isotope*

According to our measurements obtained on alloy-
foil (70$Sn + 30$Cd) with the application of exciting
impulse electric voltage , having the amplitude
0-76V(T=7BK) the narrowing of _ resonance line made up
18%. Much greater narrowing (~27#) was obtained by

changing impulse repeatition frequency f=10-110X/£witk
the same amplitude.

The form of resonance line is greatly influenced
by external magnetic field H^IKOH that narrows the
line by 27% at zero exciting voltage, in spectrum
modular satellites, caused by Zarmor precession fre-
quency of stannum nuclei in the effective magnetic
field He. ~5*i0i defined by satellite state, having been
developed. ,

We have obtained the line narrowingi/fe.~xo (r-
experimental width, Ik - natural width) on the same
aa-nple by mechanical exciting of ultrasonic oscilla-
tions with damped amplitude at T = 78 K, placing it
simultaniously in the field of solenoid, B = 0,0157
due to strong narrowing coherent emission is origi-
nated*

Harrow resonance lines are developed in small
concentrations of Hossbauer isotope. We have used
this situation to study superconductive ceramics
^BajuijO&tzinjecting enriched isotope ̂ Fe^img.per Icnriu
Ceramics having been converted into superconductive
state (diamagnetic), modular satellites connected
with effective field on iron nuclei collapsed and
there occured the monoline near zero velocity.

References
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rence in Huclei-Spectroscopy Investigations of
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MULTIPLE-PULSE KMH OF ORIENTED RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI
UNDER ELECTRIC-QUADRUPOLR INTERACTIONS

L.K. Shakhmuratova
Kazan S t a t e Pedagogical I n s t i t u e , 4 2 0 0 2 1 Kazan, USSR

The impurity nuclei in solids are often influen-
ced by combined magnetic-dlpole and electric-quadru -
pole interactions (EQI). In the case of strong inho -
mogeneous broadening of the NMR lines, the multiple-
pulse KMR of oriented nuclei seems to be perspective
in the EQI study. In this report the problem of nuc-
lear spin echo (SE) in angular distribution of nucle-
ar radiation (ADNR) i s investigated.Theoretical con -
sideration i s carried out in terms of statistical ten-
sors by utilization of the developed method of " sew-
ing together H of perturbation factors (PF), corres -
ponding the spin system evolution on different time
intervals. The moments of time, when the SE in ADM
occur due to magnetic-dipole and electrie-quadrupole
mechanisms of inhomogeneous broadening are defined.lt
i s shown that the " forbidden " SE signals in ADNR
appear due to change of the statistical tensors1 rank
in the interaction with pulse radiofrequency fields ,
that being equivalent to the multiquantum processes.

The case of very small EQI in addition to the do-
minant magnetic hyperfine interactions, but comparable
with the interaction with the radiofrequency magnetic
field, i s considered.The modulation period of SE in
ADNR amplitudes, when the first time interval between
pulses i s changed are obtained.Theseperiods are defi-
ned by EQI parameter. The depedence of the SE ampli -
tude on the sign of the EQI parameter 1B considered.

In the case of extremely large magnetic-dipole,
electric-quadrupole hyperfine interactions' (e.g.ra-
re-earth-rare-earth system) so that magnetic resona-
nce line i s split into widely separated subresonan -
ces, the excitation of SE in ADNR by radiofrequency
field, inducing transitions between a definite pair
of sublevels, i s explored. The corresponding PFs are
obtained by use of protective operators. We have ob-
taned the PF for SE in ADNR, when the pulse double
resonance occurs.The discussion of specificity of the
SE in ADNR in this case i s carried out.
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TRANSIENT NMR EFFECTS IN ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OP
ORIENTED NUCLEI RADIATION

L.N.Shakhmuratova
Kazan S ta te Pedagogical Ins t i tu te ,420021 Kazan,USSR

The p o s s i b i l i t y to detect the spin echo (SB) and
free induct ion decay s igna ls i n the anisotropy of r a -
dioactive nuclei radiation was for. the first time dis-
cussed in f ] . Independently in 1.2] the pioneer expe-
riments of multiple-pulse NMR excitation of nuclear
SE and free induction decay in the anisotropy of ori-
snted nuclei radiation were realized.Such experiments
aeera to be perspective in the hyperfine interactions
and nuclear spin relaxation studies.

In this report different cases of pulse NMR of
radioactive oriented nuclei are considered in terms of
statistical tensors by utilization of the developed
method of "sewing together" the perturbation factors
(Pi1),corresponding the nuclear spin system evolution
on different time intervals.The following problems are
theoretically considered.1. The forming of SE in angu-
lar distribution of nuclear radiation (ADNR) by long
pulses possibly with distortions.One-pulse and two-
pulse NMR excitation of SE , stimulated echo in ADNR,
the nuclear radiation being registered immediately af-
ter the pulse, i s discussed. 2* The forming of SE in
ADNR under the pulsed rotation of thin ferromagnetic
films magnetization. Due to hyperfine interactions
suchturn of magnetization vector by an angle of cL in
nanoseconds gives rise to change of conditions of the
nuclear spin system evolution,and as a result the SE
in ADNR occurs.The anisotropy of ADNR displays the de-
pendence on the velocity of magnetization dynamics.The
corresponding PF are obtained for the case of the uni-
form rotation of magnetization.The possibility of SE
in ADNR forming without radiofrequency pulses i s dis-
cussed. 3. The forming of SE in ADNR in the case of
combined raagnetic-dipol e plus electric-quadrupole in-
teractions.This seems to be informative in the elec-
tric-quadrupole interactions study.

]\\ U.H.Kopvillem, L.N. Shakhmuratova,
Spectroscopy letters 6_ (1973) 671

[2i H.R. Foster, P. Cooke, D.H. Chaplin, P.Lynam,
G.V.H. Wilson, Phys.Rev.Lett. ^8 (1977) 1546
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HIGH RESOLUTION CONVERSION ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF VALENCE

ELECTRON (XlNFIGURATIONS (CESVEC)

J.W.Petersen1, E. Holzschuh2, W. Kundig2, and G. Weyer3

1. Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, DK-8000

Aarhus C, Denmark

2. Institute of Physics, University of Zurich, CH-8001

Zurich, Switzerland

3. EP Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

First measurements with the Zurich (2 -spectrometer on

sources from ISOLDE, CERN, have demonstrated that high re-

solution spectroscopy of conversion electrons from valence

shells is feasible. With the combination of high resolution

and high lumiosity a resolution of 1.8 eV (FWHM) was obtained

despite a low probability (10"3-10"6 ) for conversion in the

outer shells. This enables a novel type of electron spectro-

scopy (CESVEC) on valence configurations of tracer elements

on solids.

First results from measurements on implanted sources of
1 1 9 Sn and 7 3Ge on substitutional sites in Si, Ge, GaAs and InP

will be presented. The spectra can be interpreted in terms of

well defined bands, and can be used to test critically

state-of-the-art theoretical calculations.

The potential of the method in terms of future applica-

tions is outlined.
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Stroboscopic pSR in

E.Lippelt, P.Birrer, F.N.Gygax, B.Hitti, A.Schenck and M.Weber

IMP/ETHZ c/o PSI CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

When alloying the two isostructural semimetals bismuth and

antimony an interesting dependence on the Sb concentration

shows up. The otherwise semimetallic Bi^Sb,- alloys are semi-

conducting in the interval 0.07sxs£0.22. A series of BLj^Sb^

single crystals covering the range OsxsO.39 has been examined

by means of the stroboscopic JJSR technique. The changes in the

electronic properties are reflected in the muon Knight shift,

which is strongly temperature dependent and anisotropic.

The semiconducting alloys show a scaling between the

- negative - muon Knight shift and the - negative - magnetic

susceptibility. In detail, the isotropic part of the suscepti-

bility is proportional to the isotropic part of the suseptibil-

ity, and the anisotropic Knight shift scales with the anisotro-

pic susceptibility. Possible mechanisms leading to this relation

are discussed.

In pure Bi measurements in different external fields yield

interesting angular dependencies.
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PAC PERTURBATION FACTOR FOR SPIN 5/2 NUCLEI SUBJECT TO A
RAPIDLY FLUCTUATING EFG*

W. E. Evenson
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602, U.S.A.

A. G. McKale+, H. T. Su, and John A. Gardner
Department of Physics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-6507,
U.S.A.

We have made numerical computations of the PAC perturbation factor
GiCt) for spin 5/2 nuclei subject to a fluctuating EFG. The model assumes a
static EFG that is symmetric about the z-axis and an additional axially-
symmetric EFG whose symmetry nxis fluctuates randomly among the x, y, z
directions. Perturbation factors were computed as functions of fluctuation
frequencies for Vzz(fluctuating)/Vzz(static) = 1, 10, and 100 using the method
described by Winkler and Gerdau [1].

For sufficiently large fluctuation rates, the numerical results are
described by:

-X t , -X ' t ^ -X i
G 2 ( t ) = S2Qe +S 2 Q e ° + 2 - S2jcos(co2.t)e '

i=l

where S20 =0.131, S20' = 0.069, the other geometrical factors S21 and
frequencies a>2i ale t n e same as for the static interaction alone. The ratios Xo :
^0 ' : Xi: \2 : X3 = 1 : 3.52 : 2.34: 3.07 : 5.90 and Xo = 100.8<COQ2>TC, which is
the Abragam-Pound relaxation rate [2] for the fluctuating EFG alone.

This result has been used to analyze data from l u C d PAC
measurements on lightly-doped tetragonal Z1O2. For ZrO2 lightly doped with
Y or In (1000-1400°C), we show that the m C d PAC probes trap oxygen
vacancies. The trapping probability is less than unity in the measured
temperature range and the association energy EA is 0.8(1) eV. When a
vacancy is bound to a u l C d impurity, the vacancy hops among 8 nearest-
neighbor anionic sites with an energy barrier of 0.8(1) eV.
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73Se, AN UNUSUAL PAC PROBE APPLIED TO THE STUDY OF
SEMICONDUCTORS*

R. Vianden
Institut f. Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn, 53 Bonn, FRG

The -,'--,- perturbed angular correlation technique has made important
contributions to our knowledge about the nature and microscopic
structure of defects in metals [1]. However despite its many advantages
as compared to classical methods (e.g. residual resistivity measurements)
one disadvantage is the relatively limited number of probe atoms suitable
for PAC measurements. This problem becomes especially obvious if the
PAC method is used to study defects in semiconductors since e.g. the
most widely used PAC probe, u l In , is an acceptor of only limited
technological interest in Si and Ge, whereas it is isoelectronic e.g with
the group III constituent in III-V compound semiconductors. Especially
in the latter it would be interesting to use probe atoms with the
characteristics of an acceptor or donor.

A donor of technical interest in GaAs is Se [23. We therefore
studied the suitability of 73Se as a PAC probe for defect studies in III-V
semiconductors. This isotope has a half-life of 7.3 h and can be produced
by the 71Ge («,2n) 7JSe nuclear reaction. It decays to an exited state in
•3As from where a 61 - 359 KeV y-y cascade is populated. The half-life
of the cascades intermediate state is t 1 / 2

= 5.1 nsec and its g-factors has
been determined by a PAC experiment to be g = -0.06S [3].

Unfortunately the quadrupole moment Q, which is essential to
defect studies involving this state, is unknown. In a preliminary-
experiment we investigated if it is large enough to allow the observation
of a quadruple interaction with lattice defects. To this end Ge single
crystals were doped with 73Se by the above mentioned reaction and the
time dependent anisotropy was measured. Due to the radiation damage
caused by the recoil implantation process a rapid decay of the anisotropy
was observed. Annealing of the samples led to a recovery of the
anisotropy indicating that the cubic lattice surrounding of the Se nuclei
is restored.

The results and their implications for further PAC studies in
semiconductors will be discussed.

References:
m R. Vianden, NATO ASI E 144 (1987) 239
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E. Gerdau, Phys. Lett. 6 (1963) 290
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SUPERIOR TIME RESOLUTION FOR LOW ENERGY y - y CASCADES
WITH BaFz*

H. Koch. Th. Schaefer und R. Vianden
Institut f. Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitat Bonn. 53 Bonn. FRG

The time resolution performance of a BaF2 scintillation detector
set-up for f-y angular correlation experiments was studied for low
energ\ y-y cascades (E-(<, 80 kev). The fast-slow arrangement consisted
of conically shaped (0^ 15mm, 02= 44mm, h = 20mm' BaF2 scintillators
coupled to XP2O2OQ photomultiplier tubes. The timing pulse was picked
up at the 9 t h dynode and processed b\ a specially designed high band-
width constant fraction discriminator [1].

Normally the width (FWHM) of the prompt curve for a Yi~Y2 c a s c a d e
varies according to (Ey~! + Ey~1)""1/2 as is expected from statistical
calculations [2], However for y-ray energies below -100 keV one usualh
finds a significant loss in timing quality, which causes the width of
measured prompt curves to increase above the value expected from the
energy dependence mentioned above.

Our results however show the opposite behavior (Fig. 1). The FWHM
values for energies below 80 keV remain essentially constant at a value
close to that found for the single electron resolution of this photomultplier
[3]. Possible reasons for this unexpected result will be discussed.
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Figure 1: Time resolution (FWHM) of two detector BaF2 angular correlation
set-up for various y-y cascades. The energies of Yi and Y2 °f t n e

Y—i* cascades are given in brackets in keV.
[1] Th. Schaefer, Diplomthesis, Univ. of Bonn, 1987
[2] E. Gerdau et al., Hyp.Int. 10 (1981) 1155
[3] M.B. Das et al., Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A242 (1985) 156
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POLYMER FOIL APPLICABLE TO THE TILTED FOIL TECHNIQUE

A. Ozawa, S. Momota, A. KHagawa, Y. Matsuo, Y. Takahashi, M. Sakamoto, K. Matsuta,
Y. Nojiri, T. Minamisono, and T. Nagasawa*

Department of Physics, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan
* Unitiko Co.Ltd, Uji, Kyoto 6) i , Uopon

For the NMR technique applicable to short-lived beta-emitters! I ] , preparation of
polarized beta-emitters is quite crucial. To polarize the beta-emitters, the tilted foil
technique[2] has been introduced in the NMR measurements. For good creation of the
nuclear polarization, surfaces of the tilted foils should be smooth in the range of atomic
distances The tilted foils so far used in the previous experiments were mainly thin foils of
evaporated carbon ( a few ug/cm? ). From the view point of the tensile strength of the
foil, polymer foils are considered more suitable than carbon ones, especially when those
with large effective area of 50 mm in diameter are required.

As a new polymer foil, a foil of EolyE_thylene-J_erephthalate (PET) 0.25 urn thick
was prepared and tested for the use in the NMR measurements. To confirm smoothness of
the PET surfaces, obtainable degrees of nuclear polarization of beta-emitter ' 2g created
by the foils were observed in the beta-NMR measurements The nuclear polarization
induced with the PET foils was found to be (1.57 ± 0.12 )% which is comparable to that
obtained with the carbon foils[3]. As a conclusion, the PET foil can be used as a tilted foil
to induce nuclear polarization of beta-emitters.

The PET foil is particularly helpful for the NMR measurements on mirror nuclear
moments in the f-shell which are now going on by use of high energy projectile fragments
at the Bevalac In the LBL[4]. In these measurements, ten sheets of large size foils
( ~ 500 mm2 ) for the multiple-tilted foil technique were used. In order to reduce charge
states of such swift ions, each surface of the PET foil was covered by a thin Au layer
( « 50 A thick ). The evaporation of Au metal was performed with the ion plating method,
which was found best from the view point of the smoothness of the surfaces. These foils
were successfully used in the recent experiment on 4 3 T i at the LBL[5].

We thank Prof. K. Kashiwagi of Toyo University for performing the evaporations of Au

on the PET films.
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NMR ON BETA-EM:, ..R 4 3TI PRODUCED THROUGH PROJECTILE FRAGMENTATION
IN RELATIVISTS HE>VY-IONCOLLISiuNS

K. Matsuta, Y. Hojiri. T. Minsmisono, K. Sugimoto, M. Izumi, A. Kitagawa, A. Ozawa,
Y. Matsuo, S. Momotä, T. ûhtsubo, I. Tanihata* K.Omata* Y.Shida* J.R.AIonso,+
6.F. Krebs, + and T.J.M. Symons+

Department of Physics, Osaka University, Osaka 560, Japan,
ERIKEN, Wako.Saitama351-01,Japan,
* INS, The University of Tokyo. Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan,
+ Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, ßerkeity, Ca 94720, USA.

Lifetime and magnetic moment measurements on beta-emitter 43Ti ( fi = 7/2",
T i/o = 0.5 sec ), produced through projectile fragmentations in high energy heavy-ion

aillisions, have been performed with a fragment separator in the Bevalacof the LBL[ 1 ] .
The 43Ti nuclei were produced in the collisions between 4 6Ti primary beams

( 240 M.eV/A ) and a 9Be target ( 12.7 mm thick ). Purifications of the isotopes produced
in the collisions were made through rigidity- and range analyses in the separator.
Momentum compressions of the isotope were done by use of a thin wedge absorber at a
dispersive focus point of the separator. The separated nuclei were implanted in a thin ]
catcher ( 0.2 mm thick ). Beta-rays emitted from the nuclei in the catcher were detected
with a pair of plastic-scintillation counter telescopes set above and below the catcher. By
measuring time spectra of the beta-rays, the half-life of 4 3Ti was deduced to be
502 ± 13 msec, which is in good agreement with the previous results [2] .

In order to determine the magnetic moment of 4 3 T i , the NMR technique applicable to
beta-emitters [3] was combined with the separator. To polarize the separated ̂ 3Ti beams,
ten foils of mylar ( 0.25 urn thick ), each surface of which was covered by a thin
evaporated Au layer ( 50 A thick ), were placed just upstream of the catcher ( the tilted
foil technique )[4], The present catcher for 43j j was a TiC crystal, which was set in a
static magnetic field of 4.86 kOe. To perform the NMR detection on 43Ti in TiC, an r f -
magnetic field of 730 ± 70 kHz was applied perpendicular to the static magnetic field. An
appreciable amount of the NMR effect was observed and its g-factor was deduced to be
g = 0.20 ± 0.02. The accuracy of the factor will be improved by reducing the sweep range
of the r f modulation.

As shown in those measurements, these experimental studies performed through beta-
ray detections will open new fields of physics on the weak interaction in beta-decays and
the physics of nuclear structures of beta-radioactive nuclei, especially of those far from
the stabilities.
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TIME OSCILL&riONS OF ANGULAR DIE.:.-BUTION AND POLARIZATION
OF OI?nr.1^ITHDNI0M DECAY PHOTONS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

V.G.Earyshevsky, O.N.Metelitsa
Research Insti tute of Nuclear Problems, Byelorussian State
University, SU-220030 Minsk, USSR

The report presents a new phenomenon theory - time
oscillations of angular distribution of positroniura decay ?--quanta
in a magnetic field predicted by one of the authors in [1,2].
Polarised positrons are slowed down in matter and form polarised
positronium .items (Vs). Polarisation vector (quadrupolarisation
t~r.ror) components of the positron ium formed, experience
oscillations in an e t e r n a l magnetic field. In view of parity
conservation in electromagnetic interactions the angular
distrituticr. of d-:~:;v: > -quanta does net depend en the poBrtronium
pc l a r i a t ion v;ct/,- defection. At the same time, t te angular
distribution ir.i3oi_:'c-j.>' of decay quanta v<it.h respect to ET' atom
quadrupol&ri'-aticr: will bring about time oscillations of count
r-j-,c, which nay be observed in the experiments on recording
ritlayad coiiicidences of tiie nucl£;u- > -quariti; (1.22 MeV fe22) and
uiiiilhilatici- quanta. Futhermcre. the I's pciljarisation vectoi-
oscxllations will lv;.\d t.o tiiuc oscillations observed. wi.an
cL':cular polarisatioiis of decay quanta (or one of them) ai>.
recorded. Oscillations taV.e place- a t tiii; frequences of Fs atom
ievul splo-ttitie; in a ni^iietic field. Recently oscillation;; of

distribution &i decay / -quanta liave beesa experimentally
Its this experiment decay /-quanta courit rate

oscillations were recorded at the frequency:

n = AW ( i + x2 j 1 ' 2 ,

where AW i s the value of the Ps ground state hyperfine splitting,
x = 4 .u H / AW = 0.0275 H (kG), H i s the eaxemal magnetic field
strength.

On the basis of the given phenomenon the new method of
studying matter by means of positrons may be realized [1], In i t s
physical nature the new technique i s close to the familiar muonium
spin rotation method (MSR) and by analogy with the latter, i s
called the positronium spin rotation method (PsSR). Experimental
realization of the PsSR method allows to obtain the information on
the hyperfine interactions and positronium (positrons)
depolarization process in matter.
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DYIWIICAL DIFFRACTION GF THE MOSSBAUER RADIATION BY MODULATED
MAGNETIC STRUCTURES

S.A.Maksimenko, V.V.Skadorov
Research Institute of Nuclear Problems, Byelorussian State
University, SU-2200B0 Minsk, USSR

It is known, that under certain conditions in ferro- and
antiferromagnetic crystals long-periodic modulation of the
magnetic structure occurs.It has a wavelength, which does not
coincide, in general, with parameters of a crystalline lattice.
The basic method used to study those structures at present is the
neutron diffraction [1]. We have analysed the possibility of
application with the same purpose of the liossbauer spectroscopy,
extremely sensitive to magnetic properties of a medium. It should
be noted in this connection, that the MOssbauer effect is observed
in a great number of elements, forming magnetic modulated
structures (Fe, Dy, Tm, for example).

The paper presents the theory of the MCbssbauer radiation
diffraction in single-periodic magnetic structures, containing
resonant nuclei. Such types of magnetic structures as simple and
ferromagnetic spin spirals, longitudinal and transverse standing
spin waves have been considered. The farm of the susceptibility
tensor has been specified for the given structures. The analysis
is based on the techniques of the X-ray diffraction by the
nonstationary crystals [2]. It is shown, that a hyperfine
splitting of the MdSssbauer level leads to the formation of pure
magnetic diffraction peaks in directions k + px, with quite a
sufficient observable intensity (at - is a wave vector of the
magnetic modulated structure, p - is the integer). Hyperfine
structure of the resonant radiation in the Bragg peak has been
studied, which as it turned out, considerably differs from the
hyperfine structure without diffraction and is determined by the
properties of the magnetic modulated structuriea, eid thus
provides full information of its composition.

Numerical analysis of the magnetic diffraction pattern has
been' carried out.
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ACOUSTIC RESONANCE ON THE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE LEVELS
OP MUONIUM IN MATTER

V.G.Baryshevaky, S.A.Kuten, V.I.Rapoport
Institute of Nuclear Problems, Byelorussian State
University, Minsk, 2200RO, USSR
Yu.M.Belousov, V.P.Smilga
Moscow Phyaicotechnical Institute, Dolgoprudny, USSR

The WSR method utilizing a positive muon JH + as
a microscopic probe has been extensively applied in
recent years to investigate various media. To broaden
the potentialities of this method, we propose the use
of ultrasonic waves.

In the present paper we consider the effect of
ultrasonic oscillations on the spin polarization of
the jwfr of muonium (Mu = JM̂ gT ) present in matter in
zero and non-zero external magnetic fields. The reso-
nant action of the periodic acoustic perturbation on
the Mu hyperfine (IIP) structure levels is shown to
result in characteristic oscillations and to conside-
rably modify the muon spiu precession and relaxation
pattern. Measuring frequencies of the muon spin pre-
cession by the juSR method allows the possibility of
extracting information about the spin-phonon interac-
tions in solids. It is noted that the realization 01
the acoustic resonance on the Mu HP structure levels
in crystals previously investigated by the traditio-
nal JH SR methods may prove promising for a detailed
study of Mu anisotropic HP interactions, including
electric quadrupole interactions [_'\ ] .

The possibilities of an experimental detection
of the muonium acoustic resonance are discussed. It
is shown that for this purpose, the silicon and ai. -
quartz monocrystals are presently most suitable in
which Mu states with isotropic and anisotrapic HP in-
teraction are observed over the wide temperature ran-
ge. In this case, if one utilizes thin crystals and
low energy ("surface") muons, there arise no diffi-
culties due to the attenuation and heterogeneous dis-
tribution of acoustic waves in the sample.
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HYPERFINE INFRACTION ASPECTS OF COLD IMPLANTATION
OF FRANCIUM IN IRON

J. Wouters, N. Severijns, J. Vanhaverbeke, W. Vanderpoorten and
L. Vanneste

Instituut voor Kern—en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B-:3O3O Leuven

For the clement Fr, no stable isotope is known and half lifes are in the
order of minutes. Only recently it has become possible to study its hyperfine
interaction, at on line facilities. Furthermore, the Fr isotopes decay mainly
by o—emission which means that our newly developed technique — on line
nuclear orientation with particle detection at 4 K — is ideally suited to study
these isotopes.

The hyperfine field of Fr in Fe and a highly substitutional occupancy
in the Fe host after cold implantation (T < 1..K), although Fr is the largest
element in nature, have been deduced from experiment. These aspects will
be treated extensively in relation to other alkalines. The implantation
phenomena seen with this FrFe system at very low temperatures do not fit
in the expected systcmatics at room temperature and 77 K.
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!N-MF\ ' - O'-IF-N'i \TION OF LOW ENERGY MASS SEPARATED
,<AI)I(ACTI\T, BEAMS: DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNIQUE AND
FIRST HF.SULTS

N Sevenjns, \\ \ aii'lorpoorton, .1. VVouters, J. Vanhaverbeke, L. Vanncste.

Instituut voor Kern-- on Stralingsfysika, Leuvcn University, B-3030 I.euven,
Belgium.

In the past few years we constructed a system to polarize on line mass
separated radioactive beams by reflecting them under grazing incidence angles
((I ,ri° to l.f)0) at very flat surfaces Due to an asymmetric Coulomb interaction
at the surface, the ions obtain an electronic polarization which is partially .
transferred to the nucleus by hyperfine interaction. When ferromagnetic
surfaces are used, the polarization can still be enhanced by the capture of
spin—polarized electrons from the surface. The system is ideally suited to orient
short-lived light radioactive nuclei, for which it is in many cases difficult to
obtain substantial orientations with low temperature nuclear orientation.

As we are dealing with beams of KH - 10fi at/sec, a lot of effort was
spent to shape the incoming beam, in <irder to minimize the loss of intensity.
The system was constructed in such a way that the polarized beam can be
implanted either at room temperature, or at low temperatures (inK region)
into a. :1Ile - 'He dilution refrigerator.

After an extensive.study of The properties of the'specularly reflected
In am. which was described in [1], we .recently obtained the first, nuclear
polarizations. In these measurements a D* beam was reflected, at Si(lOI)),'
GaAs(lUO) and Ni(llO) single crystal surfaces. The polarization of the
deuterons was detected by measuring the anisotrupy of the o-particles emitted
from the T(d,n)o-reaction. This was done with four Si particle, detectors, two
of which were placed in thi- reflection plane, at 90° with respect to the
orientation axis, while the two others were placed in a plane normal to the
reflection plane, at 31" with respect-to this axis. Normalization was done with
an unpolarized deuterium bea,m. From the normalized ratios for
N(:il°)/N(9n''), deuteron tensorpolarizations Pzy. of 1% to 2% were obtained at
all three surfaces. It is difficult to obtain much larger orientations for
deuterium, due to the presence of only one electron. On the basis of these
results for deuterium, orientations of 16% .to 20% can be expected for higher-Z
radioactive beams. • ' . . '

The technique can be used either to study the hyperfine interaction of
very short-lived nuclei, by using NMR/ON, or to study the magnetic
properties of the uppermost surface layer. •
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SENSITIVE LASERSPECTROSCOPY ON IONS WITH HYPERFINE
SPLIT TRANSITIONS

L. Vermeeren, P. Lievens and R.E. Silverans
Instituut vour Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U.Lcuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D.
B-3030 Leuven, Belgium

Collinear laser — fast alkaline-earth ion interaction can be monitored
sensitively by a recently developed non-optical detection method [1] This
method consists of three steps: efficient optical pumping of the ground stale
ions (ns 2S1/2) to a. metastabk' state ( (n- l )d 2D.i), state-dependent
neutralization by an alkali vapour, and separate counting of ions and atoms.
The difference of the neutralization cross sections of both states and so the
sensitivity of the detection scheme can be strongly increased by decelerating
the ions prior to neutralization [2].

For hyperfine split transitions hyperfine pumping drastically limits the
optical pumping efficiency. The resulting loss in sensitivity can be reduced
by a two step optical pumping sequence. In a first region the laser frequency
(fixed in the lab frame) is Doppler scanned over the different transitions; in
a second region the laser frequency is tuned to the strongest (eventually non
hyperfine pumping) transition. Numerical calculations using the rate
equation formalism show that in this way all hyperfine components can be
measured with a sensitivity comparable to the strongest line.

The method has been tested using the 5s 2Si/2 - 5p 2Pi/o transition in
"Sr and the 6s ^x/j - 6p 2PV2 transition in ' "Ba. At the ISOLDE on-line
mass separator it has been used to measure the hyperfine structure of D9Sr.

In this contribution, the results of the numerical calculations are
presented and compared to the experimental results of off- and on-line
measurements.
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THE APPLICATION OF 5EDM SPECTROSCOPY FOR STUDY P(H) DISTRIBUTION

G.N. Eelozerskii. V.G. Semenov and A.Yu. Soitolov
Department of Chemistry. Leningrad University,
Leningrad 199034. USSS

Selective-eKCitation double-Hossbauer spectroscopy <5EDKS)
is the instrument for direct measurements of time-dependence
hyperfine interactions. This method requires using of two Doppler
modulators moving simultaneously. One must move source with
constant velocity and serve for excitation certain nuclear
transition in sample. Another must move Kossbauer absorber with
narrow single absorption line and allows to investigate energy
distribution of scattered radiation. Counting rate is small in
SEBUS and effect value in classical case is limited by f-factcr
for•Mosabauer absorber.
. . We suggest to use.

a resonant detector
both as detector and
analyzer in order to
increase signal/noise
ratio. Gaseous reso-
nant detector based on
S'Fe permit to cut
measures by 9 tines in
compare with classical
technique and effect
value for 57pe g ^a
foil became 350 per
cents.

We used SEDHS
method for investiga-
tion e£-(Alx)Fei-xOOH
samples <x=o".Ol-6.OS>.
Figure shows the tran-
smission spectrum (a)
and two SEDM spectra
Cb.c) for one sample,
the vertical arrows
indicating the excita-
tion energy. It was
not found additional
lines, when excitation
energy corresponds to
the 6-th sixtet lirie
Cb>. The broaded 5-th
line (c) indicates
that shape of the up-
per apectrua is ac-
count for He££ distri- -5
bution.

Therefore. SEDHS allows not only to determine relaxation
effects, but to prove that broaded eixtet shape is accounted for

distribution.
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THE NMRON SPIN ECHO IN THE PRESENCE OF A SLOWLY VARYING

MAGNETIC FIELD.

P.J. Back,

Clarendon Laboratory, Parks Road, Oxford, OXl 3PU, and

D.H. Chaplin,

Australian Defence Force Academy, Campbell, ACT 2600, Australia.

The application of radiative detection to pulsed NMR on oriented
nuclei (NMRON) is examined. Previous studies of nuclear spin-spin
relaxation using 60Q) and 56co impurities in iron hosts [1.2] have
revealed rapid (<50ms) spin echo decay times, compared with spin-
lattice relaxation (SLR) times of order 100s, which challenge the 'no-
spin-tcmperaiure" model of SLR of impurities at the limit of extreme
dilution (ppm). Further spin echo measurements have now been
made which indicate a sensitivity of the echo amplitude to small AC
magnetic fields superimposed on the DC field. The three-pulse NMRON
spin echo is examined using a density matrix analysis, and is shown
to be strongly affected by the AC component. This produces a
modulation of the echo amplitude which is dependent on both the
amplitude and frequency of the AC field. A lower limit of 0.8s is

placed on the spin echo decay time of 5 6Co in an isotopically enriched
5 6Fe poly crystalline host. The implications of these results for the

• study of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation are discussed.
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ENERGY SHIFT EFFECT OF EXCITING GAMMA LINE ON PERTURBED
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF RESONANT SCATTERED PHOTONS.

A.V.Davydov, V.S.Goryachev, V.M.Novikov and
P.I.Romaaheva,ITEP, Moscow.

In considering the Mbssbauer gamma ray scattering
by nuclei in magnetic field normal to the scattering
plane it was found [ 1,2] , that precession rotation
angle AQ of the resonant scattered photon angular
distribution ( AD ) pattern must depend on the energy
shift S of exciting gamma line relatively of the
resonance position . In the case when the width of this
line is equal to the natural width f of a nuclear
level to be excited,the following relation takes place:

3+

= /TI»Here £2. is a Larmor frequency,
It follows from this, that the curves of count rate

S-dependence for anisotropic AD would have the nonequal
form for different scattering angles.In particular the
widths of these curves must differ markedly.

The S-dependence of resonant scattered 129.4 keV
photon intensity was measured , the scattering nuclei
being of Ir-191 in Ir-Fe alloy . The scattering angles
were 83° and 133°. The scatterer and the source
( Os metal ) had a liquid nitrogen temperature , the
source being mounted at the end of a rod connected
with the drive of a arPC-4M Mossbauer spectrometer.
There was a second gamma source , Co-57 in Cr ,
located at the other end of the drive rod , which was
used to calibrate a velocity scale of spectrometer with
Mossbauer absorption spectrum of 14,4 keV gamma rays in
FeaO3. Photons were being registered emitted by cali-
brating source under the angle of 70° towards the drive
rod movement direction . This allowed one to cover a
greater part of a resonance curve for Ir-191 gamma rays
by a hyperfine splitting spectrum of Fe-57.The S-depen-
dencies of count rate resonance curves measured at two
scattering angles are really characterised by different
widths.

[1] H.Eicher, Zeitschrift fur Physik, 212(1968)176.
[2] A.B.flaBbiAOB, M.M.KOPOTKOB H n.H.PoMamesa,

H3BecTHH AH CCCP, cep. <t>H3. , 44(1980)1778.
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RANDOM WALKS IN DISORDERED SYSTEMS AND THEIR INVESTIG-
ATIONS BY MEANS OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND RELAXATION OF
POLARIZED BETA-ACTIVE NUCLEI. REVIEW

Yu.G.Abov, S.P.Borovlev, M.I.Bulgakov, V.M.Garochkin,
F.S.Dzheparov, V.E.Shestopal, S.V.Stepanov, S.S.Trostin
ITEP, Moscow, 117259

The physics of random walks in disordered system
(RWDS) is one o-f the actively developed -fields of modern
science. The interest to it is stimulated by its aesthe-
tic appeal, substantial connections with many body prob-
lem and wide applications in condensed matter physics,
optics and radiospectroscopy. This report contains rev-
iew of the unique experimental and theoretical investi-
gations on nuclear spin polarisation transport in the
spatially disordered system * Li- 6Li in LiF carried out
by the authors. The experiments'are based on the extreme
vicinity of g—factors of ° Li beta-active nucleus (beta-
nuleus)and stable 6Li nuclei. The concentration of ' Li
in the used LiF crystal was small. Each studied process
is initiated by one polarized * Li nucleus produced in
(n,tf )—reaction on the thermal polarized neutrons. In
the simplest case the depolarization of 8Li nucleus is
proceeded due to flip—flop transfers with nonpolarized
' Li nuclei which interact themselves as well. The expe-
rimentally measured beta—decay asymmetry is proportional
to the beta-nuclei polarization P0o (t) which is the auto-
correlation function of RWDS. The time dependence of PDO(t)
is not exponential. The theoretical problem of long time
asymptotics for P0o (t-••«>) has not exact solution now,
but it is very probable that it has the diffusion-type
behaviour: Poo (t-»oo )~t~

Vai . We have studied also the
essentially nonexponential depolarization kinetics which
take place under addition to the flip-flop process lithe
resonance polarization destruction owing to irradiation
at double Larmor frequency or 2)the polarization transfer
due to thermal diffusion of * Li and *Li nuclei. The pos-
sibility of measurements of translational jumping motions
of *Li and * Li nuclei with a jump frequency **• 1 s~ is
shown.
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Nuclear Polarization Using Laser Radiation

Yu.P.Gangrsky, C.Hradecny, I.N.Izosimov, B.N.Markov,

|Yu.V•Naumov], D.F.Zaretsky*

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
* V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute, Leningrad, USSR

# I. V. Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, Moscow, USSR

A considerable extension of the range of nuclear
physical investigations can be achieved by developing
reliable optical methods of nuclear orientation [1], by
measurements of the value of the isotopic shift and
hyperfine splitting in atomic spectra.

In the paper ' the possibilities of lasers in
tackling the following problems are considered*.

1) Orientation and alignment of nuclear spins (up

to 10 s) using laser radiation and the detection of
the events of nuclear polarization in optical and
nuclear radiations.

2) Coherent effects in the electron shell, the
investigation of the Hanle effect and level crossing in
atoms with radioactive nuclei and the determination of
nuclear quadruple moments.

3) Formation of the coherent ensembles of atomic
nuclei (particularly the ensembles, in which nuclear
substates with different magnetic quantum numbers have
phase correlation) and the investigation of nuclear
coherence in optical and nuclear radiations.

There is given a description of the experimental
method and experiments, in which the orientation of the

nuclei 2 Na (degree of orientation P * 12 %) and 2*Na (P
* 8%) have been investigated. The effects of nuclear
coherence in Na were observed in optical radiation.

[1] I.N.Izosimov and Yu.V.Naumov, Particle and Nuclei
v. 18, 2 (1987) 249.
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Measu ment of Optical Resonances of Atoms with

vh.ort- lived Nuclt-i by Using Light Induced Drift

Vu. v. bangrsky, C. Hradeony, B. N. Markov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

A new m-thod for measurements of optical resonances
of atoms with short-li'.-ed nuclei is proposed. The method
uses the effec*. of the Light Induced Drift (LID) of
atoms [ 1 ], which can bring about big changes in the
equilibrium spatial distribution of the atoms 12 I. The
LID originates, whftn the atoms contained as a little
impurity in a buf'^r gas are excited selectively,
arcordmg to velocity, by the laser radiations which has
the center of the spec!ral ] itie slightly displaced from
'he center of the excited atomic resonance with the
Onppler brodenine. Suppose that the atoms interact with
i'he laser radiation with a wavelength scanned in the
Bp«ctral region, in which the investigated resonance is
expected to be present. Then the LID of the atoms will
occur near the resonance and, as a result, the
equilibrium spatial distribution of the atoms will
change. If thi* nuclei of the atoms are radioactive, tho
change will be accompanied by a change in the local
itensitj of the characteristic nuclear radiation, which
can be recorded by the corresponding detectors, That
principle can be used to build sensitive laser optical
spectrometers for measurements of optical resonances of
atoms with short-Lived nuclei. It is remarkable that in
such measurements the useful signal is not disturbed by
the excessive presence of stable and long-lived isotopes
of the same elements.

In the paper one variant of a Laser spectrometer
using the LID is presented. The spectrometer can be
employed for investigating short-lived isotopes that are
present in the beam of recoil nuclei, which are
generated in reactions with heavy ion beams. It is shown
that the spectrometer is highly sensitive and can be
used for the investigation of isotopes with a lifetime

of 2 10 s- The method can be helpful in measuring the
isotopic shift and the hyperfine structure of atoms with
short-lived nuclei and can greatly contribute to the
investigation of nuclei far from stability.

II] S. N. Atutov et aL., Opt. Coirnn. 60 (1986) 41.
IJ:| H. G. C. Werij et al . , Phys. Rev. A33 (1986) 3270.
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SEARCH OF CONVERSION COEFFICIENT DEPENDENCE OF 14.4
KiiV Fe-57 NUCLEUS TRANSITION ON HFI MAGNETIC FIELD

V.I.Dvoretaky. L.V.Inzhechik, V.G.Tsinosv
1.V.Kurchat v Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

„ <\ well"known fencnenon of a jump of a transmissi-
on Moscbaaer spectrum area at the passage of an absor-
ber through the Curie point cannot be explained by the
saturation effect and the change of the Lamb-Mossbauer
factor f. On the ba^is of experimental study of tempe-
rature dependences of emission and transmission ferro-
magnetic's spectra a hypothesis was proposed in paper
f 1 ] on the dependence upon the matrix magnetic state
of the conversion coefficient of Fe-57 Mossbauer tran-
sition. In the theoretical study [2] a mechanism was
proposed to occurence of the coherent state of the
excited Mossbauer nuclei due to'there hyperfine inter-
actions with the effective magnetic field of the elec-
tron surroundings, which can lead to a noticeable
change of a conversion coefficient.

Co-57(Ni) source was studied. The area of its
emission Mossbauer spectra did not undergo a jump at
the passage through the Curie point which proves the
independence of factor f on HFI field. Precise measu-
rements of gamma-radiation energy spectra in the range
4 - 150 keV for the temperatures above and below the
Curie point have shown that the relative peaks' inten-
sities of gamma- and X~ray radiation do not change mo-
re then by 1% at the Curie transition. Hence, the con-
version coefficient of the Fe nucleus from the excited
state into the ground one does not depend on the HFI
magnetic field with the same accuracy.

[1] U.F.Babikova et al. Sol.State Comm. 32. (1979) 191
[2] V. I.Jukalov Preprint O U a l P17-88-14, 1988
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MAPON AND SINGLE PASSAGE NMRON SPECTROSCOPY ON
'"SbE& and <"SbNi SINGLE CRYSTALS

N YAZIDJOGLOU, W D HUTCHISON and D H CHAPLIN
Department of Physics, University College

The University of New South Wales
Australian Defence Force Academy

CANBERRA ACT 2600 AUSTRALIA

The signs, mode magnitudes and distributions of the electric
quadrupole hyperfine interactions (EQI) in single crystal 125SbFe and
12SSb£Ii have been examined along an easy axis and a principal hard
axis for each system. The surface preparation was essentially the same
for both hosts but the results of the distribution width and anisotropy
in the mode values of the measured EQI's are remarkably different
between the two hosts. For 125SbFe_ the mode value of the EQI is a
factor of two larger along the hard axis <111> and of same sign,
negative, as for the easy axis <100>. For 125SbNi the mode values of
the EQI along the same two principal directions are comparable in
magnitude but the efg distributions are much broader than in the
125SbFe case. Preliminary single passage results on l25SbM provide
only a very weak sweep asymmetry with indications of an apparent
change in sign in EQI from negative along the <111> easy axis to
positive along the hard <100> axis.
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GAMMA DETECTED NMRON SPIN ECHO PROFILES FOR
EQUAL TURN ANGLE PULSES - ZERO SKIN EFFECT

RWN KINNEAR,DHCHAPLIN andG V H WILSON
Department of Physics. University College

The University of New South Wales
Australian Defence Force Academy

CANBERRA ACT 2600 AUSTRALIA

The theoretical profiles for both principal (T2 = Tj) and harmonic
(I2 = TTI, \1\) spin echoes in gamma detected triple pulse NMRON
experiments are systematically calculated for a wide range of
inhomogeneous broadening using analytic expressions derived from
physical ensemble rotation considerations, applicable for a pure
Zeeman Hamiltonian. In the absence of skin effects, and assuming
equal turn angle pulses, these calculations provide the optimum tum
angle conditions for maximum spin echo amplitude. They also
demonstrate that, in general, the principal echo is superior to the
harmonic echoes for subsequent investigation of irreversible nuclear
spin decoherence studies in very dilute alloys, as measured by the
decay in the spin echo amplitude.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SKIN EFFECT ON
GAMMA DETECTED PULSED NMRON SIGNALS

D JISBISTER and D H CHAPLIN
Department of Physics, University College

The University of New South Wales
Australian Defence Force Academy

CANBERRA ACT 2600 AUSTRALIA

The influence of the skin effect on single and triple (spin echo)
gamma detected pulsed NMRON signals is calculated using a density
matrix approach within a pure Zeeman manifold. It is found that the
skin effect leads to distortions and attenuations of the pulsed NMRON
signals that are more severe compared with the usual extent of
inhomogeneous broadening applicable to ferromagnetic metal hosts.
For the case of the principal spin echo evoked by equal resonant rf
pulses the effects of skin depth attenuation are presented separately and
in combination with inhomogeneous broadening.
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ON THE NATURE OF THE MUON MOTION IN SOLID HYDROGENS

V. 6. Storchak

Atomic Energry I n s t i t u t e , Moscow, USSR

In paper C13 muon d e p o l a r i z a t i o n was found in

parahydrogren. It was proposed t o expla in the phenomenon

by production of the H2M complex.

This paper i s to propose experiments that a l low

production or absence of the ion to be unambiguously

determined and the character < quantum or c l a s s i c a l )

of the H2M complex motion to be c l eared out .

1. It i s proposed to c l e a r out the nature of the

muon-produced complex by Abraham's resonant technique

C23. To have the resonance, the d i f f e r e n c e of the

Zeeman energries of the muon must be equal to the d i s -

tance between the l e v e l s of the nuclear quadrupole

energy. Since the proton quadrupole momentum i s equal

to zero , i t i s proposed to carry out the experiment in

deuterium where the Djs ion seems to be produced.

2. Muon d e p o l a r i z a t i o n r a t e s in s o l i d HD and i>2

are c a l c u l a t e d in the paper. Comparison of the A values

in s o l i d hydrogrens i s shown to a l l o w the c l a s s i c a l C33

or quantum [41 model of the H_H ion r o t a t i o n a l motion

to be p r e f e r r e d .

[11 S.G.Barsow et a l . , Pisma v JETF,41_ (1985) 275

C21 A. Abraham, C . R . A c a d . S c i . S e r . 2 223. ( 1 8 8 4 ) 35

[31 V.G.Storchak, Fis.Nizk.Temp. 11.(1985) 1212

C4J V .G.Storchak , F i s . N i z k . T e m p . 13. (1987) 1078
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INVESTIGATION OP ORGAITIC SUBSTANCES POP. DEVELOPMENT OP
TARGETS WITH POLARIZED HIDROGE1T A1ID DBUTERIU1.I NUCLEI

E I B u n y a t o v a

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

For the study of the spin dependence of strong
interactions in JXMR and other accelerator laboratori-
es, targets with polarized hydrogen and deuterium nuc-
lei are necessary. An important problem in development
of the targets is the choice, investigation and synthe-
sis of the target material where dynamic polarisation
of nuclei (DPN; is possible. The target material con-
sists of the main material and a paramagnetic admixti;-
re. Organic compounds were used as the main material.
Complex compounds of chromium (V) and organic stable
free radicals were the carriers of free electrons that
are necessary for DP1T.

Using the method of electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) and DPN, various Gr(V) with organic li-
gands were synthesized and investigated. These are
Cr(V) complexes in propanediol 1,2 CH^GHOH CJ^OH and

in deuterated diols - ethanediol CDgODCT^OD and pro-

panediol-1,2 CD,CDODCD2OD obtained by oxydation-reduc-

tion reaction of diols with chromates. Using the EPR
method, alcohol solutions of the stable Cr(V) complex
with hydroxy acids are investigated. Products of photo-
chemical synthesis of Cr(V) compounds in pentanol are
studied. Organic substances with admixtures of stable
free radicals were also investigated.

The investigations have allowed the development
of a target material which ensures nuclear polarizati-
on close to the maximum (98% for protons, 4-O/J for deu-
terons).

Targets with "frozen" polarization of hydrogen
and deuterium nuclei were obtained on the basis of
Gr(V) complexes in diols; they allow operation in a
relatively low magnetic field (O.5-1T) and ensure a
long (up to 1OOO hours) relaxation time of polarizati-
on achieved (at 0.020K).

1 S -A-&- S* -l-Tr - -
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